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PREFACE

This book provides an introduction to relative consistency proofs in
axiomatic set theory, and is intended to be used as a text in beginning
graduate courses in that subject. It is hoped that this treatment will make the
subject accessible to those mathematicians whose research is sensitive to
axiomatics. We assume that the reader has had the equivalent of an under
graduate course on cardinals and ordinals, but no specific training in logic
is necessary.

The author is grateful to the large number of people who have suggested
improvements in the original manuscript for this book. In particular we
would like to thank John Baldwin, Eric van Douwen, Peter Nyikos, and
Dan Velleman. Special thanks are due to Jon Barwise, who tried out the
manuscript in a course at the University of Wisconsin.
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INTRODUCTION

Set theory is the foundation of mathematics. All mathematical concepts
are defined in terms of the primitive notions of set and membership. In
axiomatic set theory we formulate a few simple axioms about these primitive
notions in an attempt to capture the basic "obviously true" set-theoretic
principles. From such axioms, all known mathematics may be derived.
However, there are some questions which the axioms fail to settle, and that
failure is the subject of this book.

§1. Consistency results

The specific axiom system we discuss is ZFC, or Zermelo-Frankel set
theory with the Axiom of Choice. We say that a statement ¢ is independent
of ZFC if neither ¢ nor -, ¢ (the negation of ¢) is provable from ZFC;
this is equivalent to saying that both ZFC + -, ¢ and ZFC + ¢ are con
sistent. The most famous example of such a ¢ is the Continuum Hypothesis
(CH), but within the past few years, a large number of statements, coming
from various branches of mathematics, have been shown to be independent
ofZFC.

In this book, we study the techniques for showing that a statement ¢ is
consistent with ZFC. ¢ will be shown to be independent if we can success
fully apply these techniques to ¢ and to -, ¢; this will always involve two
separate arguments. There are also many statements which have been shown
to be consistent but whose independence has remained unsettled.

Some of the statements known to be consistent with ZFC are "quotable"
principles of abstract set theory, such as CH, or -, CH, or Martin's Axiom,
or Suslin's Hypothesis, or o. Workers in the more abstract areas of analysis
and topology are well aware of these principles and often apply them. Since
any consequence of a consistent statement is also consistent, this provides a
source for many consistency proofs in mathematics. In addition, those
mathematicians with a background in set theory often return to the basic
methods to prove consistency results for specific mathematical statements
which do not follow from one of the known "quotable" principles.

xi



xii Introduction

The purpose of this book is to explain the basic techniques for proving
statements consistent with ZFC. We include consistency proofs for many
of the "quotable" principles. More importantly, we hope to enable mathe
maticians to produce new consistency proofs of their own, as needed.

§2. Prerequisites

We assume that the reader has seen a development of axiomatic set
theory through the basic properties of von Neumann ordinals and cardinals.
This material is contained in set theory texts such as [Enderton 1977] or
[Halmos 1960], as well as in appendices to books in other areas of mathe
matics which use set theory, such as [Chang-Keisler 1973] or [Kelley
1955]. This material is also reviewed in Chapter I.

It is not necessary for the reader to have seen the particular axiom system
ZFC. There are other systems which differ from ZFC in the formal way
proper classes are handled (see I §12). A reader familiar with one of these
should have no trouble with ZFC, but should bear in mind that in ZFC
proper classes have no formal existence, and all variables range over sets.

The reader need not be knowledgeable about very picky axiomatic
questions-such as which axioms of ZFC are used to prove which theorems.
In those few cases where such questions are of any importance, they are
reviewed quite extensively in Chapter I. However, we do presume some
sophistication in the way set theory is handled in its mathematical applica
tions, as one would see in a course in general topology or measure theory.

Our prerequisite in formal logic is elastic. A book whose main results
involve consistency of axiomatic systems cannot avoid logic entirely. We
have included a sketch of background material on formal logic to enable
readers with no training in the subject to understand independence proofs,
but such readers might be suspicious about the complete mathematical
rigor of our methods. A good undergraduate course in logic would dispel
that suspicion. On a higher level, there are many foundational questions
raised by our subject which are of interest to the student of logic per se,
and we have collected such material in appendices to the various chapters.
In these appendices, we have felt free to assume as much logical sophistica
tion as is needed for the particular argument at hand.

§3. Outline

Chapter I contains some logical background and a sketch of the develop
ment of the axioms of ZFC, excluding Foundation (Regularity). Since this
material is partly a review, we have omitted many proofs. We have been
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fairly pedantic about the fact that for many of the theorems, certain axioms,
especially Choice and Power Set, are not needed, and we have indicated
explicitly where these axioms are used; such considerations are not impor
tant for the development of mathematics within ZFC, but will be useful
when we get to independence proofs.

Chapter II covers some special topics in combinatorial set theory. In
part, this chapter provides some combinatorial lemmas needed in Chapters
VI- VIII, but its main purpose is to introduce the reader to the vast array
of set-theoretic questions that one might try to prove independent of ZFC.

We have departed from tradition in basing our treatment of forcing in
Chapter VII upon the discussion of Martin's Axiom in Chapter II. This
has the advantage of separating the mathematical difficulties in handling
forcing from the metamathematical ones. It has the disadvantage of re
quiring those readers (if there are any) who wish to learn forcing without
learning Martin's Axiom to do some extra work.

The Axiom of Foundation is discussed in Chapter III. This axiom is
never used in mathematics, but it leads to a much clearer picture of the set
theoretic universe.

Chapter IV develops the basic methods used in producing consistency
proofs, including inner models, relativization, and absoluteness. We also
discuss the Reflection Theorem and related results.

Chapter V discusses the formalization of the logical notion of definability
within ZFC. These ideas are used in defining the class L of constructible
sets in Chapter VI. In Chapter VI we establish the consistency of the Gener
alized Continuum Hypothesis by showing that it holds in L. We also show
that the combinatorial principles 0 and <> + are true in L.

Chapter VII introduces forcing and uses it to prove the consistency of
I CH and various related statements of cardinal arithmetic. Chapter VIII
covers iterated forcing and the consistency of Martin's Axiom with --, CH.

§4. How to use this book

In internal cross referencing, chapters are denoted by Roman numerals
and § denotes section number. Thus, VII §5 is the fifth section of Chapter
Seven, and VII 5.16 is the sixteenth numbered enunciation in that section.

The exercises range from routine verifications to additional development
of the material in the chapter. The more difficult ones are starred. The
exercises are not necessary for understanding later material in the text,
although they are sometimes required for later exercises. There are probably
more exercises in some of the chapters than most readers will want to do.

It is not necessary to read the book straight through from cover to cover.
In particular, the material in Chapter II is not used at all until the end of
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Chapter VI, so the reader may simply skip Chapter II and refer back to it
as needed. Also, a knowledge of constructibility is not necessary to under
stand forcing, so it is possible to read Chapters VII and VIII without reading
Chapters V and VI, although the reader doing this would have to take on
faith the existence of models of GCH. Furthermore, the appendices of all
chapters may be omitted without loss of continuity.

§5. What has been omitted

We have two goals in writing this book. First, we hope to bridge the gap
between the current literature and the elementary texts on cardinals and
ordinals. Second, we hope to emphasize the interplay between classical
combinatorial set theory and modern independence proofs. Much important
material in set theory which is secondary to these goals has been omitted.

Specifically, topics which are already well covered in the literature by
texts or survey articles have often been omitted. We have little here on
large cardinals: the interested reader may consult [Drake 1974] or [Solovay
Reinhardt-Kanamori 1978]. Likewise, we do not treat the fine-structure
methods in L; see [Devlin 1973] for this.

We have also avoided topics which require some sophistication in logic.
In particular, we do not discuss model-theoretic applications of large
cardinals (see [Drake 1974J), or results in descriptive set theory, or the
relationship between these fields (see [Martin 1977] or [Moschovakis
1980] ).

This book gives short shrift to the Axiom of Choice (AC). We consider
AC to be one of the basic axioms of set theory, although we do indicate
proofs that it is neither provable (see VII Exercise E4) nor refutable (see
V 2.14 and VI 4.9) from the other axioms. For more on set theory without
AC, see [Jech 1973].

§6. On references

Since this is a text and not a research monograph, we have not attempted
to give references to the literature for every theorem we prove. Our bibliog
raphy is intended primarily as suggestions for further reading, and not as
a source for establishing priority. We apologize to those mathematicians
who are chagrined at not seeing their name mentioned more often. Aside
from a few trivial exercises, none of the results in this book are due to the
author.
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§7. The axioms

For reference, we list here the axioms of ZFC and of some related
theories; these are explained in much greater detail in Chapters I and III.
After each axiom we list the section in Chapters I or III where it first occurs.

AXIOM O. Set Existence (I §5).

3x(x=x).

AXIOM 1. Extensionality (I §5).

VxVy(VZ(ZEX+-+ZEY)-+X = y).

AxIOM 2. Foundation (III §4).

'Ix [3Y(YEX) -+ 3Y(YEX /\ -,3Z(ZEX /\ ZEY))]·

AxIOM 3. Comprehension Scheme (I §5). For each formula 4J with free
variables among x, Z, WI' ... , W n ,

AxIOM 4. Pairing (I §6).

VxVy3Z(XEZ /\ YEZ).

AxIOM 5. Union (I §6).

'Iff 3A VYVx(x E Y /\ YE ff -+ X E A).

AXIOM 6. Replacement Scheme (I §6). For each formula 4J with free variables
among x, y, A, WI' ... , W n ,

On the basis of Axioms 0, 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6, one may define c (subset), 0
(empty set), S (ordinal successor; S(x) = x U{x}),and the notion of well
ordering. The following axioms are then defined.

AxIOM 7. Infinity (I §7).

3x (0 E X /\ Vy E X (S(y) EX)) .

AXIOM 8. Power Set (I § 10).

'Ix 3y Vz (z c x -+ ZE y).



xvi

AXIOM 9. Choice (I §6).

Introduction

VA 3R (R well-orders A).

ZFC is the system of Axioms 0-9.
For technical reasons, it will sometimes be important to know that some

of the results which we prove from ZFC do not in fact require all the axioms
of ZFC; the reason for this is discussed at the end of I §4. We list here some
abbreviations for commonly used subtheories of ZFC. ZF consists of
Axioms 0-8, ZF - P consists of Axioms 0-7, and ZFC - P consists of
Axioms 0-7 plus Axiom 9. By ZFC-, ZF-, ZF- - P, and ZFC- - P, we
mean the respective theory (ZFC, ZF, ZF - P, and ZFC - P) with Axiom 2
(Foundation) deleted. Other abbreviations for weakenings of ZFC are
usually self-explanatory. For example, ZF- - P - Inf is ZF- - P with
the Axiom of Infinity deleted.



CHAPTER I

THE FOUNDATIONS OF SET THEORY

It is assumed that the reader has seen a development of mathematics
based on some principles roughly resembling the axioms listed in §7 of the
Introduction. In this chapter we review such a development, stressing some
foundational points which will be important for later work.

§1. Why axioms?

Most mathematicians have little need for a precise codification of the
set theory they use. It is generally understood which principles are correct
beyond any doubt, and which are subject to question. For example, it is
generally agreed that the Continuum Hypothesis (CH) is not a basic prin
ciple, but rather an open conjecture, and we are all able, without the benefit
of any formal axiomatization, to tell which of our theorems we have proved
absolutely and which depend upon the (as yet undecided) truth or falsity
ofCH.

However, in this book we are concerned with establishing results like:
"CH is neither provable nor refutable from ordinary set-theoretic prin
ciples". In order to make that statement precise, we must say exactly what
those principles are; in this book, we have defined them to be the axioms
of ZFC listed in the Introduction. The assertion: "CH is neither provable
nor refutable from ZFC" is now a well-defined statement which we shall
establish in Chapters VI and VII.

The question remains as to whether the axioms of ZFC do embody all
the "ordinary set-theoretic principles". In this chapter we shall develop
t~lem far enough to be able to see how one can derive from them all of current
conventional mathematics. Of course, future generations of mathematicians
may come to realize some "obviously true" set-theoretic principles which
do not follow from ZFC. Conceivably, CH could be then settled using those
principles.

Even at the present, there are several ways besides ZFC for handling the
axiomatization of currently accepted set-theoretic principles (see §12). The
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methods of this book are easily modified to handle those systems as well,
although the technical details are slightly simpler for ZFC.

§2. Why formal logic?

The idea of setting down one's axioms harks back to Euclid, and is hardly
revolutionary. Usually in mathematics the axioms are stated in an informal
language, such as Greek or English. But here we shall state our axioms in
a formal, or artificial, language, called the first-order predicate calculus. The
fea ture of a formal language is that there are precise rules of formation for
linguistic objects. There are two main reasons for this approach.

Reason 1. Formal logic is needed to state the axioms of set theory precisely.
For example, ZFC has a Comprehension Axiom asserting that sets of the
form

{x E A: P(x)}

exist, where A is a given set and P(x) is any property of x. But what is a
property? Intuitively, it is any well-defined English assertion about the
variable x. Is "x is happy" a property? It is clear that we need a rigorous
definition of which properties we are to admit. We shall require that P(x)
be expressible in our formal language, which will be capable of expressing
mathematical notions, but not non-mathematical ones. The fact that an
imprecise notion of property can lead to trouble is illustrated by the follow
ing "paradox" in ordinary reasoning: Let n be the least positive integer not
definable by an English expression using forty words or less. But I have just
defined it in forty words or less.

Reason 2. Even after we have defined ZFC, what does it mean to say that
CH is not provable from ZFC? Intuitively, it means that there is no way of
deriving CH from ZFC using legitimate rules of inference. This intuitive
notion can be made precise using the concept of a formal deduction.

We shall only sketch here the development of formal logic, referring the
reader to a text on the subject, such as [Enderton 1972], [Kleene 1952],
or [Shoenfield 1967], for a more detailed treatment. We shall give a pr~cise

definition of the formal language, as this is easy to do and is necessary for
stating the axioms of ZFC. We shall only hint at the rules of formal deduc
tion; these are also not hard to define, but it then takes some work to see
that the standard mathematical arguments can all be formalized within the
prescribed rules.

The basic symbols of our formal language are 1\, --', 3, (, ), E, =, and-
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Vj for each natural number j. Intuitively, 1\ means "and," ---, means "not,"
:l means "there exists," E denotes membership, = denotes equality, vo, VI, ...
are variables, and the parentheses are used for phrasing. An expression is
any finite sequence of basic symbols, such as ):l:l---,). The intuitive interpreta
tion of the symbols indicates which expressions are meaningful; these are
called formulas. More precisely, we define a formula to be any expression
constructed by the rules:

(1) Vi E Vj, Vi = Vj are formulas for any i, j.
(2) If ¢ and ljJ are formulas, so are (¢) /\ (ljJ), ---'(¢), and :lVi(lIJ) for any i.
So, for example, :lvo (:lv 1 ((vo E VI) 1\ (VI E vo))) is a formula.
Our formal definition departs somewhat from intuition in that, in an

effort to make the definition simple, the use of parentheses was prescribed
very restrictively. For example,

VoEVII\---'(VIEVo)

is not a formula. Another seeming drawback of our formal language is
that it seems to lack the ability to express certain very basic logical notions,
like, e.g. \I (for all). However, this is not really a problem, since ---, (:lVi( ---, (lIJ)))
expresses \:IVi (¢). Similar remarks hold for v (or), ~ (implies) and +-+ (iff),
which may all be expressed using 1\ and ---,. To save ourselves the work of
always writing these longer expressions, we agree at the outset to use the
following abbreviations.

(1) \:IVi(¢) abbreviates ---, (:lVi(---'(¢)))'
(2) (¢) v (ljJ) abbreviates ---, ((---,(¢)) 1\ (---,(ljJ))).
(3) (¢) ~ (ljJ) abbreviates (---,(¢)) v (ljJ).
(4) (¢)+-+(ljJ) abbreviates ((¢) ~ (ljJ)) 1\ ((ljJ) ~ (lIJ)).
(5) Parentheses are dropped if it is clear from the context how to put

them in.
(6) Vi =/= Vj abbreviates ---, (Vi = Vj) and Vi ¢ Vj abbreviates ---, (Vi E Vj)'
(7) Other letters and subscripted letters from the English, Greek, and

Hebrew alphabet are used for variables.
We shall explain (7) in more detail later.

There are many abbreviations other than these seven. Actually, in this
book we shall very rarely see a formula. We shall follow standard mathe
matical usage of writing expressions mostly in English, augmented by
logical symbols when this seems useful. For example, we might say "there
are sets x, y, z such that x E y 1\ Y E z", rather than

3vo (3v 1(:lv 2 ((vo E VI) 1\ (VI E V2))))'

The Comprehension Axiom (see Reason (1) above) will be made into a
precise statement by requiring that properties P(x) occurring in it be ex
pressible in the formal language, but it will not be necessary to write out
the formula expressing P(x) each time the Comprehension Axiom is used.
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A subformula of ljJ is a consecutive sequence of symbols of ljJ which form
a formula. For example, the 5 subformulae of

(1)

are Vo E Vl, 3vo (vo E Vl ), Vl E Vl , 3v l (Vl E vl ), and the formula (1) itself. The
scope of an occurrence of a quantifier 3v i is the (unique) subformula be
ginning with that 3vi. For example, the scope of the 3vo in (1) is 3vo(vo E Vl).
An occurrence of a variable in a formula is called bound itT it lies in the scope
ofa quantifier acting on that variable, otherwise it is called free. For example,
in (1) the first occurrence of v1 is free, but the second is bound, whereas Vo
is bound at its occurrences and Vl is free at its occurrence.

Intuitively, a formula expresses a property of its free variables, whereas
the bound or dummy variables are used just to make existential statements
which could be made equally well with different bound variables. Thus,
formula (1) means the same as

(3V4 (V4 E vl )) /\ (3V4 (Vl E V4))·

Note that since \/Vi is an abbreviation for --, 3Vi --', it also binds its variable
Vi, whereas the abbreviations v, ~, ~ are defined in terms of other pro
positional connections and do not bind variables.

Often in a discussion, we present a formula and call it ljJ(xl , ... , xn ) to
emphasize its dependence on Xl' ... , Xn. Then, later, if Yl, ... , Yn are other
variables, ljJ(Yl' ... , Yn) will denote the formula resulting from substituting
a Yi for each free occurrence of Xi. Such a substitution is called free, or
legitimate iff no free occurrence of an Xi is in the scope of a quantifier 3Yi.
The idea is that ljJ(Yl' ... , Yn) says about Yl, ... , Yn what ljJ(x l , ... , xn) said
about Xl' ... , X n , but this will not be the case if the substitution is not free
and some Yi gets bound by a quantifier of ljJ. In general, we shall always as
sume that our substitutions are free. The use of the notation ljJ(x l , ... , xn )

does not imply that each Xi actually occurs free in ljJ(x l , ... , x n ); also,
ljJ(x l , ... , x n ) may have other free variables which in the particular dis
cussion we are not emphasizing.

For example, let ljJ(Vl' V3) be formula (1). Then ljJ(Vl' V8) is

(3Vo (Vo EV1)) /\ (3v l (V1 EV l)),

(2)

But this latter substitution is not free, and has perverted the meaning of ljJ.
The assertion in ljJ(Vl' V3) that "Vl has an element" became "some set is an
element of itself" in ljJ(vo, v8).

A sentence is a formula with no free variables; intuitively, it states an
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assertion which is either true or false. ZFC is a certain set of sentences.
If S is any set of sentences and l/J is a sentence, then S ~ l/J means intuitively
that ¢ is provable from S by a purely logical argument that may quote
sentences in S as axioms but may not refer to the intended "meaning" of
E. Formally, we define S ~ ¢ iff there is a formal deduction of l/J from S; this
is a finite sequence l/Jl' ... , ¢n of formulas such that l/Jn is l/J and for each i,
either ¢i is in S or l/Ji is a logical axiom or l/Ji follows from ¢l' ... , l/Ji-l by
certain rules of inference. Notions such as "logical axiom" and "rule of
inference" are defined purely syntactically.

If S ~ ¢ where S is the empty set of sentences, we write ~ l/J and say that
¢ is logically valid. If ~(l/J ~ l/J), we say ¢ and l/J are logically equivalent.

We do not dwell here on the precise definition of ~, but merely remark
on some of its properties. See §4 for further discussion.

If ¢ is a formula, a universal closure of l/J is a sentence obtained by uni
versally quantifying all free variables of ¢. For example, if ¢ is

x = y ~ Vz (z E X~ Z E y),

then \:Ix Vy ¢ and Vy 'Ix ¢ are universal closures of l/J. All universal closures
of a formula are logically equivalent. In common parlance, when one asserts
¢, one means to assert its universal closure. Formally, if S is a set of sen
tences and ¢ is a formula, we define S ~ ¢ to mean that the universal closure
of ¢ is derivable from S. The meaning of S ~ ¢ when elements of S are not
sentences is not the same in all presentations of logic and will not be dis
cussed here.

We extend to formulas our notions of logical validity and logical equiva
lence. Thus, we call l/J logically valid iff its universal closure is logically
valid; and we say l/J and l/J are logically equivalent iff ¢ ~ l/J is logically
valid.

Using the notion of logical equivalence, we may make precise the idea
that bound variables are dummy variables. If l/J(x l , ... ,xn ) is a formula
with only Xl' ... , Xnfree and l/J' {Xl' ... , x n ) results from replacing the bound
variables of l/J with other variables, then l/J and l/J' are logically equivalent.
This enables us to be sloppy in our use of the various English, Greek, and
Hebrew letters to stand for the official variables Vo, v l , V2, .... For example,
we have stated the Pairing Axiom as

VxVy3Z(XEZ 1\ YEZ).

Formally, we should have chosen some distinct i,j, k and written the axiom
as

\:Iv i VVj 3Vk (Vi E Vk 1\ Vj E Vk).

However, all such choices of i, j, k yield logically equivalent axioms.
Likewise, when we use other abbreviations, we can be vague about which
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ofa number of logically equivalent unabbreviations is intended. For example,
l/J /\ t/J /\ X could abbreviate either l/J /\ (l/J /\ X) or (l/J /\ l/J) /\ X, but since
these two formulas are logically equivalent, it usually does not matter which
of the two sentences we choose officially to represent l/J /\ l/J /\ x.

If S is a set of sentences, S is consistent (Con(S)) iff for no l/J does S ~ l/J
and S ~ -, l/J. If S is inconsistent, then S ~ l/J for all l/J and S is thus of no
interest. By formalizing reductio ad absurdum, one proves for any sentence
l/J that S ~ l/J iff S u {-, l/J} is inconsistent and S ~ -, l/J iff S u { l/J} is in
consistent. Thus, ZFC ~ CH is equivalent to Con(ZFC + -,CH), (i.e.,
Con(ZFC u {-, CH} )).

Intuitively, x = y means that x and yare the same object. This is re
flected formally in the fact that basic properties of equality are logically
valid and need not be stated explicitly as axioms of ZFC. For example,

~x = y ~ VZ(ZEX+-+ZEy),

whereas the converse is not logically valid, although it is a theorem of ZFC
since its universal closure is an axiom (Extensionality):

vx Vy (VZ (z E X +-+ Z E y) ~ x = y).

The fact that formal deductions from S are finite objects means that they
can only mention a finite number of sentences in S even if S infinite. Thus,
the following theorem holds.

2.1. THEOREM. (a) If S ~ l/J, then there is a finite So c S such that So ~ l/J.
(b) If S is incotrsistent, there is a finite So c S such that So is inconsistent. D

This will be important since ZFC is an infinite set of axioms.

§3. The philosophy of mathematics

This section presents a caricature of some extremes of mathematical
thought. For a more serious discussion, see [Fraenkel-Bar-Hillel-Levy
1973J, [Kleene 1952J, or [Kreisel-Krivine 1967J.

A Platonist believes that the set-theoretic universe has an existence out
side of ourselves, so that CH is in fact either true or false (although at present
we do not know which). From this point of view, the axioms of ZFC are
merely certain obviously true set-theoretic principles. The fact that these
axioms neither prove nor refute CH says nothing about its truth or falsity
and does not preclude the possibility of our eventually being able to decide
CH using some other obviously true principles which we forgot to list in
ZFC. But a Platonist should still be interested in this independence result,
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since it says that we are wasting our time trying to decide CH unless we can
recognize some new valid principle outside of ZFC.

A Finitist believes only in finite objects; one is not justified in forming the
set of rational numbers, let alone the set of real numbers, so CH is a meaning
less statement. There is some merit in the Finitist's position, since all ob
jects in known physical reality are finite, so that infinite sets may be discarded
as figments of the mathematician's imagination. Unfortunately, this point
of view also discards much of modern mathematics.

The Formalist can hedge his bets. The formal development of ZFC
makes sense from a strictly finitistic point of view: the axioms of ZFC do
not say anything, but are merely certain finite sequences of symbols. The
assertion ZFC ~ ¢ means that there is a certain kind of finite sequence of
finite sequences of symbols-namely, a formal proof of 4J. Even though
ZFC contains infinitely many axioms, notions like ZFC ~ 4J will make
sense, since one can recognize when a particular sentence is an axiom of
ZFC. A Formalist can thus do his mathematics just like a Platonist, but if
challenged about the validity of handling infinite objects, he can reply that
all he is really doing is juggling finite sequences of symbols.

Pedagogically, it is much easier to develop ZFC from a platonistic point
of view, and we shall do so throughout this book. Thus, to establish that
ZFC ~ ¢, we shall simply produce an argument that 4J is true based on the
assumption that the axioms of ZFC are true. Those readers who are For
malists and are skilled in formal logic will then see how to produce a formal
proof of ¢ from ZFC. In some cases, when the formalistic interpretation of
the material in a chapter is not immediately apparent, we have elaborated
on this in an appendix to the chapter.

It is important to make a distinction between the formal theory and the
metatheory. If we are discussing ZFC, then the formal theory is ZFC, and
a formal theorem is a sentence in the formal language provable from ZFC.
If we announce, in our development of the formal theory:

3.1. THEOREM. There are uncountably many real numbers. D

Then we mean that the sentence of the formal language which expresses
Theorem 3.1 is a formal theorem ofZFC.

The metatheory consists of what is really true. This distinction is some
what easier for the Finitist to make, since he must view the metatheory as
being strictly finitistic. An example of a result in the metatheory is

Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + CH).

This is a statement about the formal theories which we shall establish in
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VI. The proof will provide an explicit constructive procedure which, when
applied to an inconsistency in ZFC + CH would produce one in ZFC.

The distinction between formal theory and metatheory is a little trickier
for a Platonist. The Finitist can interpret Theorem 3.1 only as a formal
theorem, since it talks about infinite objects and is therefore not really
meaningful. To the Platonist, Theorem 3.1 also represents a true statement
about the real world, but the fact that it is also a formal theorem means
that it can be established on the basis of ZFC only. The Platonists of 2100
may know whether CH is true, but neither CH nor -, CH will ever be a
formal theorem of ZFC. Likewise, many Platonists of today believe that
inaccessible cardinals exist, even though the statement that they exist is not
a formal theorem of ZFC (see IV 6.9). Since what is "really true" for some
Platonists may not be so for others, one cannot specify precisely what the
platonistic metatheory is. Fortunately, in this book we need only assume
that the metatheory contains all finitistic reasoning.

§4. What we are describing

We present here an informal discussion of the intended interpretation
of the axioms of ZFC. The fact that there are other possible interpretations
is the basis for all our independence proofs.

An interpretation of the language of set theory is defined by specifying a
non-empty domain of discourse, over which the variables are intended to
vary, together with a binary relation on that domain, which is the interpre
tation of E. If ¢ is any sentence in the language of set theory, ¢ is either true
or false under a specified interpretation. As a frivolous example, we may let
the domain of discourse be the set 7L of integers, and interpret x E y as x < y.
This is a legitimate interpretation for the language of set theory, even though
the sentence

\lx:3y (y E x)

is true under this interpretation but refutable from ZFC. Of course, not all
the axioms of ZFC are true under this interpretation.

In the intended interpretation, under which the axioms of ZFC are pre
sumed true, x E y is interpreted to mean that x is a member of y, but the
domain of discourse is somewhat harder to describe. In accordance with the
belief that set theory is the foundation of mathematics, we should be able
to capture all of mathematics by just talking about sets, so our variables
should not range over objects like cows and pigs. But if C is a cow, {C} is
a set, but not a legitimate mathematical object. More generally, since we
wish to talk only about sets but also should be able to talk about any ele
ment of a set in our domain of discourse, all the elements of such a set should
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be sets also. Repeating this, we shall understand that our domain of dis
course consists of those x such that

x is a set, and

VY(YEx~yisaset), and

Vz Vy (y E X /\ Z E Y ~ Z is a set), and etc.

We say such an x is hereditarily a set. Examples of such sets are 0 (the empty
set), {O}, {a, {{O}}}, etc.

The following is a more set-theoretic way of looking at the hereditary sets.
Let Ux be the union of all the sets in x. Let UO x = x and Un+ 1 X =
U(Un X). Then x is an hereditary set iff x is a set and for each n = 0, 1,2, ... ,
all elements of Un X are sets.

An important feature of our domain of discourse is that every element of
an hereditary set is an hereditary set. This is needed to see the truth of the
Axiom of Extensionali ty (see §5) .

The intended interpretation of set theory will be further discussed in III
§4. We turn now to ad hoc interpretations; this is the basis of all consistency
proofs in this book. If S is any set of sentences, we may show S is consistent
by producing any interpretation under which all sentences of S are true.
Usually, E will be still interpreted as membership, but the domain of dis
course will be some sub-domain of the hereditary sets. Thus, we shall produce
one interpretation for ZFC + CH and another for ZFC + --, CH without
ever deciding whether CH is true in the intended interpretation.

The justification for this method of producing consistency proofs is the
easy direction of the Godel Completeness Theorem; that if S holds in some
interpretation, then S is consistent. The reason this theorem holds is that
the rules of formal deduction are set up so that if S ~ cP, then ¢ must be true
under any interpretation which makes all sentences in S true. If we fix an
interpretation in which S holds, then any sentence false in that interpreta
tion is not provable from S. Since --, ¢ and ¢ cannot both hold in a given
interpretation, S cannot prove both ¢ and --, ¢; thus, S is consistent.

The non-trivial direction of the Godel Completeness Theorem is that if
S is consistent, then S holds in some interpretation, whose domain of dis
course may be taken to be a countable set (but we may not be able to inter
pret E as real membership). We do not need this result in our work, but it is
of interest, since it shows that the notion of consistency is not tied to a
particular development of formal derivability. In fact, if we allow infinitistic
methods in the metatheory, we may dispense entirely with formal proofs
and define S to be consistent iff S holds in some interpretation, and define
S ~ cP iff <P is true in every interpretation which makes all sentences of S
true. It is then much easier to see when S ~ ¢. In this approach, the Compact
ness Theorem (2.1) becomes a deep result rather than a trivial remark.
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We now explain why it is of interest that some elementary set theory can
be developed without the full strength of ZFC. When we define an inter
pretation for, say, ZFC + CH, it will not be trivial to verify immediately
that all axioms of ZFC do indeed hold in our interpretation. We shall first
check that a weak theory, such as ZF - P - Inf holds; this will imply that
some simple set-theoretic facts are true, which will make it easier to under
stand what the axioms of Choice, Power Set, and Infinity mean under this
interpretation.

§5. Extensionality and Comprehension

We begin to list and discuss the axiom of ZFC.

AxIOM O. Set Existence.

~x(x=x). 0

This axiom says that our universe is non-void. Under most developments
of formal logic, this is derivable from the logical axioms and thus redundant
to state here, but we do so for emphasis.

AxIOM 1. Extensionality.

VxVy(VZ(ZEX~ZEY)~X=Y). 0

This says that a set is determined by its members. To recognize (informally)
the truth of this axiom, it is important to note, by our discussion in §4,
that the variables x, Y, Z range only over the hereditary sets. Given hereditary
sets x and y, Vz (z E X~ Z E y) means that x and y have the same hereditary
sets as members; but all members of x and y must be hereditary sets, so
x and y have the same members and are hence the same set.

The Comprehension Axiom is intended to formalize the construction of
sets of the form {x: P(x)} where P(x) denotes some property of x. Since the
notion of property is made rigorous via formulas, it is tempting to set forth
as axioms statements of the form

~yVX(XEY~¢),

where ¢ is a formula. Unfortunately, such a scheme is inconsistent by the
famous Russell paradox: If ¢ is x ¢ x, then this axiom gives us a y such that

Vx (x E Y~ X ¢ x),

whence y E Y~ Y ¢ y. Fortunately in mathematical applications it is sufficient
to be able to use a property P(x) to define a subset of a given set, so we postu
late Comprehension as follows.
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AXIOM 3. Comprehension Scheme. For each formula ¢ withouty free, the
universal closure of the following is an axiom:

3yVX(XEY~XEZ /\ ¢). 0

¢ may have any number of other variables free. The y asserted to exist
is unique by Extensionality, and we denote this y by

{x: x E Z /\ ¢} or {x E z: ¢ }.

Variables other than x which are free in 4J are considered parameters in
this definition of a subset of z.

Our restriction on y not being free in ¢ eliminates self-referential defini
tions of sets, for example,

3y Vx (x E Y~ X E Z /\ X ¢ y)

would be inconsistent with the existence of a non-empty z.
Note that the Comprehension Scheme, although it expresses one idea,

yields an infinite collection of axioms -one for each ¢.
If Z is any set, we may form, by Comprehension, {x E z: x =1= x}, which is

then a set with no members. By Axiom 0, some set Z exists, so there is a set
with no members. By Extensionality, such a set is unique. We are thus justi
fied in making:

5.1. DEFINITION. °is the unique set y such that Vx(x¢y). 0

We can also prove that there is no universal set.

5.2. THEOREM.

-, 3z Vx (x E z).

PROOF. If VX(XEZ), then, by Comprehension, form {XEZ:X¢X} =
{x:x¢x}, which would yield a contradiction by the Russell paradox dis
cussed above. 0

We let A c B abbreviate Vx(x E A ~ X E B). So, A c A and °c A.
o is the only set which can be proved to exist from Axioms 0, 1, and 3.

To see this, consider the interpretation whose domain of discourse contains
only the empty set, with E interpreted as the (vacuous) membership rela
tion. Axioms 0, 1, and 3 hold in this interpretation, but so does Vy (y = 0),
so Axioms 0, 1, and 3 cannot refute Vy (y = 0) (see IV 2.8 for a more'formal
presentation of this argument). Of course, we need more axioms.
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§6. Relations, functions, and well-ordering

The following intuitive picture should emerge from §5. For a given ¢(x),
there need not necessarily exist a set {x: ¢(x) }; this collection (or class)
may be too big to form a set. In some cases, for example with {x: x = x},
the collection is provably too big. Comprehension says that if the collection
is a sub-collection of a given set, then it does exist. In certain other cases,
e.g. where the collection is finite or is not too much bigger in cardinality
than a given set, it should exist but the axioms of §5 are not strong enough
to prove that it does. We begin this section with a few more axioms saying
that certain sets which should exist do, and then sketch the development of
some basic set-theoric notions using these axioms.

Axioms 4-8 of ZFC all say that certain collections do form sets. We actual
ly state these axioms in the (apparently) weaker form that the desired
collection is a subcollection ofa set, since we may then apply Comprehension
to prove that the desired set exists. Stating Axioms 4-8 in this way will
make it fairly easy to verify them in the various interpretations considered
in Chapters VI and VII.

AXIOM 4. Pairing.

VxVy:3Z(XEZ /\ YEZ). D

AXIOM 5. Union.

Vff:3A VY VX(XE Y /\ YEff ~ XE A). D

AXIOM 6. Replacement Scheme. For each formula ¢ without Y free, the
universal closure of the following is an axiom:

Vx E A :3!y ¢(x, y) ~ :3 Y Vx E A :3y E Y ¢(x, y). D

By Pairing, for a given x and y we may let Z be any set such that x E Z /\ YE Z;

then {v E z: v = x v v = y} is the (unique by Extensionality) set whose
elements are precisely x and y; we call this set {x, y} . {x} = {x, x} is the set
whose unique element is x. <x, y) = {{ x}, {x, y}} is the ordered pair of x
and y. One must check that

Vx Vy VXl Vyl ( <x, y) = <Xl, yl ) ~ X = x' /\ Y = y').

In the Union Axiom, we are thinking of ff as a family of sets and postulate
the existence of a set A such that each member Y of ff is a subset of A.
This justifies our defining the union of the family ff, or Uff, by

Uff = {x: :3 Y E ff (x E Y)} ;
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this set exists since it is also

{x E A: :I Y E ff (x E Y)}.

When ff =1= 0, we let

nff= {x:VYEff(XEY)};

this set exists since, for any BE ff, it is equal to

{x E B: VY Eff (x E Y)}

(so we do not appeal to the Union Axiom here). If ff = 0, then Uff = °
and nff "should be" the set of all sets, which does not exist. Finally, we
set A n B = n {A, B}, A u B = U {A, B}, and A ........ B = {x E A: x ¢ B}.

The Replacement Scheme, like Comprehension, yields an infinite collec
tion of axioms-one for each ¢. The justification of Replacement is:
assuming Vx E A :3!y ¢(x, y), we can try to let Y = {y::lx E A ¢(x, y)}; y
should be small enough to exist as a set, since its cardinality is ~ that of
the set A. Of course, by Replacement (and Comprehension),

{y: :3x E A ¢(x, y)}

does exist, since It IS also {y E Y: :3x E A ¢(x, y)} for any Y such that
Vx E A:3y E Y ¢(x, y).

For any A and B, we define the cartesian product

A x B = {(x, y) : x E A 1\ Y E B} .

To justify this definition, we must apply Replacement twice. First, for any
y E B, we have

VX E A :3 !z (z = (x, y) ),

so by Replacement (and Comprehension) we may define

prod(A, y) = {z::3x E A (z = (x, y»)}.

Now,

VYEB:3!z(z =prod(A,y)),

so by Replacement we may define

prod' (A, B) = {prod (A, y): y E B} .

Finally, we define A x B = Uprod'(A, B).
We now review some other notions which may be developed on the basis

of the Axioms 0, 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6. A relation is a set R all of whose elements
are ordered pairs.

dom(R) = {x:3y(x,y)ER)}
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ran(R) = {y::lx(x,y)ER)}.

These definitions make sense for any set R, but are usually used only when
R is a relation, in which case R c dom(R) x ran(R). We define R- 1 =

{(x, y): (y, x) E R}, so (R- 1)-1 == R if R is a relation.
f is a function iff f is a relation and

\Ix E dom(f):I!y E ran(f)( (x, y) Ef)·

f: A ~ B means f is a function, A == dom(f), and ran(f) c B. If f : A ~ B
and x E R, f(x) is the unique y such that (x, y) Ef; if C c A, ff C ==

f n C x B is the restriction off to C, and f" C == ran (ff C) == {f (x): x E C} .
Many people use f(C) for f"C, but the notation would cause confusion
in this book since often elements of A will be subsets of A as well.

f: A ~ B is 1-1, or an injection, iff f- 1 is a function, and f is onto, or
a surjection, iff ran(f) = B. f : A ~ B is a bijection iff f is both 1-1 and onto.

A total ordering (sometimes called a strict total ordering) is a pair ( A, R)
such that R totally orders A -that is, A is a set, R is a relation, R is transitive
on A:

\Ix, y, Z E A (xRy /\ yRz ~ xRz),

trichotomy holds:

\Ix, yEA (x == y v xRy v yRx),

and R is irreflexive :

\Ix EA (I (xRx)).

As usual, we write xRy for (x, y) E R. Note that our definition does nOl
assume RcA x A, so if <A, R) is a total ordering so is <B, R) whenever
Be A.

Whenever Rand S are relations, and A, B are sets, we say <A, R) ~ <B, S)
iff there is a bijection f: A ~ B such that \Ix, yEA (xRy ~ f (x) Sf (y)). f is
called an isomorphism from (A, R) to (B, S) .

We say R well-orders A, or (A, R) is a well-ordering iff (A, R) is a total
ordering and every non-O subset of A has an R-Ieast element.

If x E A, let pred(A, x, R) = {y E A: yRx}. This notation is used mainly
when dealing with ordering. The basic rigidity properties of well-ordering
are given as follows.

6.1. LEMMA. If (A,R) is a well-ordering, then for all xEA, (A,R) *
(pred(A, x, R), R).
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PROOF. If j': A ~ pred(A, x, R) were an isomorphism, derive a contradiction
by considering the R-Ieast element of {y E A: f (y) =1= y}. D

6.2. LEMMA. If <A, R) and <B, S) are isomorphic well-orderings, then the
isomorphism between them is unique.

PROOF. If f and g were different isomorphisms, derive a contradiction by
considering the R-Ieast yEA such that f (y) =1= g(y). D

The proofs of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 are examples of proofs by transfinite
induction.

A basic fact about well-orderings is that any two are comparable:

6.3. THEOREM. Let <A, R), <B, S) be t~vo well-orderings. Then exactly one
of the following holds:

(a) <A, R) ~ <B, S);
(b) 3YEB«A,R) ~ <pred(B,y,S),S»);
(c) 3xEA«pred(A,x,R),R) ~ <B,S»).

PROOF. Let

./= {<v,w):vEA !\ WEB

1\ <pred(A, v, R), R) ~ <pred(B, w, S), S) };

note that f is an isomorphism from some initial segment of A onto some
initial segment of B, and that these initial segments cannot both be proper. 0

The notion of well-ordering gives us a convenient way of stating the Axiom
of Choice (AC).

Axiom 9. Choice.

VA 3R(R well-orders A). 0

There are many equivalent versions of AC. See, e.g., [Jech 1973J, [Rubin
Rubin 1963J, or Exercises 9-11.

This book is concerned mainly with set theory with AC. However, it is
of some interest that much of the elementary development of set theory
does not need AC, so in this chapter we shall explicitly indicate which re
sults have used AC in their proofs. AC is not provable in ZF; see [Jech
1973J, or VII Exercise E3.
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§7. Ordinals
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The basics of the von Neumann theory of ordinals can be developed
using the axioms so far presented, but at some point an axiom postulating
the existence of a limit ordinal must be introduced.

7.1. DEFINITION. A set x is transitive iff every element of x is a subset
ofx. D

In 6 we tried to use different type for different "kinds" of sets, x, y, ... for
elements, A, B, ... for sets, and ff for families of sets. But in the light of
Definition 7.1, it is impossible to maintain this distinction.

Examples of transitive sets are 0, {O}, {O, {O} }, and {{ {O} }, {O}, O} }.
{{O}} is not transitive. If x == {x}, then x is transitive; for more on such
pathological sets see III.

7.2. DEFINITION. x is an ordinal iff x is transitive and well-ordered by E. D

More formally, the assertion that x is well-ordered by E means that
<x, Ex) is a well-ordering, where Ex == {<y, z) E x x x: y E z}. Examples of
ordinals are 0, {O}, {O, {O} }, whereas {{{O} }, {O}, O} is not an ordinal. If x ==

{x}, then x is not ordinal since we have defined orderings to be strict.
We shall often drop explicit mention of Ex in discussing an ordinal x.

Thus, we write x ~ <A, R) for <x, Ex) ~ <A, R) and, when y E x, pred(x, y)
for pred(x, y, Ex)'

7.3. THEOREM. (1) If x is an ordinal and y E x, then y is an ordinal and y ==

pred(x, y).

(2) If x and yare ordinals and x ~ y, then x == y.
(3) If x and yare ordinals, then exactly one of the following is true: x == y,

X E y, Y E x.
(4) If x, y, and Z are ordinals, x E y, and y E z, then x E z.
(5) If C is a non-empty set of ordinals, then 3x E C 'rfy E C (x EY V X == y).

PROOF. For (3), use (1), (2) and Theorem 6.3 to show that at least one of
of the three conditions holds. That no more than one holds follows from
the fact that no ordinal can be a member of itself, since x E x would imply
that <x, Ex) is not a (strict) total ordering (since x Ex x). For (5), note that
the conclusion is, by (3), equivalent to 3x E C (x n C == 0). Let x E C be
arbitrary. If x n C =1= 0, then, since x is well-ordered by E, there is an E-Ieast
element, x' of x n C; then x' n C == O. D
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Theorem 7.3 implies that the set of all ordinals, if it existed, would be an
ordinal, and thus cannot exist. More precisely, the following holds.

7.4. THEOREM. -,3z 'Vx (x is an ordinal -+ x E z).

PROOF. If there were such a z then we would have a set ON such that

ON = {x: xisan ordinal}.

Then ON is transitive by (1) of Theorem 7.3 and well-ordered by E (by (3),
(4), (5)), so ON is an ordinal, so ON EON; but, as pointed out in the proof
of Theorem 7.3, no ordinal is a member of itself. D

This so-called Burali-Forti paradox indicates (as did the Russell paradox,
Theorem 5.1) that one must exercise some care when forming the set of
elements satisfying a given property.

Any proper initial segment of the non-existent ON is an ordinal.

7.5. LEMMA. If A is a set ofordinals and 'Vx E A 'Vy E X (y E A), then A is an
ordinal. D

7.6. THEOREM. If <A, R) is a well-ordering, then there is a unique ordinal C
such that <A, R) ~ C.

PROOF. Uniqueness follows from Theorem 7.3 (2). To prove existence, let
B = {a E A: 3x (x is an ordinal 1\ <pred(A, a, R), R) ~ x)}. Let f be the
function with domain B such that for a E B, f(a) = the (unique) ordinal x
such that <pred(A, a, R), R) ~ x, and let C = ran(f). Now check that C
is an ordinal (using Lemma 7.5), that f is an isomorphism from <B, R)
onto C, and that either B = A (in which case we are done), or B =
pred(A, b, R) for some bE A (in which case we would have bE B and hence
a contradiction). D

Note that the proof of Theorem 7.6 used the Axiom of Replacement in
an essential way to justify the existence of the set f. More formally, we let
¢(a, x) be the formula asserting

<pred(A, a, R), R) ~ x.

Then 'Va E B 3!x (jJ(a, x), so by Replacement (and Comprehension) one can
form C = {x: 3a E B (jJ(a, x) }, and then use Comprehension to define
feB x C. If one drops Replacement from ZFC, one can still develop
most of "ordinary" mathematics, but one cannot prove Theorem 7.6; see
IV Exercise 9 for more details.
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Theorem 7.6 implies that one may use ordinals as representatives of
order types.

7.7. DEFINITION. If <A, R) is a well-ordering, type(A, R) is the unique
ordinal C such that <A, R) ~ C. D

From now on we use Greek letters ex, {3, y, ... to vary over ordinals. We
may thus say, e.g., 'Vex ... instead of 'Vx (x is an ordinal -+ ...). Since E orders
the ordinals, we write ex < {3 for ex E {3 and use the standard conventions with
order; e.g., ex ~ {3 means {3 E ex v {3 = ex.

7.8. DEFINITION. If X is a set of ordinals, sup(X) = UX, and if X =1= 0,
min(X) = nX. D

7.9. LEMMA. (1) 'Vex, {3 (ex ~ {3~ ex c {3).
(2) If X is a set of ordinals, sup(X) is the least ordinal ~ all elements of X,

and, if X =1= 0, min(X) is the least ordinal in X. D

The first few ordinals are the natural numbers. We use natural numbers
to count fini te sets. The importance ofordinals in set theory is that, assuming
AC, every set can be counted by an ordinal (see §10).

Many of the standard arithmetic operations on natural numbers can be
defined on all the ordinals. We begin with successor.

7.1 0. DEFINITION. S(ex) = ex u {ex}. D

7.11. LEMMA. For any ex, S(ex) is an ordinal, ex < S(ex), and 'V{3({3 < S(ex)~

{3 ~ ex). D

7.12. DEFINITION. ex is a successor ordinal iff 3{3 (ex = S({3) ). ex is a limit
ordinal iff ex =1= °and ex is not a successor ordinal. D

7.13. DEFINITION. 1 = S(O), 2 = S(I), 3 = S(2), 4 = S(3), etc. D

So, °is the empty set, 1 = {O}, 2 = {a, I}, 3 = {a, 1, 2}, 4 = {a, 1,2, 3},
etc.

7.14. DEFINITION. ex is a natural number iff 'V{3 ~ ex ({3 = °v {3 is a succes
sor ordinal) . D

It is immediate from the definition that the natural numbers form an
initial segment of the ordinals. Intuitively, they are those ordinals obtained
by applying S to °a finite number of times, since if {3 is the least ordinal not
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so obtained, f3 could not be a successor ordinal, so that f3 and all larger rJ.

would not satisfy Definition 7.14. Formally, the notion of "finite" has not
yet been defined; it will be defined, by using the concept of "natural num
ber," in §10.

Many mathematical arguments involve operations with the set of natural
numbers, but one cannot prove on the basis of the axioms so far presented
that there is such a set (see IV 3.12). We thus need a new axiom:

AXIOM 7. Infinity.

3x (0 E X 1\ 'v'y E X (S (y) E x)) . D

If x satisfies the Axiom of Infinity, then "by induction", x contains all
natural numbers. More rigorously, suppose n is a natural number and
n¢ x. n =1= 0, so n == SCm) for some m; then m < n, m is a natural number
and m ¢ x; so n __ x =1= O. Let nl be the least element of n __ x; but applying
the above argument to nl produces an ml < nl with ml ¢ x, which is a contra
diction.

Now, by Comprehension, there is a set of natural numbers. The usual
principle of induction (7.16 (4)) is stated in terms of this set, and in the future
will replace awkward arguments in the style of the previous paragraph.

7.15. DEFINITION. OJ is the set of natural numbers. D

OJ is an ordinal (by Lemma 7.5) and all smaller ordinals (i.e., all its ele
ments) are successor ordinals or O. So OJ is a limit ordinal (since if not it
would be a natural number), and hence OJ is the least limit ordinal. Actually,
the Axiom of Infinity is equivalent to postulating the existence of a limit
ordinal, since any limit ordinal satisfies the axiom.

It is a philosophical quibble whether the elements of OJ are the real
natural numbers (whatever that means). The important thing is that they
satisfy the Peano Postulates, namely

7.16. THEOREM. The Peano Postulates.
(l)OEOJ.
(2) 'In E OJ (S(n) E OJ).
(3) 'In, mE OJ (n =1= m ---+ Sen) =1= S(m)).
(4) (Induction) 'IX C OJ[(O EX 1\ 'In E X(S(n) EX)) ---+ X == OJ].

PROOF. For (4), if X =!= OJ, let}' be the least element of OJ __ X, and show that
y is a limit ordinal < OJ. D

Given the natural numbers with the Peano Postulates, one may temporari
ly forget about ordinals and proceed to develop elementary mathematics
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directly, constructing the integers and the rationals, and then introducing
the Power Set Axiom and constructing the set of real numbers. The first
step would be to define + and· on OJ. We do not take this approach here,
since we wish to discuss + and . on all ordinals. The approach we take
actually defines + and · without using the Axiom of Infinity, although this
fact is not of great importance here.

To define +, note that 2 + 3 = 5 means that if I layout 2 apples in a
row followed by 3 bananas, I will have a row of 5 pieces of fruit. We thus
define rx + {3 as follows.

7.17. DEFINITION. rx + {3 = type(rx x {O} u {3 x {I}, R), where

R = {«~,0),<11,0»:~ < 11 < rx}u

{«~, I), <11, 1»: ~ < 11 < {3} u [(rx x {O}) x ({3 x {I} )]. D

7.18. LEMMA. For any rx, {3, y,
(1) rx + ({3 + y) = (rx + {3) + y.
(2) rx + 0 = rx.
(3) rx + 1 = S(rx).
(4) rx + S({3) = S(rx + {3).
(5) If {3 is a limit ordinal, rx + {3 = sup {rx + ~: ~ < {3}.

PROOF. Directly from the definition of +. For example, to check (1), note
that both rx + ({3 + y) and (rx + {3) + yare isomorphic to rx apples followed
by {3 bananas and then y grapes (i.e., rx x {O} u {3 x {I} u Y x {2} ordered
in the obvious way) . D

+ is not commutative. For example 1 + OJ = OJ =1= OJ + 1. + is com
mutative on the natural numbers (see §10).

We compute rx· {3 by counting out rx apples {3 times. Thus, for example,
OJ • 2 = OJ + OJ.

7.19. DEFINITION. rx· {3 = type({3 x rx, R), where R is lexicographic order
on {3 x rx:

Again, we check from the definition the basic properties of .:

7.20. LEMMA. For any rx, {3, y,
(1) rx· (fJ . y) = (rx . {3) . y.
(2) rx· 0 = O.
(3) rx· 1 = rx.
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(4) (X'S(f3) = (x. f3 + (x.

(5) If f3 is a limit ordinal, (X . f3 = sup {(X . ~: ~ < f3}.
(6) (x, (f3 + y) = (x, f3 + (X' y. D

Multiplication is not commutative, since 2 . OJ = OJ =1= OJ' 2. The distrib
utive law, (6), fails for multiplication on the right, since (1 + 1)· OJ =
OJ =1= 1 . OJ + 1 . OJ. On the natural numbers, . is commutative (see §10).

Natural numbers give us a way of handling finite sequences.

7.21. DEFINITION. (a) An is the set of functions from n into A.
(b) A < co = U{An: n E OJ}. D

Under this definition, A2 and A x A are not the same, but there is an
obvious 1-1 correspondence between them.

It is not completely trivial to prove that Definition 7.21 makes sense
without using the Power Set Axiom (to be introduced in §10). Let 1>(n, y)
say that

Vs (s E Y~ s is a function from n into A).

By induction on n (i.e., by Peano Postulate 7.16 (4)), show Vn E OJ 3y 1>(n, y);
the induction step uses Replacement plus the identification of An+ I with
An X A. By Extensionality, Vn E OJ 3!y 1>(n, y), so by Replacement we may
form {y:3nEOJ1>(n,y)} = {An:nEOJ}, whence by the Union Axiom, A<co
exists.

We often think that of the elements of An as the sequences from A of
length n.

7.22. DEFINITION. For each n, <xc, ... , Xn - l >is the function s with domain n
such that s(O) = Xo, s(l) = Xl' ... , sen - 1) = Xn - l . D

In the case n = 2, this definition of <X, y> is inconsistent with the defini
tion of ordered pair in §6. The more elementary definition, <X, y> =
{{x}, {x, y}} is convenient while developing basic properties of functions
and relations, while Definition 7.22 becomes more useful when we vvish to
handle finite sequences of various finite lengths. In those few cases when it
makes a difference which definition of <x, y> is intended, we shall say so
explicitly.

In general, if s is a function with domes) = I, we may think of I as an
index set and s as a sequence indexed by I. In this case, we often \vrite Si

for s(i). Variants of Definition 7.22 are then used to explicitly define such
functions; for example, <i u {x}: i E I> is the function s with dom (s) = I
and s(i) = i u {x} for all i E I.

When domes) is an ordinal (x, we may think of s as a sequence of length (x.
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If dom(t) = {3, we may concatenate the sequences sand t to form a sequence
s-'t of length rt + {3.

7.23. DEFINITION. Ifsandtarefunctionswithdom(s) = rtanddom(t) = {3,
the function s-'t \vith domain rt + {3 is defined by: (s-'t) rrt = sand
(s-'t) (rt + ~) = t(~) for all ~ < {3. 0

§8. Remarks on defined notions

In the previous few sections, we have introduced a large number of set
theoretic definitions, starting with 0 and c in §5. We now address the ques
tion of whether our handling of these is justified.

From a Platonistic point of view, this question might seem to be a mere
quibble, since it is standard mathematical practice to enlarge one's vocabu
lary as one introduces new concepts. However, in our axiomatic treatment,
we explicitly stated our Comprehension and Replacement Axioms to apply
only with properties expressible in the original vocabulary as defined in
§2. Yet, we have frequently quoted these axioms with properties defined
using new vocabulary. It would thus appear that we need our language and
axioms to be elastic, and to expand with time, although such an approach
seems highly inelegant.

To avoid this difficulty, we take the official position that our formal
language never changes, and that any new symbols introduced merely
represent new ways of abbreviating formulas. The reason for these new
abbreviations is the same as that for using \Ix to abbreviate -, 3x-, : to save
space and promote clarity. It is important to note that the properties we
express with these new symbols can, if need be, be expressed without them,
so that our original Comprehension and Replacement Axioms apply.

To elaborate on this further, there are two kinds of defined notions:
defined relations and defined operations.

When we introduce a defined relation between objects, we are merely
defining a way of abbreviating a formula using a new symbol. For example,
x c y abbreviates \lz (z E X -+ Z E y). The "new symbol" may be a fragment
of English; "x is empty" abbreviates \lz(z¢x).

The introduction of defined operations (e.g., x n y, {x}, rt + {3) or con
stants (e.g., 0, co) is slightly more tricky, since this can be done only when
our axiom system can prove that the definition makes sense. More formally,
if 1>(x l , ... , x n , y) is a formula with no variables except Xl' ... , x n , y free, and
S is a set of axioms such that

S ~ \lx l , ... , \lxn 3!y 1>(x l , ... , x m y),

then we may, when arguing from S~ "define" F(xf, ... , x n ) to be the y such
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that 1>(x1 , ... , x n, y). Then expressions in which F occurs are to be considered
abbreviations for expressions in which F does not occur. The introduction
of constants is the special case when n = O.

For example, let 1>(x,y,z) be 'v'V(VEZ+--+VEX 1\ VEY). If S contains the
instance of the Comprehension Axiom used to prove that 'Ix 'v'y 3 !z 1> (x, Y, z),
then we may use the symbol x n Y \\lhen arguing from S. A formula such as
x n yEA n B can be expressed without the symbol n in several ways
for example

or

3z 3C (1) (x, y, z) 1\ 1>(A, B, C) 1\ Z E C), (1)

'v'Z 'v'C (1)(x, y, z) 1\ 1>(A, B, C) ~ ZE C). (2)

Since S ~ 'Ix 'v'y 3!z 1> (x, y, z), formulas (1) and (2) are provably equivalent
from S.

Note that the {: } notation may be viewed similarly as a way of
introducing defined operations. Thus, {x: 1> (x, Yl, ... , Yn)} is the unique Z

such that
'Ix (x E Z +--+ 1>(x, Yl' ... , Yn)).

This notation is only used when S contains Extensionality and

S ~ 'v'Yl' ... , 'v'Yn3z 'v'x (x E Z+--+ 1> (x, Yl' ... , Yn) ) .

We consider partially defined operations (e.g., rx + f3), to be defined to be
o outside their natural domains. So, x + Y is defined for all x, Y and is 0
unless x and yare both ordinals.

We refer the reader to §13 for a more formal treatment of defined symbols.

§9. Classes and recursion

We have seen that there need not exist a set of the form {x: 1> (x) }; the
simplest example being {x: x = x}. There is nothing wrong with thinking
about such collections, and they sometimes provide useful motivation; but
since they are outside the domain of discourse described by the axioms,
they must never appear in a formal proof. See §12 for remarks on set theories
in which such collections do appear formally.

Informally, we call any collection of the form {x: 1>(x) } a class. We allow
¢ to have free variables other than x, which are thought of as parameters
upon which the class depends. A proper class is a class which does not form
a set (because it is "too big"). The Comprehension Axiom says that any
subclass of a set is a set. We use boldface letters to denote classes. Two use
ful classes, which are proper by Theorems 5.2 and 7.4, are given by the
following.
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9.1. DEFINITION.

The foundations of set theory

v == {x: x == x}

ON == {x: x is an ordinal}. D

[Ch. I, §9

Formally, proper classes do not exist, and expressions involving them
must be thought of as abbreviations for expressions not involving them.
Thus, x E ON abbreviates the formula expressing that x is an ordinal, and
ON == V abbreviates the (false) sentence (abbreviated by)

'Vx (x is an ordinal +--+ x == x).

There is, in fact, no formal distinction between a formula and a class;
the distinction is only in the informal presentation. We could think of 9.1
as defining ON(x) to abbreviate the formula "x is an ordinal," but it is
useful to think of ON as a class if we wish to write expressions like ON n y
(to abbreviate {x E y: x is an ordinal} ). Any of our defined predicates and
functions might be thought of as a class. For example, we could think of
the union operation as defining a class UN == {<<x, y> , 2> : 2 == X U y} .
Intuitively, UN: V x V -+ V, and this motivates using an abbreviation like
UNf (a x b) for

{<<x, y> , 2> : 2 == X U Y /\ X E a /\ y E b}

The abbreviations obtained with the class become very useful when dis
cussing general properties of classes. Asserting that a statement is true of
all classes is equivalent to asserting a theorem schema. As an example of this,
we state the principles of induction and recursion on ON.

9.2. THEOREM. Transfinite Induction on ON. IfC c ON and C =1= 0 then C
has a least element.

PROOF. Exactly like Theorem 7.3(5), which asserted the same thing when
C is a set. Fix rx E C. If rx is not the least element of C, let f3 be the least ele
ment of rx n C. Then f3 is the least element of C. D

Mathematically, Theorems 7.3 (5) and 9.2 are very similar. But formally
there is a great difference. Theorem 7.3 (5) is an abbreviation for one sen
tence which is provable, whereas 9.2 is a theorem schema, which represents
an infinite collection of theorems. To state Theorem 9.2 without classes,
we would have to say: for each formula C(x, 2 1 , ... , 2 n ), the following is a
theorem:

'V2 1 , ... , 2n {['Vx (C -+ x is an ordinal) /\ 3x C] -+

-+ [3x (C /\ 'Vy (C(y, 21 , ... , 2 n ) -+ Y ~ x))]}. (1)
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Note that here we are thinking of C as defining {x: C(x, Zl' ... , zn)}, with
Z1, ... , Zn as parameters.

The fact that we may use parameters in the definition of classes implies
that a schema such as 9.2 about all classes has, as one special case, the
universal statement about all sets. Thus, if C(x, z) is x E z, then (1) is equiva
lent to

'VZ {[z is a non-O set of ordinals] -+ [3x E Z'Vy E z(y ~ x)]},

which is Theorem 7.3 (5).
A "proof by transfinite induction on rJv" establishes 'VrJv t/J(rJv) by showing,

for each rJv, that
('Vf3 < rJv t/J (f3)) -+ t/J (rJv) .

Then 'VrJv t/J(rJv) follows, since 3rJv -, t/J(rJv), the least rJv such that -, t/J(rJv) would
lead to a contradiction.

A similar result says that one can define a function of rJv recursively from
information about the function below rJv.

9.3. THEOREM. Transfinite Recursion on ON. If F: V -+ V, then there is a
unique G: ON -+ V such that

'VrJv [G(rJv) = F(G I rJv)]. (2)

PROOF. For uniqueness, if G 1 and G 2 both satisfied (2), one proves
'VrJv (G 1 (rJv) = G 2 (rJv)) by transfinite induction on rJv.

To establish existence, call gab-approximation iff g is a function with
domain band

'VrJv < b [g (rJv) = F (g I rJv)] .

As in the uniqueness proof, if g is a b-approximation and if is a b'-approxi
mation, then g I(b n b') = g'l (b n b'). Next, by transfinite induction on b,
show that for each b there is a b-approximation (which is then unique).
Now, define G(rJv) to be the value g(rJv) , where g is the b-approximation for
some(any)b > rJv. []

Theorem 9.3 may be stated more verbosely without using classes. Given
a formula F(x, y) (with possibly other free variables), one can explicitly
define a formula G(v, y) (the way G was defined above) so that

'Vx 3!y F(x, y) -+ ['VrJv 3!y G(rJv, y) 1\ 'VrJv 3x 3y( G(rJv, y) 1\ F(x, y) 1\ X = G I rJv)]

(3)

is a theorem, where x = G I rJv abbreviates

x is a function 1\ domx = rJv 1\ 'Vf3 E domx G(f3, x(f3)).
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To express the uniqueness statement in Theorem 9.3, let G'(v, y) be any
other formula and let (3)' be like (3) but with G' instead of G. Then the fol
lowing is also a theorem:

['Ix 3!y F(x, y) 1\ (3)'] ~ 'v'cx 'v'y (G(cx, y) +-+ G' (cx, y)).

Fortunately, it is rarely necessary in mathematical arguments about
classes to translate away the classes; it is, however, important to know that
this can be done in principle.

One may think of the operations cx + f3 and cx . f3 as being defined by trans
finite recursion on f3, with cx as a fixed parameter, although it is easier to
check their properties directly from the definitions given in §7. We dwell
somewhat on the recursive definition of cx + f3 to illustrate how the usual
informal manner of presenting recursive definitions can, if desired, be re
duced to Theorem 9.3.

Informally, we could have defined cx + f3 by recursion on f3 via the
clauses:

cx + 0 = cx.

cx + S(f3) = S(cx + f3).

cx + f3 = sup {cx + ~: ~ < f3} when f3 is a limit ordinal.

Since the function + as defined in 7.17. satisfies these clauses (by 7.18 (2),
(4), (5)), the two definitions are equivalent.

More formally, we interject first a definition.

9.4. DEFINITION. f3 - 1 is f3 if f3 is a limit or 0, and y if f3 = S(y). D

Now, for each cx, define Fa: V ~ V so that Fa(x) is 0 unless x is a function
with domain some ordinal f3, in which case Fa(x) is cx if f3 = 0, S(x(f3 - 1))
if f3 is a successor, and U {x(~): ~ < f3} if f3 is a limit. Then Theorem 9.3
yields a unique Ga : ON ~ V such that 'v' f3 [Ga(f3) = Fa(Garf3)]. The unique
ness implies, using Lemma 7.18 (2), (4), (5), that 'v'cxf3 [G/X(f3) = cx + f3].

More formally still, the subscripted cx becomes an additional free variable
in the formula F occurring in our official explication of Theorem 9.3.

One can also define· by recursion using the clauses in Lemma 7.20 (2), (4),
(5). A more useful application of recursion is in defining ordinal exponentia
tion, since a direct combinatorial definition of rxP is slightly complicated
(see Exercise 7) .

9.5. DEFINITION. cxP is defined by recursion on f3 by

(1) CXO = 1.
(2) cxP+ 1 = cxP • cx.
(3) If f3 is a limit, cxP = sup {cx~: ~ < f3}. D
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Note that 2(0 = w; this should not be confused with cardinal exponentia
tion (see §10).

A minor variant of Theorem 9.3 is transfinite recursion on an ordinal, b.
If F: V -+ V, there is a unique function g with domain b such that 'V(X <
b [g((X) = F(g r(X)]; to see this, let G: ON -+ V be the function satisfying
(2), and let g = G rb. g is a set by the Axiom of Replacement.

An important special case, when b = w, is often used in arithmetic. For
example, we define n! by the clauses:

O! = 1.

(n + 1) ! = n! . (n + 1).

This may be cast more formally in the form of Theorem 9.3 as in the dis
cussio'n of (X + f3 above. Here there are only two clauses, as there are no
limit ordinals < w.

§10. Cardinals

We use 1-1 functions to compare the size of sets.

10.1. DEFINITION. (1) A ~ B iff there is a 1-1 function from A into B.
(2) A ~ B iff there is a 1-1 function from A onto B.
(3) A -< B iff A ~ Band B i A. 0

It is easily seen that ~ is transitive and that ~ is an equivalence relation.
A much deeper result is given in the following theorem.

10.2. THEOREM. Schroder-Bernstein.

A ~ B, B ~ A -+ A ~ B.

PROOF. See Exercise 8.0

One determines the size of a finite set by counting it. More generally, if
A can be well-ordered, then A ~ (X for some (X (Theorem 7.6), and there is
then a least such (x, which we call the cardinality of A.

10.3. DEFINITION. If A can be well-ordered, IAI is the least (X such that
(X ~ A. 0

If we write a statement involving IAI, such as IAI < (x, we take it to imply
that A can be well-ordered.

Under AC, IAI is defined for every A. Since A ~ B -+ IAI = IBI and IAI ~ A,
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the operation IAI picks, under AC, a unique representative of each
~ -equivalence class.

Regardless of AC, lal is defined and ~a for all a.
10.4. DEfiNITION. ais a cardinal iff a= lal. 0

Equivalently, a is a cardinal iff Tlf3 < a(f3 *a). We use K and A to range
over cardinals.

10.5. LEMMA. If lal ~ f3 ~ a, then 1f31 = lal·
PROOF. f3 c aso f3 ~ a, and a~ lal c f3 so a~ f3. Thus, by Theorem 10.2,
a ~ f3. 0

10.6. LEMMA. lin E w, then
(1) n *n + 1.
(2) Tla(a ~ n -+ a = n).

PROOF. (1) is by induction on n. (2) follows using Lemma 10.5. 0

10.7. COROLLARY. W is a cardinal and each nEW is a cardinal. 0

10.8. DEFINITION. A is finite iff IAI < w. A is countable iff IAI ~ w. Infinite
means not finite. Uncountable means not countable. 0

One cannot prove on the basis of the axioms so far given that uncountable
sets exist (see IV 6.7) .

Cardinal multiplication and addition must be distinguished from ordinal
multiplication.

10.9. DEFINITION. (1) K ffi A = IK X {O} U A x {I} I.
(2) K (8) A = IK x AI. 0

Unlike the ordinal operations, ffi and (8) are commutative, as is easily
checked from their definitions. Also, the definitions of + and . (7.17 and
7.19) imply that IK + AI = IA + KI = K ffi A and IK· AI = IA· KI = K (8) A.
Thus, e.g., W ffi 1 = 11 + wi = W < W + 1 and W (8) 2 = 2· wi = W < w· 2.

10.10. LEMMA. For n,mEW, n ffi m = n + m < W and n(8) m = n·m < w.

PROOF. First sho\v n + m < W by induction on m. Then show n· m < W by
induction on m. The rest follows by 10.6 (2). 0

We now consider ffi and (8) on infinite cardinals.
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10.11. LEMMA. Every infinite cardinal is a limit ordinal.

PROOF. If K = rx + 1, then since 1 + rx = rx, K = IKI = 11 + rxl = Irxl, a
contradiction. D

We remark that the principle of transfinite induction (Theorem 9.2) can
be applied to prove results about cardinals, since every class of cardinals
is a class of ordinals. This is illustrated by the following Theorem.

10.12. THEOREM. If K is an infinite cardinal, K (8) K = K.

PROOF. By transfinite induction on K. Assume this holds for smaller cardi
nals. Then for rx < K, Irx x rxl = Irxl (8) Irxl < K (applying Lemma 10.10 when
rx is finite). Define a well-ordering <Ion K x K by <rx, f3 ><I <y, £5 >iff

max(rx,13) < maxey, £5) v [max(rx, 13) = maxey, £5)

1\ <rx, 13> precedes <y, £5 >lexicographically].

Each <rx, 13> E K x K has no more than I(max(rx, f3) + 1) x (max(rx, f3) + 1)1 <
K predecessors in <I, so type(K x K, <I) ~ K, whence IK x KI ~ K. Since
clearly IK x KI ~ K, IK x KI = K. D

10.13. COROLLARY. Let K, A be infinite cardinals, then
(1) K Ee A = K (8) A = max(K, A).
(2) IK<wl = K (see Definition 7.21).

PROOF. For (2), use the proof of Theorem 10.12 to defme, by induction on n,
a 1-1 map In: K n -+ K. This yields a 1-1 map f: Un K

n -+ W X K, whence
IK<wl ~ w (8) K = K. D

It is consistent with the axioms so far presented (ZFC- - P) that the
only infinite cardinal is w (see IV 6.7).

AXIOM 8. Power Set.

'Vx 3y 'Vz (z c x -+ Z E y). D

10.14. DEFINITION. &>(x) = {z:z ex}. D

This definition is justified by the Power Set and Comprehension Axioms.
The operation &> gives us a way of constructing sets of larger and larger
cardinalities.

10.15. THEOREM. Cantor. x -< &>(x). D
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Under AC, it is immediate from 10.15 that there is a cardinal >W, namely
I&>(W) I' but in fact AC is not needed here.

10.16. THEOREM. 'Va 3K(K > a and K is a cardinal).

PROOF. Assume a ~ w. Let W = {R E &>(a x a): R well-orders a}. Let S =
{type(<a, R»: R E W} (S exists by Replacement). Then sup(S) is a cardinal
>a. D

10.17. DEFINITION. a + is the least cardinal > a. K is a successor cardinal
iff K = a + for some a. K is a limit cardinal iff K > wand is not a successor
cardinal. D

10.18. DEFINITION. ~a = W a is defined by transfinite recursion on a by:
(1) Wo = w.
(2) W a + 1 = (wa )+·
(3) For y a limit, w y = sup{wa:a < y}. D'

10.19. LEMMA. (1) Each W a is a cardinal.
(2) Every infinite cardinal is equal to W a for some a.
(3) a < f3 -+ W a < wp.
(4) W a is a limit cardinal iff',a is a limit ordinal. wa is a successor cardinal

iff a is a successor ordinal. tJ

Many of the basic properties of cardinals need AC. See [Jech 1973] for
a discussion of what can happen if AC is dropped..

10.20. LEMMA (AC). If there is a function f from X onto 1': then Iyl ~ IXI.

PROOF. Let R well-order X, and define g: Y -+ X so that g(y) is the R-Ieast
element of f-l( {y}). Then g is 1-1, so y~ X. D

As in Theorem 10.16, one can prove without AC that there is a map from
&>(w) onto Wl' but one cannot produce a 1-1 map from Wl into &>(w).

10.21. LEMMA (AC). If K ~ W and IXal ~ K for all tI. < K, then IUa<K Xal ~ K.

PROOF. For each a, pick a 1-1 map fa from Xa into K. Use these to define
a 1-1 map from Ua<K Xainto K x K. The fa are picked using a well-ordering
of 9(Ua Xa X K). 0

Levy showed that is consistent with ZF that &>(w) and Wl are countable
unions ofcountable sets.
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A very important modification of Lemma 10.21 is the downward Lowen
heim-Skolem-Tarski theorem of model theory, which is frequently applied
in set theory (see, e.g., IV 7.8). 10.23 is a purely combinatorial version of
this theorem.

10.22. DEFINITION. An n-ary function on A is anf: An -+ A if n > 0, or an
element of A if n = O. If B c A, B is closed under f iff f" Bn c B (or fEB
when n = 0). A finitary function is an n-ary function for some n. If f/ is a
set of finitary functions and B c A, the closure of B under f/ is the least
C c A such that B c C and C is closed under all the functions in f/. D

NotethatthereisaleastC,namelYn {D:B cDc A /\ Disclosedunder
Y}.

10.23. THEOREM (Ae). Let K be an infinite cardinal. Suppose B c A, IBI ~ K,

and Y is a set of ~ K finitary functions on A. Then the closure of B under f/
has cardinality ~ K.

PROOF. If fEY and DcA, let f * D be f" (Dn) if f is n-place, or {f} if f is
O-place. Note that IDI ~ K -+ If * DI ~ K. Let Co = Band Cn + 1 =
en u U{f * Cn: fEY}. By Lemma 10.21 and induction on n, ICnl ~ K for
all n. Let Cw = Un Cn' Then Cw is the closure of B under f/ and, by 10.21
again, ICwl ~ K. D

A simple illustration of Theorem 10.23 is the fact that every infinite group,
G, has a countably infinite subgroup. To see this, let BeG be arbitrary
such that IBI = W, and apply 10.23 with f/ consisting of the 2-ary group
multiplication and the l-ary group inverse.

Our intended application of 10.23 is not with groups, but with models of
set theory.

We turn now to cardinal exponentiation.

10.24. DEFINITION. AB = BA = {f:f is a function /\ dom(f) = B /\
ran (f) c A}. D

AB c &>(B x A), so AB exists by the Power Set Axiom.

10.25. DEFINITION (Ae). KA= IAKI. D

The notations A B and BA are both common in the literature. When dis
cussing cardinal exponentiation, one can avoid confusion by using KA for
the cardinal and AK for the set of functions.
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10.26. LEMMA. If A ~ wand 2 ~ K ~ A, then ).K ~ ).2 ~ &>(A).

PROOF. ).2 ~ &>(A) follows by identifying sets with their characteristic func
tions, then

Cardinal exponentiation is not the same as ordinal exponentiation
(Definition 9.5). The ordinal 2W is w, but the cardinal 2W == I&>(W) I > w.
In this book, ordinal exponentiation is rarely used, and K). denotes cardinal
exponentiation unless otherwise stated.

If n, mEW, the ordinal and cardinal exponentiations nm are equal (Exercise
13) .

The familiar laws for handling exponents for finite cardinals are true in
general.

10.27. LEMMA (AC). If K, A, (j are any cardinals,

K).~G == K). (8) KG and (K).)G == K).@G.

PROOF. One easily checks without AC that

(BuC) A ~ BA x CA (if B n C == 0),

and

Since Cantor could show that 2Wcx ~ W~+l (Theorem 10.15), and had no
way of producing cardinals between W~ and 2wcx

, he conjectured that 2Wcx ==
W~+l·

10.28. DEFINITION (AC). CH (the Continuum Hypothesis) is the statement
2W == WI. GCH (the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis) is the statement
'VCI. (2wcx == W ~ + I ) . 0

Under GCH, K). can be easily computed, but one must first introduce
the notion of cofinality.

10.29. DEFINITION. Iff: CI. ~ {3,fmaps CI. cofinally iff ran (f) is unbounded
in {3. 0

10.30. DEFINITION. The cofinality of {3 (cf({3)) is the least CI. such that there
is a map from CI. cofinally into {3. 0

So cf({3) ~ {3. If {3 is a successor, cf({3) == 1.
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10.31. LEMMA. There is a cofinal map! : cf([3) -+ [3 which is strictly increasing
(~ < r, -+ f (~) < f (1]) ).

PROOF. Let g : cf([3) -+ [3 be any cofinal map, and define! recursively by

f(1]) = max (g(r,) , sup{f(~) + 1: ~ < 1]}). D

10.32. LEMMA. If lI.. is a limit ordinal and! : lI.. -+ [3 is a strictly increasing
cofinal map, then cf(lI..) = cf([3).

PROOF. cf([3) ~ cf(lI..) follows by composing a cofinal map from cf(lI..) into lI..
with f To see cf(lI..) ~ cf([3), let 9 : cf([3) -+ [3 be a cofinal map, and let h(~)

be the least 1] such that f(1]) > g(~); then h: cf([3) -+ lI.. is a cofinal map. 0

10.33. COROLLARY. cf(cf([3)) = cf([3).

PROOF. Apply Lemma 10.32 to the strictly increasing cofinal map!: cf([3)-+
[3 guaranteed by Lemma 10.31. 0

10.34. DEFINITION. [3 is regular iff [3 is a limit ordinal and cf([3) = [3. D

So, by Corollary 10.33, cf([3) is regular for all limit ordinals [3.

10.35. LEMMA. If [3 is regular then [3 is a cardinal. 0

10.36. LEMMA. w is regular. D

10.37. LEMMA (AC). K+ is regular.

PROOF. If f mapped lI.. cofinally into K+ where (J. < K+, then

K+ = U{f(~): ~ < lI..},

but a union of ~K sets each of cardinality ~K must have cardinality ~K

by Lemma 10.21. D

Without AC, it is consistent that cf(w l ) = W. It is unknown whether one
can prove in ZF that there exists a cardinal of cofinality > w.

Limit cardinals often fail to be regular. For example, cf(waJ = w. More
generally, the following holds.

10.38. LEMMA. If lI.. is a limit ordinal, then cf(wC() = cf(lI..).

PROOF. By Lemma 10.32. D
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Thus, if W(J. is a regular limit cardinal, then W(J. = a. But the condition
W(J. = a is not sufficient. For example, let (J 0 = W, (J n+ 1 = Wan' and rx =
sup {(Jn : nEw}. Then a is the first ordinal to satisfy W(J. = a but cf(a) = w.
Thus, the first regular limit cardinal is rather large.

10.39. DEFINITION. (I) K is weakly inaccessible iff K is a regular limit car
dinal.

(2) (AC) K is strongly inaccessible iff K > W, K is regular, and

VA < K(2 A< K). 0

So, strong inaccessibles are weak inaccessibles, and under GCH the no
tions coincide. It is consistent that 2W is weakly inaccessible or that it is
larger than the first weak inaccessible (see VII 5.16). One cannot prove in
ZFC that weak inaccessibles exist (see VI 4.13).

A modification of Cantor's diagonal argument yields that (wwYo > W w.
More generally, the following holds.

10.40. LEMMA (AC). Konig. IJ K is infinite and cf(K) ~ A, then KA> K.

PROOF. Fix any cofinal map f : A -+ K. Let G : K -+ AK . We show that G
cannot be onto. Define h : A -+ K so that h(a) is the least element of

K __ {(G(,u))(a):,u <J(rx)}.

Then h ¢ ranG. 0

10.41. COROLLARY (AC). IJ A ~ W, cf(2A) > A.

10.42. LEMMA (AC + GCH). Assume that K, A ~ 2 and at least one oj them
is infinite, then
(l)K~A-+KA=A+.

(2) K > A ~ cf(K) -+ KA = K+.
(3) A < cf(K) -+ K

A = K.

PROOF. (1) is by Lemma 10.26. For (2), KA> K by Lemma 10.40, but
KA~ K" = 2" = K+.For(3),A < cf(K) implies that AK = U{Aa : a < K},and
each IAal ~ max(a, A)+ ~ K. 0

The following definitions are sometimes useful.

10.43. DEFINITION (AC). (a) <PA = A<P = U{(J.A:a < f3}.
(b) K<A = I<AKI. 0
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When K ~ W, K<ro = K (10.13 (2)), and K<). = sup {K8 : e< A. /\ e is a
cardinal} (Exercise 15), so 10.43 (b) is used mainly when A. is a limit cardinal.

10.44. DEFINITION (Ae). :1~ is defined by transfinite recursion on (X by:
(1) :10 = w.
(2) ::1~ + 1 = 2:l~,

(3) For}' a limit, ::1)' = sup {::1~: (X < }'}. 0

Thus, GCH is equivalent to the statement V(X (:1~ = w~).

§11. The real numbers

11.1. DEFINITION. 7l is the ring of integers, <Q is the field of rational numbers,
IR is the field of real numbers, and <C is the field of complex numbers. 0

Any reasonable way of defining these from the natural numbers will do,
but for definiteness we take 7l = w x w/~, where <n,m) is intended to
represent n - m, the equivalence relation ~ is defined appropriately, 7l is
the set of equivalence classes, and operations + and· are defined appropri
ately. <Q = (71 x (71 __ {O} ))/ ~ where <x, y) is intended to represent x/yo

IR = {X E &>(<Q): X =f 0 /\ X =f <Q /\ Vx E X Vy E <Q(y < X -+ Y E X) }.

So IR is the set of left sides of Dedekind cuts. <C = IR x IR, with field opera
tions defined in the usual way.

§12. Appendix 1: Other set theories

We discuss briefly two other systems of set theory which differ from ZF
in that they give classes a formal existence. In both, all sets are classes,.but
not all classes are sets. Let us temporarily use capital letters to range over
classes. We define X to be a set iff 3 Y (X E Y), and we use lower case
letters to range sets. In both systems, the sets satisfy the usual ZFaxioms,
and the intersection of a class with a set is a set.

The system NBG (von Neumann-Bernays-Godel, see [Godel 1940])
has as a class comprehension axiom, the universal closure of

3X Vy (y E X +-+ 4>(y)) ,

where 4> may have other free set and class variables, but the bound variables
of 4> may only range over sets. NBG is a conservative extension of ZF;
that is, if t/J is a sentence with only set variables, NBG r- t/J iff ZF r- t/J (see
[Wang 1949], [Shoenfield 1954]). Unlike ZF, NBG is finitely axiomatizable.
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The system MK (Morse-Kelley; see the Appendix of [Kelley 1955])
strengthens NBG by allowing an arbitrary 4J to appear in the class compre
hension axiom. MK is not a conservative extension of ZF and is not finitely
axiomatizable (see Exercises 25, 26).

None of the three theories, ZF, NBG, and MK, can claim to be the
"right" one. ZF seems inelegant, since it forces us to treat classes, as we did
in §9, via a circumlocution in the metatheory. Once we give classes a formal
existence, it is hard to justify the restriction in NBG on the 4J occurring in
the class comprehension axiom, so MK seems like the right theory. How
ever, once we have decided to give classes their full rights, it is natural to
consider various properties of classes, and to try to form super-classes,
such as

{R C ON x ON: R well-orders ON}.

In MK, such objects can be handled only via an inelegant circumlocution
in the metatheory.

ZF, NBG, and MK are all founded on the same basic concepts, and the
proofs in this book for ZF are easily adapted to the other two theories,
although ZF is technically slightly easier to deal with.

A set theory which is different in principle from ZF is Quine's New
Foundations, NF, see [Quine 1937], [Quine 1951], and [Rosser 1953]. Like
ZF, NF has only sets, but a universal set exists: 3v 'v'x (x E v). Unlike ZF,
NF makes the restriction on forming {x: 4J(x)} not one of size, but of the
syntactical form of 4J; 4J must be stratified, which means roughly that it can
be obtained from a formula of type theory by erasing the types. x = x is
stratified, but x E x and x ¢ x are not, so one avoids Russell's paradox. It
is unknown whether NF is consistent, even assuming Con(ZF). It is known
that NF ~ lAC [Specker 1953]. NF is usually rejected as a foundation
of mathematics for this reason and because we do not have a "clear" picture
of the objects it describes as we get with ZF using Foundation (see III).

The reader is referred 'to [Fraenkel-Bar-Hillel-Levy 1973] for a more
detailed discussion of the various axiomatizations of set theory.

§13. Appendix 2: Eliminating defined notions

One aspect of our development of ZF which seems to be lacking in rigor
is our treatment in §8 of defined notions. This is usually handled by the
following general discussion in the metatheory. We specify a formal language
by defining its set, 2, of non-logical symbols; a symbol of 2 may be an
n-place predicate symbol or an n-place function symbol for some finite n;
O-place function symbols are called constant symbols. = is considered a
logical symbol, so for the language of set theory, 2 = {E}.
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Let S be a set of sentences of fil. We consider extensions of S by defini
tions. If fil' = fil u {P}, where P is an n-place predicate symbol, P ¢ fil,
and cjJ(xi, ... , xn) is a formula of fil with at most Xl' ... , X n free, the axioms
S plus

\:Ix 1 , ... , X n [cjJ(X 1 , ••• , Xn)~ P(X 1 , ••• , xn)]

form a one-step extension of S by adding a defined predicate. If fil' =
fil u {f}, where f is an n-place function symbol, f ¢ fil, cjJ(x b ... , Xn, y) is a
formula of fil with at most Xl' , Xm Y free, and

S ~ \:Ix 1 , , X n 3!y cjJ(x 1 , ••• , Xn, y),

then the axioms S plus

\:Ix 1 , ... , Xn, Y [y = f(x 1 , ••• , Xn)~ cjJ(X 1 , ••• , Xm y)]

form a one-step extension of S by adding a defined function. Finally, if fil =
filo C fill C fil2 c··· c filn = fil',andS = So c Sl C S2 c··· C Sn = S',
where each fili+1 is fili plus one new symbol and each Si+l is a one-step
extension of Si by adding that defined symbol, then we call the set of
sentences S' of fil' an extension of S by definitions.

Thus, at any point in this book, we are operating in some extension of
ZF (or of ZFC or ZF- etc.) by a finite number of definitions. The following
general theorem of logic is tacitly being applied.

13.1. THEOREM. If S' in fil' is an extension by definitions of S in fil, then for
each formula ll/(x b ... , xn) of fil' there is a formula l/J(x 1 , ... , xn) of fil such
that

S' ~ \:Ix 1 , ... ,Xn(l/J(Xb ... ,Xn)~l/J'(Xl' ... ,Xn)). 0

This is relevant in set theory, where S is ZF and fil = {E}, when we wish
to apply the Comprehension or Replacement Axioms with a formula l/J'
of fil'; the existence of l/J shows that on the basis of S', these axioms in the
original language are sufficient. But, we then need a result saying that S'
adds nothing essentially new.

13.2. THEOREM. If S' in fil' is an extension by definitions of S in fil, then S'
is a conservative extension; i.e., if S' ~ cjJ, where cjJ is a sentence of fil, then
S ~ cjJ. 0

Theorem 13.1 is easily proved by induction on the number of steps in
the extension, and, for one-step extensions, by induction on l/J'. Theorem 13.2
is easy model-theoretically, since any model for S has an expansion satisfy
ing S'. A finitistic proof of 13.2 is rather tricky, see [Shoenfield 1967].

The theorem on defining functions by transfinite recursion may be viewed
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formally as a schema for introducing defined functions. Thus, if F is an
n + I-place function symbol in some extension S of ZF (or ZF- - P) by
definitions, the theorem asserts that we may pass to a one-step extension
S' of S by adding a new n + I-place function symbol G so that

S' ~ \:IXt, ... , Xn \:Ill., [G(x t , ... , X m rx) = F(x t , •.• , Xm Grrx)],

where Gr rx means

{<~, G(x t , ... 'Xm ~»: ~ < rx}.

The formula of !fl defining G may be obtained by examining the proof of
Theorem 9.3.

§14. Appendix 3: Formalizing the metatheory

Another point in our development of ZF which should be cleared up is
the confusion between objects in the metatheory and formal objects. A
careful examination of this point leads to Godel's incompleteness theorems
and Tarski's theorem on non-definability of truth.

The discussion of these theorems requires the notion of a recursive (or
decidable) set. Informally, we say (in the metatheory) that a set R of natural
numbers is recursive iff we may write a computer program which inputs a
natural number n, and outputs "yes" if n E R and "no" if n ¢ R. For example,
the set of even numbers is recursive. This notion extends naturally to other
sets offinitistic objects. For example, the set of formulas of predicate calculus
is recursive because we may program a computer to read a string of symbols
and tell us whether or not that string is a formula. Likewise, the set of
axioms of ZF is recursive. For a more formal discussion, see [Enderton
1972], [Kleene 1952], or [Shoenfield 1967] .

One very important result on these notions is that, assuming Con(ZF),
the set of theorems of ZF is not recursive. More generally, if Tis any con
sistent set of axioms extending ZF, then {qJ: T ~ qJ} is not recursive; for a
proof, see one of the above three references or Exercise 24. A consequence
of this is Godel's First Incompleteness Theorem-namely, that if such a
T is recursive, then it is incomplete in the sense that there is a sentence qJ

such that T ~ qJ and T ~ "I qJ. The proof is: if there were no such qJ, then for
every qJ, either T ~ qJ or T ~ "I qJ, and not both. But then we could program
a computer to decide whether T ~ qJ as follows: start listing all formal de
ductions from T, and stop when a deduction of either qJ or of "I qJ is found.

Of course, if Tis ZF itself, then, as we shall see in this book, there is a
very explicit qJ which is neither provable nor refutable from T -namely
AC. Likewise, if Tis ZFC;then we may take qJ to be CH. But the importance
of the First Incompleteness Theorem is that no matter how we extend ZF
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to a recursive consistent T, there will always be sentences which are not
decided by T. Thus, there is no recursive axiomatization for "all that is
true".

Godel's Second Incompleteness Theorem says roughly that there is no
elem'entary proof of Con(ZF); in fact, there is no proof at all by methods
formalizable within ZF. In order to understand this result and Tarski's
theorem better, we must look more closely at the relationship between
objects in the metatheory and objects defined within the formal theory.

As an example, there are two different ways of using the number 1. One
is as a concept in the metatheory, as in "x E x has 1 free variable." The other
is as a defined notion, 1 = {O}, within the formal theory, ZF.

In those cases where these two usages might cause confusion, we shall
use the following sort of notation (called Quine's corner convention) for
separating them: If Ob is any finitistic object in the metatheory, we shall
use fOb' for a constant symbol denoting Ob in an extension of ZF by defi
nitions.

Specifically, we should use 0 only to denote the informal concept, and
fO' the constant symbol introduced by the defining axiom

'v'y(y = fO'~'v'X(x¢y)).

Likewise, our definition of 1,2, 3, ... within ZF (see Definition 7.13) should
really be a schema in the metatheory for introducing new defined symbols
fl', f2', f3', via the axioms

'v'y(y = fl'~y = S(fO')),

'v'y(y = f2' ~ Y = S(fl')),

etc.

Another finitistic object is a finite sequence of natural numbers, which is
formalized within ZF as an element of Q) <00 (see Definition 7.21). If s is a
fmite sequence of natural numbers in the metatheory, we again use fs' for
the formal object. For example, f <8,1,5)' is introduced by the definition,

'v'y [y = f <8,1,5)' ~ (y is a function /\ dom(y) = f3' /\ y(fO') =

= f8' /\ y(fl') = fl' y(f2') = P5')].

A formula in the language of set theory is a finite sequence of symbols
such as /\, -', etc. (see §2). But what is a symbol? We sidestep this question
by defining (in the metatheory) /\ to be the number 1 (whatever that is);
likewise -, is 3, 3 is 5, and (,), E, = are 7, 9, 11, 13, respectively, while Vi is
the number 2i. SO V3 = v3 is the sequence <6, 13,6). Thus~ any formula </>
is a finite sequence of numbers, and f </>' is defined as above.
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Likewise, if! is a finite sequence of finite sequences ofnatural numbers (for
example, a formal deduction), we may introduce ry' in the obvious way.

Now that ,ve have succeeded in naming in the formal theory various finite
objects in the metatheory, we may ask how properties of these objects are
reflected by formal theorems. There are two levels to this investigation.

As an example of Levell, we may let Xeven(x) be the formula 3y E Q) (x =

r2'· y). Then we should be able to check that ZF ~ Xeven(rS') and
ZF ~ ---, Xeven (r7'). M ore generally, the following holds.

14.1. THEOREM. Given any recursive set, R of natural numbers, there is a
formula XR(X) which represents R in the sense that for all n,

n E R ~ (ZF ~ XR (rn' )) and n ¢ R ~ (ZF ~ ---, XR (rn' )).

Recursive sets of finite sequences and recursive predicates in several vari
ables are likewise representable. D

Theorem 14.1 is easily proved (in the metatheory) using anyone of the
usual definitions of recursive.

As an example of Level 2,

ZF ~ \Ix E Q) (Xeven(x) V Xeven(x + r 1')).

More generally, if A is any assertion in the metatheory about recursive
predicates, we can, using our representing formulas, write a corresponding
sentence A* in the language of set theory. We would expect that if we can
prove A by a finitistic argument, then ZF ~ A*, since ZF should incorporate
all finitistic methods, and much more (this presupposes a "reasonable"
choice of the representing formulas-see Exercise 22). Unlike Level 1,
Level 2 does not lend itself to a precise theorem, since the notion offinitistic is
not rigorously defined, but we may verify Level 2 assertions individually as
needed. In particular, Godel's Second Incompleteness Theorem requires
checking that all the basic syntactical results of elementary logic may be
proved within ZF.

We may now state the basic result behind the Second Incompleteness
Theorem and Tarski's theorem on undefinability of truth.

14.2. THEOREM. Godel. If ljJ(x) is any formula in one free variable, x, then
there is a sentence t/J such that

ZF~t/J~ljJ(rt/J').

PROOF. Let a(v) be ljJ(v(rv')). Then for each formula (J in one free variable,
ZF ~ a(r(J')~ ¢(r(J(r(J')'). In particular,

ZF ~ a(ra')~ ¢ (ra(ra' ), ),

so let t/J be the sentence a( ra').
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The definition of a might require some additional explanation. For each
(J, we may add a defined constant r (J' as above, but we shall consider the
sentence (J(r(J') to be in the original language of set theory, so we obtain
(J(r(J') by using Theorem 13.1 to eliminate the defined constant. The map
(J r+ (J(r(J') is a recursive map of finite sequences, so is represented by a
formula xCv, w). Then for any sentence r, r is (J(r(J') iff ZF ~ X(r(J', r r'), so
ZF ~ X(r(J', r(J(r(J')'}. Also, ZF ~ \:Iv 3!w xCv, w) (this is an example of
Level 2), so for each (J,

ZF ~ \:Iw (X(r(J', w)~ w == r(J(r(J')'}.

Let a(v) be 3w(X(v, w) /\ ¢(w)}. Then for each (J,

ZF ~ a( r (J') ~ 3w (X(r(J', w) /\ <p(w)} so that

ZF ~ a(r(J')~ ¢(r(J(r(J')'). D

If x(x) is any formula in one free variable, we may apply 14.2 with, x(x)
to get Tarski's theorem on non-definability of truth; namely, for some sen
tence t/f,

The platonistic interpretation of this is that no formula X(x) can say "x is
a true sentence", since there is always a sentence t/J which is true iff X(rt/J')
is false.

We now discuss the Second Incompleteness Theorem. Fix a recursive
extension, T, of ZF. Let X~f(V, w) represent the predicate "I is a formal
proof of t/J from T," so that for each t/J and I, ZF ~ X~f(rl', r t/J') iff 1 is a
formal proof of t/J from T. Let qJT(W) be ,3v X~f(V, w); then qJT(W) says, "w
is not provable from T". Finally, let CaNT be qJT(r3v (v =1= v)'); then CaNT
asserts that a specific logically refutable sentence is not provable from T;
equivalently, that T is consistent.

14.3. THEOREM. Godel's Second Incompleteness Theorem. If T is a recursive
consistent extension of ZF, then T Ii CaNT.

PROOF. Apply Theorem 14.2 to produce a t/J such that ZF ~ (t/J ~ qJT (rt/J')}.
Note first that

Con(T) ~ T Ii t/J.

To see this, suppose T ~ t/J' and let 1 be a formal proof of t/J from T. Then
ZF ~ X~f(rl " r t/J' ), so ZF ~ 'qJ T (rt/J'), so ZF ~ ,t/J, so T ~ ,t/J, so T is
inconsistent.
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The proof of (*) took place in the metatheory, but one can, by a careful
Level 2 analysis, formalize it in ZF to yield

ZF ~ caNT ~ qJT(r t/J').

But qJT(r t/J') and t/J are provably equivalent in ZF and T is a stronger
theory,so

T~ caNT ~ t/J.

It follows that we may replace t/J by caNT in (*) to yield

Con(T) ~ (T ~ CaNT). 0

Actually, in the above,

T~ caNT ~t/J,

since, within T, we may argue that qJT(r t/J'), which is equivalent to t/J,
implies that some sentence is not provable from T, so that T must be con
sistent. Any sentence t/J which asserts its own non-provability from T is
called a Godel sentence for T. All Godel sentences for T are provably from
T (actually, from ZF) equivalent to caNT and hence to each other.

Platonistically, the Second Incompleteness Theorem, like the First,
shows that no recursive set of axioms can capture all truth. If T is a set of
axioms and we can recognize that all the axioms of T are true, then all
statements provable from T are true; thus, T is consistent, so caNT is a
true statement which is not provable from T. Actually, it is not necessary
for T to extend all of ZF here; it is only required that within Tone can develop
enough finite combinatorics to prove basic facts about first-order predicate
calculus (see Exercise 23).

EXERCISES

Work in ZFC unless otherwise indicated. Foundation is never relevant,
but AC occasionally is.

(1) Write a formula expressing z = <<x, y>, <v, w>> using just E and

(2) Show that ty., < f3 implies that y + ty., < y + f3 and ty., + }' ~ f3 + y. Give
an example to show that the " ~" cannot be replaced by "<". Also, show:

ty., ~ f3 ~ 3! 1> (ty., + 1> = f3).

(3) Show that if}' > 0, then ty., < f3 implies that y . ty., < y' f3 and ty., .}' ~ f3 . y.
Give an example to show that the " ~" cannot be replaced by" <". Also,
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show:
(rfv ~ [3 /\ rfv > 0) ~ 3!{), ~ (~ < C( /\ C(. {) + ~ = [3).

(4) Verify that ordinal exponentiation satisfies:

rfvP+ y = rfvP. rfvY and (C(P)Y = rfvP·Y.

(5) Let rfv be a limit ordinal. Show that the following are equivalent:
(a) V[3, y < C«([3 + Y < rfv).
(b) Vp < C( ([3 + C( = rfv).
(c) VX C rfv (type(X) = C( v type(rfv __ X) = C().
(d) 3£5 (rfv = WO) (ordinal exponentiation).

Such rfv are called indecomposable.
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(6) Prove the Cantor Normal Form Theorem for ordinals: Every non-O
ordinal rfv may be represented in the form:

C( = wPt .11 + ... + W p" . 1m

where 1 ~ n < w, rfv ~ P1 > ... > Pn, and 1 ? Ii < w for i = 1, ... , n. Fur
thermore, this representation is unique. C( is called an epsilon number iff
n = 1, 11 = 1, and [31 = C( (i.e., w(1. = rfv). Show that if K is an uncountable
cardinal, then K is an epsilon number and there are K epsilon numbers
below K; in particular, the first epsilon number, called Eo, is countable. All
exponentiation is ordinal exponentiation in this exercise.

(7) Prove that the following definition of ordinal exponentiation is equiva
lent to Definition 9.5 : Let

F (rfv, P) = {f E PC(: I{~: f (~) =f= O} I < w}.

If f, g E F(rfv, [3) and f =f= g, say f <I g iff f(~) < g(~), where ~ is the largest
ordinal such that f (~) =1= g(~). Then C(P = type (<F (C(, P), <I».

(8) IN ZF-, prove the Schroder-Bernstein Theorem (10.2).
Hint. Assume f :A ~ Band g: B ~ A, where f and g are 1-1. Let Ao =A,
Bo = B, An+ 1 = gilBn, Bn+ 1 = f" Am Aoo = nn Am and Boo = nn Bn· Let
hex) be f(x) if x E Aoo U Un (A 2n -- A 2n + 1); otherwise hex) = g-1 (x). Then
h : A ~ Band h is 1-1 and onto.

(9) Show in ZF- that for any set X the following are equivalent.
(a) X can be well-ordered.
(b) There is a C: (&>(X) "-{O})~ X such that VYc X (Y =f= 0~ C( Y)E Y).

Hint for (b) ~ (a). Fix p =1= X, and let C(Y) = p if Y¢&>(X) __ {Ole Define,
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by transfinite recursion,
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F((X) == C(X-.... {F (~); ~ < (X}).

(10) Show, in ZF-, that the following are equivalent.
(a) AC.
(b) \Iff [O¢ff ~ 3C(C:ff ~ Uff /\ \lYEff(C(Y)E Y))].
(c) The cartesian product of non-empty sets is non-empty.
(d) The Tychonov Theorem.

Hint for (d)~(c) (Kelley). Let Ai(iEI) be non-O sets. Fix P¢UiAi. Let
Xi == Ai U {p}, where neighborhoods of p in Xi are cofinite. Use compact
ness of Oi Xi to prove that .Oi Ai =1= O. Remark. The Tychonov Theorem
for compact Hausdorff spaces does not imply AC (Halpern-Levy; see
[Jech 1973]).

(11) ff c &>(A) is of finite character iff for all X c A,

X E ff ~ \I Y c X ( IY I < W ~ Y E ff) .

Tuckey's Lemma (a form of Zorn's Lemma) says that whenever ff is of
finite character,

\lXEff3YEff(X c Y /\ \lZEff(Yc Z ~ Y== Z)).

Show, in ZF-, that AC~ Tuckey's Lemma.
Hint. For~, let A == {a~: ~ < K}, and put a~E Yiff

(X u {a,,: 11 < ~ /\ a" E Y} u {a~}) E ff.

For ~, see 10(b); let C be a maximal partial choice function on ff.

(12) Define, in ZF-, ~(X) == sup( {(X: 3fE lI.X(f is I-I)}) (Hartogg's aleph
function). Show

*(a) ~(X) < ~(q>(&>(q>(X)))) (~(X) < q>4(X) is easier).
(b) There is no sequence (X n : nEW) such that \In (&>(Xn + 1 ) ~ X n ).

(c) AC implies that ~(X) == IXI + whenever X is infinite.

(13) Show that for n, mEW, the ordinal and cardinal exponentiations nm

are equal. Hint. Use induction on m.

(14) For infinite cardinals A ~ K, show I{X c A: IXI == A} I == K
A

•

(15) When A is an infinite cardinal and K is any cardinal, show

K< A == sup {K8 : e< A /\ eis a cardinal}.
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*(16) Assume CH but don't assume GCH. Show that (wnyn = W n whenever
1 ~ n < w.

(17) Show that the following sets have cardinality 2w
:

(a) IR.
(b) {fEIRIR: fis continuous}.

*(c) {XclR:XisBorel}.

(18) If Ki are cardinals for i E I, define

Ii K i = IU{{i} X K i : i E I} I

and

TIi K i = I{f: dom(f) = I 1\ Vi (f (i) E K i ) } I·
(a) Show that

(b) Derive Konig's Lemma (10.40) directly from (a).
Hint. For (a), generalize the proof of 10.40. For (b), each Ki = K, I = A, and
{Oi; i E A} is unbounded in K.

*(19) Let K be an infinite cardinal and <I any well-ordering of K. Show that
there is an X c K such that: IXI = K, and <I and < agree on X.

*(20) Prove the Rado-Milner Paradox: If K ::::; rt, < K+, then there are
Xn c rt, (n Ew) such that rt, = Un Xn and type(Xn) ~ K

n
•

Hint. Use induction on rt,.

(21) Algebraic topology and homological algebra rely on categories (which
are proper classes) to prove theorems about sets (spaces, rings, etc.). Show
how to formalize these subjects within ZFC.

(22) Assume Con(ZF). Show that there is a formula ljJ(x) such that ljJ repre
sents {n: n is even} (in the sense of Theorem 14.1) but

ZF Ii 'Ix E W ( ljJ (x) v ljJ (x + r 1' )).

(23) Show that Godel Incompleteness Theorems and Tarski's theorem on
undefinability of truth go through for any recursive extension of ZF- 
P - Inf.
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(24) Let T be any consistent set of axioms extending ZF. Show that
{l/J: T ~ l/J} is not recursive. Hint. If it were recursive, then, by Theorem 14.1,
there would be a formula X(x) such that

(T ~ l/J) ~ (ZF ~ X(r l/J' ))

and

(T If l/J) ~ (ZF ~ --, X(r l/J' ))
for any l/J. Now, fix l/J (by Theorem 14.2) such that ZF ~ l/J~ --, X(r l/J'), and
show that T is inconsistent,

(25) Show that MK (see §12) proves the consistency of ZF, and is thus not
a conservative extension of ZF. Hint. Formalize in MK definition of satis
faction for formulas with set variables.

(26) Show that MK is not finitely axiomatizable. Hint. Show that MK
proves the consistency of any finite subtheory of itself.



CHAPTER II

INFINITARY COMBINATORICS

By infinitary combinatorics we mean the field that used to be called set
theory before there were independence proofs. Elementary examples of this
subject are the results in cardinal arithmetic discussed in I §10, but those
are only the beginning.

There is a two-way interplay between combinatorics and independence
proofs. On the one hand, the answers to many combinatorial questions
which had been raised classically are now known to be independent of
ZFC by the methods of Chapters VI-VIII. On the other hand, classical
combinatorial facts are often used in carrying out the independence proofs.
This interplay of ideas has also resulted in the creation of new combinatorial
concepts, such as 0 (§ 7) and MA (§ 2), which could have been discovered
classically but in fact were not.

The material covered in this chapter has been selected for its relevance
to Chapters VI-VIII, so many important topics in combinatorics per se
have been omitted. For more on the subject, see [Erdos-Hajnal-Mate
Rado 1900J or [Kunen 1977J.

The reader who is not particularly interested in combinatorics may skip
this entire chapter, referring back to it as needed. The only part of this
chapter needed later in a fundamental way is §2, on MA, since that forms
the basis for our treatment of forcing in VII; and even there the technical
details about measure theory and topology may be omitted.

We may think of this entire chapter as based on the axioms ZFC-. The
Axiom of Foundation is, as always in mathematics, totally irrelevant.

§ 1. Almost disjoint and quasi-disjoint sets

1.1. DEFINITION. Let K be an infinite cardinal. If x, y C K, X and yare
almost disjoint (a.d.) iff Ix n yl < K. An a.d. family is an d C &>(K) such
that \Ix Esf(lxl = K) and any two distinct elements of sf are a.d. A maximal
a.d. family (m.a.dJ.) is an a.d. family sf with no a.d. family &I properly con
taining it. D

47
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Almost disjointness is similar to disjointness in name only. It is clear that
there can be no family of more than K disjoint subsets of K; but, since IKI =

IK x KI, there is a family of K disjoint subsets whose union is all of K, so
that this family is a maximal disjoint family. However, the following theorem
holds.

1.2. THEOREM. Let K ~ w be a regular cardinal, then:
(a) If .91 C &>(K) is an a.d. family and 1.911 = K, then .91 is not maximal.
(b) There is a m.a.dJ. &I C &>(K) of cardinality ~K+.

PROOF. (b) is immediate from (a) and Zorn's Lemma: Let .91 C &>(K) be
any disjoint (or a.d.) family of size K, and let &I :::> .91 be a m.a.dJ:, then
1&11 > K by (a).

(a) is proved by a diagonal argument. Let .91 = {A~: ~ < K}. Let B~ =

A~ " U,,<~ A". B~ =1= 0, since B~ = A~ "U,,<~ (A~ n A,,), IA~I = K, and
IU,,<~ (A~ n A,,) I < K by regularity of K. Pick f3~ E B~. The f3~ are distinct
since the B ~ are disjoint, so D = {f3~ : ~ < K} has cardinality K. f3~ E A" -+

11 ~~, so DnA" C {f3~: ~ ~ 11}, so D and A" are a.d. for each 11. D

If one does not assume GCH, Theorem 1.2 suggests a number of questions.
First, is there an a.d. family of 2K subsets of K? The answer is yes if K = w.
It is still yes if K = W 1 if one assumes CH (but 20>1 can be anything). More
generally, the following holds.

1.3. THEOREM. If K ~ W and 2 <K = K, then there is an a.d. family .91 C &>(K)
with 1.911 = 2K

•

PROOF. Let I = {x C K: sup(x) < K}. Since 2<K = K, III = K. If X C K, let
Ax = {X nex:ex < K}.IfIX\ = K,thenlAxl = K.IfX =1= l:thenlAxnAyl < K,

since if we fix f3 such that r(f3 E X +--+ f3 E Y), then

Ax n A y C {X n ex: ex ~ f3}.

Let .91 = {Ax: X C K 1\ IXI = K}; then 1.911 = 2K and is an a.d. family of
subsets of I. If we let f be a 1-1 function from I onto K, {fIlA: A E d} is
an a.d. family of 2K subsets of K. D

The hypothesis 2<K = K cannot be dropped; the existence of an a.d.
family of 20>1 subsets of W 1 can be neither proved nor refuted from 20> =
20>1 = W3 (see VIII Exercise B5).

Another question when 2K > K+ is: is there a m.a.dJ. of cardinality K+?
The answer to this question is independent of the axioms of set theory (see
§2 and VIII 2.3).

Another property with "disjoint" in its name is "quasi-disjoint".
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1.4. DEFINITION. A family .91 of sets is called a L1-system, or a quasi-disjoint
family iff there is a fixed set r, called the root of the L1-system, such that
a n b == r whenever a and b are distinct members of .91 (see Figure 1.1). D

The main result on L1-systems is the so-called "L1-system lemma", which
we state first in the special case most often quoted.

1.5. THEOREM. If .91 is any uncountable family of Jfinite sets, there is an
uncountable &I c .91 which forms a L1-system. D

This is an immediate corollary of the following theorem when K == W

and e == W 1 . For an easier direct proof of 1.5, see Exercise 1.

1.6. THEOREM. Let K be any infinite cardinal. Let e> K be regular and satisfy
'rIrx < e(lrx<KI < e). Assume 1.911 z e and 'rIxEd(/xl < K), then there is a
~ c .91, such that 186'1 == eand 86' forms a L1-system.

PROOF. By shrinking .91 if necessary, we may assume 1.911 == e. Then
IUdl s e. Since what the elements of .91 are as individuals is irrelevant, we
may assume Ud c e. Then each XEd has some order type < K as a subset
of e. Since e is regular and e> K, there is some p < K, such that .91 1 ==
{x E .91: x has type p} has cardinality e. We now fix such a p and deal only
with .91 l'

For each rx < e, Irx<KI < e implies that less than e elements of .91 1 are
subsets of rx. Thus, Ud 1 is unbounded in e. If XEd 1 and ~ < p, let x(~)

be the ~-th element of x. Since e is regular, there is some ~ such that
{x(~): XEd 1} is unbounded in e. Now fix ~o to be the least such ~ (~o may
be 0). Let

rxo == sup {x (1]) + 1: xEd 1 1\ 1] < ~o};

then rxo < eand x(1]) < rxo for all XEd 1 and all 1] < ~o.

ROOT

Figure 1.1. A J-System.
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By transfinite recursion on /l < f), pick xJl E sI 1 so that xJl( ~o) > 0:0 and
xJl(~o) is above all elements of earlier xv; i.e.,

xJl(~o) > max(o:o, sup {xv(r,): 11 < P A V < /l} ).

Let sl2 = {x tt : /l < f)}. Then Isl21= f) and X nyC 0:0 whenever x and y
are distinct elements of sI 2. Since 10:;"1 < (), there is an r C 0:0 and a
&I C d 2 with 1&11 = f) and \:Ix E &I (x n 0:0 = r), whence &I forms a A-system
with root r. 0

We conclude this section with an application of Theorem 1.5 to topology.

1.7. DEFINITION. A topological space X has the countable chain condition
(c.c.c.) iff there is no uncountable family of pairwise disjoint non-empty
open subsets of X. 0

The word "chain" usually refers to a total ordering; for an equivalent of
c.c.c. in terms of chains, see Exercise 6.

If X is countable, X is trivially c.c.c. If X is uncountable then X may fail
to be c.c.c.; for example, if X has the discrete topology, then the singletons
form an uncountable disjoint family of open sets.

A non-trivial example of a c.c.c. space is the real numbers, IR. IR has c.c.c.
since it is separable; that is, it has a countable dense subspace. In general,
the following holds.

1.8. LEMMA. If X is separable, then X has c.c.c.

PROOF. Let D C X be dense and countable. If Va (0: < WI) were open,
non-empty, and disjoint, then we could pick daE UanD. Then the da
would all be distinct, a contradiction. 0

A natural question to ask about a topological property is whether it is
preserved under products. For example, the famous Tychonov theorem
says that compactness is preserved under arbitrary products. The product
of two separable spaces is separable since if D is dense in X and E is dense
in Y then D x E is dense in X x }: However, separability is not preserved
under arbitrary products (it is if there are ~ 20> factors, but not if there are
(20)) + factors; see Exercises 3 and 4).

The question of whether the product of any two c.c.c. spaces must be
c.c.c. is independent of ZFC; this is true under MA + -, CH (see 2.24), but
it fails if CH holds (see VIII Exercise 8) or if Suslin's Hypothesis fails (see
Lemma 4.3). The c.c.c. has the strange property that if it is preserved by
products with two factors, it is preserved by arbitrary products. To see this,
first note that if the product of any two c.c.c. spaces is c.c.c., then by induc-
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tion we see that the product of any n c.c.c. spaces is c.c.c. (n E w). We now
pass immediately to arbitrary products by the following.

1.9. THEOREM. Suppose Xi (i E I) are spaces such that for every finite reI,
flier Xi is c.c.c. Then flie] Xi is c.c.c.

PROOF. Suppose Urx for rx < W 1 were pairwise disjoint non-empty sets in
flie] Xi· By shrinking the Urx if necessary, we may assume that each Urx is
a basic open set. Then Urx depends on a finite set of coordinates, arx c I. By
the L1-system lemma there is an uncountable A c Wl such that {arx : rx E A}
forms a L1-system with some root, r. r cannot be empty, since a rx n ap = °
implies U rx n Up =1= 0. Let n(Urx ) be the projection of U rx onto flier Xi. Then
the n(U rx ) for rx E A form an uncountable disjoint family in flier Xi. 0

A simple example of Theorem 1.9 is that "2 is c.c.c. for any K, where 2 is
the space {O, I} with the discrete topology. When K > 20>, this is an example
of a c.c.c. space which is not separable (by Exercise 4).

§ 2. Martin's Axiom

If CH fails, there arises a large number of questions about the various
infinite cardinals K < 20>. Some of these questions are of a purely combina
torial nature, such as

Question 1. If K < 20>, does 2" = 20>?

Question 2. If K < 20>, does every a.d. family d c &>(w) of size K fail to
be maximal?

Other questions come from measure theory, such as

Question 3. If K < 20>, does the union of K subsets ofIR, each of Lebesgue
measure 0, have measure O?

There is also the analogous question about category:

Question 4. If K < 20>, does the union of K first-category subsets ofIR have
first category?

Since these questions all clearly have answer "yes" when K = w, they
are only of interest for W < K < 20>. For such K, it is known by the method
of forcing that none of the questions can be settled under the axioms
ZFC + -,CH.
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It is commonly felt that the "yes" answer to Questions 1-4 is the rea
sonable one for all K < 2w

; i.e., that all infinite cardinals < 2W behave
similarly to w. In the case of Question 1, the consistency of "yes" with -, CH
follows from the original construction by Cohen (VII §5). For Questions
2-4, the consistency of "yes" with -, CH is much more difficult, but was
proved by Solovay by applying the technique of iterated forcing developed
by him and Tennenbaum. It was then noticed by Martin that one could
amalgamate all these "yes" answers into one axiom, now called Martin's
Axiom (MA). One may apply iterated forcing once to prove the consistency
of MA + -,CH (see VIII), and then derive "yes" answers to Questions
1-4 from MA by purely combinatorial arguments.

Since MA itself can be understood without any knowledge of forcing,
many people have worked on it, and MA is known to have a large number
of important consequences, primarily in combinatorics and set-theoretic
topology, but also in algebra and analysis. For examples other than those
given here, see [Martin-Solovay 1970J, [Rudin 1977J, or [Shoenfield
1975J.

Unlike the basic axioms of ZFC, MA does not pretend to be an "intuitively
evident" principle, and in fact at first sight it seems strange and ill-motivated.
Its original motivation grew out of the technical details of certain forcing
arguments, although in this book we shall attempt to motivate forcing by
our treatment of MA.

MA can easily be defined topologically as the assertion that no compact
Hausdorff space with the c.c.c. is the union of < 2W closed nowhere dense
sets. Unfortunately, this form of MA is hard to apply directly. Our official
version of MA, in terms of partial orders, is harder to comprehend but
easier to use once understood. For a proof that the two versions are equiva
lent, see Theorem 3.4.

We begin by fixing our notation for partial orders. It will be more con
venient here to take the ~,rather than the <, as basic.

2.1. DEFINITION. (a) A partial order is a pair <IP, ~>such that IP =/= 0 and
~ is a relation on IP which is transitive and reflexive (\/p E IP (p ~ p) ).
p ~ q is read "p extends q". Elements ofIP are called conditions.

(b) <IP, ~>is a partial order in the strict sense iff it in addition satisfies

\/p, q (p ~ q 1\ q ::s: p ~ p == q).

In that case, define p < q iff p ~ q 1\ P =1= q. D

We often abuse notation by referring to "the partial order IP" or "the
partial order ~" if ~ or IP is clear from context.

A trivial example of a partial order on IP is IP x IP; i.e., \/p, q (p ~ q).
However, most of our partial orders will be partial orders in the strict sense;
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in that case, observe that < is transitive and irreflexive (\lp (p 1- p)), and
p ~ q iff p == q v p < q. It will eventually be useful (see VIII §5) to have
developed the theory of general (non-strict) partial orders, and that addi
tional generality will cause us no additional work here.

2.2. DEFINITION. I.Jet <IP, ~>be a partial order. A chain in IP is a set C c IP
such that \lp, q E C(p ~ q u q ~ p). p and q are compatible iff

3rEIP(r ~p 1\ r ~ q);

they are incompatible (p -L q) iff --, 3r E IP (r ~ p 1\ r ::s: q). An antichain in
IP is a subset A c ffl such that \lp, q E A (p =1= q ~ p -L q). 0

2.3. DEFINITION. A partial order <IP, ~>has the countable chain condition
(c.c.c.) iff every antichain in IP is countable. 0

Example J. IP == W 1 with the usual order. Every subset of IP is a chain
(i.e., is totally ordered), but every antichain has cardinality ~ 1, so IP has
the c.c.c.

Example 2. Let X be any non-empty set and IP == &>(X) " {O}, with
p ::s: q~ p c q; then p -L q iff p n q == O. A c IP is an antichain iff the
elements of A are pairwise disjoint, so IP has the c.c.c. iff IXI ~ w.

Example 3. Let X be any topological space and IP == {p eX: p is open
/\ p =1= O}, with p ~ q~ p c q. As in Example 2, p -L q if p n q == 0, so IP

has C.C.c. iff X does (Definition 1.7).

Example 4. Let :J4 be any Boolean algebra, and IP == &I " {O}, with the
same order as in f!4; then p -L q iff p /\ q == o.

Since the notion of c.c.c. involves antichains rather than chains, it should
really be called c.a.c., and is in some of the literature. In Examples 3 and 4,
C.C.c. is related to well-ordered chains (see Exercises 5 and 7).

Examples 1-4 were intended primarily to illustrate Definitions 2.1-2.3,
although Examples 3 and 4 become important in the more abstract dis
cussion of MA, beginning with Theorem 2.22. We shall give a fifth example,
which has more of the flavor of typical MA applications, after we say what
MA is.

2.4. DEFINITION. Let <IP, ~>be a partial order. D c IP is dense in IP iff
tip EIP 3q ~ p (q ED). G c IP is a filter in IP iff

(a) \lp, qE G 3rE G(r ~ p 1\ r ~ q), and
(b) \lpE G \lqEIP(q ::s: p ~ qE G). 0
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2.5. DEFINITION. MA(K) is the statement: Whenever <IP, ~>is a non-empty
c.c.c. partial order, and !!fi is a family of ~ K dense subsets of IP, then there
is a filter G in IP such that 'tiD E!!fi (G n D =1= 0). MA is the statement
'tIK < 2W (MA(K)). D

Intuitively, the conditions (elements of IP) say something about G or
some object we plan to construct directly from G. If p extends q then p
says more than q. The following example illustrates these ideas.

Example 5. Let IP be the set of finite partial functions from w to 2; formally,

IP = {p: pew x 2 1\ Ipl < W 1\ P is a function}.

Let p ~ q iff q c p (iff p extends q as a function). p and q are compatible
iff they agree on dom(p) n dom(q), in which case p u q is a common
extension of both p and q. IP clearly has c.c.c., since IIPI = w. If G is a filter
inIP, then the elements of G are pairwise compatible, so if we letf = fa = UG,
then fa is a function with dom(fa) c w. In this example, we are more
interested in f than G. If p E IP, we think of p as a finite approximation to f,
and we say intuitively that p forces "p c f" in the sense that if pEG, then
p c fa. So p says what f is restricted to dom(p). If q ~ p, then q says more
about f than p does.

dom(fa) could be a very small subset of w; for example, 0 is a filter and
UO = 0, the empty function. However, by requiring that G intersect many
dense sets, we can avoid this pathology and make f very "generic" (or
representative of typical functions). For nEW, let Dn = {p E IP: n E dom(p)}.
Since any p E IP can be extended to a condition with n in its domain, Dn is
dense. If 'tin E W (G n Dn =/= 0), then fa has as domain all of w. Also, the
"typical" function from w to 2 would probably not be the constant function
O. Let E = {pEIP::3n Edom(p) (p(n) = I)}. E is dense; and if G n E =/= 0,
then fa takes value 1 somewhere.

Likewise, a "typical" function from w to 2 should not equal any function
given in advance, a fact which leads to a contradiction from MA(2W

).

Thus, when h: w ~ 2, let Eh = {p E IP: :3n E dom(p) (p(n) =/= h(n))}. Eh is
dense; and if G n Eh =I 0, then fa =1= h. Let !!fi = {Dn : nEw} U {Eh : h E W2};
then l!!fil = 2w

• If G is a filter and G r-I D =1= 0 for all D E !!fi, then fa is a func
tion from w to 2 which differs from every function from w to 2, which is
impossible.

Leaving now this specific example, we come to the following.

2.6. LEMMA. (a) IfK < K', then MA(K') --+ MA(K).
(b) MA(2W

) is false.
(c) MA(w) is true.
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PROOF. (a) is clear and (b) was just done. For (c), let !!fi = {Dn : nEw} and
define, by induction on n, Pn EIP so that Po is an arbitrary element of IP
(since IP =1= 0), and Pn+ 1 is any extension of Pn such that Pn+ 1 E Dn; this is
possible since Dn is dense. So Po ~ PI ~ pz ~ .... Let G be the filter gen
erated by {Pn: nEw}; i.e., G = {q EIP: 3n(q ~ Pn)}; then G is a filter and
Vn(GnDn =1=0). D

By (a) and (b), MA-that is, VK < 2W MA(K)-is the strongest assertion
of this type which is not outright inconsistent. By (c), MA follows from CH,
a fact which is not surprising if we view MA as saying that all infinite car
dinals < 2W have properties similar to w. We shall show in VIII §6 that,
roughly, MA is consistent with 2W being any regular cardina~ such as
o)z, ws, W w + 1, or the first weak inaccessible. MA does imply that 2W is reg
ular(see Corollary 2.19).

Since the proof of Lemma 2.6 (c) did not need tha tIP was C.C.C., one might
attempt to strengthen MA(K) by dropping this requirement. But, for K > w,
this strengthening becomes inconsistent by our next example.

Example 6. Let

IP = {p: pew X Wl 1\ Ipi < W 1\ P is a function}.

This is like Example 5, but now our conditions talk about a function from
0) to WI' and a suitably generic function would be onto, which is impossible.
More formally, if G is a filter in IP, then as before, UG is a function with
dom(UG) c wand ran(UG) c WI. If rx < WI' let Dr/. = {p EIP: rx E ran(p)};
then Dr/. is dense. No filter G could intersect Dr/. for all rx < WI' since that
would mean ran(UG) = WI. Of course IP is not C.C.C., since the conditions
{<0, rx)} for rx EWl are pairwise incompatible.

That concludes the elementary discussion of MA. We now proceed to
show how MA is applied, and in particular, how it answers Questions 1-4
in the beginning of this section. Questions 1, 2, and 4 may all be answered
with the same partial order, although the order we define wil~ at first sight,
seem to be relevant only to Question 2.

2.7. DEFINITION. Let d c &>(w). The almost disjoint sets partial order,IP.91' is

{<s,F):s c W 1\ lsi < W 1\ Fed 1\ IFI < w},

where <Sl, F' ) S <s, F) iff

s c S 1\ F C F' 1\ Vx E F (x n S c s). D

Intuitively, the conditions <s, F) EIP.91 are intended to describe a dew
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which is almost disj oint from the elements of d. <s, F) "forces" that sed
and Vx E F (d n xes), so <s, F) "forces" n ¢ d whenever n EX" S for some
x E F. This explains our definition of ~. We extend <s, F) to <S, F' ) by
expanding sand F, but we are not allowed to put a number n into Sl which
was already "forced" by <s, F) not to be in d; so we require, for each x E F,
that VnEX "s(n¢s), or x n Sl c s.

2.8. LEMMA. In IP.Si1f, <Sl' F1) and <S2' F2) are compatible iff

VXEF1(x n S2 c Sl) /\ VXEF 2(x n Sl c S2),

in which case <Sl U S2, FlU F2) is a common extension. 0

Lemma 2.8 is easily checked directly from the definition of ~. The condi
tion for compatibility is equivalent to

VXEF 1 VnEX "sl(n¢s2) /\ VXEF 2VnEX "s2(n¢sl);

i.e., no number is "forced" to be not in d by one of the conditions and in d
by the other. We now make precise our intuitive discussion of what a con
dition "forces".

2.9. DEFINITION. If G is a filter in IP.Si1f, dG = U {s: 3F( <s, F) E G)}. D

2.10. LEMMA. If G is a filter inIP.Si1f and <s, F) E G, then Vx E F (x n dG c s).

PROOF. If <s,F')EG, then <s',F' ) and <s,F) are compatible, so by
Lemma 2.8, x n Sl c s for all XE F. 0

2.11. DEFINITION. If xEd, then Dx == {<s, F) EIP.Si1f: x E F}. D

2.12. LEMMA. If G is a filter in IP.Si1f and G n Dx =/= 0, then Ix n dGI < w.

PROOF. By Lemma 2.10. 0

2.13. LEMMA. If xEd, then Dx is dense inIP.Si1f.

PROOF. For any <s, F) EIP.Si1f, <s, F U{x}) ~ <s, F). D

2.14. LEMMA. IP.Si1f has the c.c.c.

PROOF. Suppose <s~, F ~ ), for ~ < (j) l' were pairwise incompatible. By
Lemma 2.8, the s~ would all be distinct, which is impossible. D
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We now are almost set up for an application of MA. If Idl S K and MA(K)
holds, then there is a filter G intersecting Dx for each xEd, whence dG will
be almost disjoint from each element of d. However, dG might be finite,
or even empty. In fact, if there were some finite Fed such that UF were
cofinite, then no infinite d could be almost disjoint from all the elements of
F. We shall show that if there is no such F, then we can make d infinite.
More generally, we may make d have infinite intersection with any subset
of w which is not almost covered by a finite union from d.

2.15. THEOREM. Assume MA(K). Let d, ~ c &(w), where Idl S K, I~I S K,
and assume that for all y E ~ and all finite Fed, IY" UFI == w; then
there is dew, such that \:Ix Ed (Id n xl < w) and \:Iy E ~ (Id n yl == w).

PROOF. For y E ~ and nEW, let

E~ == {<S,F)EIPd:S n y ¢ n}.

~ is dense in IPd , since for each <S,F)EIPd , IY"UFI == w; if we pick
mEy "UF with m:> n, then <s u {m},F) is an extension of <s,F) in E~.

By MA(K), there is a filter G in IPd intersecting all the dense sets in

{Dx : xEd} u {E~: y E ~ /\ nEW}.

We have just seen that dG n x is finite for XEd. If y E~, then dG n y ¢ n
for all n, so dG n y is infinite. D

This answers Question 2 directly.

2.16. COROLLARY. Let d c &(w) be an almost disjoint family of cardinality
K, where w :::; K < 2w

. Assume MA(K). Then d is not maximal.

PROOF. Let rc == {w}.lw '" UFI == w for all finite Fed, since d is a.d.
and infinite. Thus, Theorem 2.15 applies to yield an infinite d a.d. from each
member ofd. D

We now settle Question 1.

2.17. LEMMA. Let PJ c &(w) be an almost disjoint family of size K, where
w S K < 2w

• Let d c Pl. If MA(K), then there is a dew such that
\:IxEd(ld n xl < w) and \:IXEPA "d(ld n xl == w).

PROOF. Apply Theorem 2.15 with ~ == PA "d. D

2.15-2.17 are due to Solovay, who used Lemma 2.17 as a means of en
coding subsets of K by subsets of w.
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2.18. THEOREM. MA(K) ~ 2K == 2w
•

PROOF. Fix any a.d. family PA of size K (PA exists by Theorem 1.3). Define
cP: &(w) ~ &(PA) by cP(d) == {x EPA: Id n xl < w}. Lemma 2.17 says cP is
onto, so 2K == I&(PA) I s I&(w) I == 2w

• D

2.19. COROLLARY. MA ~ 2w is regular.

PROOF. If K < 2w
, then 2K == 2w

, so, by Konig's Theorem (I 10.41),
cf(2W

) > K. D

It is consistent with ZFC that 2W is a singular cardinal, such as W
W1

(see VII 5.16).
One might attempt to improve Lemma 2.17 by demanding that d almost

contain the elements of PA .......... d; that is,

\Ix EPA .......... d (Ix .......... dl < w).

However, this improvement is inconsistent unless d or PA .......... d is countable
(see Exercises 9, 10).

We now answer Question 4.

2.20. THEOREM. Assume MA(K). Let M rx , for r:J. < K, be first category subsets
ofIR; then Urx<K M rx is of first category.

PROOF. Recall that a set M c IR is of first category iff there are closed no
where dense sets K n (n E w), such that M c Un Kn- In particular, since
each of our M rx is contained in a countable union of closed nowhere dense
sets, it is sufficient to show that whenever we have K closed nowhere dense
sets, K rx for r:J. < K, we can find countably many closed nowhere dense sets,
Hn(n E w) such that Urx<K K rx c Un<w Hn-

The complement of a closed nowhere dense set is a dense open set. Re
placing the K rx and the H n by their complements, we see that Theorem 2.20
will be proved if we can show that whenever Urx c IR is dense and open for
r:J. < K, we can find dense open ~ for n < w such that

Let B i (i < w) enumerate all the non-empty open intervals in IR with
rational endpoints. These fonn a base for the topology of IR; that is, for
every open It':

W == U {B i : Bi c W}.

For a suitably chosen dew, we shall set ~ == U{Bi : i Ed /\ i > n}. d
will be chosen by applying Theorem 2.15.
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Let Cj = {iEW: Bi C Bj }. If Id n cjl = (J), then for each n there is an
i > n, such that i E d and Bi C Bj , so Vn n Bj =1= O. Thus, if Id n Cjl = W for
all j, then Vn Vj (Vn n B j =1= 0), so each Vn is dense.

For each r:J. < K, let aex = {iEW: Bi 1. Vex}. If Id n aexl < w, then for some
n, d n aex C n, so Vi> n(iEd ~ Bi C Vex), whence J.t;. C Vex. Thus, if
Id n aexl < (J) for all r:J., then

We now quote Theorem 2.15 directly with ~ = {Cj: j < w} and d =
{aex : r:J. < K}. We are thus done if we can check that Theorem 2.15 applies;
i.e., that whenever F is a finite subset of K and j < W, ICj .......... UexeF aexl = w.
But

Cj .......... UexeFaex = {iEW: Bi C (Bjn nexeF Vex)},

which is infinite since B.i n nexeF Vex is open and non-empty (since B.i =1= 0
and nexeF Vex is dense). 0

We now introduce a new partial order and answer Question 3.

2.21. THEOREM. Assume MA(K). Let M ex , for r:J. < K, be subsets of IR, each
of Lebesgue measure O. Then Uex<K M ex has Lebesgue measure O.

PROOF. Let J-l be Lebesgue measure. Recall that a subset M C IR has measure
oiff for all B> 0, there is an open V C IR such that MeV and J-l(V) ~ B.
Fix B> O. We shall find an open V with J-l(V) ~ Band Uex<K M ex c V. Let

IP = {p c IR: P is open /\ J-l (p) < B}.

Define P ~ q iff q c P, then P and q are compatible iff J1(p u q) < B, in
which case P u q is a common extension of p and q.

Intuitively, p forces "p c V". Formally, if G is a filter in JP, let VG = UG.
UG is clearly open. We must also check that J-l( V G) ~ B. First note that if
p, q E G, they have a common extension rEG; and since r ~ p u q, we
have p u q E G. Next, by induction on n, if P1' ... , Pn E G, then P1 u ... U Pn
is in G and hence in IP, so J-l(P1 U ... u Pn) < B. Thus, by the countable
additivity of J1, whenever A is a countable subset of G, J-l(UA) ~ B. G is
uncountable, but we now show that UA = UG for some countable A c G;
this will follow from the fact that the topology of IR has a countable base.
Let PA be the countable set of open intervals with rational endpoints. If
x E P for some pEG, then there is a q E PA with x E q and q c p. Then q ~ P,
so q E G since G is a filter. Thus, if A = G n PA, then UA = UG = V G,

so J-l(VG ) ~ B.

We now check thatIP has the c.c.c. This uses the separability of the measure
space ofIR (or of L1 (IR)). More precisely, let ~ be the set of all finite unions
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of elements of PA. Then whenever V is open (or just measurable) and b > 0,
there is aCE ~ such that J-l(C 6. V) ~ b (6. is symmetric difference). Now,
suppose {Pa: a < Wt} is a family of pairwise incompatible conditions.
Since J-l(Pa) < 8, there is a fixed b > 0 such that X == {a < Wt : J-l(Pa) ~ 8 - 3b}
is uncountable. For a E X, choose CaE~ such that J-l(Pa~Ca) ~ b. If a and
f3 are distinct elements of X, then Pa -.L Po, so J-l(Pa U Po) ~ 8; since
J-l(Pa n pp) ~ 8 - 3b, we have J-l(Pa6.pp) ~ 3b; since J-l(Pa6.Ca) ~ band
J-l(pp6.Cp) ~ b, we have J-l(Ca6.Cp) ~ b, whence Ca =1= Cpo Thus, the Ca for
a E X are distinct elements of ~, a contradiction.

Finally, we come to the dense sets. For a < K, let Da == {p: M a C p}. To
see that Dais dense, fix qEIP.J-l(q) < 8,sothereisanopen VwithMa c Vand
J-l(V) < 8 - J-l(q). Then P == q u V has measure <8, so P EIP. Thus, P is an
extension of q in Da.

If G n Da =1= 0, then Ma c V G . By MA(K), there is a G such that
G n Da =1= 0 for all a, whence VG is an open set of measure ~8 such that
Ua<K M a c V G · 0

We now leave applications of MA to wand the continuum, and turn to
some applications in general topology. The following easy consequence of
MA(K) is in fact equivalent to MA(K) by a much harder argument (see
Theorem 3.4).

2.22. THEOREM. Assume MA(K). Let X be a compact c.c.c. Hausdorff space
and Va dense open subsets of X for a < K. Then na<K Va =!= o.

PROOF. Let IP == {p eX: P is open /\ P =1= O}, with P ~ q~ P c q (see Ex
ample 3); then P -.L q~ P n q == 0, so IP has c.c.c. since X has. If G is a
filter in IP, then G has the finite intersection property, so by compactness
n {p: pEG} =1= O. For each a, let Da == {p EIP: PeVa}; Da is dense in the
ordering IP since Va is dense in the space X and X is regular. If we take G
so that G nDa =1= 0 for all a < K, then n{p: pEG} is a non-empty set con
tained in na<K Va· 0

If K == w, Theorem 2.22 is just the Baire category theorem and does not
require X to be c.c.c., just as the proof in ZFC of MA(w) (Lemma 2.6) did
not requireIP to be c.c.c. However, Theorem 2.22 is simply false when K == Wt

if c.c.c. is dropped; a counter-example may be obtained from X == (Wt + I)W
(see Exercise 11).

Theorem 2.22 should be compared with Theorem 2.20. Replacing Va by
X .......... Va in Theorem 2.22, we see that X is not the union of K closed no
where dense sets. We cannot conclude as we did in Theorem 2.20 that such
a union is of first category. A counter-example is provided by X == [0, 1]Wl,
which is c.c.c. by Theorem 1.9 (see Exercise 12).
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One can easily conclude directly from Theorem 2.22 the (apparently)
stronger result that whenever X is locally compact Hausdorff and c.c.c.,
the intersection of K dense open subsets of X is dense.

We shall now show that under MA(w l ), any product of c.c.c. spaces is
c.c.c.; see §1 for a discussion of this question.

2.23. LEMMA. Assume MA(wl). Let X be c.c.c. and {Va: r:J. < Wl} a family
of non-empty open subsets of X, then there is an uncountable A C Wl' such
that {Ua:r:J.EA} has the finite intersection property.

PROOF. Let ~ = Uy>a V y • Then r:J. < Pimplies Vp C ~. We check first that
there is an r:J., such that

If there were no such r:J., we could find an increasing sequence of ordinals
r:J.~ (~ < Wl), such that for each ~ ~~ + 1 =1= Va~, whence ~~ '" ~~ + 1 =1= O.
These sets are open and pairwise disjoint, contradicting the fact that X has
c.c.c.

Now, fix r:J. satisfying (*), and letIP = {p eVa: p is open /\ p =1= O}.IP is
c.c.c. because X is. If G is a filter in IP, then G has the finite intersection
property, so if

A = {y < Wl: 3pEG(p C V y )},

then {Uy: yEA} has the finite intersection property. If G is suitably generic,
A will be unbounded in Wl' and hence uncountable. More formally, for
each p let

Dp = {pEIP: 3y > pep c V y )}.

To see that Dp is dense, note that by (*), Va C ~,so if p E IP, then p n Vp =1= 0,
so p n Uy =1= 0 for some y > p; thus p n V y is an extension of p in Dp•

Now, if G n Dp =1= 0, A will contain a y > p, so if G n Dp =1= 0 for all p,
A will be unbounded in Wl. 0

2.24. THEOREM. Assume MA(wl); then any product of c.c.c. spaces is c.c.c.

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that the product of two c.c.c. spaces is c.c.c.,
since that will immediately imply the theorem for finite products, and hence
for arbitrary products by Theorem 1.9.

Let X and Y be c.c.c., and suppose X x Y were not. Let {~: r:J. < Wl}
be a family of pairwise disjoint non-O open subsets of X x 1": For each r:J.,
pick a non-O open box, Va X ~ C ~. By Lemma 2.23, let A C W l be
uncountable such that {Va: r:J. E A} has the finite intersection property. If
r:J.,pEA and r:J. =1= p, then Va n V p =1= 0 but Va X Va n V p X JtP = 0, so
~ n Vp = O. Thus, {~: r:J. E A} contradicts the fact that Yhas c.c.c. 0
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Our first equivalent of MA (I-Jemma 3.1) will be of importance in VIII
§6 when we prove the consistency of MA + I CH, since it shows that we
need only consider partial orders of size < 2w

• The other equivalents are of
some theoretical interest, and are important for understanding the connec
tion between forcing and Boolean-valued models (see VII §7).

3.1. LEMMA. MA(K) is equivalent to MA(K) restricted to partial orders of
cardinality ~K.

PROOF. Assume the restricted form of MA(K), and let <<Q, < >be a c.c.c.
partial order of arbitrary cardinality, and ~ a family of ~K dense subsets
of <Q. We shall find a filter H in <Q intersecting each D E ~ by applying the
restricted form of MA(K) to a suitable sub-order IP c <Q with IIPI ~ K.

We first show that we can find IP c <Q such that
(1) IIPI ~ K.

(2) D n IP is dense in IP for each D E~.

(3) If p, q E IP, p and q are compatible in IP iff they are compatible in <Q.
The model-theorist will realize that this is immediate by the downward
L6wenheim-Skolem-Tarski theorem applied to <<Q; <,D>nE~' but we
give a direct proof. For D E ~, let fn: <Q ~ <Q be such that

'tip E <Q (fn(P) ED /\ fn(P) ~ p),

and let g: <Q x <Q ~ <Q be such that

'tip, q E <Q (p, q compatible ~ g(p, q) ~ P /\ g(p, q) ~ q).

Let IP c <Q be such that lIPI ~ K and IP is closed under g and each fn (this
is possible by I 10.23). IP satisfies (3) by closure under g and (2) by closure
under the fn.

(3) implies that IP has the c.c.c., so by applying the restricted MA(K) to
IP, let G be a filter in IP such that

'tID E ~ (G n D n IP =1= 0).

If H is the filter generated by G, i.e.,

H = {qE<Q: 3pEG(p ~ q)},

then H is a filter in <Q intersecting each D E~. 0

We remark that in many applications of MA(K), the "natural" partial
order to use has cardinality > K (see 2.21, 2.22, 2.23).
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We now turn to the proof that the conclusion of Theorem 2.22 implies
MA(K). It is possible to give a direct proof, which would be very much like
the proof of the Stone representation theorem of Boolean algebra, only
more complicated. This direct proof would only serve to obscure the very
important link between MA and Boolean algebra (and later between forcing
and Boolean algebra). For that reason, we shall give a proof using Boolean
algebra, although this will require that the reader be familiar with the ele
ments of this subject (see [Halmos 1963]).

We review some basic notation on Boolean algebras. If PA is a Boolean
algebra, we always use < for the order on PA. If a, b E PA' a v b is the least
upper bound of a and b, and a /\ b is their greatest lower bound. d is the
complement of a. ~ is the largest element of PA and @ is the smallest element.

PA is called complete iff every subset S c PA has both a supremum (written
VS) and an infinum (written AS).

It is actually PA ,,{@} that is relevant to MA applications (see §2, Example
4). We shall abuse notation and say that an antichain in PA is a set A c (!J "

{@} such that

Va, bE A (a =1= b ~ a /\ b = @).

(A is really an antichain PA '" {@}). We say PA has c.c.c. iff all antichains in
PA are countable. By a filter on PA' we mean a subset G cPA" {@} which is
a filter in the sense of Definition 2.4, but this is easily seen to coincide with
the usual notion of a filter on a Boolean algebra. By MA restricted to com
plete Boolean algebras, we mean MA restricted to those partial orders of
the form PA ,,{@} for some complete c.c.c. Boolean algebra PA. Note that
none of the partial orders so far considered came from Boolean algebras.
Nevertheless, the following holds.

3.2. THEOREM. For any K ~ w, MA(K) is equivalent to MA(K) restricted to
complete Boolean algebras.

To prove this, we shall first describe a general procedure for associating
a complete Boolean algebra with a given partial order.

3.3. LEMMA. Let IP be a partial order. Then there is a complete Boolean
algebra PA and a map i:IP ~ PA ,,{@} such that:

(1) tIP is dense in PA ,,{@}.
(2) Vp, q EIP(p ~ q ~ i(p) ~ i(q)).
(3) Vp, q EIP (p 1.. q~ i(p) /\ i(q) = @).

In many cases of interest, i will be 1-1 and Vp, q EIP (p ~ q~ i(P) ~ i(q)),
so we may identify IP as a sub-order of (!J (see Exercise 15). However, if,
for example, all elements of IP are compatible, then PA is the 2-element
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algebra and i(p) = ~ for all p E IP. (!J is called the completion ofIP; it is unique
up to isomorphism (see Exercise 18). We may think of the elements of PA as
formed by taking suprema of various subsets of IP, and one may prove
Lemma 3.3 by constructing (!J as the algebra of "formal suprema" (see
Exercise 19). Our proof here will be topological.

Recall that if X is any top0logical space, we may define the regular open
algebra of X, ro(X). The elements of ro(X) are the regular open subsets
b c X. (b is regular iff b = int cl(b)). b :::; c iff b c c. The algebraic opera
tions in ro(X) are as follows: b /\ c = b n c; b v c = int cl(b u c); b' =

int(X "b). ro(X) is complete, and if S c ro(X), VS = intcl(US) and
1\ S = int(nS).

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3. Define a topology on IP as follows. If p EIP, let N p =
{qEIP:q :::;p}. GiveIP the topology whose base is {Np:PEIP}. The N p
form a base since q E N p~ N q c N p. This topology is usually not Haus
dorff, or even Tl . For each p, N p is the smallest open set containing p.

Let PA = ro(IP) and let i(p) = int cl(Np). To check (1), let b any non-O
regular open set. Fix p E b, then N pcb, so i(p) = int cl(Np) c int el(b) = b.
(2) is obvious. For (3), suppose first that p and q are compatible, and fix
r with r :::; p and r :::; q. By (2), i(r) :::; i(p) and i(r) :::; i(q), so i(p) /\ i(q) =1= o.
Conversely, suppose p.l q; then N pn N q = o. Since Nq is open, cl(Np)n N q =
0, so i(p) n N q = intcl(Np) n N q = o. Since i(p) is open, the same argument
applied to q yields i(P) /\ i(q) = i(p) n i(q) = o. 0

PROOF OF 3.2. Assume MA(K) restricted to complete Boolean algebras. Let
IP be an arbitrary c.c.c. partial order and ~ a family of :::;K dense subsets
ofIP. Let PA and i be as in 3.3. PA has c.c.c., since if {bex : r:J. < w l } were an anti
chain in PA, we could, by (1), find Pex with i(pex) :::; bex ; then, by (2), {Pex: r:J. < Wl}
would be antichain in IP. Also, if D E ~, then t D is dense, since ifb EPA" {@},
there is a p with i(p) :::; b and then a qED with q :::; p; so i(q) :::; band
i(q) E t D. Now, by the restricted MA, there is a filter G in (!J such that
G n t D =1= 0 for each DE~. Let H = i-leG); then H n D =1= 0 for each
DE~.

Unfortunately, H may fail to be a filter. It is clear, by (2), that H satisfies

(b) 'ipEH'iqEIP(q ~p~qEH).

The difficulty is with

(a) 'ip,qEH3rEH(r :::; p /\ r :::; q)

If p, q E H, then p and q are compatible by (3), but they may not have a
common extension in H. To remedy this, let

Dpq = {r E IP: (r :::; p /\ r :::; q) v r.l p v r .1 q}.
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Dpq is dense for every p, q E IP. To see this, fix roE IP. If r0 has an extension
incompatible with either p or q, then such an extension is in Dpq • If not, then
in particular ro is compatible with p, so fix r1, such that r1 ~ ro and r1 ~ p;
since r1 is compatible with q, fix r2' such that r2 ~ r1 and r2 ~ q. Since
also r2 ~ p, r2 is an extension of ro in Dpq •

Now, if IIPI ~ K, we may assume that each Dpq E~, since adding
{Dpq : p, q EIP} to ~ will not change I~I ~ K. In this case, if p, q EH, fix
r E H n Dpq • Since elements of H are pairwise compatible, we cannot have
r -.L p or r -.L q, so r ~ p and r ~ q. Thus, (a) is satisfied and H is a filter.

We have thus shown that MA(K) restricted to complete Boolean algebras
implies MA (K) restricted to partial orders of cardinality ~ K, but this
implies MA(K) by Lemma 3.1. D

Finally, we show that MA is equivalent to a purely topological statement.
The following summarizes our results.

3.4. THEOREM. For any K ~ w, the following are equivalent:
(a) MA(K).
(b) MA(K) restricted to partial orders of cardinality ~K.

(c) MA(K) restricted to complete Boolean algebras.
(d) If X is any compact C.C.c. Hausdorff space and Va are dense open sets

for r1 < K, then na Va =1= o.
PROOF (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent by 3.1 and 3.2, and (a) ~ (d) by 2.14.
We show (d) ~ (c). Let!!J be a c.c.c. Boolean algebra and ~ a family of ~K
dense subsets of PJ '" {@}. Assuming (d), we shall produce a filter G c PA
intersecting each element of ~. It is not necessary here that fA be complete.

Let X be the Stone space of fA. Thus, the elements of X are the ultrafilters
on fA, and, if b E fA, a basic open set in X is given by

N b = {GEX: bEG}.

X is a compact Hausdorff space. N b n.Ne = 0 iff b 1\ c = 0, so X has the
c.c.c. For each D E~, let

Wn is clearly open. Wn is dense (in the topological sense), since if N e were
disjoint from Wn, then c 1\ b = 0 for all bED, which is impossible since
D is dense (in the order sense) and thus contains an extension of c. By (d),
let G En{Wn : D E~}. Then G is a filter (in fact an ultrafilter), and for each
DE~, G E Wn, so 3b E D (G E N b ), or 3b E D (b E G), or G nD =1= o. 0
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§4. The Suslin problem

Infinitary combinatorics [Ch. II, §4

We discussed in §1 the relationship between separability and the c.c.c. in
topological spaces. In particular, we remarked that every separable space
is C.C.c., but not every c.c.c. space is separable. However, if we consider
these properties for ordered spaces, the question of whether they are equiva
lent is independent of ZFC.

4.1. DEFINITION. A Suslin line is a total ordering, <X, < >such that in the
order topology, X is C.C.c. but not separable. Suslin's Hypothesis (SH) is
the statement, "there are no Suslin lines." D

SH arose naturally in an attempt to characterize the order type of the
real numbers, <IR, < >. It was well-known (see Exercise 29) that any total
ordering <X, < >satisfying

(a) X has no first or last element,
(b) X is connected in the order topology, and
(c) X is separable in the order topology

is isomorphic to <IR, < >. [Suslin 1920] asked whether (c) may be replaced
by

(c/) X is C.C.c. in the order topology.
Clearly, under SH, (c) and (c/) are equivalent, and one can show (Exercise 30)
that if there is a Suslin line, then there is one satisfying (a) and (b). Thus,
SH is equivalent to the statement that (a), (b), and (d) characterizes the
ordering <IR, < >.

SH turns out to be independent of ZFC. SH is consistent since, as we
shall presently see, it follows from MA + -,CH, which is consistent (see
VIII §6). In fact, Jensen has shown that SH is consistent with GCH (see
[Devlin-Johnsbraten 1974]). But -, SH follows from 0 (see §7), which is
consistent with ZFC + GCH (see VI).

4.2. THEOREM. MA(w1) ~ SHe

PROOF. MA(w1) implies that the product of c.c.c. spaces is c.c.c. (Theorem
2.24), so the theorem is immediate from the following lemma. D

4.3. LEMMA. If X is a Suslin line, Xl is not c.C.C.

PROOF. If a,bEX and a < b, let (a, b) denote the open interval, {XEX:
a < x < b}. (a, b) could be empty if a and b are adjacent.

By induction on r:J. < W1, we shall find aa' ba, Ca E X so that
(1) aa < ba < Ca'
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(2) (aex , bex) =!= 0 and (bex , cex ) =1= O.
(3) (aex,c ex ) n {b~: ~ < ex} = O.

Assuming we can do this, let Vex = (aex , bex) x (b ex , cex)' By (2), Vex =1= O. If
~ < ex, then V~ n Vex = 0, since, by (3), either b~ s aex , in which case
(a~, b~) n (a ex , bex) = 0, or b~ ~ Cex' in which case (b~, c~) n (b ex , cex ) = O. Thus,
{Vex: ex < WI} refutes the c.c.c. of X 2

•

To find aex , bex, Cex' we first let W be the set all of isolated points of X.
Since an isolated point is open and X has c.c.c., IWi s w. Now, assume
we have picked a~, b~, c~ for ~ < ex. Since X is not separable, X" cl(W u {b ~ :
~ < ex}) is a non-O open set, and thus contains a non-empty open interval,
(aex , cex)' Since (aex , cex ) contains no isolated points, it is infinite, so we may
choose bex E (a ex , cex ) such that (aex , bex) =!= 0 and (bex , cex ) =!= O. 0

Our definition of a Suslin line allowed for lines which could be very bad;
for example, X could have gaps in it, or isolated points. We show now how
to manipulate a line into nicer form.

4.4. THEOREM. If there is a Suslin line, then there is a Suslin line X such that
(1) X is dense in itself (i.e., a < b ---+ (a, b) =!= 0), and
(2) no non-empty open subset of X is separable.

PROOF. Let Y be any Suslin line. Define an equivalence relation "" on
Y by setting x "" Y iff the interval between them ((x, y) if x < y, or (Y, x) if
x > y) is separable. Let X be the set of "" -equivalence classes. If I EX,
then I is convex; Le., x, y E I 1\ X < Y ---+ (x, y) c 1. We totally order X by
setting I < J iff some (any) element of I is less than some (any) element
of J.

Note that each I E X is separable. To see this, let JI{ be a maximal dis
joint collection of non-O open intervals of the form (x, y) with x, y E I. JI{ is
countable since Y has the C.c.c., so let JI{ = {(xmYn): nEw}. Since Xn "" Ym
let Dn be a countable dense subset of (xn, Yn)' I.Jet D = Un Dn; then D is
dense in Un (xn, Yn)' If Z E I and Z E (x, y) c I, then (x, y) intersects some
(xn, Yn) by maximality of JI{; this implies Z E 15 unless Z is the first or last
element of I. Thus, D together with the first and last elements of I (if I has
a first or last element) forms a countable dense subset of I.

To see that X is dense in itself, suppose I < J but (I, J) = O. Pick x E I
and Y E J, then (x, y) c I u J, which is separable, so x "" Y, a contradiction.

To verify (2), it is sufficient to see that (I, J) is not separable whenever
I < J. Suppose it were. Let {Kn : 2 s n < w} be dense in (I,J), and let
Ko = I, K I = J. In ~ let Dn be a countable dense subset of K m then Un Dn

is dense in U{L: I s L s J}, so points of I are equivalent to points of J,
a contradiction.

Finally, to see that X is c.c.c., suppose (I ex' J ex) were, for ex < Wb disjoint
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open intervals in X. Pick xaEIa and YaEJa, then the (xa,Ya) would be
disjoint and non-O in 1: 0

Further manipulation on X will make it still nicer; see Exercise 30.

§5. Trees

Suslin's Hypothesis, as well as a number of other combinatorial state
ments, are best understood as assertions about trees.

5.1. DEFINITION. A tree is a partial order in the strict sense (see Defini
tion 2.1), <T, s), such that for each x E T, {y E T: Y < x} is well-ordered
by <. 0

As usual, we shall abuse notation and refer to T when we mean <T, s >.
5.2. DEFINITION. Let T be a tree

(a) If x E T, the height of x in T, or ht(x, T), is type( {y E T: Y < x}).
(b) For each ordinal a, the a-th level of T, or Leva(T), is

{x E T: ht(x, T) = a}.

(c) The height of T, or ht(T), is the least a such that Leva(T) = o.
(d) A sub-tree of T is a subset T' c Twith the induced order such that

Vx E T' Vy E T (y < x ~ YET'). 0

ht(T) is also equal to sup {ht(x, T) + 1: x E T}. If T' is a sub-tree of T,
then, for x E T', ht(x, T) = ht(x, T').

One trivial example of a tree is any set, T, with < being the empty order 0;
then ht(x, T) = 0 for all x E T and ht(T) = 1. Another trivial example is
any ordinal b with the usual order. ht(a, b) = a, and ht(b) = b.

A more useful example of a tree is <bJ = U{aI: a < b}, the complete
J-ary tree of height b. We think of elements of 121 as sequences of elements
of I of length a. In < bI, we define sst iff set iff the sequence t extends s.
If a < b, then Leva«bI) = 121, and ht«bI) = b. When J = 2, we refer to
< b2 as the complete binary tree of height b.

We now borrow some terminology from our discussion of MA.

5.3. DEFINITION. Let T be a tree. A chain in T is a set C c T which is totally
ordered by <. An antichain in T is a set AcT, such that

Vx,YEA(x=l=y~(x$Y/\Y$x)). D
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If IP = <T, ~ > (the reverse order of T), then our notation coincides
precisely with Definition 2.2. Note that x and yare compatible in IP
(3z (z ~ x 1\ Z ~ y)) iff they are comparable (x s y V Y ~ x) since the pre
decessors of any z in T are totally ordered.

The tree analogue to a Suslin line is a Suslin tree.

5.4. DEFINITION. For any infinite cardinal K, a K-Suslin tree is a tree T,
such that ITI = K and every chain and every an tichain of T has cardinality
<K.D

Suslin trees were introduced by Kurepa (see, e.g., [Kurepa 1936]), who
showed that there is an w l-Suslin tree iff there is a Suslin line (see Theorem
5.13). We first continue with a general discussion of K-Suslin trees and re
lated concepts. We confine our attention to the case when K is regular;
when K is singular, K-Suslin trees exist (Exercise 33) but are of little interest.
We first try to get a rough picture of the shape of a K-Suslin tree.

5.5. DEFINITION. For any regular K, a K-tree is a tree T of height K such
that VlI. < K(ILeva(T)1 < K). 0

5.6. LEMMA. For any regular K, every K-Suslin tree is a K-tree.

PROOF. Lev,,(T) = 0, since if x E Lev,,(T), {y: y < x} would be a chain of
cardinality K. Thus, ht(T) ~ K. Since each Leva(T) is- an antichain,
ILeva(T)1 < K. Since ITI = K and T= U{Leva(T): rx < ht(T)}, regularity
of Kimplies ht(T) = K. 0

We now show that there are no w-Suslin trees.

5.7. LEMMA. Konig. If T is an w-tree, then T has an infinite chain.

PROOF. Pick Xo E Levo(T) such that {y E T: y ~ xo} is infinite. This is
possible since Levo(T) is finite, T is infinite, and every element of T is ~

some element of Levo(T). By a similar argument, we may inductively pick
Xn E Levn(T) so that for each n, X n + 1 > Xn and {y E T: y ~ X n + I} is infinite.
Then {Xn : nEW} is an infinite chain in T. 0

Since Lemma 5.7 did not mention antichains, it established a stronger
result than the non-existence of w-Suslin trees.

5.8. DEFINITION. For any regular K, a K-Aronszajn tree is a K-tree such
that every chain in T is of cardinality < K. 0
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Thus, every K-Suslin tree is a K-Aronszajn tree, and Lemma 5.7 says
that there are no w-Aronszajn trees. At Wt, the situation is different. The
existence of an wt-Suslin tree is independent of ZFC, but there is always
an wt-Aronszajn tree.

5.9. THEOREM. There is an wt-Aronszajn tree.

PROOF. Let

T = {s E < COlW: S is I-I}.

Thus, T is a sub-tree of <co I W . ht(T) = Wt, since for every a < Wt, there is
a 1-1 function from a into w. If C were an uncountable chain in T, then
UC would be a 1-1 function from Wt into w; thus, every chain in Tis
countable. Unfortunately, T is not Aronszajn, since T is not an Wt-tree;
Leva(T) is uncountable for W S a < Wt. However, we shall define a sub-tree
of T which is Aronszajn.

If s, t E aw, define S ~ t iff {~ < a: s(~) =1= t(~)} is finite. We shall find Sa
for a < Wt such that

(i) Sa E aw and Sa is 1-1,
(ii) a < fJ ---+ Sa ~ Sp ra, and

(iii) W "- ran (sa) is infinite.
Assuming such Sa may be found, let

T* = Ua<col {tE Leva(T): t ~ sa}.

By (ii), T* is a sub-tree of T. By (i), each Sa E T*, so Leva(T) =1= O. Unlike T,
T* is an Wt-tree, since {t E aw : t ~ sa} is countable. Thus, T* is an Wt
Aronszajn tree.

We pick the Sa by induction. Given Sa, take any nEW "- ran (Sa) and let
Sa+ t = Sa U { <a, n) }; it is here that (iii) is used. Now, suppose we have
Sa for a < y, where y is a limit. Fix an for n < W so that ao < at < a2 < ...
and SUPn an = y. Let to = sao' and inductively define tn : an ---+ W so that tn
is 1-1, tn~ san' and tn+t ran = tn. Let t = Un tn. t E Yw and t is 1-1; if we
set sy = t, then (i) would hold for a = y and (ii) would hold for a < fJ = )',

but (iii) might fail. To fix this, we define Sy(an) = t(a2n) and Sy(~) = t(~) for
~ ¢ {an: nEw}. Then

{t(a2n+t): nEw} C (w "-ran(sy)),

so (iii) holds as well. 0

A tree constructed as in Theorem 5.9 can never be a Suslin tree (see
Exercise 39) .

We now survey the situation for K > Wt. If K = A+, A is regular, and
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2<). = A, then there is a K-Aronszajn tree (Exercise 37). Thus, under GCH,
there is a K-Aronszajn tree for every regular K ~ WI except possibly when
K is inaccessible or the successor of a singular cardinal. It is unknown wheth
er GCH implies that there must be a K-Aronszajn tree for K the successor
of a singular cardinaL although Jensen showed that it is consistent with
GCH that there is for all such K, and in fact this follows from G6del's Axiom
of Constructibility (V = L) discussed in VI (see [Devlin 1973] for the proof).
For K strongly inaccessible, then (without assuming GCH) there is a K

Aronszajn tree unless K is weakly compact, a property which implies that
K is the K-th inaccessible and much more (see Exercise 49 or [Kunen 1977]).

Without GCH, there need not even be an w2-Aronszajn tree. The exis
tence of such a tree is consistent with but independent of ZFC + 2W = W2

([Mitchell 1972] ).
We turn now to Suslin trees. Jensen showed that if V = L, then there is

a K-Suslin tree for every regular K ~ WI which is not weakly compact (see
[Devlin 1973]). V = L implies GCH (see VI 4.7); it is unknown whether
it is consistent with GCH that there is a regular non-weakly compact
K > WI for which there is no K-Suslin tree. Specifically, it is unknown
whether the non-existence of an w2-Suslin tree is consistent with GCH; it
is consistent with CH [Laver-Shelah 1900], although CH implies that
there is an w2-Aronszajn tree (Exercise 37). Jensen showed that the non
existence of an wI-Suslin tree is consistent with GCH (see [Devlin
Johnsbraten 1974]).

We now give the proof that there is a Suslin line iff there is an wI-Suslin
tree. First, some preliminary remarks.

It is considered good practice to prune a tree, removing branches that
are sickly or do not produce fruit. At the same time, we may ensure that the
tree has a single trunk.

5.10. DEFINITION. A well-pruned K-tree is a K-tree T, such that ILeva (T) I = 1
and

VXETVct(ht(x, T) < ct < K---+ 3YELevcx (T)(x < y)). 0 (*)

5.11. LEMMA. If K is regular and T is a K-tree, then T has a well-pruned
K-sub-tree.

PROOF. Let T' be the set of x E T, such that

I{Z E T: z > x} I = K.

T' is clearly a sub-tree of T. To verify (*) for T', fix x E T' and ct such that
ht(x, T) < ct < K. Let ¥= {YELevcx(T): x < y}. By definition of T' and
the fact that each ILevp(T) I < K, {z E T: z > x /\ ht(z, T) > ct} has cardi-
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nality K, and each element of this set is above some element of 1': Since
Iyl < K, there is ayE 1': such that I{z E T: Z > y} I= K, and this Y is in T'.
A similar argument shows that Levo(T') =1= 0, so T' =1= o.

Now for every x E Levo(T' ), {y E T ' : Y 2 x} is a well-pruned sub-tree
ofT. 0

Pruning a tree tends to make the remaining branches more bushy.

5.12. LEMMA. If K is regular, T is a well-pruned K-Aronszajn tree and XE T,
then

\In < w3a > ht(x, T)(I{YELevcx(T): Y > x}1 2 n).

PROOF. For n = 2, this follows from the fact that {y: Y > x} meets all
levels above x and cannot form a chain. For n > 2, we proceed by induc
tion. If the lemma holds for n, fix a > ht(x, T) and distinct YI, ... , Yn E Levcx(T)
with each Yi > x. Now, let f3 > a be such there are distinct Zn, Zn+ I E Levp(T)
with ZmZn+1 > Yn. For i < n, there are ZiELevp(T) with Zi > Yi. Then
{zI' ... , Zn + I} establishes the lemma for n + 1. 0

Actually, Lemma 5.12 holds for any cardinal A < K in place of n (see
Exercise 38).

We may now prove that SH is equivalent to the non-existence of an
WI -Suslin tree.

5.13. THEOREM. There is an wI-Suslin tree iff there is a Suslin line.

PROOF. First, let T be an wI-Suslin tree. By Lemma 5.11, we may assume
that T is well-pruned. Let

L = {C c T: C is a maximal chain in T}.

If C E L, then there is an ordinal h(C) such that C contains exactly one ele
ment from Levcx(T) for a < h(C) and no elements from Levcx (1) for a 2 h(C).
Since Tis Aronszajn, h(C) < WI. Since T is well-pruned, a maximal chain
cannot have a largest element, so each h(C) is a limit ordinal. For a < h(C),
Let C(a) be the element of C on level a.

We order L as follows. Fix an arbitrary total order -< of T. If C, DEL,
and C =1= D, let d(C, D) be the least a such that C(a) =1= D(a). Observe that
d(C, D) < min(h(C), h(D)). Let C <I D iff C(d(C, D)) -< D(d(C, D)). We
have thus used -< to define a kind of lexicographic order on L. It is easily
verified that it is indeed a total order of L. We now show that <L, <I> is
a Suslin line.

First, to show that L has the c.c.c, suppose {(C~, D~): ~ < WI} is a family
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of disjoint non-empty open intervals. Pick E~ E (C~, D~), and pick ct~' so
that

then {E~ (ct~): ~ < WI} forms an antichain in T, contradicting that T is
Suslin.

To show that L is not separable, it is sufficient to see that for each b < WI'
{C: h(C) < b} is not dense in L. Fix x E Levb(T). By Lemma 5.12, there is
an ct > b with 3 distinct elements, y, Z, WE Levcx(T) above x. Let D, E, F be
elements ofLcontaining y, Z, w respectively. Say they are ordered, D <I E <I F,
then (D, F) is a non-empty interval, but since XED n F, (D, F) contains no
CELwith h(C) < b.

Conversely, suppose we are given a Suslin line, <L, <I>. By Theorem 4.4,
we may assume that L is dense in itself and that no non-empty open subset
of L is separable. Let / be the set of all non-empty open intervals of L;
so elements of / are of the form (a, b), where a <I b. / is partially ordered
by reverse inclusion: I ::; J iff J c I. We shall define a subset T c / so
that ~ is a Suslin tree ordering on T.

To find T, we first find ~p c / for [3 < W I so that for each [3,
(1) the elements of ~p are pairwise disjoint,
(2) U~p is dense in L, and
(3) if ct < [3, I E~cx, and J E~p, then either

(a) I n J == 0, or
(b) J c I and I '" cl(J) =1= o.

Assuming this can be done, we let T== Up ~p. By (1)-(3), T is a tree and
each ~p == Levp(T). If AcT is an antichain, then the elements of A are
pairwise disjoint, so IAI ::; w. T can have no uncountable chains, since if
{I~: ~ < WI} were such a chain, with ~ < Yf ---+ I~ ::; I", then by (3b),

~ < Yf ---+ (I" c I ~ /\ I ~ '" cl (I ,,) =1= 0),

so {I~ "'cl(I~+I): ~ < WI} would contradict the c.c.c. of L. Finally, ITI ==
WI' since (2) implies in particular that each ~p =1= O. Thus, Tis Suslin.

We now construct the ~p by induction. ~o is any maximal disjoint sub
family of /; maximality implies U~0 is dense. Given ~cx' we define ~ cx +I
as follows: For I E ~cx, let XI be a maximal disjoint subfamily of

{K E /: K c I /\ I '" cl(J) =1= O}.

Let ~cx + I == U{X I: I E ~cx} .
Finally, assume y is a limit and we have defined the ~cx for ct < y satisfying

(1 )-(3) for ct < [3 < y. Let

X == {K E /: Vct < y VI E ~cx [I n K == 0 v (K c I /\ I '" cl (K) =1= 0)] },
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and let J)' be a maximal disjoint subfamily of X. Then (1) and (3) now hold
for all rx < f3 ::; y. (2) for f3 = y says that no J E J is disjoint from all mem
bers of J)'; this will follow by maximality of J)' if we can show that for each
J E J, 3K EX (K c J). Let E be the set of all left and right endpoints of
all intervals in Ua<)' J a • E is countable and J is not separable, so fix K 1 E J
with K 1 c J and K 1 n E = o. If IE Ua<)' J a' then K 1 does not contain
the endpoints of I, so I n K 1 = 0 or K 1 c I. Now take K E / with K c K 1
and K 1 ........ cl(K) =1= 0; then K c J and KEX. 0

It follows now that MA(w1) implies that there are no w1-Suslin trees,
but the argument we have obtained for this (using Theorems 5.13 and 4.2)
is rather indirect. There is a much simpler proof, using the tree itself to
prove its own non-existence.

5.14. LEMMA. MA(w1) implies that there are no w1-Suslin trees.

PROOF. Let <T, ::; >be an w 1-Suslin tree, and let IP = <T, ~ >, the reverse
order of T. Since T has no uncountable antichains, IP has c.c.c. By Lemma
5.11, we may assume Tis well-pruned, in which case Da = {x E T: ht(x, T) > lI. }

is dense in IP. By MA(w1), there is a filter G intersecting each Da . Then G
is an uncountable chain, contradicting the fact that T is Suslin. 0

We now take up a new kind of tree.

5.15. DEFINITION. If T is a K-tree, a path through T is a chain C which inter
sects Leva(T) for each rx < K. 0

Equivalently, a path is a maximal chain of cardinality K.

It is easy to find examples of K-trees which are not Aronszajn; for example,
the ordinal K itself. However, the natural examples have few paths. K has
precisely one. For a less trivial example, if

T = {s E < "2: I{rx E dom (s): s(lI.) = 1} I < w},

then T has precisely K paths.

5.16. DEFINITION. For any regular K, a K-Kurepa tree is a K-tree with at
least K+ paths. K-KH is the statement, "there is a K-Kurepa tree." KH, or
Kurepa's Hypothesis, is w 1-KH. 0

Note that KH says there is an w1-Kurepa tree, whereas SH says that
there is no w1-Suslin tree.

KH is independent of ZFC + GCH. KH follows from 0 + (see §7),
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which in turn follows from V = L(see VI §5). In VIn §3, we show ---,KH
is consistent with GCH.

Unlike SH, K-SH for successor cardinals K other than WI can be seen to
be independent by minor modifications of the argument for WI (see VIII,
Exercises FI-F6). However, for K = W or K strongly inaccessible, K-KH is
trivial, since the complete binary tree of height K is a K-Kurepa tree.

KH is equivalent to a simple combinatorial statement not involving
trees.

5.17. DEFINITION. A K-Kurepa family is an ff C &>(K) such that 1.#1 ~ K+
and

Va<K(I{Ana:AE.#}I<K). D

Observe that the notion of a K-Kurepa family does not really depend on
the ordering of K. In general, if ff c &>(1) and X c I, let

ff x ={AnX:AEff}.

If X eYe I, we may map ff y onto ffx by taking AnY to A n X, so
Iffxl ~ Iffyl· In particular, if I = K and K is reguar, then Va < K( 1.#al < K)
iff "IX c K(IXI < K ---+ Iffxl < K). Thus, for K regular, there is a K-Kurepa
family iff for some (or any) I with III = K, there is an.# c &>(1) with 1.#1 ~ K+
and

"IX c I(\XI < K---+ I.#xl < K).

5.18. THEOREM. For any regular K, there is a K-Kurepa family iff there is a
K-Kurepa tree.

PROOF. If Tis a K-Kurepa tree, let ff be the set of all paths through T; then
Iff I ~ K+. ITI = K, so, as we have just observed, we will have a Kurepa
family if we can show that for each X c T with IXI < K, 1.#xl < K. Fix
such an X. Since K is regular, there is an a < K such that "Ix E X (ht(x, T) < a).
Since every C E ff intersects Leva(T), each element of .#x is of the form
{x EX: x < z} for some Z E Leva(T). Thus, 1.#xl ~ ILeva(T)/ < K.

Conversely, suppose ff c &>(K) is a K-Kurepa family. For f3 E.#a' let
let XB E a2 be its characteristic function; then

Ua<" {XB: BE.#a} c <"2

is a K-Kurepa tree. 0
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§6. The c.u.b. filter

Infinitary combinatorics [Ch. II, §6

In §1, we discussed almost disjoint subsets of K, where "almost" meant
"< K". There are other notions of "almost"'; the general concept involved
is that of a filter.

6.1. DEFINITION. For any non-empty set A, a filter on A IS a subset
§' c &>(A) such that:

(a) AEg;andOtt§'.
(b) "IX, YE§'(X n YE§').
(c) VXE§'VYC A(X C Y~ YE§'). D

6.2. DEFINITION. For any non-empty set A, an ideal on A is a subset
J C &>(A) such that:

(a) OEJ and A¢J.
(b) "IX, YE J (X U YE J).
(c) VXEJVYc A(X::::) Y~ YEJ). D

6.3. DEFINITION. If J is an ideal on A, the dual ,filter, J*, IS

{X c A: A "X E J} .

If §' is a filter on A, the dual ideal, g;*, is {X c A: A "X E§'}. D

6.4. LEMMA. Let §' be a filter and J an ideal on A, then ,~* is an ideal, f*
is a ,filter, §'** == §', and J** == J. D

We remark that a filter on A is a filter in ,o/'(A) ,,{O} in the sense of
Definition 2.4, where the partial order is set-theoretic inclusion.

Example 1. For any infinite A, {X c A: IXI < w} is an ideal on A.

Example 2. Let A == [0, 1] c JR. Let J.l be Lebesgue measure; "J.l(X) ==
r" means "X is Lebesgue measurable and J.l(X) == r"; then,~ == {X c [0, 1] :
J.l(X) == I} is a filter, and g;* == {X c [0, 1]: J.l(X) == O}. We say a property
¢(x) holds almost everywhere in [0, 1] iff {x E [0, 1]: ¢(x)} E§'. This
measure-theoretic use of "almost" is frequently borrowed in discussions
of filters in general.

Example 3. Let K be an infinite cardinal, and J == {X c K: IXI < K},
then an almost disjoint family (Definition 1.1) is an <-w C (.o/'(K) "J), such
that X n YE J whenever X and Yare distinct members of ,w.
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It is immediate from the definition that any ideal is closed under finite
unions, but ideals such as the ones in Examples 2 and 3 can be closed under
bigger unions as well.

6.5. DEFINITION. An ideal § is K-complete iff

\lsi c §(I.sli < K~ UdE§).

A filter ~ is K-complete iff

\lsi c ~(Is'l < K ~ nd E~). 0

Thus, an ideal is K-complete iff its dual filter is K-complete. Every ideal
and filter is w-complete. If § is an ideal on A and {a} E § for each a E A,
then § is not IAI + -complete, since

A == U{{a}: aEA}¢§.

§ could be IAI-complete; for example {X c K: IXI < K} is K-complete iff
K is regular.

The measure ideal of Example 2 is wl-complete but not (2W )+ -complete.
Under MA, the measure ideal is 2w -complete (see 2.21), as is the category
ideal,

{X c [0, 1]: X is first category}

(see Theorem 2.20).
We now introduce the closed unbounded (c.u.b.) ideal and filter.

6.6. DEFINITION. For any limit ordinal J1, a set C C J1 is closed iff for all
limit b < J1, if C n b is unbounded in b then b E C. C is c.u.b. iff C is closed
and unbounded in J1. 0

We remark that being closed is equivalent to being closed in the order
topology. Examples of closed sets are {y < J1: y is a limit ordinal} and
{y < J1: y is a limit of limits}. If J1 is a cardinal > w, these sets are c.u.b. in
J1. If J1 is a limit cardinal, then {y < J1: y is a cardinal} is c.u.b. in J1. If cf(J1) ==
W, then any cofinal w-sequence in J1 is c.u.b.

6.7. DEFINITION. If cf(J1) > w, the c.u.b. filter on J1, Cub(J1) is

{X C J1: 3C C X(Cisc.u.b.inJ1)}. 0

For example, let

C == {y < Wl : y is a limit and y > w},

and let X == C U w, then X E Cub(wl) but is not c.u.b. in Wl' This example
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shows that the c.u.b. sets themselves do not form a filter, since condition (c)
of Definition 6.1 is violated. CubCu) has at least a chance of being a filter,
since conditions (a) and (c) are easily verified for it. Condition (b) requires
some further comment; note that it would fail if we allowed cf(,u) to be w,
since there would be disj oint cofinal w-sequences in ,u.

6.8. LEMMA. If cf(,u) > w, then
(a) the intersection of any family of less than cf(,u) c.u.b. subsets of ,u is

c.u.b.
(b) Cub(,u) is a cf(,u)-complete filter.

PROOF. For (a), let CIX be c.u.b. in ,u for a < A, where A < cf(,u), and let
D = nlX<A. CIX • D is easily seen to be closed. To show that D is unbounded,
first let h(~) be the least element of CIX greater than~. So h: ,u ~ ,u. Let g(~) =
sUP{h(~): a < A}; then ~ < g(~) <,u since cf(,u) > A. Let gO(~) =~,

gn+ 1 (~) = g(gn(~)) and gW(~) = sup {gn(~): n < w}; then ~ < gW(~) < J1
since cf(,u) > w. For each a, C IX is unbounded in gW( ~), so gW(~) E C

IX
; so

gW(~) E nIX CIX • Thus, for each ~, gW(~) is an element of D greater than ~.

To prove (b), let XIX E Cub(,u) for a < A, where A < cf(,u). Pick c.u.b.
C IX c XIX~ then nIX CIX c nIX XIX' so nIX XIX E Cub(,u) by (a). 0

Cub(,u) is most often used when ,u is regular, in which case it is ,u-complete
and Cub*(,u) :::> {X c ,u: IXI < ,u}.

We present some auxiliary notation.

6.9. DEFINITION. If cf(,u) > w, X c ,u is stationary iff X ¢ Cub*(,u), and X
is non-stationary iff X E Cub* (,u) . 0

Equivalently, X is stationary iff X n C =1= 0 for all c.u.b. C. It is immediate
from Lemma 6.8 that the union of any family of less than cf(,u) non-stationary
subsets of ,u is non-stationary, and that if ,u = UIX<A. XIX' where A < cf(,u),
then some X IX is stationary. An example of stationary sets is given by

6.10. LEMMA. If cf(,u) > A, where A is regular, then {y < ,u: cf(y) = A} is
stationary in ,u.

PROOF. If C is c.u.b. in ,u, then the A-th element of C has cofinality A. 0

Thus, if cf(,u) ~ wz, we can find two disjoint stationary subsets of ,u
namely {y < ,u: cf(y) = w} and {y < ,u: cf(y) = w l } (equivalently, Cub(,u)
is not an ultrafilter). If cf(,u) = w l, this is not so obvious, but still true, by a
classical result of Ulam. We confine our attention from now on to regular
cardinals, since the general case is easily reduced to it (Exercise 43).
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6.11. THEOREM. Ulam. Let K be a successor cardinal and ..F a K-complete
ideal on K such that each singleton is in ..F. Then there are disjoint X IX C K
for a < K, such that each XIX ¢ ..F.

PROOF. Let K = A+. Note that every subset of K of size ~A is in ..F. Let
ff = ..F*.

For each p < K, let fp be a 1-1 function from pinto A. Now, for each
a < K and ~ < A, let

X~ = {p > a: fp(a) = ~} C K;

then a =1= f3 ~ X~ n X$ = 0 for any ~ < A, since each [p is 1-1. Furthermore,
for each a < K,

u~ X~ = {p < K: p > a} E ff.

Since ..F is K-complete, we cannot have V~ < A(X~ E ..F), so let h(a) < A be
such that X:(IX)¢..F. Since h: K~ A, there is a fixed ~ < A, such that Ih- 1 {~}I =

K; then {X~: h(a) = ~} satisfies the theorem. 0

The A x K matrix of sets X~ is known as an Ulam matrix.

6.12. COROLLARY. For any regular K > W, there is a family of K disjoint
stationary subsets of K.

PROOF. If K is a successor, apply Theorem 6.11 to Cub*(K). If K is a limit,
and hence weakly inaccessible, then there are K regular cardinals A < K,

and for each such A, {y < K: cf(y) = A} is stationary by Lemma 6.10. 0

If K is a successor cardinal, then whenever S is any stationary subset of
K, S may be partitioned into K disjoint stationary subsets, since one may
apply Theorem 6.11 to the ideal, {X C K: X n S is nonstationary}. This
fact is also true for K weakly inaccessible by a much harder proof [Solovay
1971J.

It is unknown whether there can be a regular K > W such that there is
no almost disjoint family of K+ stationary sets (see also Exercise 52).

We close with a few additional facts about c.u.b. sets whose proofs are
modifications of the K-completeness of Cub(K) (Lemma 6.8). The first is a
version of the downward Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski theorem (I 10.23).

6.13. LEMMA. Let K > W be regular and let d be a set of less than Kfinitary
functions on K; then C = {y < K: y is closed under d} is c.u.b. in K.

PROOF. C is easily seen to be closed. To see that it is unbounded, first let
G(~) be the closure of ~ under d; then ~ C G(~) C K, and IG(~)I < K by
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I 10.23. Since K is regular, we may pick g(~) so that ~ < g(~) < K and
G(~) c g(~). As in the proof of Lemma 6.8, let if' be the n-th iterate of g
and gW(~) = sUPngn(~); then gW(~) is an element of C greater than ~. D

6.14. LEMMA. Let K > w be regular, and let C~ be c.u.b. in K for alia < K.

Then

D = {y: "Va < y (y E C~)}

is c.u.b. in K.

PROOF. D is easily seen to be closed. To see that D is unbounded, let g(~)

be some element of n~<~ C~ which is larger than ~ (note that n~<~ C~ is
unbounded by Lemma 6.8), then gW(~) (defined as in Lemma 6.13) is an
element of D greater than~. 0

D is called the diagonal intersection of the C~.

The following consequence of Lemma 6.14, due to Fodor, has frequent
a pplications.

6.15. LEMMA. The Pressing-Down Lemma. Let K > w be regular, S a sta
tionary subset of K, and f: S ~ K such that "Vy E S (f(y) < y); then for some
a < K, f - 1 {a} is stationary.

PROOF. If not, then for each a pick a c.u.b. C~ with C~ nf-1 {a} = 0. Let
D = {y: "Va < Y(YE C~)}. D is c.u.b. by IJemma 6.14. But also D n S = 0,
since if y ED n S, fey) =1= a for all a < y, contradicting fey) < y. Thus, S
could not have been stationary. 0

§7. 0 and 0+

7.1. DEFINITION. 0 is the statement: There are sets A~ c a for a < W1 such
that

"VA C W1 ({a < W1: A n a = A~} is stationary).

The sequence <A~: a < w 1>is called a O-sequence. 0

7.2. LEMMA. 0 ~ CH.

PROOF. If <A~: a < w 1 >is a O-sequence, then

"VA c w 3a > w(A = A~),

so {A~: A~ c w} = &J(w). 0
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o may be viewed as a strengthening of CH. From a O-sequence, we
easily read off a listing of &'(W) , but the O-sequence "captures" all subsets
of WI as well. 0 may be used to construct various objects of size WI which
have some property involving all their subsets. We shall illustrate this by
showing that 0 ~ --, SH; i.e., we use 0 to construct an W l-Suslin tree. It
is known that CH, or even GCH does not imply the existence of an WI
Suslin tree (see [Devlin-Johnsbraten 1974J). In VI §5 we shall show that
o is consistent with GCH.

Recall from 5.4-5.6 that an wl-Suslin tree is an wI-tree in which all
chains and all antichains are countable. If we avoid certain trivialities in
our construction of the tree, we need only worry about antichains, and in
fact just maximal ones.

7.3. DEFINITION. A tree, <T, ~> is ever-branching iff for all x E T, {y E T:
y > x} is not totally ordered by <. D

7.4. LEMMA. Suppose <T, ~> is an ever-branching wI-tree in which every
maximal antichain is countable; then T is an wI-Suslin tree.

PROOF. By Zorn's Lemma, every antichain is contained in a maximal one,
so every antichain is countable. Suppose B were an uncountable chain. We
may assume B is maximal; so B intersects every level of T. Since Tis ever
branching, there is, for each XE T, an f(x) > x such that f(x)¢ B. Now,
inductively pick X(X E B for a < WI so that ht(x(X, T) > sup {ht(f (xp), T):
f3 < a}; then {f(x(X): a < WI} would be an uncountable antichain. 0

Since 0 talks about subsets of WI' it is natural to try to build a Suslin
tree of the form <WI' <I>; i.e., we shall construct some Suslin tree order
<Ion WI' We first note that by Lowenheim-Skolem arguments, elementary
properties of our tree will reflect to a c.u.b. set of countable ordinals. More
specifically, the following applies.

7.5. DEFINITION. For any tree T, let ~ = U{Levp(T): f3 < a}. 0

Thus, ~ is the sub-tree of T below level a.

7.6. LEMMA. Let T= <WI' <I> be an wI-tree. Then
(a) {a < WI: ~ = a} is c.u.b. in WI'
(b) If A C WI is a maximal antichain in T, then {a < WI: T(X = a 1\ A n ~

is a maximal antichain in ~} is c.u.b. in WI'

PROOF. For (a), the set is clearly closed. To see that it is unbounded, define
f (~) = htT(~) and g(~) = sup {t1: t1 E Lev~(T) }. By Lemma 6.13, the set of
a closed under f and g forms a c.u.b., and T(X = a for any such a.
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For (b), note that A is maximal in T iff all x E T" A are comparable
with some element of A. Again, the set described is easily seen to be closed.
To see that it is unbounded, let h(~) be some element of A comparable
with ~ (so ~ E A ~ h(~) = ~). If a is closed under f, g, and h, then 4 = a and
A n 4 is maximal in 4. 0

We now state precisely how 0 is used in the construction of a Suslin
tree.

7.7. LEMMA. Let T = <WI, <I > be an ever-branching WI-tree, and
<A(X: a < WI> a O-sequence. Suppose that for all limit a < WI,

(~ = a 1\ A(X is a maximal antichain in a) ~ \:Ix E Lev(X(T) 3y E A(X(y <I x).

(*)

Then T is an W1-Suslin tree.

PROOF. By Lemma 7.4, it is sufficient to check that every maximal antichain,
A, is countable. By Lemma 7.6,

C = {a < WI: a is a limit 1\ 4 = a 1\ A n ~ is maximal in ~}

is c.u.b. in WI' Since {a: A n a = A(X} is stationary, we may fix an a E C,
such that A n a = A(X. By (*), if Z E T and htT(z) ~ a, then z is above some
element of A(X = A n a, so z ¢ A. Thus, A = A(X, so A is countable. 0

It is now an easy matter to build T by transfinite induction to make (*)
hold.

7.8. THEOREM. 0 implies that there is an w 1-Suslin tree.

PROOF. Twill be <WI, <I>. I.Jet I p = {w' f3 + n: nEW}. Fix a O-sequence
<A(X: a < WI>' <I will be inductively constructed so that

(1) <I is a tree order on WI and for each fJ < Wl~ Levp(T) = I p.

(2) For each {3 < WI and n < W, (w' f3 + n) <I (w' (f3 + 1) + 2n), and
(w . f3 + n) <I (w . (f3 + 1) + 2n + 1).

(3) If f3 < a < WI and x E Ip, then 3y E I (X (x <I y).
(4) (*) of Lemma 7.7 holds.
Assuming that <I can be so constructed, (1) and (2) guarantee that r is

an ever-branching wI-tree, so that (4) implies that Tis Suslin. Condition (3)
will facilitate the construction of r Incidentally, note that now 4. = W . a.

To construct <I inductively, we assume that <I has been defined on the
elements of w· a so that (1)-(4) hold below a, and we describe how to extend
<I to the elements of W . a u I(X. If a = f3 + 1, then condition (2) specifies
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the construction: if x E W . a, then x <I (w· a + 2n) iff x == (w· f3 + n) or
x <I (w· f3 + n); likewise for x <I (w . a + 2n + 1). This preserves (1) and
(3), and (4) says nothing for successor a.

From now on, assume a is a limit. For each x E ~ == W . a, let B(x) be a
chain in ~, such that x E B(x) and B(x) intersects I" == Lev,,(T(X) for each
1] < a. To find such a B(x), first choose ~m == ~m(x) for m < w, such that
ht(x) < ~o < ~l < ... and sUP{~m: mEw} == a; then inductively choose
Ym == Ym(x) E I~" such that x <I Yo <I Yl <I ... (this is possible by condition
(3)); then set

B(x) == {z E T(X: 3n (z <I Yn(x) ) } .

Now, let w· a == {xn : nEw}, and define, for z E w· a, Z <I (w . a + n) iff
Z E B(xn ). The fact that B(xn ) intersects each level of ~ implies that w· a + n
indeed has height a in T; the rest of (1 )-(3) is now easily seen to be preserved.

Finally. condition (4) at level a is only a problem if W . a == a and A(X is a
maximal antichain in T(X, so assume that this is the case. Then, modify the
construction of B(x) for x E ~ by first choosing Yo(x) so that x <I Yo(x) and
3z E A(X(z <I Yo (x) ); this is possible since x is comparable with some ele
ment of A(X. Then ~o(x) == ht(yo(x)). Now choose ~m(x)(1 S; m < w) and
Ym(x)(l S; m < w) as before. Then each B(x) intersects A(X, so (*) holds. 0

To simplify the ordinal arithmetic, we have made Lev(X(T) uniformly
{w . a + n: nEw}, so that Levo(T) == w: It is easy to modify the construc
tion to make Teverywhere binary, so that Levo(T) == {O}, Lev 1 (T) == {1, 2},
Lev 2 (T) == {3,4, 5, 6}, etc., and Levw+(X(T) == {w·(1 + a) + n: nEw}; then
T would be embeddable as a subtree of 2< WI.

One might now attempt to construct a Kurepa tree, but a principle
stronger than 0 is needed, since GCH + 0 + --, KH is consistent (see
VIII Exercise J6). An obvious strengthening of 0 is the principle O! ob
tained by replacing "stationary" by "c.u.b." in Definition 7.1. O! ~ KH,
but also O! ~ 0 == 1, since if A and B are distinct subsets of Wl,

{a < W l : A n a == A(X} n {a < Wl: B n a == A(X}

is countable. The principle 0 + is a weakening of O! which is consistent
(see VI §5), and which still implies KH. In 0 +, we capture sets on c.u.b.
sets, but we allow ourselves, for each a, W chances to do the capturing.

7.9. DEFINITION. 0+ is the statement: There are sets s((X c &'(a) fora < Wl,

such that each Id(X1 ::::;; wand for each A c Wl, there is a c.u.b. C C W b

such that
(a) V'a E C (A n a E 'W'(X) , and
(b) V'a E C (C n a E ,W'(X) .

The sequence <,w(X: a < WI> is called a 0 +-sequence. 0
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It is true, but not immediately obvious, that 0 + ~ 0, as we shall check
after constructing a Kurepa tree.

Actually, we shall construct a Kurepa family, and retrieve the tree from
it (see 5.17 and 5.18).

7.10. THEOREM. 0 + implies that there is a family ~ c &J(w 1 ) such that
(1) V{3<w1(I{Xn{3:XE~}1 ~w),and

(2) VA c w1(IAI = W1 ~ 3XE~(IXI = Wl 1\ X c A)).

7.11. COROLLARY. 0 + implies that there is an wl-Kurepa tree with 2(01
paths.

7.12. COROLLARY. 0+ implies that there is a Kurepa family rg which is a
maximal almost disjoint family of subsets of Wl.

PRooFs.We show first that Theorem 7.10 implies Corollary 7.11. Observe
that 0+ ~ CH, since, as in the proof of 0 ~ CH, if <d(1: a < w 1>is a
O+-sequence, &J(w)CU(1<(Old(1 (or, O+~O by Theorem 7.14, and
o ~ CH). By CH, there is an almost disjoint family, ~ c &'(W1), of
cardinality 2(01 (see Theorem 1.3). For each B E ~, there is an XB E~ with
X B c Band IXBI = W 1 . These X B are distinct, so I~I = 2(01. It follows
that if T is the Kurepa tree constructed from ~ by identifying sets with
their characteristic functions (see Theorem 5.18), T has 2(01 paths.

We now show that Theorem 7.10 implies Corollary 7.12. For ~ as above,
let rg1 = {XB: BE~}; then rg1 c~, Irg11 = 2(0\ and rg1 is an almost dis
joint family. Let rg be such that rg 1 C rg,

(a) the elements of eg are uncountable and pairwise almost disjoint,
(b) rg c ~,

and rg is maximal with respect to (a) and (b). By (2) of Theorem 7.10, rg is
a maximal almost disjoint family. Since eg c ~,(1) of Theorem 7.10 implies
that

V{3<w1(I{Xn{3:XErg}1 ~w).

Since Irgl ~ leg 11 ~ wz, rg is a Kurepa family.
Finally, we prove Theorem 7.10. If C c Wl and ~ < W 1 , define s(C,~) =

sup(C u {O}) n (~ + 1); so if C is closed, then s(C,~) is the largest element
of C u {O} less than or equal to ~. If A c W 1 , let

X (A, C) = {~E A: --, 311 EA (s (C, ~) ~ 1] < ~)};

so, for each {3 E C, X (A, C) contains the least ~ E A, such that s(C,~) = {3,
if there is such a ~. Observe that X(A, C) c A, and that if IAI = W 1 and C is
c.u.b., then IX(A, C) = w 1 1. Let <d(1: a < w 1>be a 0 +-sequence. Let~ be
the set of all X (A, C), such that
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(a) VaEC(AnaE,sfex ),

(b) Va E C(C n a Edex ), and
(c) A C Wl' C C Wl' IAI == Wl' and C is c.u.b.

Then (2) of Theorem 7.10 is immediate. (1) will follow if we can show that
for each A and C satisfying (a)-(c) and each f3 < Wl'

IX(A, C) n f31 S; 1 or

3a S; f3 3x C f3 3B, DE dex(X(A, C) n f3 == X(B, D) u x and Ixl S; 1). (*)

To prove (*), let a == s(C, f3). If a > 0, then a E C, so let B == A n a and
D == C n a, and let ~ be the least element of A "a; then X (A, C) n f3
equals X(B, D) if ~ ~ f3 and X(B, D) u {~} if ~ < f3. Likewise, if a = 0, then
X(A, C) n f3 is either °or a singleton. 0

Finally, we show that 0 + ~ O. It is convenient to interpolate here a
statement which is obviously a weakening of 0 +.

7.13. DEFINITION. 0- is the statement: There are sets d ex C &'(a) for
a < W l , such that each Idexl ~ wand for each A C W l ,

is stationary. 0

Clearly 0 + ~ 0 -, so the fact that 0 + ~ 0 follows from

7.14. THEOREM. 0 - ~ O.

PROOF. 0 ~ 0- is trivial, so we assume 0- and conclude O.
Let <,sfex: a < W 1 > be a 0 - -sequence, i.e., satisfy Definition 7.13. We

show first that we may alter the sequence to capture subsets of W x W l

rather than Wl' To do this, let f be any 1-1 function from Wl onto W x Wl'

If A C Wl' let A' = f" A. If B C W X Wl' let B* = f-lB. Then A'* = A and
B*' == B. Let

C is c.u.b. (see IJemma 6.13). If aEC, A C a, and B C W x a, then A' C W x a
and B* c a. For aE C, let f!Jex = {A': A Edex }; for a¢ C, let f!Jex = 0. We now
assert

VB c W x W l ({a < W l : B n W x aE.?Acx } is stationary). (*)
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To prove (*), let S = {ct < W l : B* n ctE J¥(X}. S is stationary, so S n C is
stationary. If ct E S n C, then B n (w x a) = (B* n aY E f!J(X.

Since I~(XI ~ w, write each ~(X as {B:: kEW}. B: c W x a. Let B:,n =
{~: <n, ~> E B:}. We show that for some n, <B:,n: a < Wl> is a O-sequence.
If not, then for each n, we can find a BnC W l such that {a < W l: Bnn a = B:,n}
is non-stationary. Let B = Un( {n} x Bn ); then for each n,

{a < W l : B n (w x a) = B:}

is non-stationary. Since a countable union of non-stationary sets is non
stationary,

{a < W l : 3n (B n (w x a) = B:)}

is non-stationary, contradicting (*). 0

The coding of subsets of W x W l by subsets of W l is a standard technique.
It can be modified to allow O-sequences or 0+ sequences to capture sub
sets of Wl x Wl, functions from W l into Wl' or other objects of cardinality
W 1 ; see Exercise 51.

EXERCISES

(1) Prove the J-system lemma (1.5) directly. Hint. One may assume that
for some n, Vx Ed (Ixl = n). Now proceed by induction on n. Observe that
there is an uncountable ~ c d such that either n~ =1= °or :!J is pairwise
disjoint.

(2) Show that there is a family d of W w finite sets such that no ~ c d of
cardinality W w forms a J-system.

(3) Show that if K ~ 2W and X(X are separable spaces for ct < K, then n(X<K X(X
is separable. Hint. Consider first the space I X, where I c W2 and X is
separable. Let D be dense in X. Let E be the set of ({J E I D, such that for some
nEW,

Vf, gEl (fr n = grn ~ ({J(f) = ({J(g));

then E is dense in X.

(4) Show that if K > 2w
, then the space K2 (where 2 = {a, I} has the discrete

topology) is not separable. Hint. If D c K2 is countable, show that there are
a < fJ such that VfE D (f(a) = f(fJ)).

(5) Show that a topological space X has the c.c.c. iff there is no sequence of
open sets, <U(X: ct < w l >such that whenever a < fJ, U(X is a proper subset
of Up.
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(6) Show that in the c.c.c. space 2w t, there is a sequence of open sets,
<U:x: a < WI) such that whenever a < {3, U:x is a proper subset of Up.

(7) If PA is a complete Boolean algebra, show that f!J has the c.c.c. iff there is
no sequence <b:x: a < WI) from :!J such that a < {3 ~ b:x < bp.

(8) If f, g E wW, say J < *g iff 3n Ym > n (J (m) < g(m)). Let ff c WW with
I,~I = K. Assuming MA(K), show that 3g EWW YJE ff (J < * g). Hint. IP is
the set of pairs <p, F) such that p is a finite partial function from W to W

and F is a finite subset of ff. <p, F) ~ <q, G) iff q c p, G c F, and

YJE G Yn E (dom(p) '"'dom(q)) (p(n) > J(n)).

Or, the result may be deduced directly from Theorem 2.15 (see VIII Exer
cise A3).

(9) Let!J c ~(w) be an almost disjoint family of size K, where W ~ K < 2w
•

Let .91 c :3B with 1,<#1 ~ w. Assuming MA(K), show that there is a dew
such that Yx E ,<# (Id n xl < w) and Yx E f!J '"' d (Ix'"' dl < w). Remark.
MA(w), and hence the result of this exercise when 1f!J1 = w, is a theorem of
ZFC. When I~I = w, however, one may easily prove this result directly by
a diagonal argument without using partial orders.

(10) (Hausdorff, Luzin). Show (in ZFC) that the result of Exercise 9 can be
false if 1,,<#1 = I~ '"',<#1 = WI' Hint. d = {a:x: a < WI}, and f!J '"'d =
{b:x: a < WI}' Construct a:x, b:x inductively so that a:x n b:x = °but a =1= {3 ~
Q:x n bp =1= 0.

(11) Give the ordinal WI + 1 the order topology. Show that the product
(WI + I)W is an example of a compact Hausdorff space which (regardless of
the axioms of set theory) is the union of WI closed nowhere dense sets.
Show that the unit ball in a non-separable Hilbert space with the weak
topology is another such example. Hint. For (WI + 1)W, consider

{J: Yn if (x) =!= WI ~ J (n) ~ a)} .

(12) Show that the products [0, 1JW
1 and 2W1 are examples of compact C.C.c.

Hausdorff spaces in which, regardless of the axioms of set theory, there is a
union of WI closed nowhere dense sets which is not first category. Hint. In
[0, 1JWt, consider {J: 3a (J (a) = O)}. Observe that by C.C.C., if V is dense
and open, then there is a dense open W c V such that W is a countable
union of basic open sets.

(13) Show that Theorem 2.20 remains true if we replace IR by any separable
metric space.
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(14) Show that the following are examples of complete metric spaces which,
regardless of the axioms of set theory, are the unions of WI closed nowhere
dense sets.

(a) DW, where D is an uncountable discrete space.
(b) Any non-separable Hilbert space.

(15) <IP, s) is called separative iff s is a partial order in the strict sense
and whenever p ~ q, there is an r such that r s p and r -.L q. Show that IP
is separative iff the i of Lemma 3.3 is 1-1 and satisfies

Yp,qEIP(p s q~i(p) s i(q)).

(16) Show that the partial orders in Examples 5 and 6 of §2 are separative,
and that the partial order used in Theorem 2.21 is not. In \vhich cases are
the orders of 2.7 and 2.22 separative?

(17) Give an example of a IP which is not separative such that the i of 3.3
is 1-1.

(18) Prove the uniqueness of the f!4 and i of Lemma 3.3. Thus, if f!4 b i l

and f!42 , i2 both satisfy I.Jemma 3.3, show that there is an isomorphism
h from f!4 I to f!42 such that hoi I = i2 •

(19) Prove Lemma 3.3 algebraically by representing elements of f!4 by
formal suprema. Thus, as a set, f!4 = &(IP)j ~, where

S ~ T iff VS "should =" VT.

Then [S] S [T] iff Yp E S ---,3q S PYr E T(q -.L r).

(20) Let X be any set and let Y be countable. Let IP be the set of functions p
such that Ipl < w, dom(p) c X and ran(p) c Y Order IP by: p s q iff
q c p. Show that IP has the c.c.c. Hint. Use the L1-system lemma (1.5).

(21) In Exercise 20, let X = K X wand Y = 2. Find family ~ of K dense sets
in IP such that if G is a filter intersecting all D E~, UG is a function from
K x w into 2 such that the (UG)C{ E W2 are all distinct, where

(U G)C{ (n) = (U G) (Cl, n) .

(22) If a, b c w, say a c *b iff la" bl < wand Ib" al = w. Assume
MA(K), and let <X, <) be a total order with IXI s K. Show that there are
ax c w for x E X, such that x < y ~ ax c * aye Hint. IP is the set of pairs
<p, n) such that nEW, dom(p) is a finite subset of X, and for each
xEdom(p), p(x) c n. <p,n) s <q,m) iff m s n, dom(q) c dom(p)
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\Ix E dom(q) (p(x) n m == q(x)), and

\Ix, y E dom(q) (x < y ~ (p(x) "p(y)) em).

Use the j-system lemma to prove that IP has the c.c.c.
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(23) Let PA be the Boolean algebra &(w)jfin, where fin is the ideal of finite
sets. Assume MA(K), and let d be any Boolean algebra of cardinality K.
Show that '-~ is isomorphic to a sub-algebra of f!4. Remark. This generalizes
Exercise 22.

*(24) (Hausdorff) Show that there is an (WI' wi) gap in Y'(w)jfin; i.e., find
ail' bil in Y'(w) for r:J.. < WI such that ail c* bil , r:J.. < f3 ~(ail c* an /\ bnc* bil ),
and --, 3c \Ill.. (ail c * C c * bil ). Hint. Choose ail' bil inductively so that for
each a < WI and n < W, I{~ < a: (ail "b ~) en} I < w.

(25) Assume MA(K). Let '-~ be a family of Lebesgue measurable subsets of
IR, with Idl == K. Show that U,-~ is Lebesgue measurable and ,u(Ud) ==

,u(U~) for some countable!J c <~.

(26) A partial order IP has WI as a precaliber iff whenever Pil EIP for r:J.. < WI'

there is an uncountable X c WI such that {Pil: r:J.. E X} has F.I.p~ (for all
finite seX, 3q \Ill.. E S (q ~ Pil)). Show that MA(wl) implies that every c.c.c.
IP has WI as a precaliber. Remark. This is like Lemma 2.23.

(27) Assume MA(w 1 ). Let Ail be a Lebesgue measurable subset of IR for
a < W b with ,u(Ail ) > o. Show that for some uncountable X c WI,

,u(nilEX All) > O. Hint. If \Ill.. (,u(Ail ) > c;), let

IP == {s C WI: lsi < W /\ ,u(nilES Ail) > c;}.

Show IP has c.c.c., and apply Exercise 26 to {{a}: a < WI}.

(28) (Cantor) Let (D, <) be a countable total ordering which has no first
or last element and which is dense in itself:

\lx,y(x < y ~ 3z(x < z < y)).

Show that (D, <) is isomorphic to the rationals, (<Q, <). Hint. Well-order
both D and <Q in type w, and construct the isomorphism inductively.

(29) Let (X, <) be a total ordering satisfying:
(a) X has no first or last element.
(b) X is connected in the order topology.
(c) X is separable in the order topology.
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Show that (X, <) is isomorphic to the reals, (IR, <). Hint. Apply Exercise
28 to a countable dense D c X, and use (b) to extend the isomorphism.

(30) Assume that there is a Suslin line (Definition 4.1). Show that there is
a Suslin line, (X, <) satisfying (a) and (b) of Exercise 29. Hint. Start with
the result of Theorem 4.4, throwaway the first and last element (if they exist),
and take the Dedekind completion.

*(31) Let (X, < ) be a total ordering which is c.c.c. in the order topology.
Show that X has a dense subset of cardinality :::;w 1 •

(32) Show that there is a total ordering (X, < ) such that there are no in
creasing or decreasing sequences in X of type W1' but in the order topology,
every separable subspace of X is nowhere dense. Hint. Use an Aronszajn
tree to construct an Aronszajn line.

(33) Show that if K is singular then there is a K-Suslin tree. Hint. Try a dis
joint union of well-orderings.

(34) Let K be regular, and assume that there is a K-Suslin (or Kurepa, or
Aronszajn) tree. Show that there is one which is a sub-tree of <K2.

(35) If T, T' are K-trees, the product, T x T' is the K-tree whose a-th level
is Lev(l(T) x Lev(l(T' ), with order defined by (x, x) < (y, yl) iff x < y
and Xl < yl. Show that if T, T' are K-Aronszajn trees, so is T x T~

(36) Show that if T is a K-Suslin tree, then TxT is not a K-Suslin tree.

(37) Assume K == A+, where A is regular and 2 < A == A. Show that there is a
K-Aronszajn tree. Hint. Replace W by A in the proof of Theorem 5.9, but
demand that ran(s(l) is nonstationary in A.

(38) Assume K is regular, T is a K-Aronszajn tree, A < K, X E T, and
I{y E T: y > x} I == K. Show

3a > ht(x, T) ( I{y E Lev(l(T): y > x} I ~ A).

Hint. If A is regular, each ILev(l(T)I < A, and T is well-pruned, then when
cf(ct) == A, there is a q(ct) < a such that T does not branch between levels
q(a) and a. The Pressing-Down Lemma will yield a contradiction.

(39) Show that any Aronszajn tree which is a sub-tree of {s E <w1W : S is
I-I} cannot be a Suslin tree. Hint. For each nEW, {SET: 3a(dom(s) ==
a + 1 /\ sea) == n)} is an antichain.
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(40) An wl-Aronszajn tree T is called special iff T is the union of w anti
chains. Show that T is special iff there is a map f: T~ <Q such that for
x, yET, X < Y ~ f(x) < fey). Prove that a special Aronszajn tree exists.
Hint. Construct T, along with f, by induction. Remark. 0 implies the exis
tence of an Aronszajn sub-tree of {s E <WI W : S is I-I} which is not special
(see [Baumgartner 1970J). A special Aronszajn tree cannot be Suslin.

*(41) (Baumgartner) Show that MA + -,CH implies that every w l
Aronszajn tree is special. Hint. IP is the set of finite partial order-preserving
functions from Tinto <Q.

(42) Give Wl the order topology, and let f: Wl ~IR be continuous. Show
that

:3 a < W 1 Vf3 > a (f (f3) == f (a) ) .

Hint. Fix c; > O. For each limit a, there is a g(a) < a, such that f varies by
<e in (g(a), aJ. Now apply the Pressing-Down I-,emma (6.15).

(43) Assume K == cf(,u) > w. Show that the Boolean algebras, &(K)jCub*(K)
and &(,u)jCub*(,u) are isomorphic. Hint. Consider a c.u.b. C c ,u such that
type(C) == K.

(44) (Herink) Let K > W be regular, and let PA be the Boolean algebra
&(K)jCub*(K). If A c K, [AJ E~ is its equivalence class. Show that if
AC{ C K for a < K, then the inf, !\C{<K [AC{J exists and equals [DJ, where Dis
the diagonal intersection,

D == {a < K: Vf3 < a(aEA p)}.

(45) Let K > W be regular. Show that there are stationary SC{ C K for a < K
such that a < f3 ~ Sp eSC{, and the diagonal intersection of the SC{ is {O} .
Hint. See Exercise 44. Remark. By Lemma 6.14, the SC{ cannot be c.u.b.

(46) (Herink) Let K > W be regular, and ~ == {X c K: IXI < K}. Show that
the Boolean algebras f!JJ(K)j~ and f!JJ(K)jCub*(K) are not isomorphic. Hint.
See Exercise 44.

(47) Let A be a set of infinite cardinals such that for all regular A, A n A is
not stationary in A. Show that there is a 1-1 function g on A, such that
Va E A (g(a) < a).
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(48) K is called strongly M ahlo iff K is strongly inaccessible and {a < K: a is
regular} is stationary in K. Show that for such K,

{a < K: a is strongly inaccessible}

is stationary in K.

(49) Suppose that K is strongly inaccessible and there are no K-Aronszajn
trees (such K are called weakly compact). Show that whenever S is a stationary
subset of K, there is a regular A < K such that S n A is stationary in A.
Hint. If not, apply Exercise 47, and find a K-tree T such that a path through
T yields a 1~1 function, g, on S such that Va E S (g(a) < a).

(50) K is called a strongly hyper-Mahlo iff K is strongly Mahlo and

{a < K: a is strongly Mahlo}

is stationary in K. Likewise, define hyper-hyper-Mahlo, etc. Show that if
K is weakly compact, then K is strongly Mahlo, hyper-Mahlo, hyper-hyper
Mahlo, etc. Hint. Apply Exercise 49. Remark. For more on such cardinals,
see [Kunen 1977] .

(51) Show that the following are equivalent:
(1) O.
(2) There are Aex C a x a for a < WI' such that for all A C WI X WI'

( {a < WI : A n a x a = Aex } is stationary).

(3) There are lex: a ~ a for a < WI such that for each I: WI ~ Wt,

:Ia (If a = lex 1\ a > 0).

(4) (3) with (*) replaced by {a: If a = lex} is stationary.

(52) Let K > W be regular. OK is the statement that there are sets Aex C a
for a < K such that VA C K( {a < K: A n a = Aex } is stationary). Show that
OK implies 2< K= K and that there is a family of 2Kalmost disjoint stationary
subsets of K. Remark. OK follows from V = L (see VI Exercise 12).

(53) Show that for K regular and >W, OK is equivalent to the following
statement. There are d ex C &(a) for a < K, such that each Islexl ~ a and for
each A C K, {a < K: A n aEsl ex } is stationary.

(54) Show that 0 implies that there are W t -Suslin trees, T, T', such that
TxT' is a Suslin tree.
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(55) Show that the following version of 0 is inconsistent: There are AC{ c lI.

for lI. < WI' such that for all stationary A c WI' 3l1.E A (A n lI. = AC{).

(56) Let S(K, A, ~) abbreviate the statement that K > W and ~ is a K-com
plete ideal on K which contains each singleton and which is A-saturated; i.e.,
there is no family {XC{: lI. < A} c &J(K) such that each XC{¢~ but l1 =1= f3 ~
(XC{ n Xp)E~. Show

(a) 3A 3~ S(K, A,~) ~ K is regular.
(b) S(K, A,~) !\ A < AI ~ S(K, AI, ~).
(c) 3~ S(K, K, ~) ~ K is weakly inaccessible.

(see Theorem 6.11).

(57) For A ~ K, show that S(K, A, ~) is equivalent to the (seemingly) weaker
statement that K > W and ~ is a K-complete ideal on K containing singletons
such that there is no family {XC{: lI. < A} c f?jJ (K) such that each XC{ ¢ ~ but
lI. =1= f3 ~ (XC{ n X p) = o.

(58) Assume that K > W is regular and that there is no almost disjoint family
of K+ stationary subsets ofK. Show S(K, K+, Cub* (K)). Hint. Use Lemma 6.14.
Remark. It is unknown whether this situation is consistent.

(59) Assume 3A < K3~ S(K, A, ~). Show that there are no K-Aronszajn
trees. Hint. Assume ~ lives on T, and find a sub-tree TI of T which contra
dicts Exercise 38. Remark. It is consistent with 3~ S(K, K, ~) that there is a
K-Suslin tree; see [Kunen 1978].

(60) K is called (2-valued) measurable iff there is an ~ such that S (K, 2, ~);
so, ~ is a prime ideal, or ~* is an ultrafilter. Show that if K is measurable
then K is strongly inaccessible. Hint. If A < K, and fC{, for lI. < K, are distinct
members of A2, define g: A~ 2 so that for ~ < A,

{lI.: h(~) = g(~)} E ~*.

Remark. 3~ S(K, WI'~) is consistent with K = 2w
, or with K < 2w

; see VII
Exercise H24.

(61) Show 3~ S(K, w,~) implies 3~ S(K, 2, ~). Hint. Assume S(K, w,~)
and find an atom, A;i.e., A c K,A¢~,andYX c A(XE~ v (A "X)E~).

(62) Assume 3~S(K,A,~) and 2<A < K. Show 3~ S(K,2,~). Hint. As in
Exercise 61, try to find an a tom.



CHAPTER III

THE WELL-FOUNDED SETS

We discuss here the Axiom of Foundation. This axiom, like the Axiom
of Extensionality, has the effect of restricting the domain of discourse to
those sets where mathematics actually takes place.

§1. Introduction

Some questions about sets are irrelevant to mathematics.

First irrelevant question. Is there anything which is not a set? Certainly
there is in the "real world" of cows and pigs, but our axioms of set theory
say nothing about this "real world", since we have declared that they talk
only about sets - in fact, hereditary sets (see I §4). Furthermore, the Axiom
of Extensionality has embodied in it the assertion that all things in our
domain of discourse are sets. It seems likely that we have not left any in
teresting mathematics behind by so restricting our universe, since mathe
matical objects like IR and <C are hereditary sets and have been defined
explicitly within this domain in I §11.

Second irrelevant question. Is there an x such that x = {x}? This question
is independent of the existence of a physical reality, and such an x would
clearly be an hereditary set. However, such an x did not occur in the con
struction of mathematical objects like IR and <C.

In this chapter we define, working in ZF-, the class WF of well-founded
sets. Intuitively, WF is the class of those sets constructed from 0 by iterating
the various set-theoretic operations. For example, IR and <C were so con
structed, but if x = {x}, we shall see that x ¢ WF. We then prove some
theorems indicating that all mathematics takes place within WF. This leads
us to introduce the Axiom of Foundation, which says V = WF; equivalently,
we shall henceforth study only WF.

We emphasize that our adopting the Axiom of Extensionality did not
mean that we were asserting that there are really no cows and pigs - only
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that there are none in the domain being considered. Likewise, our adopting
the Axiom of Foundation does not comment on whether there are really
(whatever that means) any x such that x = {X}; we are simply refraining
from considering such x.

§2. Properties of the we11-founded sets

We shall work in ZF- and define the class WF of well-founded sets by
starting with 0 and iterating the power set operation. We shall then prove
that WF is closed under the other set-theoretic operations as well.

2.1. DEFINITION. By transfinite recursion, define R(rx) for rx E ON by:
(a) R(O) = o.
(b) R(rx + 1) = &>(R(rx)).
(c) R(rx) = U~<C{R(~) when rx is a limit ordinal. 0

2.2. DEFINITION. WF = U{R(rx): rx EON}. 0

So, the well-founded sets are defined to be those which are in some R(rx).

2.3. LEMMA. For each rx :
(a) R(rx) is transitive.
(b) V~ s rx (R(~) c R(rx)).

PROOF. Transfinite induction on rx; we assume the lemma holds for all
f3 < rx, and conclude it for rx.

Case I. rx = 0: trivial.
Case II. rx is a limit: (b) is immediate from the definition, and (a) follows

from the fact that the union of transitive sets is transitive.
Case III. rx = f3 + 1. Since R(f3) is transitive, f!}J (R(f3)) = R(rx) is tran

sitive and R(f3) c R(rx). This establishes (a) and (b) for rx. 0

So, the sets R (rx) are increasing in rx.
If x E WF, the least rx for which x E R(rx) must be a successor ordinal by

Definition 2.1 (c).

2.4. DEFINITION. Ifx E WF, rank (x) is the least f3 such that x E R (f3 + 1). 0

So, if f3 = rank(x), then x c R(f3), x ¢ R(f3), and x E R(rx) for all rx > f3.

2.5. LEMMA. For any rx, R(rx) = {x E WF: rank(x) < rx).
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PROOF. For x E WF, rank(x) < a iff

3f3 < a (x E R(f3 + 1)) iff x E R(a). D

The following is useful when computing ranks.

2.6. LEMMA. If y E WF, then
(a) Vx E Y (x E WF 1\ rank(x) < rank(y)), and
(b) rank(y) == sup {rank(x) + 1: x E y }.

PROOF. For (a), let a == rank(y), then y E R(a + 1) == g>(R(a)). If x E y,
then x E R(a), so rank(x) < a by Lemma 2.5.

For (b), let a == sup {rank(x) + 1:x E y}. By (a), a ~ rank(y). Further
more, each XEy has rank < a, so y c R(a). Thus, YER(a + 1), so
rank(y) ~ a. D

Lemma 2.6(a) says that the class WF is transitive, and that we may think
of the elements y E WF as having been "constructed", by transfinite re
cursion, from well-founded sets of smaller rank. Thus, WF excludes sets
which are built up from themselves. More formally, there is no x E WF
such that x E x, since we would have rank(x) < rank(x). Likewise, WF
excludes circularities like x E y /\ Y E x, since this would yield rank(x) <
rank(y) < rank(x).

Each ordinal is in WF and its rank is itself.

2.7. LEMMA. (a) Va E ON (a E WF /\ rank(a) == a).
(b) Va E ON (R(a) n ON == a).

PROOF. We prove (a) by transfinite induction on a, so assume (a) holds for
all f3 < a. Then, for f3 < a, f3 E R(f3 + 1) c R(a), so a c R(a), so a E R(a +
1). By Lemma 2.6(b), rank(a) == sup{f3 + 1: f3 < a} == a. Thus, (a) holds
for a.

(b) is immediate from (a) and Lemma 2.5. D

WF contains not only the ordinals but also all the other sets which arise
in standard mathematical construction, since WF is closed under these
constructions.

2.8. LEMMA. (a) If x E WF, then Ux, g> (x), and {x} E WF, and the rank
of these sets is less than rank (x) + w.

(b) If x, y EWF, then x x y, x u y, x ny, {x, y}, <x, y>, and Yx are all in
WF, and the rank of these sets is less than max(rank(x), rank (y)) + w.
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PROOF. For (a), let ~ = rank(x), then x c R(~), so .9'(x) c .9'(R(~)) ==
R(~ + l),so.9'(x)ER(~ + 2).Similarly,{x}ER(~ + 2)andUxER(~ + 1).

For (b), let ~ = max(rank(x),rank(y)). As in (a), show, e.g., {x,y} E
R(~ + 2), <x,y) E R(~ + 3). Any ordered pair of elements of x u y is in
R(~ + 2), so Yx C R(~ + 3), so Yx ER(~ + 4). We leave the rest of the
details to the reader. 0

It is possible to compute precisely the ranks of these set-theoretic com
binations of x and y in terms of the ranks of x and y. See Exercise 4.

2.9. LEMMA. 71, <I} , IR, and <C are all in R(w + w).

PROOF. By Lemma 2.8 and the definitions of these sets (I §11). 0

2.10. LEMMA. Vx(xEWF~x c WF).

PROOF. X E WF ~ x c WF just restates the transitivity of WF (Lemma
2.6.(a)). If x c WF, let ~ = sup {rank(y) + l:YEx}; then x c R(~) so
xER(~+l). 0

It is possible to derive the closure properties of Lemma 2.8. directly
from Lemma 2.10, but Lemma 2.10 is much stronger. Any R(y) for limit y
satisfies the same closure properties, but any class satisfying Lemma 2.10
must contain WF. See Exercise 3.

We now look at the size of the R(~).

2.11. LEMMA. VnEw(IR(n)1 < w).

PROOF. Induction on n. 0

2.12. LEMMA. IR(w)1 = w.

PROOF. Since w c R(w), it is enough to see that R(w) is countable. Under
AC, this is immediate from Lemma 2.11. To avoid AC, note that in the proof
of Lemma 2.11, we may explicitly define a well-order of R(n) by induction
on n. For example, given a well-order of R(n), we may identify R(n + 1)
with R (n)2 and order it lexicographically. 0

A very simple 1-1 map between wand R (w) is given in Exercise 5.
The cardinalities of the R(~) increase exponentially: IR(w) I = w,

IR(w + 1) I = 2(0, IR(w + 2) I = 22w
, etc. More generally, the following holds.

2.13. LEMMA. (Ae). IR(w + ~)I = ::la·
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PROOF. Induction on r1.. 0

We conclude this section by making a case that all reasonable mathe
matics takes place in WF.

2.14. LEMMA. (AC). (a) Every group is isomorphic to a group in WF.
(b) Every topological space is homeomorphic to a topological space in WF.

PROOF. Formally, a group is a pair <G,·> where· :G x G ~ G, but by
Lemmas 2.8 and 2.10,

<G,·)EWF~GEWF~G c WF.

If <G,·> is any group, let r1. = IGI, let f be a 1-1 map from r1. onto G, and
define an operation 0 on r1. by ~ 0 1] = f1 (f(~) . f(1])). Then <r1.,0) is iso
morphic to <G, .). We leave (b) to the reader. 0

Lemma 2.14 cannot be proved without AC (see IV Exercise 25).
Thus, we see that WF contains as elements the various concrete mathe

matical objects like IR and <C (by Lemma 2.9), and identical copies of the
various abstract objects like groups and spaces.

§3. Well-founded relations

This is a generalization of the notion of well-order, and will be of basic
importance for later work.

Although the definition of WF used the Power Set Axiom in an essential
way, many of the results in this section go through in ZF- - P. This will
become useful to know in IV, when we shall apply these results within
interpretations in which the Power Set Axiom either fails or has not yet
been shown to hold. Thus, for the rest of this chapter, we shall explicitly
say which axioms of set theory our theorems presuppose. In some cases,
however, when it does not matter for future applications, we shall be lazy
and mark our theorems with ZF- when in fact they go through under
ZF- - P (see Exercise 8).

3.1. DEFINITION. (ZF- - Pl. A relation R is well-founded on a set A iff
VXcA[X=l=O~3YEX(-,3zEX(zRy))]. (1)

The y of (1) is called R-minimal in X. 0

Thus, R is well-founded on A iff every non-empty subset has an R
minimal element. In particular, if R totally orders A, then R is well-founded
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on A iff R well-orders A. As in I §6, we do not require that RcA x A, so
that if R is well-founded on A and B c A, then R is well-founded on B.

If R is not a total order, then the X of Definition 3.1 may have more than
one R-minimal element. For example, the empty relation, 0, is well-founded
on any A, and any element y E X is O-minimal in X.

The following lemma begins to show the relationship between well
founded relations and well-founded sets.

3.2. LEMMA (ZF-). If A E WF, E is well-founded on A.

PROOF. Let X be a non-empty subset of A. Let r1. = min{rank(Y):YEX},
and fix Y E X with rank(y) = r1.. Then y is E-minimal in X by Lemma
2.6(a). 0

The converse of Lemma 3.2 need not be true. For example, if x = {y},
y = {x}, and x =/= y, then y ¢ WF but E is well-founded (in fact empty) on
y. As a partial converse, we have the following.

3.3. LEMMA (ZF-). If A is transitive and E is well-founded on A, then A E WF.

PROOF. By Lemma 2.10, it is sufficient to show A c WF. If A ¢ WF, let
X = A ......... WF =1= °and let y be E-minimal in X. If Z E y, then z ¢ X, but
Z E A since A is transitive; so Z E WF. Thus, y c WF, so y E WF by Lemma
2.10, contradicting yEA ......... WF. 0

We now show that A E WF iff E is well-founded on the transitive closure
of A, which is the least transitive set containing A as a subset.

3.4. DEFINITION (ZF- - Pl. (a) By recursion on n define UO A = A,
Un+ 1 A = U(Un A).

(b) trcl(A) = U{UnA: nEw}. 0

So tr cl(A) = A u UA U U 2Au ... , and has as elements the elements of
A, plus elements of elements of A, plus ....

3.5. LEMMA (ZF- - Pl. (a) A c tr cl(A).
(b) tr cl(A) is transitive.
(c) If A c Tand Tis transitive, then tr cl(A) c T.
(d) If A is transitive, then tr cl(A) = A.
(e) If x E A, then tr cl(x) c tr cl(A).
(f) tr cl(A) = A u U {tr cl(x) : x E A}.

PROOF. (a) is obvious. For (b), note that y E unA ~ y C un+ 1A. For (c),
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show by induction that UnA c T. (d) follows from (a) and (c) taking A = T.
For (e), x E A ~ X E tr cl(A) ~ x c tr cl(A) so apply (c) to x. For (f), let

T= Au U {trcl(x):xEA}.

T is transitive, so tr cl(A) c T by (c), but T c tr cl(A) by (a) and (e). D

3.6. THEOREM (ZF-). For any set A the following are equivalent:
(a) AEWF.
(b) tr cl(A) E WF.
(c) E is we1l10unded on tr cl(A).

PROOF. (a) ~ (b) : If A E WF, then by induction on n, UnA EWF since WF
is closed under U (Lemma 2.8). Thus, each UnA c WF, so tr cl(A) c WF,
so tr cl(A) E WF (by Lemma 2.10).

(b) ~ (c) : is Lemma 3.2.
(c) ~ (a): By (c) and Lemma 3.3, tr cl(A) E WF, so A c tr cl(A) c WF,

so A E WF (by Lemma 2.10 again). D

We remark that our definition of WF used the Power Set Axiom in an
essential way. Equivalent (c) is useful if one wants to give a presentation
of WF working in ZF- - P (see Exercise 8).

§4. The Axiom of Foundation

If one is convinced by §2 that all mathematics takes place in WF, it is
reasonable to adopt as an axiom the statement V = WF. As pointed out
in §1, this does not mean that we must believe that "really" V = WF-but
only that we are restricting our domain of discourse to be just WF. It is not
hard to see informally that all the axioms of ZF- are still true under this
interpretation, essentially because WF is closed under the various set
theoretic operations like U and f!JJ postulated to exist by these axioms.
This will be discussed more formally in IV. In this section, we content our
selves with discussing some of the consequences of adding the axiom
V = WF to ZF-.

The statement V = WF is highly non-elementary, relying on a long string
of definitions. For elegance, we adopt as the official version of the axiom
an equivalent to V = WF which is very simply stated in the language of
set theory.

AXIOM 2. Foundation.

'v'X(3Y(YEX) ~ 3Y(YEX /\ -,3Z(ZEX /\ ZEY))).
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Equivalently, if x =1= 0, 3y E X(X n y = 0), or every non-empty set has
an E-minimal element, or, if we extend the definition of well-founded to
proper classes (see §5), E is well-founded on V.

4.1. THEOREM (ZF-). The following are equivalent:
(a) the Axiom of Foundation,
(b) \iA (E is well-founded on A),
(c) V = WF.

PROOF. (a) ~ (b) is immediate from the definition of well-founded. For
(b) ~ (c), (b) implies that for any A, E is well-founded on tr cl(A), so A E WF.
For (c) ~ (b), apply Lemma 3.2. D

Unlike the other axioms of ZFC, Foundation has no application in or
dinary rna thematics, since accepting it is equivalent to restricting our
attention to WF, where all mathematics takes place anyway. Foundation
does rule out certain pathologies. For example, we remarked in §2 that there
is no x E WF such that x E x, so Foundation implies that ,3x (x E x) (or,
apply the axiom directly to show 3y E {x} (y n {x} = 0), so x n {x} = 0,
or x ¢ x). Likewise, there cannot be an x, y with x E y 1\ Y EX (or, apply
the axiom directly to {x, y} ).

Since Foundation is equivalent to V = WF = UaR(et:), it gives us a
picture of all sets being created by an iterative process, starting from nothing
(see Figure 4.1).

Assuming that E is well-founded on every set also simplifies certain
definitions. For example, the following holds.

R(a)

R(w)

Figure 4.1. The Universe.
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4.2. THEOREM (ZF - Pl. A is an ordinal ~ff A is transitive and totally ordered
by E.

PROOF. To see that E well-orders A, let X be any non-empty subset of A,
and apply Foundation to X to produce an E-minimal element. D

This will become important in IV.

§5. Induction and recursion on well-founded relations

If R is a well-founded relation on the set A, a proof by tranfinite induction
on R is one which establishes \:Ix E A 4J(x) via first proving that for all x E A,

\:Iy E A (y R x ---+ 4J(y)) ---+ 4J(x). (1)

The conclusion \:Ix E A 4J(x) is justified, since an R-minimal element of
{x E A: 14J(X)} would lead to a contradiction.

As an example, we may view the proofin Lemma 3.3 that if A is transitive
and E is well-founded on A then A c WF as a transfinite induction. Here
4J(x) is "x is well-founded" and (1) reduces to x c WF ---+ x E WF.

It is often useful to consider these notions on proper classes as well.

5.1. DEFINITION. (ZF- - P). R is well-founded on A iff

\:IX c A[X =1= 0 ---+ 3YEX(,3zEX(zRy))]. (2) 0

This is verbatim the definition of well-founded for relations on sets
(Definition 3.1), but there is a formal distinction due to the way we handle
classes. Definition 3.1 defines a formula in two variables R, A, whereas 5.1
is really a definition schema. Given formulas defining R and A, (2) becomes
an abbreviation for another formula (see I §9 for more details). For example,
"E is well-founded on V" is a sentence in the language of set theory which is
easily seen to be equivalent to the Axiom of Foundation.

Note that the variable X in (2) must be considered to range over subsets
of A, since there is no way to quantify over classes. This can cause difficulty
if we try to justify a proof by transfinite induction, since we would need the
existence of an R-minimal element of {x E A: 14J(X)}, which could be a
proper class (but see Exercise 17). Fortunately, the relations we shall deal
with in practice will satisfy an additional condition which removes the
problem.

5.2. DEFINITION (ZF- - P). Risset-likeonAiffforallxEA, {YEA: yRx}
is a set. D
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For example, the E relation is set-like on any class A, and every relation
on a set is set-like.

5.3. DEFINITION (ZF- - Pl. If R is set-like on A and x E A, then
(a) pred(A,x,R) = {YEA: yRx}.
(b) predo(A,x,lR) = pred(A,x,R);

predn+ l(A, x, R) = U{pred(A, y, R): y E predn(A, x, R)}.
(c) cl(A, x, R) = U{predn(A, x, R): nEw}. 0

Note that these are all sets. If R is the E relation and A is transitive, then
pred(A, x, R) = x, predn(A, x, R) = un x, and cl(A, x, R) = tr cl(x). The
fact that tr cl(x) is transitive generalizes to the following.

5.4. LEMMA (ZF- - Pl. If R is set-like on A and x E A, then for all
y E cl(A, x, R), pred(A, y, R) C cl(A, x, R). D

5.5. THEOREM (ZF- - Pl. If R is well-founded and set-like on A, then every
non-empty subclass X of A has an R-minimal element.

PROOF. Fix x EX. If x is not R-minimal in A, then X n cl(A, x, R) is a
non-empty subset of A and thus has an R-minimal element y. By Lemma
5.4, y is R-minimal in X. D

A special case of this theorem, for A = ON and R the E relation, has
been proved in I Theorem 9.2; there is a discussion there on how to state
this kind of result without using classes.

By Theorem 5.5, proofs by transfinite induction on well-founded set-like
relations are justified. We may view the proof in Theorem 4.1 that the
Axiom of Foundation (E is well-founded on V) implies V = WF in this
light; (1) becomes x c WF ---+ x E WF.

We may also define functions by transfinite recursion on any well-founded
set-like relation. The special case for functions on ON was given in I Theorem
9.3, and there is a discussion there of the precise meaning of our use of
classes.

5.6. THEOREM (ZF- - Pl. (Transfinite Recursion). Assume R is well-founded
and set-like on A. If F: A x V ---+ V, then there is a unique G: A ---+ V such
that

\Ix E A [G(x) = F(x, G rpred(A, x, R))].

PROOF. A direct generalization of the proof of I 9.3, which was the special
case for A = ON and R the E-relation.
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Uniqueness of G is easily established by transfinite induction on R, so
we turn to the proof of existence.

For brevity, write pred(x) and cl(x) for pred(A, x, R) and cl(A, x, R)
respectively. Call a subset d c A closed iff \:I xEd (pred(x) c d). Then
each x E A is in some closed set, namely {x} u cl(x). If d is closed, call g
a d-approximation iff g is a function with domain d and

\:Ix Ed [g(x) == F(x, grpred(x)) J.
As in the uniqueness proof, ifg is a d-approximation and g' is a d'-approxima
tion, then gr(d n d') == g'r (d n d').

By transfinite induction on x show that there is a {x} u cl(x)-approxima
tion. If this is true for all y R x, let gy be the {y} u cl(y)-approximation;
then h == U{gy : y R x} is a cl(x)-approximation and h u {<x, F(x, h)}
is a {x} u cl(x)-approximation.

Now, define G(x) to be the value g(x), where g is the d-approximation
for some (any) closed d containing x. D

Note that if R were not set-like, the condition (*) in Theorem 5.6 would
not make sense.

As an application of Theorem 5.6, consider the equation

rank(y) == sup {rank(x) + 1: x E y}

which we proved for y E WF (Lemma 2.6(b)). We may now view this as
defining rank(y)' by recursion on the E relation, which is well-founded on
WF. More generally, we may define rank as follows.

5.7. DEFINITION (ZF- - P). If R is well-founded and set-like on A, define

rank(x,A,R) == sup{rank(y,A,R) + 1: yRx /\ YEA}, D

Formally, the F of Theorem 5.6 is here given by

F(x, h) == sup {e< + 1: e< E ran (h) }.

5.8. LEMMA (ZF-). If A is transitive and E is well-founded on A, then A c WF
and rank (x, A, E) == rank(x)for all x E A.

PROOF. If A ¢ WF, let x be E-minimal in A ......... WF. Then x c WF, since
A is transitive, so x E WF, a contradiction (this was like the proof of Lemma
3.3). Likewise, an E-minimal element of {x E A: rank (x, A, E) =!= rank (x) }
would yield a contradiction by Lemma 2.6(b). D

Definition 5.7 may be used to give a definition of rank on WF which does
not use the Power Set Axiom (see Exercise 8).
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Another example of recursion generalizes the fact that any well-ordering
R of set A is isomorphic to an ordinal (I Theorem 7.6). One could view the
isomorphism G as defined by G(a) = {G(b): bRa}. More generally, the
following holds.

5.9. DEFINITION (ZF- - P). Let R be well-founded and set-like on A. De
fine the Mostowski collapsing function, G, of A, R by

G(x) = {G(y): yEA 1\ yRx}.

The Mostowski collapse, M, of A, R is defined to be the range of G. 0

Thus, G: A ---+ M. G need not be 1-1. For example, ifR = 0, then G(x) = 0
for all x E A and M = {O} if A =!= O.

5.10. LEMMA (ZF- - P). With the notation of Definition 5.9,
(a) 'v'x, yEA (x R y ---+ G(x) E G(y)).
(b) M is transitive.
(c) (ZF-) M c WF.
(d) (ZF-) IfxEA, then rank(x,A,R) = rank(G(x)).

PROOF. (a), (b) are immediate from the definition of G. For (c), prove that
'v'xEA(G(X)EWF) by inductiori on x. For (d),

rank(G(x)) = sup {rank(v) + 1: vEG(X)} = sup {rank(G(y)) + 1: yRx}.

Then rank(G(x)) = rank (x, A, R) by induction on x. 0

In many cases of interest, the Mostowski collapsing function is an iso
morphism. The condition for this is given by

5.11. DEFINITION (ZF - - P). R is extensional on A iff

'v'x,YEA('v'ZEA(zRx~zRy)---+x=y). 0

This is equivalent to saying that the Axiom of Extensionality is true in
A if E is interpreted as R. It is sometimes convenient to note that R is ex
tensional on A iff for all x, YEA, x =f= y ---+ pred(A, x, R) =1= pred(A, y, R);
for example, it is immediate from this that total orderings are extensional.
Another class of examples is provided by the following.

5.12. LEMMA (ZF- - Pl. If N is transitive, then the E relation is extensional
on N.

PROOF. pred(N, x E) = X. 0
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By Lemma 5.12, the Mostowski collapsing function cannot be an iso
morphism unless R is estensional on A. Conversely, the following applies.

5.13. LEMMA (ZF- - Pl. With the notation o.f Definition 5.9, if'R is exten
sional on A, then G is an isomorphism, i.e., G is 1-1 and 'Vx, y E A(x R y~
G(x) E G(y)).

PROOF. We first show G is 1-1. If not, fix x to be R-minimal in

{x E A: :3y E A (x =1= y 1\ G(x) == G( y))},

and fix y =1= x such that G(x) == G(y). Since R is extensional, one of the
following two cases holds: Case 1. For some Z E A, Z R x and I (z R y).
Since G(Z)E G(x) = G(y), G(z) = G(w) for some w such that wRy. Then
w =1= z, and Z contradicts the minimality of x. Case 2. For some w E A,
wRy and I (w R x). Then as in Case 1, there is a Z such that z R x and
G(z) = G(w). Again, z contradicts the minimality of x.

Since G is 1-1, the fact that G is an isomorphism is immediate from its
definition. D

To summarize, we give the following.

5.14. THEOREM (ZF- - Pl. (Mostowski Collapsing Theorem). Suppose R is
well-founded, set-like, and extensional on A; then there is a transitive class
M and a 1-1 map G from A onto M such that G is an isomorphism between
A, Rand M, E. Furthermore, M and G are unique.

PROOF. Existence is proved by Lemma 5.13. If G', M' also satisfied the
Theorem, then, by induction on x, G'(x) = G(x) for all x E A, which
implies M' = M. D

As an example of Theorem 5.14, suppose R well-orders A. If A is a set,
then M is an ordinal. If A is a proper class, then M = ON. The fact that R
is set-like prevents it from having "type" > ON. For example, 2 x ON
ordered lexicographically has "type ON + ON", but cannot be isomorphic
to E on any class.

So far, the Axiom of Foundation was not needed, since well-foundedness
of R was in the hypothesis. Foundation yields that E is well-founded,
leading to the following.

5.15. COROLLARY (ZF- - P). fr E is extensional on A, then there is a transi
tive M and a 1-1 map G f;Aon1 A onto M \\'hich is an isonlorphisnl for rhe
E relation -i.e.

'Vx,YEA(XEy~G(X)EG(y)). 0
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EXERCISES

Work in ZF- unless otherwise indicated.
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(1) Write out explicitly R(n) for n = 0, 1,2,3,4,5. Thus, R(3) = {O, {O},
{{O}}, {O, {O}}}.

(2) Define by recursion Sea) = U~<a f!/J (S(~)). Show that Sea) = R(a) for
all a.

(3) Let M be any class, such that

Vx(x c M -+ xEM).

ShowWF c M.

(4) Compute explicitly the ranks of Ux, f!/J (x), {x}, x x y, x u y, {x, y} ,
<x, y), and Yx in terms of rank (x) and rank (y). Find the ranks ofZ, (1), IR ,<C.

(5) Define E c w x w by: n E m iff there is a 1 in the n-th place (counting
from the right) in the binary representation ofm. For example, 13 = 1101 2 ,

so OEI3, 2E13, 3E13, -,IE13, and -,4EI3. Show that <w,E) ~
<R(w), E).

(6) Give a development of WF in ZF- - P. Thus, define WF = {A: E is
well-founded on tr cl(A)}, and define, for x E WF, rank (x) = sup {rank( y) +
l:YEx}. Verify that the results in §2 which do not mention f!/J, R(a), orIR
still hold. Prove 4.1 and 5.10(c) and (d).

(7) Work in ZFC- - P. Show that a relation R on a set A is well-founded
iff there is no w-sequence, <xn : nEw), such that Vn (xn + 1 R xn ). Show also
that the Axiom of Foundation is equivalent to the non-existence of an
w-sequence, <xn : nEw), such that Vn (xn + 1 E X n).

(8) Show in ZF - P that the following are equivalent.
(a) x is an ordinal.
(b) x is transitive and Vy E x (y is transitive).
(c) x is transitive and Vy, Z E x(y E Z V Z = Y v Z Ey).

*(9) Show, in ZF, that AC is equivalent to Va (f!/J(a) can be well-ordered).
Hint. Show by induction on a that R(a) can be well-ordered.
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(10) Let <T, < >be a tree (see II §5). Show that for x ET,

ht(x, T) = rank(x, T, <) = G(x),

where G is the Mostowski collapsing function (5.9).

(11) Let Tbe a sub-tree of A <W. Tis called well-founded iff the inverse order,
<T, > >is well-founded. Show that if A can be well-ordered, then Tis well
founded iff T has no infinite chains.

(12) If T is a well-founded sub-tree of A <W, let rank(T) = rank (0, T, »,
where 0 is the empty sequence. Show that if K is infinite and a < K+, there
is a well-founded sub-tree of K < W of rank a.

(13) Define x R y iff x E tr cl( y). Show that R is well-founded and set-like
on WF (Hint. x Ry ~ rank(x) < rank(y)). Let G be the Mostowski
collapsing function of WF, R. Show that G(x) = rank(x) for each x.

(14) Define x R y iff <x, 1> E y. Show that R is well-founded and set-like
on WF. Let G be the Mostowski collapsing function of WF, R. Define y
recursively by:

y = {< X, 1> : x E y} ,

and show inductively that G(y) = y. Hence, ran(G) = WF.

(15) Let AR denote the Axiom of Replacement, and let AR* denote the
strengthening of AR to

(\Ix E A :ly cp) ~ (:lB \Ix E A :lY E B cp).

Show that every instance of AR* is provable in ZF. Hint. Let t/J(x, a) say
that a is the least ordinal such that :lY E R(a) cp(x, y), and apply AR to t/J.
Remark. AR* is not provable in ZF-.

(16) Show, in ZFC, that for each formula cp(x, y),

\Ix E A:lY cp(x, y) ~ :If(f is a function /\ dom(f) = A /\ \Ix E A cp(x,flx))).

Hint. See Exercise 15.

(17) Show, in ZF, that if R is a well-founded relation on A (but possibly
not set-like), then every non-empty subclass X of A has an R-minimal
element.
Hint. Find a y, such that

\lxEA nR(y)[:lYEA(yRx)~:lYEAnR(y)(yRx)].
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Remark. This and Exercise 15 may be viewed as examples of the Reflection
Theorem (see IV §7) .

(18) Let AF denote the Axiom of Foundation and AF* denote the axiom
schema,

('Ix (Vy E x ¢( y) --+ ¢(x))) --+ 'Ix ¢(x)

(¢(x) any formula not containing the variable y). Show, in ZF- - P, that
AF and AF* are equivalent.
Remark. AF* justifies transfinite induction on E.

(19) Let ZF* denote ZF with AF* and AR* in place of AF and AR. Show,
in ZF* - P - Inf:

(a) Transitive closure is defined; i.e., for all A, there is a least transitive
T such that AcT.

(b) Transfinite recursion on E (5.6 where A = V and R is E) is justified.
Remark. One only needs AF* for this exercise. ZF* is equivalent to ZF by
Exercises 15 and 18, but ZF* - P is not equivalent to ZF - P. For an
application of AR*, see Exercise 20.

(20) Show, in ZFC* - P, that if An is countable for all n < w, then Un An
is countable. Note that the proof in (I 10.21) of this fact used the Power Set
Axiom.



CHAPTER IV

EASY CONSISTENCY PROOFS

As indicated in I §4, the consistency proofs in set theory proceed by con
sidering interpretations other than the intended one. We shall now make a
detailed study of this technique.

The consistency results of real mathematical interest involve axioms
added to ZFC, such as CH or iCH. These results are taken up in Chapters
VI- VIII. In this chapter we introduce the notions of relativization and
absoluteness, which are basic to all our consistency results, and we present
some easy applications, such as

Con(ZF-) ~ Con(ZF) ,

to show how these notions are used. We also prove the reflection theorem,
which is used to show that ZF is not finitely axiomatizable.

§1. Three informal proofs

Intuitively, ZF is consistent because all its axioms are true under the
right interpretation -namely, we think of the variables ranging over the
well-founded sets. Briefly, we say WF is a model of ZF. Since any sentence
provable from ZF is true in WF, ZF cannot prove both a sentence and its
negation, so ZF is consistent.

N ow this "proof" of consistency of ZF is unique among our consistency
results in that we are also advocating WF as the natural place to do all
mathematics, so that we take ZF as our basic theory. But given any class M
we might consider the "unnatural" interpretation of letting all variables
range over M. If S is any set of sentences and we have shown that S is true
in M, then we have shown that S is consistent, even though we may know
nothing about the truth of S in any "natural" interpretation.

For example, let M be the set R(w). Let S be the set of all axioms of ZF
except Infinity, together with the negation of the Axiom of Infinity-or,
briefly,

S == ZF - Inf + ilnf;

110
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then R(w) is a model of S. We shall see this in some detail in §2, but roughly,
Pairing holds since if x,yER(w), then {x,y}ER(w); likewise for Union
and Power Set; Foundation holds since R(w) c WF; Infinity fails since
there are no infinite sets in R(w). Thus, S is consistent, even though it is not
a viable foundation for mathematics. The philosophical import of Con(S) is
that, since

ZF - Inf ~ Inf,

we are not being redundant in listing Infinity as an axiom of ZF.
For a more trivial example (mentioned also in I §5), let M = {O}. Then

Extensionality and Comprehension are true in M, but so is V'y (y = 0), so
one cannot prove on the basis of these first two axioms that there is a non
empty set.

The reader who is not a confirmed Platonist will find our arguments
above very suspect, especially regarding the consistency of ZF, since this
requires believing in the existence of the object WF. In fact, by the Godel
Incompleteness Theorem (see I 14.3), one cannot prove the consistency of
ZF by an argument formalizable within ZF.

What we actually do is to start with ZF- as our basic theory. In ZF
we have developed the properties of WF, R(w), and {O}. We then show that
if ZF- is consistent, so are each of

ZF, (1)

ZF - Inf + I Inf, (2)

Extensionality + Comprehension + V'y(y = 0). (3)

So our results are actually relative consistency results-i.e., predicated upon
the assumption that ZF- is consistent. These relative consistency results
will be accomplished by completely finitistic means, whereas the consistency
of ZF- will remain either an open question or an article of faith, depending
upon one's philosophy.

Actually, once we have proved the relative consistency of ZF, we shall
henceforth take ZF as our basic theory for the reasons discussed above;
also, for technical reasons (see §5) it is much easier to prove relative con
sistency results from ZF than from ZF-. Of course, once we have shown
that

Con(ZF-) ~ Con(ZF),

any proof of Con(ZF) ~ Con(S) yields a proof of Con(ZF-) ~ Con(S).
The consistency of(1), (2), and (3) above (assuming Con(ZF-)) will be

proved incidentally as Corollaries 4.4,3.15, and 2.8 of this chapter, although
we shall be more concerned with developing general methods, and shall
refer to these examples mainly to indicate the kinds of methods we need to
develop.
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§2. Relativization

We now make the ideas in §1 precise. First, regarding the notion of truth
in M,

2.1. DEFINITION. Let M be any class; then for any formula ¢ we define
¢M, the relativization of ¢ to M, by induction on ¢ by:

(a) (x = y)M is x = y.
(b) (x E y)M is x E y.
(c) (¢ /\ t/J)M is ¢M /\ t/JM.
(d) (,¢)M is ,(¢M).
(e) (3x ¢)M is 3x (x EM /\ ¢M). 0

More formally stil~ M is really a formula M(v), ¢ is another formula,
and we are defining, in the metatheory, a third formula ¢M. The formula
in (e) should really be 3x (M(x) /\ ¢M).

More briefly, ¢M is the formula obtained from ¢ by replacing all quanti
fiers, 3x, by 3x EM. If ¢(x l , ... , xn ) is a formula with Xl' ... , X n free, then
for Xl, ... ,XnEM, ¢M(Xl' ... 'Xn) "says" that ¢M is true of Xb ... 'Xn under
the interpretation that the bound variables of ¢ range over M. For Xl' ... , X n

not in M, the intuitive interpretation of ¢M(X l, ... , x n) is unclear, but this
turns out to be irrelevant.

In the definition of ¢M, the interpretation of the symbol E remains un
changed. It is also possible to consider reinterpreting E; see §8.

We have defined ¢M only for the official unabbreviated formulas of I §2.
Note, however, that the defined logical abbreviations have their intended
meaning. For example, (¢ v t/J)M is really '('¢ /\ ,t/J)M, which is by our
definition ,(, (¢M) /\ ,(t/JM)), which is ¢M v t/JM. Similarly, (\Ix ¢)M is
(,3x '¢)M, which is ,3x (x EM /\ ,(¢M)), which is logically equivalent
to \Ix (x E M -+ ¢M). The situation for abbreviations involving defined set
theoretic relations and operations, like c or f?JJ, is more complicated and
will be discussed later.

2.2. DEFINITION. Let M be any class.
(a) For a sentence ¢, "¢ is true in M" means ¢M.
(b) For a set of sentences S, "S is true in M," or "M is a model for S,"

means that each sentence in S is true in M. D

Intuitively, clauses (a) and (b) are variants on the same idea, but formally
they are of different sorts. "¢ is true in M" is just an abbreviation for the
sentence ¢M, whereas "S is true in M'" is really shorthand for a statement in
the metatheory that for each ¢ in S, we can prove ¢M from the axioms we
are presently using.
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The basic result from logic that we use to establish relative consistency
results is the following.

2.3. LEMMA. Let Sand T be two sets of sentences in the language of set
theory, and suppose, for some class (i.e., predicate) M, we can prove from T
that M =/= 0 and M is a model for S. Then Con(T) -+ Con(S).

PROOF. If S were inconsistent, we could prove X /\ -, X from S for some
(or any) sentence x. Then, arguing from T, we can prove S is true in M and
hence XM

/\ -, XM
, which would be a contradiction. Hence, T is incon

sistent. D

The reader who finds this too informal will find a more formal treatment
in §8.

The T of Lemma 2.3 will usually be something like ZF- or ZF or ZFC.
Examples of S are (1)-(3) of§1, or ZFC + GCH (in VI) or ZFC + -,CH
(in VII).

The reason we need M to be non-empty is that it is logically provable
that 3x (x == x), although for definiteness we have stated it as Axiom O.
Note that 3x (x == X)M is equivalent to M being non-empty. In what follows,
we shall always assume that the M we deal with is non-empty, so that Axiom
owill be true in M.

We next look at Axiom 1, Extensionality. Relativized to M, it is

Vx,YEM(VZEM(ZEX~ZEY)-+X ==y).

This is precisely the definition of E being extensional on M (III 5.11). Since
E is extensional on any transitive set (III 5.12), we have the following.

2.4. LEMMA. If M is transitive, the Axiom of Extensionality is true in M. D

Axiom 2, Comprehension, is usually not true in M unless M has been
very carefully constructed. The following Lemma reduces Comprehension
to a closure property of M.

2.5. LEMMA. Suppose that for each formula ¢(x, z, Wl' ... , wn) with no vari
able besides the displayed ones free,

't/z, Wb ... , W n EM ({x E z: ¢M(X, z, Wl' ... , W n )} EM);

then the Comprehension Axiom (i.e., each instance thereof) is true in M.

PROOF. We must check that for each ¢ as above,
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D

since this is a relativized instance of Comprehension. Given z, Wi, ... , Wm

take y = {XEZ: ¢M(X,z, Wi' ... , W n)} EM; then for all x, and hence for all
xEM,

It is easy to see that the condition of the Lemma is also necessary for
Comprehension to hold in M if M is transitive. This condition will often
be difficult to check in our work in later chapters, since one must consider
the meaning of all possible formulas relativized to M. However, in many of
the simple models considered in this chapter, Comprehension will hold
trivially, since the following will apply.

2.6. COROLLARY. If Vz E M (&>(z) eM), then the Comprehension Axiom is
true in M. D

We now can prove the easiest of the three consistency results mentioned
in §1.

2.7. THEOREM. ZF-.IfM = {0},thenAxiomsO-2,togetherwithVy(y = 0),
are true in M.

PROOF. Here, we must consider Vy (y = 0) an abbreviation of Vy Vx (x ¢ y),
which is true in M since 0 ¢ o. Axioms 0 and 1 are true in M since M is
transitive and non-empty. Axiom 2 is true in M by Corollary 2.6, since
every subset of every element of M (i.e., 0) is in M. D

Thus, by Lemma 2.3, the following holds.

2.8. COROLLARY. Con(ZF-) -+ Con (Extensionality + Comprehension +
Vy(y = 0)). D

The proof of Theorem 2.7 raises an important point. We have only de
fined relativization for basic formulas in the language of set theory. If we
wish to relativize a formula containing a defined notion, such as y = 0,
we must express it in our original language. Now this should cause us no
trouble in principle, since we have taken the position that the only real
formulas are those with just E and =, and anything else is just an abbrevia
tion for a real formula which we were too lazy to write down (see I §8).
But many interesting mathematical statements, such as CH, and even some
basic axioms, such as AC, are expressed using quite a number of defined
notions, and we would like to be able to check their truth or falsity in a
model without actually writing out the unabbreviated statement.

If we only had defined relations, there would be little problem, since in
unabbreviating an expression we merely replace the relation with the
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formula it abbreviates. For example, z C x abbreviates

VV(VEZ~VEX),

so (z C X)M abbreviates

VVEM(VEZ ~ VEX),

which is equivalent to Z n M c x. Now, if we wish to check whether a
statement involving c, like, e.g., the Power Set Axiom,

Vx 3y Vz (z c X~ Z Ey),

holds in M, it is not necessary to write out the unabbreviated statement.
The Power Set Axiom relativized to M is equivalent to

VXEM3YEMVzEM(znMc X~ZEY).

In the special case that M is transitive, which will be the case in most of
the examples we study, this becomes even simpler. Then, Z n M = Z for
Z E M, so, for z, y E M,

(Z C y)M ~ Z C Y

(or c is absolute for M in the terminology of §3). Thus, for transitive M, the
Power Set Axiom holds in Miff

Vx EM 3y EM Vz E M (z c x ~ Z E y).

Equivalently, we may state the following.

2.9. LEMMA. If M is transitive, the Power Set Axiom holds in M iff
Vx EM 3y E M (.9(x) n M c y). 0

In handling defined operations and constants, we must be more careful.
As pointed out in I §8, if S is a set of axioms and

S ~ Vx l , ... , X n 3!y ¢(x l , ... , X n , y),

we may "define" F(x l , '.•• , x n ) to be the y such that ¢(x l , ... , X n , y); formally,
expressions using F are abbreviations for expressions not using F. We have
not been specific as to which of a large number of possible unabbreviations
one should take, since they are all equivalent on the basis of S (there is a
certain amount of logic being swept under the rug here; see §8). But they
need not be equivalent in a class in which S fails.

For example, let ¢(y) be Vv(v ¢ y). Then as long as S contains Compre
hension and Extensionality S ~ 3!y ¢(y), and we "define" 0 to be that y.
Now 0 E Z could abbreviate either

tjJ(z): 3y(¢(y) /\ Y E z), or x(z): Vy (¢(y) ~ YE z);
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these are equivalent if 3!y¢(y). Let M be {a,b,c}, where

a == 0, b == {O}, and c == {{{O} }} ;

then ¢M(a) and ¢M(c) are both true, so t/JM (b) is true, while XM(b) is false.
To avoid this problem we only consider relativization of expressions

containing F to a class M if we have already checked that

Vx l , ... , X n3!y¢(x l , .•• , xn,y) (*)

is true in M. Usually, M will have been shown to satisfy the axioms of set
theory from which (*) was proved in our discussions in Chapter I. If (*)
holds in M, we also use FM(X l , ... , x n ) for the unique y EM such that
¢M(X l , ... , X n , y). If we have achieved some insight into what FM is, we can
check the truth in M of expressions involving F without unravelling all
the definitions. For example, if M == {I, 2}, then 3!yVv(v¢ y) is true in M,
and OM == 1. Since 1 E2, we see that (the sentence abbreviated by) 3x (0 EX)
is true in M also. If M == {O}, then OM == 0, and 3x (0 Ex) is false in M.

We can now apply these ideas to make precise some of our informal state
ments about R(w) and WF in §1. Let N be either one of these. N is transitive,
so it satisfies Extensionality. If zEN, then &>(z) E N (see III, 2.8), so &>(z) c N.
Thus, N satisfies Comprehension (by Corollary 2.6), and Power Set (by
Lemma 2.9). That N satisfies Pairing and Union follows from the fact that
N is closed under the pairing and union operators (see III, 2.8), plus the
following general fact.

2.10. LEMMA. If

VX,yEM3zEM(XEZ /\ yEZ), and VXEM3zEM(Ux c z),
then the Pairing and Union Axioms are true in M. 0

The Replacement Axiom, like Comprehension, is often difficult to check
since it involves considering an arbitrary formula, but, also like Compre
hension, it is easy in R(w) and WF. First, it is convenient to translate the
relativization of the axiom to obtain the following.

2.11. LEMMA. Suppose we can show, for each formula ¢(x, y, A, Wl' ... , wn )

and each A, Wl' ... , Wn E M: if

then

Then the Replacement Scheme is true in M. 0
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Applying this to N = R(w) or WF, let

y = {y EN: 3x E A ¢N(X, y, A. WI' ... , W n ) } ;

then YeN, so, if N = WF, YEN (see III 2.10). If N = R(w), then
IYI ~ IAI < w, so for some n, Y c R(n), and YE R(n + 1) c N. Thus, in
either N, Replacement is true..

The Axiom of Foundation relativized to a class M is

'Ix E M (3y EM (y E x) ~ 3y E M (y E X /\ ,3z EM (z E X /\ Z E y))).

If M c WF, then given x E M, we may take y E M n x to be of least rank to
see that the axiom holds (this is a minor modifica tion of the proof that E
is well-founded on any element of WF (see III, 3.2)). In particular, we see
just in ZF- that Foundation is true in R(w) and WF. More generally:

2.12. LEMMA (ZF-). The Axiom of Foundation is true in any M c WF. D

We have now shown:

2.13. LEMMA (ZF-). WF and R(w) are models ofZF - Inf. D

The Axiom of Infinity,

3x (0 E X /\ 'lyE X(s (y) EX) ),

involves the defined notions 0 and S. Intuitively, the axiom is true in WF
(take x = w) and false in R(w), but a rigorous Ploof of this involves check
ing that 0 and S mean the same in R(w) and WF as they do in V; that is,
oand S are absolute for R(w) and WF. This is quite easy, but rather than
presenting a specific argument for 0 and S, we turn to a study of absoluteness
in general.

3. Absoluteness

3.1. DEFINITION. Let ¢ be a formula wi th at most x I' ... , Xn free.
(1) If MeN, ¢ is absolute for M, N iff

'lXI, ... ,xn EM(4)M(x l , ... ,Xn)+-+ 4>N(X I, ... ,Xn )).

(2) 4> is absolute for Miff ¢ is absolute for M, V; equivalently

'lXI, ... , Xn EM (¢M(X I, ... , x n ) +-+ ¢(x l , ... , x n )). D

Note that if ¢ is absolute for M and absolute for Nand MeN, then ¢
is absolute for M, N.
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In this section, and in §5, we shall develop methods for showing easily
that some (but not all) ¢ are absolute for many of the models we shall be
discussing. This will involve pointing out certain rules for inductively
building complex absolute formulas from simple ones, so that we can eventu
ally recognize as absolute a large number of mathematical concepts. A
trivial example of such an induction principle is given by the following.

3.2. LEMMA. If MeN and 4> and t/J are both absolute for M, N, then so are
-, ¢ and ¢ /\ t/J. 0

Since x = y and x E yare absolute for all M, and any formula without
quantifiers is built up from such atomic formulas using -, and /\, we have
the following. -

3.3. COROLLARY. If 4> is quantifier-free, then 4> is absolute for any M. D

Unfortunately, even very simple formulas, such as x c y (i.e.,
\/z (z E X ~ Z E y)) do involve quantifiers and can fail to be absolute. For
example, if M = {O, a}, where a = {{O}}, then (a c O)M but a ¢ O. Fortu
nately, if M is transitive, as will be most models we study, then x c y will
be absolute for M (see the discussion before Lemma 2.9). The next few
lemmas point out the general principles operating here.

3.4. LEMMA. If MeN are both transitive and ¢ is absolute for M, N, then
so is 3x E Y ¢ (i.e., 3x(x E y /\ ¢)).

PROOF. Write ¢ as ¢(x, y, Z1' .•• , zn), displaying its other free variables, then
for any y, Z 1, ... , Zn E M,

[3x(x E y /\ 4>(y, Z1' •.• , Xn ) )JM~ 3x(x E Y /\ 4>M(y, Z1, .•. , Zn)) ~

3x (X E Y /\ ¢N (y, Zl' ... , Zn) ) ~ [3x (X E Y /\ 4> (y, Z1, ... , Zn) ) JN

For the middle ~, we just applied the assumed absoluteness of ¢. The
first ~ used the transitivity of M to write 3x (x E Y /\ ... ) instead of
3x E M (x E Y /\ ... ). Likewise, the third ~ used the transitivity of N. D

We call 3x E y a bounded quantifier and a formula in which all quantifiers
are bounded is called Llo. More formally:

3.5. DEFINITION. The Ll o formulas are those built up inductively by the
following rules:

(1) x E y and x = yare Ll o.
(2) If ¢, t/J are Ll o, so are -,¢ and ¢ /\ t/J.
(3) If¢ is Ll o, so is 3X(XEY /\ ¢). D
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3.6. COROLLARY. If M is transitive and ljJ is Ll o, then ljJ is absolute for M. 0

The usefulness of this result is limited by the fact that one rarely sees a
L1 0 formula. Even x c y is really Vz (z E X ~ Z E y), which abbreviates

--,3z --, (z E X ~ Z E y),

which is not Ll o, although it is logically equivalent to

--, 3z E X ( --, Z E y),

which is Ll o. In practice, Corollary 3.6 is used in conjunction with the follow
ingremark.

3.7. LEMMA. Suppose MeN, and both M and N are models for a set of
sentences S, such that

S ~ Vx l , ... ,xn(ljJ(x l , ... ,xn)+-+t/J(x l , ... ,xn));

then ljJ is absolute for M, N iff t/J is. 0

In particular, Vx E Y is essentially a bounded quantifier, since Vx E Y Xis
logically equivalent to --,3x E y --, X.

Applying Lemma 3.7 with M transitive, N = V, and S the empty set of
sentences, we see that x c y is absolute for M. This was a very long-winded
way of proving a fact we already knew from §2, except that we shall now
proceed to establish many more absoluteness results by this method. First,
since many defined notions are functions rather than relations, we make
the following definition.

3.8. DEFINITION. If MeN, and F(x l , ... , xn) is a defined function, we say
F is absolute for M, N if the formula F(x l , ... , xn) = y. 0

More formally, suppose F(x l , ... ,xn) was "defined" as the unique y such
that ljJ(x l , ... , X m y). In accordance with our earlier conventions, we shall
only discuss absoluteness of F for M, N if we know that the statement

Vx l , ... , Xn 3!y ljJ(x l , ... , X n , y)

is true in both M and N. Assuming this, F is absolute for M, N iff ljJ is iff
for all Xl' ... , Xn E M, FM(X I , ... , xn ) = FN(X I , ... , x n ). See §8 for a still more
formal treatment.

3.9. THEOREM. The following relations and functions were defined in
ZF- - P - Inf by formulas provably equivalent in ZF- - P - Inf to Ll o
formulas. They are thus absolute for any transitive M which is a model for
ZF- - P - Inf.
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(a) x E y,
(b) x = y,
(c) x c y,
(d) {x,y},
(e) {x},

Easy consistency proofs

(f) <x, y>,
(g) 0,
(h) x u y,
(i) x ny,
(j) x" y,

[Ch. IV, §3

(k) Sex) (i.e., x u {x}),
(I) x is transitive,
(m) Ux,

(n) nx (where nO = 0).

PROOF. That they were indeed defined in ZF- - P - Inf may be verified
by referring to Chapter I, but we made no effort there to use .1 0 formulas
in the definition. We now simply go down the list and, using only the axioms
ZF- - P - Inf, check that the defining formulas are equivalent to .1 0
formulas.

(a), (b), and (c) were discussed above. For (d),

Z = {x, y} ~ [x E Z /\ Y E Z /\ \:IW E Z (w = x v W = y)],

and the formula on the right is logically equivalent to a .10 formula. z = {x}
is similar. Since <x,y> = {{x}, {x,y}},

Z = <x,y>~[3WEZ(W = {x}) /\ 3WEZ(W = {x,y}) /\

\:IwEZ(W = {x} V W = {x,y})],

and the formula on the right is equivalent to a .1 0 formula obtained by re
placing the occurrences of W = {x} and W = {x, y} by the .1 0 formulas to
which they are equivalent. For (g), (h), (i), and (k),

Z = O~[\:IwEZ(W =1= w)].

Z = x u y~ [\:Iw E Z (w E X V WE y) /\ X C Z /\ Y c z].

Z = x ny~ [\:IWEX(WEY ~ WEZ) /\ Z C X /\ Z c y].

z=S(X)~[XEZ /\XCZ /\\:IWEZ(W=X VWEX)].

(j) is similar to (i).
Finally, for (I)-(n),

x is transitive ~ [\:Iv E x \:I Z E V(z E x)] .

y = UX~[\:IvEX(V c y) /\ \:IzEy3vEX(ZEV)].

Y = nx ~ [\:Iv E x (y c v) /\ \:Iv EX \:Iz E V(\:Iw EX (z E w) ~ Z E y) /\

(x = 0 ~ y = 0)].

In (n), nO "should be" V, but we redefine it in an ad hoc way to be the
set O. 0

We remark that the main purpose of this book is to discuss models of
full ZFC, not fragments thereof. Nevertheless, the fact that Theorem 3.9 is
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valid for models of ZF- - P - Inf will be useful since we shall be able to
establish basic absoluteness results before having proved a given model
satisfies ZFC, and in fact we shall use these absoluteness results to aid in
verifying some of the axioms of ZFC.

The reader may have noticed a much quicker proof of absoluteness of
ordered pairing (3.9(f)). Once one knows that unordered pairing means
the same in M and in V, the same must be true of any composition of these
operations-in particular of ordered pairing. Thus, the following holds.

3.10. LEMMA. Absolute notions are closed under composition. That is, suppose
MeN, 4>(Xl' ... , xn ), F(Xl' ... , xn ), and Gi(Yl, ... , Ym) (i == 1, ... , n) are all
absolute for M, N; then so are the formula

¢ (G1 (y 1, ... , Yn), ... , Gn(y1, ... , Ym) ),

and the function

PROOF. For the case n == m == 1. If Y E M, then

(4)(G(y)))M ~ ¢M(GM(y)) ~ ¢N (GN(y)) ~ (¢(G(y)) )N,

since GM(y) == GN(y) and ¢ is absolute for M, N. Similarly,

F(G(y))M == FM(GM(y)) == FN(GN(y)) == F(G(y) )N. 0

Now, a simpler way to prove (x, y> is absolute is to write

(x, y> == F( G1 (x, y), G2 (x, y)),

where G1 (x, y) is {x} and F(x, y) == G2 (x, y) == {x, y}, and use the fact that
Gb G2 , and F are absolute by Theorem 3.9 (d) and (e). The longer proof
of 3.9(f) established the stronger result that ordered pairing is a Ll o function.
It is not true in general that a composition of Ll o functions is Ll o (see Exercise
13), although it is true that it requires the Axiom of Foundation to provide
an explicit counterexample (by Exercise 35). In particular, the functions
and relations proved absolute in the next theorem are in fact provably Llo
(see Exercise 12).

3.11. THEOREM. The following relations and functions are absolute for any
transitive model for ZF- - P - Inf.

(a) z is an ordered pair.
(b) A x B.
(c) R is a relation.
(d) dom(R).
(e) ran(R).
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(f) R is a function.
(g) R(x).
(h) R is a 1-1 function.

Easy consistency proofs [Ch. IV, §3

PROOF. z is an ordered pair~[3xEUz3YEUz(z=<x,y»)],and the
formula on the right is obtained by substituting absolute functions in an
absolute relation, so is absolute by Lemma 3.10. To see formally why
Lemma 3.10 applies here, we write

z is an ordered pair~ 4J(G 1 (z), G2 (z), G3 (z)),

where G1 (z) = G2 (z) = U z, which is absolute by Theorem 3.9, G3 (z) = z,
and 4J(a, b, c) is

3xEa3yEb(c = <x,y»),

which is absolute since it is obtained by bounded quantification of the
absolute formula c = <x, y). In the future, we shall replace this formality
with the words "by substitution".

For (b)-(h):
C=A x B~['v'XEVYEB«x,Y)EC) 1\

'v'zEC3xEA3yEB(z= <x,y»)].

R is a relation ~ ['v'z E R (z is an ordered pair)].

A = dom(R)~['v'xEA3YEUUR«x,Y)ER) 1\

'v'XE UURVYE UUR«x,y) ER ~ xEA)].

R is a function ~ [R is a relation 1\ 'v'x E U UR 'v'y E U UR 'v'y' E U UR

(<x, y) E R 1\ <X, y') E R ~ y = y')] .

y = R(x) ~ [(4J(x) 1\ <x, y) E R) v (-, ¢(x) 1\ Y = 0)],

where 4J(x) is

3v E U U R (<x, v) E R 1\ 'v'W E U U R (<x, w) E R ~ v = w)).

R is a 1-1 function ~ [R is a function 1\

'v'X Edom(R) Vx' E dom(R) (R(x) = R(x') ~ x = x')].

Thus, the stated notions are obtained from absolute notions by substitu
tion, bounded quantification, and propositional connectives, and are thus
absolute as claimed. We have omitted (e) since it is just like (d). For (g),
R(x) is really a defined function of two variables R and x, which, if our nota
tion were more consistent we would call, say, appl(R, x). appl(R, x) is the
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unique y such that (x, y) E R if 3! (x, y) E R); if ,3!y (x, y) E R), we set
appl(R, x) = o. 0

There are, of course, infinitely many more properties of functions that
one might check are absolute-such as, e.g., ''f maps A onto A and has no
fixed points." Rather than listing in Theorem 3.11 anything that could
possibly occur, we shall simply say "this is absolute by the methods of §3."

Our absoluteness results make it very easy to verify the Axiom of Infinity
in a model.

3.12. LEMMA. Let M be a transitive model for ZF- - P - Inf. If wEM,
then the Axiom of Infinity is true in M.

PROOF. By the absoluteness of 0 and S, Infinity relativized to M is equivalent
to

3XEM(OEX /\ VYEX(S(y)EX)),

which is seen to be true by taking x = w. 0

The same argument shows that Infinity is false in R(w), since any x E WF
containing 0 and closed under S has infinite rank. The following theorem
concludes our discussion of R(w).

3.13. THEOREM (ZF-). R(w) is a model of ZFC - Inf + (,Inf).

PROOF. By the above and Lemma 2.13, we need only check that AC is
true in R(w). To prove this, we must check that

VA E R(w) 3R E R(w) [(R well-orders A)R(O»].

Fix A E R(w). We know, even without assuming AC, that A is finite and thus
can be well-ordered. Let RcA x A well-order A; then R E R(w). The fact
that (R well-orders A)R(O» follows from the following Lemma, which com
pletes the proof of the Theorem. 0

3.14. LEMMA (ZF-). Suppose M is a transitive model of ZF- - P - Inf.
Let A, REM and suppose that R well-orders A. Then (R well-orders A)M.

PROOF. That (R totally orders A)M follows by the methods of Theorem 3.11,
since this is expressed using basic properties of pairs and quantification
over A. For well-ordering, we must check that (VX <!>(X, A, R) )M, where
¢(X, A, R) is

X c A /\ X =1= 0 ~ 3y E X Vz EX (z, y) ¢ R).
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Now ¢ is absolute for M by the methods of Theorem 3.11. It is thus sufficient
to check that \IX E M ¢(X, A, R), which follows since R well-orders A, so
in fact \IX ¢(X, A, R). D

This Lemma illustrates the general fact that a universal quantification of
an absolute formula relativizes down from V to M, but it may not relativize
up. It is conceivable that (R well-orders A)M, but R fails to well-order A,
since there may be an X c A which is not in M that fails to have an R-least
member (see Exercise 21). Well-ordering is absolute if we assume Founda
tion (see Theorem 5.4), but other essentially universal notions, like the
property of being a cardinal, fail to be (see the remarks after Corollary 7.11).

By Lemma 2.3, Theorem 3.13 implies the following relative consistency
result.

3.15. COROLLARY. Con(ZF-) ~ Con(ZFC - Inf + -,Inf). D

§4. The last word on Foundation

In this section we finish our discussion of WF. Henceforth the Axiom of
Foundation will be assumed without comment, and our basic system will
be ZF (or ZFC in VII and VIII).

4.1. THEOREM (ZF-). All axioms of ZF are true in WF.

PROOF. By Lemmas 2.13 and 3.12. D

We consider AC. The following absoluteness result is very particular to
WF and will have no further application.

4.2. LEMMA. Let A E WF. Then A can be well-ordered iff (A can be ~vell

ordered)WF.

PROOF. If A can be well-ordered, let RcA x A well-order A. A x A E WF
by III 2.8, so R E WF by III 2.10. By Lemma 3.14, (R well-orders A)WF, so
(A can be well-ordered)WF. Conversely, if (A can be well-ordered)WF, fix
R E WF such that (R well-orders A)WF; then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.14,
R totally orders A and every non-O subset of A in WF has an R-Ieast mem
ber. But every subset of A is in WF (by III 2.10), so R well-orders A. D

4.3. COROLLARY (ZF-). AC -+ (AC)WF. D

The converse of 4.3 need not hold since it is consistent that every well-
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founded set can be well-ordered but some non-well-founded set cannot (see
Exercise 25) .

Since ZF- proves that WF is a model for ZF and ZFC- proves that
WF is a model for ZFC, we have the following.

4.4. COROLLARY. Con(ZF-) ~ Con(ZF) and Con(ZFC-) -+ Con(ZFC).
o

We shall, in V and VI, give proofs of Con(ZF) ~ Con(ZFC).
Corollary 4.4 provides a formal justification for using Foundation as a

basic axiom when proving relative consistency results. This will be a great
technical convenience, since it enables us to establish the absoluteness of
many more properties (see §5). However, our reason for using Foundation
transcends mere convenience. We have seen that WF contains all reasonable
mathematical objects (see III §2), and furthermore, reasonable mathematical
notions such as well-ordering are absolute for WF (for more examples see
Exercise 3), so we might as well live ·in WF while doing our mathematics.

Models constructed later for other set-theoretic statements, e.g., GCH or
-, GCH, will have a more ad hoc character, and will not be accompanied
by a plausibility argument that the statement should be a basic axiom.

Intuitively, ZFaxiomatizes the well-founded sets whereas ZF- axio
matizes the hereditary sets (see I §4). It might have been more satisfying
philosophically to have begun with an axiomatization, ZF- -, of "all there
is," including cows and pigs. We did not do that because it would require
a more extensive revision of ZF than merely dropping one axiom as in
ZF-. To formulate ZF - -, we work in a language which has a one-place
predicate symbol Set(x) in addition to the binary E. We then write down all
the axioms of ZF- suitably modified using Set; e.g., extensionality becomes

'v'x 'v'y (Set(x) /\ Set(y) /\ 'v'z (z E X~ Z E y) ~ X = y).

Note that the variable z is not relativized to Set since members of sets may
fail to be sets. ZF- is then essentially the theory ZF- - + 'v'x Set(x). One
can, in ZF- -, define the classes WF and US, where

US = {x: Set(x) /\ 'v'nEw'v'YEUnx(Set(y))}.

Arguing in ZF- -, one can show that WF c US c V, US satisfies ZF-, and
WF satisfies ZF. Thus,

Con(ZF--) -+ Con(ZF).

§5. More absoluteness

Now that Foundation is a basic axiom, the well-foundedness of the E

relation can be used to establish a large number of new absoluteness re-
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suIts. The basic result is the absoluteness of being an ordinal, which we state
in the next theorem together with some related results.

5.1. THEOREM. The following relations and functions were defined in ZF - P
by formulas provably equivalent in ZF - P to Ll o formulas. They are thus
absolute for transitive models of ZF - P.

(a) x is an ordinal. (f) O.
(b) x is a limit ordinal. (g) 1.
(c) x is a successor ordinal. (h) 2.
(d) x is a finite ordinal.
(e) w. (z) 20.

PROOF. On the basis of ZF - P, x is an ordinal iff x is transitive and totally
ordered by E (see III 4.2). Now "x is transitive" is equivalent to a Llo formula
by Theorem 3.9, and "x is totally ordered by E" is expressed by quantifying
over x:

"Vy E X "VZ E X (y E Z V Y = Z v Z E y) /\ etc.,

so is also Ll o. This proves (a).
For (b), x is a limit ordinal iff x is an ordinal, "Vy E X 3z E x(y E z), and

x =1= 0, and this is all Ll o (x = 0 is Ll o by Theorem 3.9). For (c), x is a suc
cessor ordinal iff x is an ordinal and is neither a limit ordinal nor O. For
(d), x is a finite ordinal iff x and all y E X are either 0 or successor ordinals.

(d) is equivalent to saying that the predicate x E W is expressible by a Ll o
formula, whereas (e) makes the same assertion about x = w. To verify (e),
note that x = w iff x is a limit ordinal and "Vy EX (y is not a limit ordinal).

(f) was done in Theorem 3.9. For (g)-(z), recall that x = S(y) is Ll o by
3.9, and observe:

x = 1~3YEX(Y = 0 /\ X = S(y)).
x = 2~3YEX(Y = 1/\ X = S(y)).

x = 20~3YEX(Y = 19 /\ x = S(y)). 0

We remark that actually the fact that M satisfied Infinity is needed only
in (e), to show that the constant w exists, and Foundation can be avoided
in (f)-(z), but we shall not bother to keep track of this sort of thing now.

The fact that the notions of ordinal and the set of finite ordinals are ab
solute implies the absoluteness of associated notions, such as well-ordering
and finite set.

5.2. LEMMA. If M is a transitive model of ZF - P, then every finite subset
ofM is in M.
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PROOF. By induction on n, show

\/x c M(lxl = n ~xEM).

For n = 0, this is the absoluteness of o. If we know it for n and x c M has
n + 1 elements, let y EX; then y EM, (x ......... {y})EM, and x = {y} u (x ......... {y} ),
so by absoluteness of pairing, union, and ......... (see Theorem 3.9), x E M. 0

5.3. THEOREM. The following are absolute for any transitive M satisfying
ZF - P.

(a) x is finite.
(b) An.
(c) A <co (= U {An: n E OJ} ).

PROOF. On the basis of ZF - P, x is finite iff 3f ¢(x, f), where ¢(x, f)
says:

f is a function /\ dom(f) = x /\ ran (f) E OJ /\ f is 1-1,

which is absolute for M by Theorems 3.11 and 5.1. It is thus sufficient to
show that for x E M,

3f EM ¢(x, f) ~ 3f ¢(x, f).

The direction from left to right is obvious. The implication from right to
left will follow from the fact tha t

¢(x, f) ~ fE M.

To see this, note that ¢(x, f) implies that f is a finite set of ordered pairs of
elements of M. M is closed under pairing by absoluteness of pairing, so
f EM by Lemma 5.2.

For (b) and (c), note that we must consider An to be a defined function
of two variables F(A, n), where we set F(A, x) = 0 if x ¢ OJ. A <co is a defined
function G(A) of one variable. Both F and G are defined on the basis of
ZF - P (see I 7.21 and discussion following).

Now, for (b) we must check that for A, x EM, F(A, x) = FM(A, x). By
absoluteness of OJ, FM(A, x) = 0 unless x E OJ, and by absoluteness of notions
involving functions, n E OJ implies

-FM(A, n) = {f EM: f is a function /\ dom(f) = n /\ ran(f) c A},

which equals F(A, n) as in part (a). (c) is similar. 0

5.4. THEOREM. The following are absolute for any transitive model satisfying
ZF - P.

(a) R well-orders A.
(b) type(A, R).
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PROOF. For (a), it is sufficient to prove that if A, REM, then

(R well-orders A)M ~ (R well-orders A),

since the other direction was given by Lemma 3.14. Now it is a theorem of
ZF - P (I 7.6) that every well-ordering is isomorphic to an ordinal. Thus,
if (R well-orders A)M, there are f, a E M, such that

(a is an ordinal and f is an isomorphism from <A, R> to at".
But this formula is absolute for M by Theorem 5.1 and the methods of §3,
so a is really an ordinal and f an isomorphism, so R in fact well-orders A
in type a. This argument also establishes the absoluteness of type(A, R). D

Most ordinal arithmetic is absolute. For example:

5.5. THEOREM. The following are absolute for any transitive model satisfy
ing ZF - P:

(a) a + 1.
(b) a-I (De! I 9.4).
(c) a + f3.
(d) a·f3.

PROOF. a + 1 is Sea). For (b),

x = a-I ~ (a is a successor ordinal /\ a = x + 1) v

(a is not a successor ordinal /\ x = a).

For (d),

a . f3 = type (f3 x a, lex(f3, a)),

where lex(f3, a), the lexicographic order on f3 x a, is easily seen to be absolute
by the methods of §3. (c) is similar. D

If one thinks of + and . as defined by transfinite recursion, then their
absoluteness can also be proved via a general result on the absoluteness of
such definitions, which we discuss next.

Since our theorem on recursive definition (III 5.6) was stated in terms of
classes, we remark on what relativization and absoluteness mean for classes.
Formally, a class, A, is just a formula, A(x) (see I §9), but we are thinking
intuitively of A = {x: A(x)}. By AM we mean {x E M: A(X)M}, so that A
is absolute for M iff AM = A n M For example, Vex) is x = x, which is
always absolute, and VM = M; ONM = ON n M ifM is a transitive model
of ZF - P. Classes which are relations in more than one variable are treated
similarly. Thus, if ReV x V (i.e., R(x, y) is a formula and we are thinking
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ofR = {<x, y): R(x, y)}), then RM= {<x, y) EM x M: R(x, y)M}, and R
is absolute for Miff RM= R n (M x M).

We also wish to relativize classes which are functions. Say G: V ---+- V
(i.e., G(x, y) is a formula and \/x 3!y G(x, y)). We are thinking of G as the
class of ordered pairs, {<x, y): G(x, y) }, but, logically, our use of the func
tional notation G(x) is equivalent to using the formula G(x, y) to introduce
a defined operation, so we follow the same conventions discussed in §2
regarding such definitions. Thus, we do not use the function GMunless we
know that (\/x 3!y G(x, y) )M, in which case GM: M ---+- M, and G is absolute
for Miff GM= G r M. Observe that it must be made clear from context
that we are indeed regarding G as a function, since absoluteness of G as a
relation would require only that GM= G n (M x M), and would not re
quire dom(GM) to be equal to M.

5.6. THEOREM. Let R be a relation which is well-founded and set-like on A
and F: A x V ---+- V. Let G: A ~ V be defined (as in III 5.6) so that

\/x E A [G(x) = F(x, G r pred(A, x, R))].

Let M be a transitive model of ZF - P and assume
(1) F is absolute for M.
(2) R and A are absolute for M, (R is set-like on A)M, and

\/x E M (pred(A, x, R) eM).

Then G is absolute for M.

PROOF. Note first that (R is well-founded on A)M since RM= R n M x M
is well-founded on AM = A n M, so any non-empty subset of AM in M has
an RM-minimal element. Thus, we may apply transfinite recursion within
M to define GM: AM ~ M such that

\/XE AM [GM(x) = FM(x, GMr predM(AM, x, RM))].

But then GM= Gr AM by transfinite induction; that is, an R-minimal ele
ment of {x E AM: GM(x) =!= G(x)} would, by our assumed absoluteness
statements, lead to a contradiction. 0

We remark that in most important applications, such as when R is E
and A is V or ON, assumption (2) of Theorem 5.6 is trivial to verify.

5.7. THEOREM. The following are absolute for any transitive model of
ZF - P:

(a) aP (ordinal exponentiation).
(b) rank(x) ( = rank (x, V, E); see I I I 5.8).
(c) tr cl(x).
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PROOF. aP is defined by recursion on f3 (see I 9.5). rank(x) is defined by re
cursion on x. For trcl(x), first, define un X by recursion on n:

o if y ¢ w,

UY(x) = x if y = 0,

U(U y - 1 x) if 0 EyE w.

Then Uy (x) is an absolute function of variables y, x, so

tr cl (x) = U{Un (x): nEw}

is absolute. 0

It is important for Theorem 5.7(b) that we think of rank(x) as being
officially defined recursively. Our original definition was in terms of the
R(a) (see III 2.4), but if M does not satisfy the Power Set Axiom, then
R(a)M is not defined. Under the Power Set Axiom, the two definitions are
equivalent by III 5.8.

If M does satisfy the Power Set Axiom, then &,M and R(a)M are defined,
but are not usually absolute (even though rank is by Theorem 5.7(b)).

5.8. LEMMA. Let M be a transitive model for ZF; then
(a) &'(X)M = &'(x) n M if x E M.
(b) R(a)M = R(a) n M if a EM.

PROOF. (a) follows from the absoluteness of c. (b) follo\vs from the abso
luteness of rank and the fact that R(a) = {x: rank(x) < a}. D

In VII and VIII, our M will be a countable set (this is possible by §7),
in which case &'(X)M =1= &'(x) unless x is finite, and R(a)M =1= R(a) unless a is
finite or w.

§6. The H(K)

We develop here a very important way of producing, in ZFC, set models
of ZFC - P.

6.1. DEFINITION. For any infinite cardinal K, H(K) = {x: Itrcl(x)1 < K}. D

AC is not needed for the definition, since we have taken Iyl < K to mean
that y is well-orderable and Iyl < K, but AC will be needed later in develop
ing the properties of H (K).
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The elements of H(K) are said to be hereditarily of cardinality <K. H(w)
is the set of hereditarily finite sets; H (w 1) is the set of hereditarily countable
sets. That each H(K) is a set and not a proper class follows from the follow
ing.

6.2. LEMMA. For any infinite K, H(K) c R(K).

PROOF. Fix x E H(K). We show rank(x) < K. Let t = tr cl(x) and S =
{rank(y): YEt}; so S c ON. We check first that S is an ordinal. To see
this, let a be the least ordinal not in S; then a c S. If a =1= S, let f3 be the least
element of S larger than a, and fix yEt with rank(y) = f3. Then, since t is
transitive 'Vz E y (rank(z) < a), so

rank(y) = sup {rank(z) + 1: ZEY} ~ a,

a contradiction. Thus, a = S.(Remark.a = rank(x) = {rank(y): YEtrcl(x)}.
See also III Exercise 13).

Since ItI < K, a < K. Since, x etc R(a), rank(x) ~ a < K. 0

In most cases, H(K) is a proper subset of R(K). For example,

&>(w)ER(W1) "-H(w1)'

More generally, the following holds.

6.3. LEMMA. (Ae). If K is regular, H(K) = R(K) iff K = W or K is strongly
inaccessible.

PROOF. If K = W or is strongly inaccessible then, by an easy induction on
a < K,

'Va < K (IR(a) I < K ).

Now, ifrank(x) = a < K, trcl(x) c R(a), so Itrcl(x)1 < K. Thus, R(K) c H(K),
so R(K) = H(K) by Lemma 6.2.

If K > W is regular and not strongly inaccessible, fix A < K with 2;' ~ K.
Then, &(A) E R(K) "- H(K). 0

For singular K, see Exercise 5. The next Lemma lists the basic properties
of H(K).

6.4. LEMMA. For any infinite K,
(a) H(K) is transitive.
(b) H(K) n ON = K.
(c) If x E H(K), then Ux E H(K).
(d) Ifx,YEH(K), then {x,y}EH(K).
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(e) If xEH(K) and y c x, then YEH(K).
(f) (AC) If K is regular, then "Ix (x E H(K) ~ X c H(K) 1\ Ixl < K).

PROOF. (a) follows from the fact that y E x ~ tr cl(y) c tr cl(x). (b) follows
from the fact that tr cl(ct) = a. (c)-(e) are similar. For(f), ifx c H(K) 1\ Ixl < K,
then, since

tr cl (x) = x U U{tr cl (y): y EX}

(see III 3.5), tr cl(x) is the union of < K sets of cardinality < K, which has
cardinali ty < K (under AC) since K is regular. D

6.5. THEOREM (AC). IfKisregularand >w, thenH(K) is a modelofZFC - P.

PROOF. Extensionality holds because H (K) is transitive, and Foundation
holds in any model (see Lemma 2.12). The rest of the axioms ofZF - P - Inf
are done exactly as for R(w)( =H(w)) and WF (see Lemma 2.13), using
Lemma 6.4. Thus, 6.4(c) gives us the Union Axiom, 6.4(d) gives us Pairing,
6.4(e) yields Comprehension, and 6.4(f) yields Replacement.

Next, since H(K) is a model for ZF - P - Inf and WE H(K) by 6.4(b),
the Axiom of Infinity is true in H(K) (see Lemma 3.12).

Finally, to see that AC is true in H(K), it is sufficient to check that

"IA E H(K) 3R E H(K) (R well-orders A),

since well-ordering is absolute for H(K) (see Theorem 5.4). Fix A E H(K)
and let RcA x A well-order A (by AC in V). Then R c H(K) by 6.4(d)
so R E H(K) by 6.4(f). 0

6.6. THEOREM (AC). If K is regular and >w, the following are equivalent
(a) H(K) satisfies ZFC.
(b) H(K) = R(K).
(c) K is strongly inaccessible.

PROOF. (b)~ (c) is Lemma 6.3. For (a), H(K) will satisfy the Power Set
Axiom iff

"Ix E H(K) 3y E H(K) "Iz E H(K)(z c X ~ Z E y).

Since Z c x E H(K) ~ Z E H(K), and H(K) satisfies Comprehension, the
Power Set Axiom holds in H(K) iff

"Ix E H(K) (&(x) E H(K)).

This is true if H(K) = R(K), but false if for some A < K, 2). 2:: K, since then
AE H(K) but fJJ(A) ¢ H(K). 0
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Taking K not inaccessible, we have

Con(ZFC) --+- Con(ZFC - P + ,(Power Set Axiom)).

Thus, the Power Set Axiom is not provable from the other axioms of
ZFC. Actually, taking K = Wi' we have a stronger statement.

6.7. COROLLARY. Con(ZFC) --+- Con(ZFC - P + 'Vx(x is countable)).

PROOF. In ZFC, we define the model H(w!) for ZFC - P. If x E H(w!),
then x is countable, and any function from w onto x is in H(w!), so (x is
countable)H(Wd. D

If K is strongly inaccessible, one can easily check that basic cardinal
arithmetic is absolute for H(K) (see Exercise 2). We note here only the
following.

6.8. LEMMA (AC). IfK is strongly inaccessible, then "a is strongly inaccessible"
is absolute for H(K). 0

In particular, if K is the first strong inaccessible, then H (K) is a model
for ZFC plus the non-existence of strong inaccessibles.

6.9. COROLLARY. Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + ,3a (a is strongly inacces
sible)) .

PROOF: Let SiCK) abbreviate "K is strongly inaccessible". Formally, working
in ZFC, one cannot prove 3K SiCK) (by this Corollary), and so one cannot
define the least such K. Instead, define

M = {x: 'VK(Si(K) ~ x E H(K))}.

So, in ZFC one cannot decide whether M = V or M is H(K) for the least
strong inaccessible K, but in either case, M satisfies ZFC + ,3a Si(a). 0

,
An obvious question is whether one can, working in ZFC, produce a

model for ZFC + 3K SiCK). The answer is no; see § 10 for more discussion.

§7. Reflection theorems

Is there a set, M, which is a model for all of ZFC? In the last section we
saw that H(K), for regular K > w, was a model for ZFC - P, but the Power
Set Axiom fails in H(K) unless K is strongly inaccessible, and one cannot
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prove in ZFC that a strongly inaccessible cardinal exists. Can one, arguing
just from ZFC, produce a set model for all of ZFC?

This is almost the case. Given any finite list of axioms, ¢ 1, ... , ¢n of ZFC,
one can prove in ZFC that there is a transitive set M in which ¢1 1\ ... 1\ ¢n
is true. These M will become very important in our discussion of forcing
in VII. Our construction of M will indicate that it is "true" platonistically
that one can make M satisfy all of ZFC, but by results related to the Godel
Incompleteness Theorem, this platonistic argument cannot be formalized
within ZFC (see § 10).

We first comment on some technical points which were not too important
in earlier sections, but which are worth noting now. We do not actually
have a formula of set theory which says of the set, M, that M is a model for
ZFC or ZFC - P (but see also §10). Thus, some of our statements regard
ing such models involved a certain abuse of notation. When we said, in
Theorem 6.5, that H(K) was a model for ZFC - P, we really meant that
for each axiom ¢ of ZFC - P,

ZFC r- VK (K > W 1\ K regular ~ ¢H(K».

We shall see in this section that for any finite list, ¢ 1, ... , ¢n of axioms of
ZFC,

ZFC r- 3M(¢~ 1\ ... 1\ ¢':).

M can be taken to be either a suitable R(P) or a suitable countable transitive
set.

At this stage, it is not even clear how, within ZFC, one may phrase the
question of whether there is a set model for all of ZFC. Intuitively, we could
let ¢i (i E w) enumerate the axioms of ZFC and let X be the sentence

but X is not even a legitimate finite sentence in the language of set theory.
Platonistically, X makes sense and will (informally) be "seen" to be "true"
by the arguments of this section.

This difficulty in formally handling all of ZFC simultaneously turns out
to be not much of a handicap, since we only use a finite amount of ZFC at
a time. Thus, for example, if ZFC r- tjI, then there is a finite list of axioms of
ZFC, ¢1' ... , ¢n such that ¢1' ... , ¢n r- t/J (see I 2.1). Likewise, our results
of §§ 3, 5 showing that certain formulas were absolute for transitive models
of ZF - P actually established absoluteness for transitive models of suf
ficiently large finite fragments of ZF - P.

7.1. LEMMA. For each of the formulas X proved in §§3, 5 to be absolute for
transitive models of ZF - P (see 3.9, 3.11, 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.7), we
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can find axioms ¢ l, ... , ¢n of ZF - P such that

ZF - P ~ 'ifM (M transitive /\ ¢'t /\ ... /\ ¢~ --+- Xis absolute for M).

Likewise for the defined functions proved to be absolute.

PROOF. Absoluteness for defined functions reduces to absoluteness of
their defining formulas. We agreed in §3 to discuss relativizing a function
F(x l , ... , x n) to M only when its defining formula X(x l , ... , Xm y) satisfie~

the uniqueness criterion in M,

'ifXl , ... ,xn3!yX(X l , •.. ,Xn,Y)·

In all cases, the uniqueness criterion was a theorem of ZF - P, and thus of
some finite collection of axioms of ZF - P.

In Theorems 3.9 and 5.1, we proved formulas absolute because they were
provably equivalent to Ao formulas in ZF - P, and thus in some finite
sub-theory. In other theorems in §§3, 5, we obtained new absoluteness
results from old ones either by composition (using Lemma 3.10), which
put no additional requirement on M, or by transfinite recursion (using
Theorem 5.6), which requires only that M satisfy enough of ZF - P to
justify the particular recursion under consideration. 0

One can also state a version of Lemma 7.1 for proper class models (see
Exercise 26) .

We now discuss the general procedure for trying to produce set models
of all of ZFC. The reader familiar with model theory will recognize this as
an application of the downward Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski theorem to
v. The main idea is to try to find a set M such that every formula is absolute
for M. In particular, if ¢ is a sentence, then ¢M ~ ¢, so if ¢ is an axiom of
ZFC, ¢M will be true. Actually, because of problems discussed above, if
we work within ZFC we can only prove the existence of an M for which
an arbitrarily prescribed finite list of formulas are absolute.

The results of §§ 3, 5 and Lemma 7.1 are irrelevant for the rest of this sec
tion, as they involved absoluteness of certain formulas of a very special
form, whereas here we are trying to construct models for which all formulas
are absolute. Lemma 7.1 justifies the usefulness of models for finite frag
ments of ZFC, and will be used in VI and VII in conjunction with the other
results we prove here.

We begin by giving a criterion (Lemma 7.3), due to Tarski and Vaught,
for when a list of formulas is absolute for M.

7.2. DEFINITION. A list of formulas, ¢l' ... , ¢n, is subformula closed iff every
subformula of a formula in the list is listed also. 0
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We consider here our ¢l' , ¢n to be in the original official language of
set theory, as in I §2. If ¢l' , ¢n is subformula closed, then each ¢i is either
atomic (ie., of form x E Y or x = y), or a negation, i¢j for somej = 1, ... , n,
or a conjunction, ¢ j /\ ¢k for some j, k, or an existential quantification 3x ¢ j

for some j. Since every formula has only finitely many subformulas, any
finite list of formulas may be expanded to a bigger finite list which is sub
formula closed.

7.3. LEMMA. Let M and N be classes with MeN. Let ¢l' ... , ¢n be a sub
formula closed list of formulas; then the following are equivalent:

(a) ¢l' ... , ¢n are absolute for M, N.
(b) Whenever ¢i is of the form 3X¢j(X'Yl, ... ,Yd (with free variables

of ¢j displayed),

'VY1' ... , Yl EM [3x E N ¢7(x, Yl' ... , Yl) ~ 3x EM ¢7(x, Yl' ... , Yl)].

PROOF. For (a) --+- (b), fix Yl' ... , Yl EM and assume 3x EN ¢7(x, Yl' ... , Yl).
Then ¢7(Yl' ... , Yl), so, by absoluteness of ¢i' ¢~(Yl' ... , Yd, or 3x E M ¢~

(x, Yl' ... , Yl), so by absoluteness of ¢j' 3x EM ¢7(x, Yl' ... , Yd·
For (b) ~ (a), we check, by induction on the length of ¢i' that ¢i is abso

lute for M, N. Thus, assume we have checked absoluteness for all formulas
on the list shorter than ¢i. If ¢i is atomic it is obviously absolute. If ¢i is
¢ j /\ ¢k' the absoluteness of (the shorter) ¢ j and ¢k implies the absoluteness
of ¢i. Likewise if ¢i is i¢j. Now suppose ¢i is 3X¢j(X'Yl' ... ,Yl), and fix
Yl, ... , Yl EM; then

¢~(Yl' ... , Yl) ~ 3x E M ¢~(x, Yl, ... , Yl) ~ 3x EM ¢7(x, Yl, ... , Yd ~

3x E N ¢7(x, Yl' ... , Yl) ~ ¢~(yl' ... , Yl)·

The first and last ~ just applied the definition of relativization, the second
~ applied absoluteness of ¢j, and the third ~ applied condition (b). D

The usefulness of Lemma 7.3 is that condition (b) involves only truth of
formulas in the larger class, N. In our first application, we take N = V and
try to find a set, M = R(f3) such that ¢l' ... , ¢n are absolute for M. (b) may
be viewed as a closure condition on M.

7.4. THEOREM. The Reflection Theorem. Given any formulas ¢l' ... , ¢n,

ZF ~ 'Va 3f3 > a (¢l' ... , ¢n are absolute for R(f3)).

The proof of Theorem 7.4 uses very little about the structure of the R(a).
To emphasize this, we shall prove a more general form of 7.4 which will
be needed anyway in VI. Theorem 7.4 is the special case of the following
when Z = V and Z(a) = R(a).
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7.5. THEOREM. Suppose Z is a class and, for each a, Z(ex) is a set, and assume
(1) ex < fJ ~ Z (ex) c Z (fJ) .
(2) Ify is a limit ordinal, Z(y) == Uex<yZ(ex).
(3) Z == UexeON Z(ex).

Then, for any formulas 4Jl' , 4Jn,

Vex 3fJ > ex (4Jl' , 4Jn are absolute for Z(fJ), Z). (*)

The reader should note that although Theorem 7.5 is a direct generaliza
tion of Theorem 7.4, we have stated 7.5 more informally. A more technically
correct, but less readable, statement of Theorem 7.5 would be that given
4Jl' .. ·,4Jn and a definition of Z and Z(ex), the sentence which asserts that
conditions (1)-(3) imply (*) is provable from ZF.

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.5. We apply Lemma 7.3 with N == Z, and try to find
an M == Z(fJ) such that (b) of 7.3 applies. We may assume the list 4Jl' ... , 4Jn
is subformula closed; if the original list is not, we simply expand it to one
that is.

For each i == 1, ... , n, define a function Fi : ON --+ ON as follows. If
4Ji is of the form 3x4Jj(X'Yl' ... ,y,), let Gi(Yl, "',Yl) be 0 if -,3XE
Z 4J~(x, Yl' ... , Yl), and the least YJ such that

3x E Z (YJ) 4J~ (x, Y1, ... , y,)

if 3x E Z4J~(x, Yl' ... , y,), Let

Fi(~) == sup {Gi(Yl, ... , Yl): Yl, ... , y, E Z(~)};

this sup exists by the Replacement Axiom. If 4Ji is not an existential quantifi
cation, set Fi(~) == O.

By Lemma 7.3, if fJ is a limit ordinal and for each i, V~ < fJ (Fi(~) < fJ),
then 4Jl' ... , 4Jn will be absolute for Z(fJ), Z. Fix ex; we show how to find
such a fJ > ex. Let fJo == ex, and let fJp + 1 be the largest of

fJp + 1, F 1 (fJp), ... , Fn(fJp);

this defines, by recursion, fJp for pEW. Let fJ==sup{fJp : pEW}. Since
ex == fJo < fJl < fJ2 < "', fJ is a limit ordinal > ex. Note that

~ < ~' ~ Fi(~) ~ Fi(~/)'

If ~ < fJ, then ~ < ~p for some p, so Fi(~) ~ Fi(fJp) ~ fJ p+ 1 < fJ. 0

In theorem 7.4, we may take each 4Ji to be a sentence, in which case

ZF I- VrJ. 3P > rJ. (i~ (cPf<Pl +-+ cPi) ), (1)
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where we use /\;= 1 l/Ji to abbreviate l/J 1 1\ l/J 2 1\ ... 1\ l/Jn' In particular, if
4Ji is an axiom, then ZF ~ 4Ji' so ZF ~ VlJ. 3f3 > lJ. (/\;= 1 4Jf(P»). If we want
R(f3) to satisfy AC, we must argue from ZFC to conclude AC is true in V,
even though just in ZF we produce a f3 such that ACR(P) ~ AC. More
generally, the following holds.

7.6. COROLLARY. Let S be any set of axioms extending ZF, and 4Jl' ... ,4Jn
any axioms of S; then

PROOF. Apply (1) (since S extends ZF) plus the fact that S ~ 4Ji for each i. 0

Corollary 7.6 is a pure existence theorem; we do not have a simple de
scription of the f3 that works. It is easy to find 4Jl' ... ,4Jn in ZF which force
f3 to equal OJp (see Exercise 10).

A consequence of Corollary 7.6 is that theories like ZF or ZFC are not
finitely axiomatizable:

7.7. COROLLARY. Let S be any set of axioms extending ZF, and 4Jl' ... , 4Jn
any axioms of S. If from 4Jl' ... , 4Jn one can prove all axioms of S, then S is
inconsistent.

PROOF. Assume that from 4J 1, ... , 4Jn one can prove all of S. We argue from
S and produce a contradiction.

Fix f3 to be the least ordinal such that

n

/\ 4Jf(P);
i= 1

then all axioms of S holds in R(f3). Since S extends ZF, all the basic abso
luteness results of §5 hold for R(f3). In particular, by Lemma 5.8, if lJ. E R(f3) ,
then R(lJ.)R(P) = R(lJ.) n R(f3), which is R(lJ.), so the function R(lJ.) is absolute
for R (f3). Since S proves

n

3lJ. /\ 4Jf(cx),
i= 1

this must be true in R(f3), so

n

3lJ. < f3 /\ 4Jf(CX),
i= 1

contradicting the definition of f3 as the least such ordinal. 0
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Platonistically, we could carry out the arguments of 7.3-7.6 with all
formulas simultaneously and show that \llJ. 3f3 > lJ. (/\iECJJ 4>f<{J»), where the
4>i list all axioms of ZFC. But this argument cannot be formalized within
ZFC. Corollary 7.7 shows that no finite list of axioms of ZFC is equivalent
to ZFC. In fact, given axioms 4>1' ... ,4>n of ZFC, the first R(f3) which is a
model of /\;=1 4>i is not a model of ZFC, and the proof of Corollary 7.7
explicitly produces a theorem of ZFC, namely 3lJ. (/\~= 14>f<CX»), which is
false in this R (f3) .

By slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 7.4 we can obtain countable
sets A for which a given list of formulas is absolute. Of course, now A cannot
be an R(f3), nor can A be transitive, since &J cannot be absolute for a
countable transitive model. Non-transitive models are not of much use in
themselves, but we may apply the Mostowski collapse (III 5.15) to them to
obtain transitive models. We again state our results in the more general
framework of Theorem 7.5.

7.8. THEOREM (AC). Let Z be any class and let 4>1' ... , 4>n be any formulas;
then

\IX c Z 3A [X cAe Z 1\ (4)1' ... , 4>n are absolute for A, Z) 1\

1\ IAI ~ max(w, IXI)].

PROOF. As before, assume the list 4>1' ... ' 4>n is subformula closed. Let
Z(lJ.) = Z n R(lJ.) , and note that Z and the Z(lJ.) satisfy the hypothesis of
Theorem 7.5. Now fix lJ. such that X c Z(lJ.), and, by Theorem 7.5, fix
f3 > lJ. such that 4>1' ... , 4>n are absolute for Z(f3) , Z. We shall find A c Z(f3).
By AC, fix a well-order <I of Z (f3).

If 4>i has Ii free variables, Yb , Y'i' define a function Hi : Z(f3)'i ~ Z(f3)
as follows. If 4>i is 3x 4>j(x, Yl' , Y,J, and

3x E Z(f3) 4>f<{J)(x, Yl' ... , Y,J,

let Hi(Yl, ... ,Y,J be the <I-first such x. If

-,3x E Z(f3) 4>f<{J) (x, Yl' ... , Y,J,

or if 4>i is not an existential quantification, let Hi(Yl, ... , Y,J be the <I-first
element of Z(f3). If Ii = 0, identify Hi with an element of Z(f3).

By Lemma 7.3, if A is closed under each Hi, then each 4>i will be absolute
for A, Z(f3), and hence for A, Z. Thus, we simply take A to be the closure
of X under HI, ... , Hi. The fact that IAI s max(w, IXI) follows from I
10.23. 0

The functions Hi are called Skolem functions for the 4>i.
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The proof of Theorem 7.8 seems somewhat inelegant, since we applied
the same sort of argument twice -once to get Z(f3) and again to get A.
Unfortunately, the approach of starting out with a well-order <I of Z and
picking A directly cannot be carried out in ZFC, since Z may be a proper
class. Even in set theories which allow quantification over proper classes
(see I §12), it is not provable from AC (which says every set can be well
ordered), that proper classes can be well-ordered.

We now wish to apply the Mostowski collapsing isomorphism to the
A of Theorem 7.8 to obtain a transitive model. As would be expected, an
isomorphism preserves all properties. Thus, the following applies.

7.9. LEMMA. Let G be a 1-1 map from A onto M which is an isomorphism
for the E relation; then for each formula 4J(x b ... , xn),

\lXl' ... , XnE A [4J(x l , ... , Xn)A ~ 4J(G(x l ), ... , G(Xn))M].

PROOF. Induction on 4J. 0

In particular, for 4J a sentence we have 4JA ~ 4JM.

7.10. COROLLARY (AC). Let Z be any transitive class. Let 4Jl, ... ,4Jn be
sentences. Then

n

\IX c Z[X is transitive ~ 3M[x c M /\ /\ (4Jf1 ~ 4Jf) /\
i= 1

/\ Mis transitive /\ IMI ::; max(w, IXI)]]

PROOF. We may assume that 4Jn is the Axiom of Extensionality; if not, just
add it to the list. Let A be as in the conclusion of Theorem 7.8; then 4J1 ~ 4Jf·
Since Z is transitive, Extensionality is true in Z, and hence in A. Thus, by
III 5.15, there is an E-isomorphism, G, from A onto some transitive set, M.
To see that X c M, note that, for x E X

G(x) == {G (y): yEA /\ Y EX} == {G(y): y EX} ,

since X is transitive. Hence, G(x) == x for all x E X by E-induction on x. D

As a special case, we may take Z to be V and X == w. Then, the following
holds.

7.11. COROLLARY. Let S be any set of axioms extending ZFC and 4Jl' ... , 4Jn
any axioms of S; then

S I- 3M (IMI = w /\ Mis transitive /\ ;0
1

cPr ). 0
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In particular, in ZFC we can prove the existence of a countable transitive
model M for any desired finite fragment of ZFC. By listing enough axioms,
we can ensure that all the specific absoluteness results of §3 and §5 hold
for M, and that f7JM (x) and w~ are defined. But these concepts are not abso
lute. wr is a countable ordinal which M "thinks" is uncountable; but that
just means that there is no function in M from w onto wr. Likewise, f7JM (w) =
Y'(w) n M is really countable, but not by someone living in M. The fact
that sets in M can be really countable but uncountable from the point of
view of M (i.e., "countable" is not absolute) is known as the Skolem Paradox.

As with earlier results, a Platonist would believe that there is a countable
transitive model for all of ZFC, since one could go through the proof of
Corollary 7.11 using all formulas at once; but this argument cannot be
formalized within ZFC.

8. Appendix 1: More on relativization

We sketch here a more formal treatment than that in §2. There is a general
notion of relativization in logic, but we shall discuss only the special case
of interest for set theory.

A relative interpretation of set theory into itself consists of two formulas,
M(x, v) and E(x, y, v), with no free variables other than the ones shown.
We think of v as a parameter in defining the class {x: M(x, v)} with binary
relation {<x, y): E(x, y, v)}. If 4J is a formula, we define 4JM

,E by replacing
x E y by E(x, y, v) and restricting the bound variables to range over M. In
§§ 1-7, E(x, y, v) was always x E y. In the case of WF, where we discuss a
fixed model, the parameter v does not appear in M. However, when dis
cussing set models, M (x, v) is formally x E v, so that results in §7 of the form
3M (4JM) would be written 3v (4J XEV

,XEY) in our present notation.
To see that relativization yields relative consistency proofs, one must

first check the following.

8.1. LEMMA. If 4Jl' ... , 4Jn, l/f are sentences, 4Jl' ... , 4Jn ~ l/f, and M, E are as
above, then

PROOF. Similar to the easy direction of the Godel Completeness Theorem.
D

A more formal statement of Lemma 2.3 is as follows.

8.2. LEMMA. Let S, T be sets of sentences in the language of set theory, and
suppose that for some M, E we know that for each finite list 4J 1, ... , 4Jn of
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axioms for S,
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T ~ 3v [3x M(x, v) /\ 4J~,E /\ ... /\ 4J~,E];

then Con(T) ~ Con(S).

PROOF. Assume S is inconsistent. Then there are 4Jl' ... , 4Jn in S such that
4Jl' ... , 4Jn ~ X /\ ---, X for some sentence X. By Lemma 8.1,

T ~ 3v [XM,E /\ ---, (XM,E)] ,

since (X /\ ---, X)M,E is fI,E /\ ---, (XM,E). Thus, T is inconsistent. D

Note that Lemma 8.2 yields a completely finitistic relative consistency
proof when Sand T are effectively described, even though Sand T may
formalize concepts involving infinite sets.

We now discuss how to handle formally relativization of defined concepts.
Let 2 = {E} be the language of set theory, S a set of axioms in 2, and SI
an extension of S by definitions in some bigger language 2 1 (see I §13). If
4J'(x 1 , ••• , xn) is a formula of 2 1, there is a formula 4J(x1, ... , xn ) of 2 such
that

(see I 13.1), and we define 4J/M ,E to be 4JM,E. Now this definition presupposes
that we have fixed some specific way of obtaining 4J from 4J1. Suppose l/f
is another formula of 2 such that

SI ~ VXl' ... , Xn(l/f (X 1, ... , xn) ~ 4J1 (X 1, ... , Xn ) ) •

Then l/fM,E may not be equivalent to 4JM,E. However, note that 4J and l/f are
provably equivalent in SI, and thus in S, since SI is a conservative extension
of S (see I 13.2). Thus, if M, E is a model of S (or of any finite subtheory, of
S which proves the equivalence of 4J and l/f), then 4JM,E and l/fM,E are equiva
lent. In general, we shall only discuss 4J /M

,E in those cases where we have
checked that M, E is a model for S (or for the finite subtheory of S on which
the definitions are based), so that we know that the meaning of 4J/M ,E does
not depend on the particular procedure for eliminating the defined symbols.

§9. Appendix 2: Model theory in the metatheory

If we are willing to accept infinitistic methods in the metatheory, it is
instructive to apply results from model theory to ZF and related theories.

A structure ~ = <A, E) for the language of set theory is a set A with a
relation E c A x A. If S is a set of sentences in this language, the Godel
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Completeness Theorem says

Con(S)~ 3m (m FS),

where ~ FS means that all the sen tences of S are true in m.
This point of view replaces some of the proof theory in our consistency

results by model theory. For example, the proof in §4 of Con(ZF-) ~
Con(ZF) may be viewed as follows: Assume Con(ZF-), and let mFZF-.
Let

B = {a E A: mFa is well-founded};

then, by the arguments of §4,

(B,EnB x B)FZF,

so ZF is consistent.
In the metatheory, we may now carry out the same analysis of structures

that we previously considered to be formalized within ZF. For example,
call mwell-founded iff every non-empty subset of A has an E-minimal ele
ment. If mis well-founded and extensional, then m is isomorphic to some
transitive set M with the real E relation.

Not every consistent S => ZF has a well-founded model (see § 10). How
ever, presumably ZFC has a well-founded model, since ZFC is true in V,
so the arguments of §7 may be applied in the metatheory (using all formulas
simultaneously) to produce an R(P) which is a model for ZFC.

Some readers may find the preceding argument too platonistic, but any
one who believes in infinite sets will believe in the set R(m), which is a well
founded model for ZFC - Inf(see Theorem 3.13). Actually, even Intuitionists
(but not Finitists) believe that Con(ZFC - Inf), since ZFC - Inf is inter
pretable within Peano Arithmetic (see Exercise 30), which is intuitionistically
consistent (see [Kleene 1952J). The tenets of Intuitionism are sufficiently
vaguely stated to make it unclear whether there can be an intuitionistically
acceptable proof of Con(ZF).

Even a Finitist believes that every theory with a finite model is consistent.
As an example of such a theory, let S be Extensionality + Comprehension +
V'y (y = 0), which has {O} as a model. Thus, Con (S) is true fini tistically; it
is unnecessary to hypothesize Con(ZF-) to prove Con(S) as we did in
Corollary 2.8.

§10. Appendix 3: Model theory in the formal theory

On a different tack from §9, we may consider basic model theory to be
formalized within ZF (altough many deeper results require ZFC). In this
case, we may consider the metatheory to be finitistic.
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A step toward formalizing model theory was made in I §14, where we
formalized basic syntactical notions. Carrying this a bit further, we may
write a formula CON(X), with free variable X, which "says" that X is a
set of sentences in the language of set theory from which one cannot derive
a contradiction.

We may likewise formalize semantic notions and write a formula

9JlF=X[S]

in three free variables which "says" that 9Jl is a pair <M, E), x is a formula,
SEM < co, and x is true in 9Jl using s to assign values in M to the free variables
of x. When x is a sentence, we delete the [s]. 9Jl F= X is Vx EX (9Jl F= x). We
may then state the Godel Completeness Theorem as

VX (CON (X) +--+ 39Jl (9Jl F= X)),

and prove it within ZF (AC can be avoided here since the language is coun
table).

The above is merely an elaboration of the fact that model theory, like
any other branch of mathematics, may be formalized within ZFC (or ZF
if Choice is not used). The discussion becomes more interesting, and also
more confusing, when we try to compare metatheoretic objects with formal
ones. We may lessen this confusion slightly by using the Quine corner
convention, as in I §14.

Note that we now have two distinct notions of truth in 9Jl. Let 4J(x l , ... , x n)

be a formula. On the one hand, we may write the relativization
4JM ,E(X 1, ... , x n) as in §8; this does not require formalizing logic within ZF.
On the other hand, we may form the constant r4J' as in I §14 and write
<M, E) F= r4J' [<Xl' ... , x n )]. That these two notions are equivalent is
proved in the metatheory by a straightforward induction on 4J. Formally,
we state the equivalence as follows.

10.1. LEMMA. For each 4J(x l , ... ,Xn ),

ZF ~ V<M,E) Vx l , ,Xn (4J M ,E(X l , ... ,xn)+--+

+--+ <M, E) F= r 4J' [ <Xl' , X n ) ]). 0

If S is a recursive set of sentences in the metatheory, we may use a repre
senting formula Xs for S (see I 14.1) to add a constant rS' =-: {x: Xs(x)}
which denotes S in the formal theory. This notation is actually not quite
precise, since rS' really depends on the particular formula we have chosen
to represent S.

We now have for each such S, a sentence CON(rS') in the language of
set theory asserting that S is consistent. CON(rS') is equivalent to the
CONS of I §14. The Godel Incompleteness Theorem (I 14.3) shows that if
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S is consistent and extends ZF (or actually ZF- - P - Inf; see I Exercise
23) then S ~ CON(rS'). (Caution: this presupposes that we used a "reason
able" Xs to represent S -see Exercise 36).

It may be possible, however, to prove from S the consistency of weaker
theories. For example, ZFC ~ CON(rZFC - P'). To see this, we may
modify the proof of Theorem 6.5 to formalize within ZFC an argument
that H(OJ1) is a model for ZFC - P. Note that this says more than what
we proved in §6, which was that for each axiom ¢ of ZFC - P, ZFC ~ ¢H(Wl).

Likewise, let I denote the axiom 3K (K is strongly inaccessible); then we may
modify Theorem 6.6 to show

ZFC + I ~ CON(rZFC'). (1)

(2)

These facts place limits on the possible kinds of finitistic relative con
sistency proofs. We have a finitistic proof of

Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + ---,1)

(See Corollary 6.9), but there is no finitistic proof of

Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + I)

unless ZFC is inconsistent. To see this, suppose we had such a proof, then
it could be formalized within ZFC to yield

ZFC ~ CON(rZFC') ~ CON(rZFC + I'),

which, by(I), implies

ZFC + I ~ CON(rZFC + I'),

so ZFC + I is inconsistent by the Incornpleteness Theorem. Thus, by (2),
ZFC is inconsistent.

If we now allow infinitistic methods in the metatheory, we may view the
preceding discussion using model theory in the metatheory as we did in §9.

Let ~ = <A, E) FZF. For each natural number n, let n21 E A be the
interpretation of rn' in ~. We call ~ an OJ-model ifTthese are the only natural
numbers of ~; that is, iff there is no a E A such that ~ F"a E OJ" but a =1= n 21

for each n. If there is such an a, we call it a non-standard, or infinitely large
natural number. Every well-founded model is an OJ-model, but not con
versely. By the compactness theorem, any ~ has an elementary extension
which is not an OJ-model. By the omitting types theorem, any countable
w-model has an elementary extension which is an w-model but not well
founded.

If ~ FZF, then for each formula ¢ in the metatheory, there is a correa
sponding ¢ 21 E A, where ¢ 21 is the in terpretation of r¢' in ~. If ~ is an OJ
model, then these are the only formulas of ~, but if ~ is not an w-model,
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then ~ has non-standard formulas whose lengths are infinitely large natural
numbers.

Presumably, ZF is consistent and has a well-founded model (see §9), but
it is easy to produce consistent S :::> ZF with no w-model. For example,
let S be ZF + -, CON(rZF'). S is consistent by the Godel Incompleteness
Theorem. If ~ FS, then '!l conta.ins a proof of contradiction from ZF. How
ever, since ZF is really consistent this must be a non-standard proof, so '!l
is not an co-model.

This S provides another curious example. In the metatheory, let 4Jn (n E w)
be a recursive listing of S. We may now formalize this listing within S. In
S, we may define c to be the largest x E co such that

3f3 (R(f3) F {4Jn: n < x} ).

This is a meaningful definition within S since S ~ -,(CON(rS') (since
S ~ (-, Con(rZF') /\ rZF' c rS')). By the reflection theorem, S ~ (c > rn')
for all standard n, so whenever ~ FS, c21 is a non-standard natural number.
Now, in S define b to be the least ordinal f3 such that R(f3) 'F {4Jn: n < c}.
Then R(b)21 is a model for each standard axiom 4Jn of S, but fails to satisfy
some non-standard axioms. This example shows that a consistent theory
S can define a set model for itself in a weak sense; i.e., S defines a transitive
set, R(b), such that for each axiom 4J of S, S ~ (R(b) 'F 4J), even though S
cannot prove (and in fact refutes) 39Jl(9Jl'F rS').

In the preceding paragraph one may replace S by any recursive extension
of ZF which is co-inconsistent (see Exercise 32).

For more on the model theory of set theory, see [Keisler-Morley 1968J
and [Keisler-Silver 1971J .

EXERCISES

Work in ZF unless otherwise indicated.

(1) Which axioms ofZF are true in ON?

(2) (AC) Let K be strongly inaccessible. Check that the following are abso
lute for R(K):

(a) &>(x).
(b) coa •

(c) :la.
(d) R(ex).
(e) cf(ex).
(f) ex is strongly inaccessible.
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(3) Check, in ZFC-, that (a)-(f) of the preceding exercise are absolute for
WF, along with

(g) 3(X «(X is strongly inaccessible) .

(4) (AC) For K > w, show that IH(K)I = 2<K.

(5) (AC) For K > w, show that H(K) = R(K) iff K = ::lK.

(6) Zermelo set theory, Z, is ZF without Replacement. ZC is Z plus AC.
Show that for any limit y > w, R(y) is a model for Z; assuming AC in V,
show that such R(y) are models for ZC.

(7) (AC) Show that for all K > W, H(K) is a model for Z - P. Show that the
Power Set Axiom is true in H(K) iff K = ::ly for some limit y. Show that
Replacement fails in H(::lro).

(8) Show that in R(w + w), it is not true that every well-ordering is iso
morphic to an ordinal. Hint. Consider 2 x w, ordered lexicographically.
Track down the specific instance of Replacement which fails in R(w + w).

(9) Argue within Z, and prove that A x B exists for any sets A and B. Hint.
A x B c &'&'(A u B). Show that within Z one may develop the basic
properties of functions and well-ordering (see I §6), and the basic properties
of w, IR, and <C (see I §§7, 11). Furthermore verify that within ZC one may
develop at least 99 %of modern mathematics.

(10) Find a sentence ¢ such that for any 13, if ¢ is absolute for R(f3), then
f3 = wp. Then, find a formula t/f(x), such that for any non-O transitive M,
if t/J(x) is absolute for M, then M = R(f3) for some 13 such that 13 = wp.
Hint. ¢ will be enough of ZF to guarantee that 'V(X (w(¥. exists). t/J(x) can be
"¢ 1\ (x is an R«(X))."

(11) Show that the relation "R is well-founded on A" is absolute for transi
tive models ofZF - P.

(12) Verify that all the relations and functions listed in Theorem 3.11 were
defined in ZF- - P - Inf by formulas provably equivalent to Ao formulas.

*(13) Let F(n) = n + n for nEW, and F(x) = 0 for x ¢ w. Show that F is
not a Ao function (i.e., F(x) = y is not equivalent to a J o formula), but F is
the composition of two Ao functions. Hint. Showing F is not Ao requires
some model theory. Show first that {m E w: m is even} is not first-order
definable in <w, < >.
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(14) A formula in the language of set theory is called Li iff it is of the form
3YI ... 3Yn fJ, where fJ is Ao. n I formulas are of the form VYI ... VYn fJ for
Ao \ fJ. Let ¢(XI, ... ,Xm) be LI and t/J(XI, ... ,Xm) be n l , and suppose
M c N and both M and N are transitive. Show that for all x I' ... , Xm E M,

¢M(XI, ... ,xm)~¢N(XI, ... ,Xn) and t/JN(XI, ... ,xm)~t/JM(XI, ... ,Xn).

Thus, L I-S relativize up and n I-S relativize down.

(15) Let S be a set of sentences. A formula ¢(XI, ... , xn ) is provably Al
from S (~SAI) iff there is a L t t/Jr(x I, ... , xn ) and a n l t/Jn(x I, ... , xn) such
that S~ [VXt, ... ,Xn(¢(X t , ... ,Xn)~t/Jr(Xt. ... ,Xn)~t/Jn(XI' ... ,Xn))]. As
sume M _c ~ _and both are transitive models for S. Show that if ¢ is ~ s At,
then ¢ is absolute for M, N.

(16) Check that the formulas shown in §§ 3,5 to be absolute for transitive
models of ZF - P are in fact ~ZF-P AI.

(17) Show that for any formula ¢, the following are equivalent:
(a) ¢ is ~ ZF AI·
(b) For some finite set of axioms S of ZF, ZF ~ '1M [(M transitive 1\

(/\S)M) ~ ¢ is absolute for MJ, where /\S denotes the conjunction of the
sentences in S.
Hint. For b ~ a, use reflection.

(18) Let F be a 1-1 function from V onto V. Define E c V x V by x E y
iff x E F(y). Show (in ZFC) that V, E is a model ofZFC- (see §8 for the defi
nition of relativization to V, E).

(19) Use the preceding exercise to show the consistency of ZFC- + 3x
(x = {x}), assuming Con(ZFC). Hint. Let F(O) = 1, F(I) = O. Likewise,
show the consistency of ZFC - + 3x 3y (x = {y} 1\ Y = {x} 1\ X =1= y).

(20) Assume Con(ZFC), and show the consistency of ZFC- plus the fol
lowing modified Mostowski Collapsing Theorem: If R is an extensional
relation on the set A, then <A, R> is isomorphic to <M, E> for some transi
tive set M. Note R is not assumed to be well-founded.

*(21) Show that there is no finite S c ZFC- such that one can prove in
ZFC- that "R well-orders A" is absolute for transitive models of S. Hint.
Use the previous exercise, plus some model theory.

(22) For any set A, define R«(X, A) by: R(O, A) = {A} u tr cl(A), R«(X + 1, A) =
&>(R(a, A)), and R(a, A) = U~<a R(~, A) when a is a limit ordinal. Let
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WF(A) = UaeON R(rt, A). Show in ZF- that WF(A) is a transitive model
of ZF-, and that AC implies ACWF(A).

(23) Assuming Con(ZF-), show that it is consistent with ZF- to have
V = WF(U), where U is an infinite set and \Ix E U (x = {x}).

*(24) (Fraenkel-Mostowski) Show Con(ZF-)~Con(ZF-+ lAC). Hint.
Assume V = WF(U) as in Exercise 23. Let G be the group ofall permutations
of U, and, for B c U, let

GB = {nEG: \lxEB(n(x) = x)}.

For nEG, define an automorphism n* of V, so that n* (x) = n(x) for x E U,
and n*(y) = {n*(z): zEy} for all y. Let

A = {y: 3B c U(IBI < W 1\ \lnEGB(n*(y) = y))},

and

HA = {YEA: trcl(y) c A}.

Show that HA is a transitive model of ZF- + "u cannot be well-ordered".

(25) Assuming Con(ZFC-), show that it is consistent with ZF- to have
lAC, ACWF, and a group (H,· >which is not isomorphic to a well-founded
group. Hint. See Exercise 24. H can be any group in HA which cannot be
well-ordered in HA.

(26) Prove a version of Lemma 7.1 for proper class models.

(27) Prove 7.8 and 7.10 in ZFC* - P (see III Exercise 19).

(28) Show that AF* (see III Exercise 18) is true relativized to any set.

(29) (Barwise) Show that it is consistent to have ZF - P - Inf, together
with set x whose transitive closure does not exist. Remark. By Exercise
24 and III Exercise 19, one cannot, in ZF, produce a model for this with
the real E relation. Hint. Start with distinct X n such that \In (x n = {xn+ 1})
(see Exercises 18-20). Let M o = {xn : nEw}, Mk+ 1 = {y c Mk: Iyl < w},
and M = UkMk.

(30) Let PA be first order Peano Arithmetic. Show that PA and ZF - Inf
are relatively interpretable in each other, so that

Con(PA)~ Con(ZF - Inf)

is provable finitistically. Hint. To interpret ZF - Infin PA, see III Exercise 5.
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*(31) Show that within ZF one may define a countable set M and an
E c M x M such that for each axiom <p of ZF,

ZF ~ ¢MJE.

Hint. This involves formalizing the proof of the Godel Completeness
Theorem within ZF.

(32) A set of axioms, S, extending ZF- - P - Inf is called w-inconsistent
ifTthere is a formula ¢(x), such that S ~ ¢(rn') for all n but S ~ I \Ix E W ¢(x).
Show that if S is a recursive extension of ZF which is w-inconsistent, then
in S one can define an ordinal b such that for each axiom ¢ of S,

S ~ ¢R(b).

Hint. See the end of § 10.

(33) Assume that S u {X} and S u {IX} are both w-inconsistent. Show that
S is w-inconsistent. Hint. Consider

(X ---+ qJ(x)) 1\ (I X ---+ t/J(x)),

where cp(x) demonstrates the w-inconsistency of S u {X} and t/J(x) demon
strates the w-inconsistency of S u {I X}.

*(34) Let S be a recursive extension ofZF, and assume that for some formula
t/J(x), S ~ 3x t/J(x) and S ~ \Ix (t/J(x) ---+ cpX) for each axiom cp of S. Show that
S is w-inconsistent. Hint. Let X be the statement

\Ix (t/J (x) ---+ x FrS').

S U {I X} is w-inconsistent. But also S u {X} is w-inconsistent; to prove
this, argue within S u {X}, and let

l/., = min {rank(M): MFrS'andMistransitive};

then

\IM ((rank(M) = l/., 1\ M FrS' 1\ M is transitive) ---+ I XM
),

which produces an w-inconsistency as with S u {--, X} .

*(35) Assume ZF- is w-consistent. Show that for each formula qJ, there is
a J o formula t/J such that the following statement is consistent with ZF-:
If cp is absolute for all transitive models of ZF-, then cp and t/J are equivalent.
Hint. Let Tbe the theory which is described in Exercise 20; Tis w-consistent
if ZF- is. If there is no such t/J, then

T ~ qJ is absolute for transitive models ofZF- (1)
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and T is consistent with the statement:
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For no Ao formula t/J does ZF- ~ "qJ and t/J are equivalent". (2)

Say qJ is qJ(x 1 , ... , xn ). Applying (2), plus some model theory, plus the fact
that every model is isomorphic to a transitive model, prove within T that
(2) implies

3 transitive M, N (M F= ZF- 1\ N F= ZP- 1\

1\ 3xl' ... , Xn E M n N (qJ (X 1, ... , Xn)M 1\ I qJ (x1, ... , Xn )N)).

But this contradicts (1).

(36) Show that there is a formula X(x), such that
(a) X represents ZF; i.e.,

¢EZF~ZF~X(r¢,) and ¢¢ZF~ZF~'X(r¢,),and

(b) If rZF' is added via the definition

rZF' = {x: X(x)}, then ZF ~ CON(rZF').



CHAPTER V

DEFINING DEFINABILITY

Call a set, a, definable iff there is some property P(x), expressed in English
(augmented by mathematical symbols), such that a is the unique object
satisfying P:

Vx (P(x) ~ x = a).

For example, IR, (08' and 34 are definable. Since there are only countably
many English expressions, there are only countably many definable sets.
In particular, not all ordinals are definable. Let {) be the first non-definable
ordinal; but we have just defined it; P(x) here is:

x is an ordinal and x is not definable and Vy < x (y is definable).

This "paradox", like the one about the first number not definable in
forty words or less (see I §2), arises from a careless use of the imprecise
notion of "property". When we make the notion precise, using formulas,
then the "paradox" disappears, as there is no way to write a formula to
express "x is defined by a formula", so the discussion of {) above simply
cannot take place within ZF. Similar problems involved with discussing
all formulas simultaneously occurred in IV §7.

In §1 of this chapter we shall show how to write a formula of two free
variables, x and A, which says that x E A and x is definable by a formula
of set theory relativized to A. These considerations will be important in
§2, where we shall discuss the ordinal definable sets and prove Con(ZF) ~
Con(ZFC), and in VI, where we shall discuss the constructible sets and
prove Con(ZF) ~ Con(ZFC + GCH).

Since the results of this chapter will culminate in the construction, within
ZF, of a model for ZFC, it is important to note that all of our discussion
in §§ 1 and 2 takes place within ZF; that is, AC is not used. In fact, in §1 we
may work within ZF - P.

152
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§ 1. Formalizing definability
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Our basic notion will be a defined function of two variables, Df(A, n).
Intuitively, Df(A, n) will be the set of n-place relations on A which are
definable by a formula with n free variables relativized to A. We may then
express that an element, x, of A, is definable by a formula relativized to A
by saying {x} E Df(A, 1).

We would like to define Df(A, n) as the set of subsets of An of the form

{<Xl, ... , X n>: ¢A(X 1, ... , x n)}

for some formula ¢ with n free variables. However, since there are infinitely
many such ¢, it is not immediately clear how to transcribe our informal
concept of Df into a formal definition within ZF. One way to accomplish
this is to first formalize within ZF the syntax of first-order logic (as outlined
in I § 14), and then formalize the model-theoretic notion of satisfaction (as
outlined in IV § 10), but it is rather tedious to carry out such a treatment
in detail. Instead, we shall simply define Un Df(A, n) as the least set of rela
tions on A containing basic relations such as {< x, y> E A 2: x E y} and
closed under the operations of intersection, complementation, and projec
tion (corresponding to the logical /\, -', and 3). This approach brings out
the fact that the notion of definability does not depend on the specific
syntactical details of a development of first-order logic. If one takes the
trouble to formalize logic within ZF, it is easily seen that the two approaches
are equivalent (see Exercise 10).

1.1. DEFINITION. If nEW and i, j < n,
(a) Proj(A,R,n) == {sEAn: 3tER(tf n == s)}.
(b) Diage(A, n, i, j) == {S E An: s(i) E s(j)}.
(c) Diag= (A, n, i, j) == {s E An: sCi) == s(j)}.
(d) By recursion on k E W, define Df' (k, A, n) (for all n simultaneously) by:

(1) Df' (0, A, n) == {Diage(A, n, i, j ): i, j < n} u {Diag= (A, n, i, j ): i, j < n}.

(2) Df'(k + 1, A, n) == Df'(k, A, n) u {An ........ R: R E Df'(k, A, n)} u

{R n S: R, S E Df'(k, A, n)} u {Proj(A, R, n): R E Df'(k, A, n + 1)}.

(e) Df(A, n) == U {Df/(k, A, n): k E w)}. 0

1.2. LEMMA. If R, S E Df(A, n), then An ........ R E Df(A, n) and R n S E Df(A, n).
If REDf(A,n + 1), then Proj(A,R,n)EDf(A,n). 0

The next Lemma shows that, as we intended, Df(A, n) contains every
relation on A which is definable by a formula relativized to A.
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1.3. LEMMA. Let ¢(Xo, ... , xn - l ) be any formula whose free variables are
among xo, ... , X n- 1 ; then

\fA [ {S E An: ¢A(S(O), ... , sen - 1))} E Of(A , n)J. (*)

PROOF. By induction on the length of ¢. If ¢ is Xi E Xj' then (*) follows from
the fact that Oiage(A, n, i, j) E Df(A, n). Similarly if ¢ is Xi = Xj. If ¢ is
I/J 1\ X, and we know (*) for I/J and X, then (*) for ¢ follows from the fact
that Of(A, n) is closed under finite intersections. If ¢ is -'I/J, use closure of
Of(A, n) under complements. Finally, assume ¢ is 3y I/J. If y is not one of the
variables xo, ... , X n - l, then applying (*) for I/J,

{sEAn: ¢A(S(O), ... ,x(n - 1))} =

= Proj (A, {t E An+ 1 : I/JA(t(O), ... , t(n))}, n) E Of(A, n).

If y is Xj, then ¢(xo, ... , xn - l ) is 3xj I/J(xo, ... , X n - l ), so xj is not free in ¢.
Let z be a variable not occurring anywhere in ¢, let I/J' (xo, ... , Xn - l , z) be
I/J(xo, ... , Xj-l' Z, X j + 1, ... , xn - l ), and let ¢' be 3z I/J'; then ¢' and ¢ are logi
cally equivalent and the preceding argument shows that (*) holds for ¢',
and hence for ¢. 0

We remark that whereas Lemma 1.2 is (an abbreviation of) one statement,
which is provable in ZF, 1.3 is really a lemma schema; namely, 1.3 asserts
that for each ¢, the sentence (*) is provable in ZF.

Intuitively, the converse o(Lemma 1.3 says that any element of Of(A, n)
is defined by a formula, but in trying to state this we run into the usual
problems involved in mentioning all formulas at once. Let ¢o, ¢1' ¢2' ... list
all formulas with free variables among xo, ... , X n-1; then platonistically,

\fR \fY E Df(A, n) V (Y = {s E An: ¢t(s(O), ... , sen - 1))}) (**)
iew

is true. The "proof" is: if YEDf(A,n), then YEOf'(k,A,n) for some k, so
we can prove (**) by induction on k. The induction step uses the fact that
the ways new relations are put into Of'(k + 1, A, n) correspond to the ways
formulas are built up using -', 1\, 3. Formally, of course, (* *) is not a sen
tence in the language of set theory.

Nevertheless, the intuitive idea that Of(A, n) is precisely the set of n-place
relations on A definable by a formula relativized to A is useful heuristically.
It suggests facts which "should" be true, and which may then be proved
rigorously by other means. For example, Df(A, n) "should" be countable,
since there are only countably many formulas. Formally, we may prove in
ZF that Df (A, n) is countable using the fact that it was defined as the closure
of a countable set under finitary operations (or see Corollary 1.6 below).
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Or, Df(A, n) "should" be absolute for transitive models of ZF - P, since
if A EM and M is transitive, then all elements of A are in M, so relativizing
a formula to A means the same thing within M as within V. Formally we
shall prove absoluteness using the way Dfwas defined in 1.1 (see Lemma 1.7
below). For technical reasons, it will be important in §2 and in VI that not
only Df, but also a function from w which enumerates it, is absolute, so we
shall begin by proving countability of Df(A, n) somewhat more explicitly
than would otherwise be necessary.

1.4. DEFINITION. By recursion on mEW, En(m, A, n) is defined (for all n
simultaneously) by the following clauses:

(a) If m = 2i
. 3i and i, j < n, then En(m, A, n) = Diage(A, n, i, j).

(b) Ifm = 2i ·3i ·5 and i,j < n, then En(m,A,n) = Diag=(A,n,i,j).
(c) If m = 2i

• 3i . 52, then En(m, A, n) = An "En(i, A, n).
(d) If m = 2i

• 3i . 53, then En(m, A, n) = En(i, A, n) n En(j, A, n).
(e) Ifm = 2i ·3i ·54

, then En(m,A,n) = Proj(A, En(i,A,n + l),n).
(f) If m is not of the form specified in one of (a)-(e), then En(m, A, n) = O.

o
1.5. LEMMA. For any n and A, Df(A, n) = {En(m, A, n): mEw}.

PROOF. First, by induction on m, \in (En(m, A, n) E Df(A, n)); observe (for
clause (f)) that 0 E Df(A, n) since Df(A, n) is closed under intersections and
complements. Next, by induction on k,

\in (Df'(k, A, n) c {En(m, A, n): mE w}). 0

1.6. COROLLARY. IDf(A, n)1 ~ W. D

1.7. LEMMA. The defined functions Df and En are absolute for transitive
models of ZF - P.

PROOF. The absoluteness of Proj, Diage, Diag=, Df', Df, and En are easily
checked successively by the methods of IV §5. The fact that functions de
fined recursively using absolute notions are absolute (IV 5.6) is applied
several times. For En, we also use the absoluteness of ordinal exponentiation
(IV 5.7). 0

The logician will realize that Df is a shortcut for formalizing logical
syntax and satisfaction within ZF, whereas En is a shortcut for Godel
numbering. Further model-theoretic notions may likewise be expressed
using Df and En, as we point out in the rest of this section. This material
is not needed for most of this book, but it is important for advanced work
on L, such as the proof of 0 + in L (see VI 4.10).
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Using En, we may state the following improvement of Lemma 1.3; the
proofs are almost identical.

1. 8. LEMMA. Let ¢(xo, ... , Xn-l) be any formula whose free variables are
among xo, ... , Xn - 1 ; then for some m,

VA [{SE An: ¢A(S(O), ... , s(n - 1))} = En(m, A, n)]. D (**)

Formally, Lemma 1.8 is an assertion in the metatheory that for each ¢
we can find an m such that (**) is provable in ZF. Informally, we think of
¢ as the m-th formula in n variables under the enumeration En.

Using the predicate En, we may write a predicate A -< B which "says"
that A c B and every formula ¢ is absolute for A, B (see IV, Definition 3.1).
The relation A -< B for sets is a special case of the model-theoretic notion
of elementary submodel.

1.9. DEFINITION. A -< B (A is elementarily included in B) itT A c Band

'In, m [En(m, A, n) = En(m, B, n) nAn]. D

1.10. LEMMA. For each ¢(xo, ... ,Xn-l),

VA, B [A -< B ~ ¢ is absolute for A, B].

PROOF. By Lemma 1.8. D

We now prove the downward Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski theorem
(1.11), which says that given a B, there is a countable A -< B. This is almost
the same as IV 7.8. Theorem 1.11 is stronger than IV 7.8, which only produced
an A such that a given finite list of formulas was absolute for A, B. But also
IV 7.8 was stronger, in that it allowed B to be a proper class. Note that
Lemma 1.10 would not make sense when B is a proper class, as En(m, B, n)
would not be defined.

1.11. THEOREM (AC).

VB 'IX c B3A[X cAe B 1\ A -<B ~ IAI s max(w,IXj)].

PROOF. Fix a well-ordering, <I, of B. For each m, nEW, we define
Hmn : Bn

~ B. Informally, Hmn is the Skolem function for the m-th formula
in n variables. Formally, if m is of the form 2i

. 3i . 54 and s E En(m, B, n)
(i.e., "the m-th formula in n variables is existential and is true of the n-tuple
s"), then H mn(s) is the <I-first x E B such that s-< x>E En(i, B, n + 1).
Otherwise, let Hmn(s) be the <I-first element of B.

Let A be the closure of X under the H mn ; then IAI s max(w, IXI) (see I
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10.23). It is a straightforward induction on m to show that

\In [En(m, A, n) = En(m, B, n) nAn]. 0

It is worth noting what the above means when n = O. AO = {O} (0 is the
unique function with empty domain), so the only subsets of AO are 0 and
1 = {O}. For n = 0, ¢(s(O), ... , s(n - 1)) is ¢, so that Lemma 1.8 says that
for each sentence ¢, there is an m such that for all A, En(m, A, 0) is 1 iff
cPA is true and 0 iff ¢A is false. Then, Lemma 1.10 says that when A « B,
¢A~ ¢R for each sentence ¢.

1.12. DEFINITION. A == B (A and B are elementarily equivalent) iff

\1m (En(m, A, 0) = En(m, B, 0)). 0

Informally, A == B means that A and B satisfy the same sentences. It
might thus be expected that if A and B are isomorphic, then A == B.

1.13. LEMMA. Let G: A ~ B be a 1-1 map which is an isomorphism for the
E relation; then

(1) \In, m \Ix E An (SE En(m, A, n)~ Go SE En(m, B, n)).
(2) A == B.

PROOF. (1) is by induction on n, and (2) is the special case of (1) with m = o.
o

A -< B implies that A == B, but A == B does not imply that A c B or
Be A. For example, if A = {a} and B = {b}, then A == B by Lemma 1.13.
A less trivial application of 1.13, where G is a Mostowski collapsing iso
morphism, occurs in the proof of 0+ in L (see VI 4.10).

§2. Ordinal definable sets

Informally, a set a is ordinal definable iff it is definable from some finite
sequence of ordinals; i.e., iff there is a property P(Yl' ... , Yn' x) and ordinals
Ctl' ... , Ct n such that

Let 00 be the class of ordinal definable sets. Observe that each ordinal is
in 00 (P(Yl' x) is Yl = x), so ON cOD.

At first sight, the concept of "ordinal definable" is just as suspect as that
of "definable", although, since ON cOD, OD seems to avoid the specific
paradox of the first non-definable ordinal mentioned at the beginning of
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this chapter. However, there is a trick, due to Godel, which enables us to
make a legitimate definition of OD within ZF. The technical details of this
treatment are worked out in [Myhill-Scott 1971].

The key idea is that (informally still) a is ordinal definable itT a is ordinal
definable within some R({3)-i.e., itT there is a P(Y1' ... , Ym x), Ct1' ... , Ctmand
{3 > max(a1' ... ,an,rank(a)) such that

\Ix E R({3) (P(a1' ... , an' x) ~ x = a)R(P). (*)

To see this, if a E OD, then we have

\Ix (P(a1' ... , an' x)~ x = a)

for some a1' , Ctn , P. By the Reflection Theorem (IV 7.4), we may find a
{3 > max(a1' ,an,rank(a)) such that P is absolute for R({3), whence (*)
will hold. Conversely, if (*) holds, then (*) shows that a is definable in V
from the ordinals a 1, ... , am together with {3; it is the addition of {3 at this
point which would make our argument break down if we tried to replace
"ordinal definable" by "definable".

Now we may, using our Df of §1, express within ZF the assertion "a is
ordinal definable within some R({3)", so we shall take this as our official
definition of 0 D.

2.1. DEFINITION. OD is the class of all sets a such that

3{3 > rank(a) 3n 3s E {3n 3R E Df(R({3), n + 1)

\lxER({3)(s-<X)ER~x = a). 0

2.2. THEOREM. For each formula ¢(y1' ... , Yn' x) with at most the displayed
variables free,

PROOF. Fix a1' ... , am a and assume \Ix (¢(a1' , am x)~ x = a). By the
Reflection Theorem (IV 7.4), fix {3 > max(Ct1' , am rank(a)) so that ¢ is
absolute for R({3). Let

R = {< Y1, ... , Yn' X) E R({3)n + 1: ¢ (y 1, ... , Yn, X) }.

If we let s = <a 1, ... , Ctn) E {3n, then

\lxER({3)(s-<X)ER~x= a).

But also, by absoluteness of ¢,

R = {<Y1' ... , Yn' x) E R({3)n+ 1: ¢(Y1' ... , Ym x)R(P)},

so REDf(R({3),n + 1) by Lemma 1.3. Thus, aEOD. 0
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Formally, Theorem 2.2, like Lemma 1.3 and the Reflection Theorem, is
a schema, asserting that for each ¢, the displayed formula is provable.

The converse to Theorem 2.2 should state that if a E OD, then there is a
¢ which defines a from ordinals, and we run into the same problem formaliz
ing this within ZF as we had with a converse to Lemma 1.3. However, we
shall in fact produce one specific ¢(y, x) and prove that

'v'a(aE OD~ :la'v'x(¢(a,a)~x = a)).

In fact, ¢ will define a function from ON onto ODe The idea for this is that
if a E OD, then a is put into OD via Definition 2.1 by a certain finite number
of ordinals: the s, n, f3 of 2.1, together with an m such that the R of 2.1 is
En(m, R(f3), n), where En enumerates Df (see Definition 1.4). This gives us
a way of mapping ON<£O onto ODe Furthermore, ON may be mapped
onto ON<£O (without using AC) by a generalization of the proof that
IK x KI = K (I 10.12).

2.3. DEFINITION. If S, t E ON<£O, define s <I tiff
(a) max (ran (s) ) < max(ran(t)) or
(b) max(ran(s)) = max(ran(t)) /\ domes) < dom(t) or
(c) max(ran(s)) = max(ran(t)) /\ domes) =

dom(t) /\ :lk Edom(z) (s rk = t rk /\ s(k) < t(k)). D

So, in clause (c), if sand t have the same length (== domain) and the same
maximum value, we compare them lexicographically.

It is easily seen that <I well-orders ON <£O. Furthermore, the predecessors
of any t E ON<£O form a set. In fact, if a = max(ran(t)), then any s <I t must
be in (a + 1)<£0 by virtue of clause (a) of Definition 2.3. Since I(a + 1)<£01 =
lal for any infinite a(see I 10.13), we see that if K is an uncountable cardinal,
then K<£O is ordered in type K and is an initial segment of ON<£O. w<£O is
ordered in type w 2

.

2.4. DEFINITION. Enon(y) is the y-th element of ON<£O in the order <I. D

2.5. LEMMA. Enon is a 1-1 map from ON onto ON<£O. 0

Formally, we may think of Enon as defined by transfinite recursion. Or,
we may think of Enon - 1 as the Mostowski collapse of the relation <Ion
ON<£O(see III 5.14).

Using our enumeration Enon of ordinal sequences, we may define an
enumeration Enod ofOD.

2.6. DEFINITION. For yEON, Enod(y) is defined as follows:
(a) If Enon(y) = s-<f3,n,m), where n,mEW, sEf3<£O, domes) = n, and
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for some (unique) a E R(f3),

'Vx E R(f3) (s-(x> E En(m, R(f3), n + 1)~ x == a),

then Enod(y) == a.
(b) If the hypotheses of (a) fail, then Enod(y) == o. D

2.7. LEMMA. OD == {Enod(y): y EON}.

PROOF. This is immediate from the fact that En enumerates Df(see Lemma
1.5), together with the fact that 0 E OD. To see that 0 E 00, apply Theorem
2.2 with ¢(y, x) the formula Y == x and rt the ordinal O. 0

Observe that Lemma 2.7 yields the promised converse of Theorem 2.2.
If ¢(y, x) is (y E ON /\ x == Enod(y)), then

'Va E OD 3rt 'Vx (c/J(rt, a)~ x == a).

2.2 and 2.7 can be used to show that OD contains all ordinals and is closed
under every definable set-theoretic operation. For example, the following
holds.

2.8. LEMMA. (a) ON cOD.
(b) Ifw, Z E OD, then {w, z} E ODe
(c) If wE00, then Uw E OD and &>(w) E00.

PROOF. For (a), apply Theorem 2.2 with ¢(y, x) the formula y == x to con
clude rt E OD for all rt. For (b), say w == Enod(rtl) and z == Enod(rt2). Let
a == {w, z}, let ¢(Yl' Y2' x) be the formula

Yl E ON /\ Y2 E ON /\ x == {Enod(Yl)' Enod(Y2)} ;

then an application of Theorem 2.2 yields a E 00. The two parts of (c) are
likewise proved using Theorem 2.2; here ¢(y, x) is, respectively,
YEON /\ x == UEnod(y) and y E ON /\ x == &>(Enod(y)). 0

It might now be conjectured that OD is a model of ZF, with Lemma 2.8
being used to establish the Pairing, Union, and Power Set axioms in OD.
Unfortunately, OD need not be transitive, so we have problems with the
Axiom of Extensionality. In fact, Extensionality is false in OD unless
V == OD (see Exercise 5), a situation which, although consistent, is unlikely;
we shall return to the possibility that V == 00 at the end of this section.

We obtain a model of ZF by using, instead of OD, the class of hereditarily
ordinal definable sets-i.e., those x E OD such that all members of x,
members of members of x, and etc. are in 0 o.
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2.9. DEFINITION. HOD = {xEOD: trcl(x) cOD}. 0

2.10. LEMMA. ON c HOD c OD and HOD is transitive. 0
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2.11. LEMMA. For any set a, if a E OD and a c HOD, then a EHOD. 0

2.12. LEMMA. For each a, (R(a) n HOD) E HOD.

PROOF. Clearly, (R(a) n HOD) c HOD, so by Lemma 2.11 it is sufficient
to show (R(a) n HOD) E OD, which is true since it is definable from a.
More formally, we apply Theorem 2.2, where ¢(y, x) is the formula
yEON 1\ x = R(y) n HOD. 0

2.13. THEOREM (ZF). All axioms of ZFC hold in HOD.

PROOF. Extensionality holds since HOD is transitive and Foundation
holds in any class (see IV 2.4 and IV 2.12, respectively).

For Comprehension, it is sufficient (by IV 2.5) to show that for each
formula t/J(v, Z, WI' ... , W n ),

\:JZ, WI' ... , W n E HOD ( {v E z: t/JHOD(V, Z, WI' ... , W n)} E HOD).

Fix Z, Wl' ... , wnEHOD, with Z = Enod(ao) and each Wi = Enod(aJ. Let

a = {v E z: t/JHOD (v, Z, WI, ... , Wn) } ;

then a is the unique set x satisfying

¢(ao, aI, ... , am x), where ¢(Yo, YI, ... , Yn, x)

IS

t/JHOD( v, Enod(yo), Enod(YI), ... , Enod(Yn))}.

Thus, by Theorem 2.2, a E ODe Since a c Z E HOD and HOD is transitive,
a c HOD, so a E HOD by Lemma 2.11.

The Axioms of Pairing, Union, Replacement, and Power Set all assert
that HOD contains large enough sets, and are all proved in a similar way
using Lemma 2.12. For example, for Pairing, it is sufficient to show that
for each x, Y E HOD there is aWE HOD such that x E W 1\ yEW; so take
W= R(a) n HOD, where a > max(rank(x) , rank(y)). Of course, since
HOD satisfies Comprehension, we now know {x, y} E HOD, a fact which
could also have been deduced from Lemma 2.8(b), but this is irrelevant
here. The discussion of Union, Replacement, and Power Set are similar.
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The Axiom of Infinity holds since WE HOD (see IV 3.2), so HOD
satisfies ZF.

Finally, to verify AC in HOD, it is sufficient, by the absoluteness of well
ordering (IV 5.4), to show that for all A E HOD there is an R E HOD such
that R well-orders A. Fix A = Enod(a) E HOD. Since A cOD, we may
well-order the elements of A in the order in which they first appear under
the enumeration Enod; thus, let

R = {(x,y) EA x A: 3~(x = Enod(~) /\ tit] ~ ~(y =1= Enod(t]))}.

R E OD since R is definable from a; the rigorous proof quotes, as usual,
Theorem2.2.SinceR c A x A c HOD,REHODbyLemma2.11. 0

All axioms of ZFC except Choice and Comprehension were verified in
HOD using just very general properties of HOD, rather than the specific
definition of HOD. For an abstract statement of what is going on here, see
Exercise 6.

Some mathematicians might find the definitions of OD and HOD some
what fishy because of their extremely non-constructive nature. For example,
it is consistent that there is an x c w, such that x is ordinal definable but
not definable from ordinals within any R(f3) with f3less than the first strongly
inaccessible cardinal (see VIII Exercise 113). Thus, the predicate x EOD is,
unlike most "reasonable" predicates (see IV Exercise 2), not necessarily
absolute for R(K) when K is strongly inaccessible. One must really know
about all sets in V to determine whether x E ODe

Aside from philosophical difficulties, the non-constructive nature of OD
makes it very difficult to deal with. Most interesting questions about HOD
have answers which are independent of ZFC. For example, it cannot be
decided within ZFC + GCH whether HOD is a model for CH (see VIII
Exercise 114).

In our discussion of HOD, observe that we never decided whether OD
was a proper sub-class of V. In fact, the statement V = OD is consistent
with (see VI) and independent from (see VII Exercise E5) ZFC + GCH.

It is tempting to suspect that HOD is a model for the statement V = OD,
but this need not be true. Clearly, if x E HOD, then x E OD, but this need not
imply (x E OD)HOD, since the definition of OD (Definition 2.1) need not be
absolute. The statement (V = OD)HOD, (i.e., tlx E HOD [(x E OD)HOO]) is
itself not decidable within ZFC + GCH (see VIII Exercise 114).

Since, by Theorem 2.13, we can work in ZF and prove that HOD is a
model of ZFC, we have the following.

2.14. COROLLARY. Con(ZF) ~ Con(ZFC). 0
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However, since nothing further can be proved about HOD within ZF,
or even within ZFC + GCH, HOD does not provide us with any more
relative consistency results. In VI, we shall define the model L. L is also
obtained using the notion of definability, but in a much more constructive
way, which will enable us to check that not only ZFC, but also GCH and
0+, hold relativized to L.

EXERCISES

Work in ZF unless otherwise indicated.

(1) Let Df*(A, n) = Df(A, n) u w. Show that there is an En* such that 1.3
and 1.5-1.7 hold for Df*. Remark. Df*(A, n) is not always a subset of
&>(An), and thus need not equal Df(A, n).

*(2) Show that there are Df* and En* satisfying 1.3 and 1.5-1.7, such that

\fA \fn (Df(A, n) c Df*(A, n) c &J(An)), and

3A 3n (Df(A, n) =1= Df*(A, n)).

*(3) Let S be ZF + -,CON(rZF'). Show that in S one can define a Df*
and En* satisfying 1.3 and 1.5-1.7 such that (provably from S),

\fA \fn (Df*(A, n) c Df(A, n)), and 3A 3n (Df*(A, n) =1= Df(A, n)).

(4) Suppose Df* and En* are functions for which Lemmas 1.3 and 1.5 hold,
and suppose we define OD* by replacing Df by Df* in the definition of ODe
Show that OD* = ODe Hint. 2.7 plus 2.2* yield OD c OD*.

(5) Show that the following are equivalent:
(a) V = ODe
(b) V = HOD.
(c) OD is transitive.
(d) Extensionality is true in ODe

Hint. For each a, R(a) E OD and (R(a) nOD) E ODe

(6) Suppose M is a transitive class satisfying the Comprehension Axiom,
and suppose that \fx c M 3y E M (x c y). Show that M is a model of ZF.
Conversely, show that if M is a transitive proper class and satisfies ZF (or
a suitable finite sub-theory of ZF), then \fx c M 3y EM (x c y).

(7) Show that there is a finite conjunction ¢ of axioms of ZF, such that
whenever M is a transitive proper class satisfying ¢, M satisfies all axioms
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of ZF. Hint. Apply IV 7.5 to the M n R(a). Remark. Compare this result
with the fact that ZF is not finitely axiomatizable (IV 7.7).

(8) Use the predicate DfR to write a predicate ModzF(A) which "says"
that A is a transitive model of ZF.

(9) If T is transitive, OD(n is, intuitively, the class of those sets definable
from a finite number of elements of ON u Tu {T}. Show how to make this
definition rigorous, define HOD(T), and show that HOD(T) satisfies ZF.
Show that HOD(T) satisfies AC iff T has a well-ordering in HOD(T).
Remark. HOD(&>(w)) need not satisfy AC; see VII Exercise E4.

(10) Formalize model theory with ZF as indicated in IV §10. Prove within
ZF that Df(A. n) is the set of n-place relations on A which are first-order
definable in the structure (A, E). Likewise, show that our notions of A -< B
and A == B defined in §1 are equivalent to the usual model-theoretic defini
tions of <A, E) -< (B, E) and (A, E) == (B, E), respectively.



CHAPTER VI

THE CONSTRUCTIBLE SETS

In this chapter we work in ZF and define the class L of constructible
sets. L is a transitive proper class model of ZFC + GCH, and satisfies a
large number of useful combinatorial principles, such as 0 and 0 +.

We shall define L == U~oNL(a), where the sets L(a) are constructed by
recursion as follows: L(O) == 0, and L(a) == U~<(lL(~) when a is a limit.
Given L(a), L(a + 1) will be the set of subsets of L(a) which are definable
from a finite number of elements of L(a) by a formula relativized to L(a).
In the precise definition (1.4), we shall make the "definable by a formula"
rigorous by using the Df of V § 1.

There is a close analogy between the L(a) and the R(a). The only differ
ence in their definitions is that R(a + 1) contains all subsets of R(a), whereas
L(a + 1) contains just definable subsets of L(a). This difference will become
very important, but because of the similarities, many of the simpler proper
ties of the L(a) and R(a) are the same.

§1. Basic properties of L

In this section we work within ZF, give a rigorous definition of L, and
develop some of its basic properties. We begin by defining the definable
power set operation, ~. Intuitively, ~ (A) is the set of subsets of A which
are definable from a finite number of elements of A by a formula relativized
to A.

1.1. DEFINITION. ~ (A) == { X c A::ln E w:ls E An:lR E Df(A, n + 1)

(X=={xEA:s-<x)ER})}. 0

~ is related to formulas ¢ in the metatheory by the following.

1.2. LEMMA.Let ¢(vo,vl"",Vn-I,X) be any formula, with all free variables
shown; then

VA Vvo, ... , Vn-I E A [{x E A: ¢A(VO' VI' ... , Vn-I, X)} E ~(A)].

165
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PROOF. By the corresponding I.£mma V 1.3 for Df. 0

Formally, IoJemma 1.2 is, like V 1.3, really a schema in the metatheory,
asserting that for each ¢, the displayed formula is provable in ZF.

1.3. LEMMA. For any A,
(a) ~(A) c &>(A).
(b) If A is transitive, then A c ~(A).

(c) \IX c A( IXI < w ~ XE~(A)).

(d) (AC) IAI ~ w ~ I~(A)I = IAI·

PROOF. (a) is immediate from the definition of ~. For (b), IoJemma 1.2,
applied with the formula x E v, yields

\lvEA [{xEA: XEV}E~(A)],

which, if A is transitive, reduces to \:Iv E A [v E ~(A)].

For (c), first recall that if R, S E Df(A, n + 1), then

(An+l "'-R)EDf(A,n + 1) and RnSEDf(A,n + 1)

(see V 1.2); hence also

R u S = An + 1 "'- ( (A n + 1 "'- R) n (An + 1 "'- S) ) E Df(A, n + 1),

and 0 = R n(An+ 1 "'-R)EDf(A,n + 1). Next, by induction on m::; n,
show that

E~ = {tEAn+l::li < m(t(n) = t(i))}EDf(A,n + 1);

the induction step uses the fact that E:;' + 1 is the union of E~ with
{t E An+1: ten) = t(m)}, which is in Df(A, n + 1) by definition (see V
1.1 (c)). Thus, for any sEAn,

ran(s) = {X E A: s-<x) E E~} E ~(A),

so \In < w\:lX c A(!XI::; n~ XE~(A)).

For (d), if we assume AC and IAI ~ w, then IAnl = IAI for all n. Since
IDf(A,n + 1)1 ::; w (see V 1.6), we have I~(A)I ::; IAI.I~(A)I ~ IAI follows
from the fact that \Ix E A ({x} E ~(A)), which is a special case of (c).

Those readers who think that (c) is a trivial consequence of IoJemma 1.2
should refer to Exercises 19 and 20.

1.4. DEFINITION. By transfinite recursion define L(a) for a E ON by:
(a) L(O) = o.
(b) L(a + 1) = ~(L(a)).

(c) L(a) = U~<(lL(~) when a is a limit ordinal. 0
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1.5. DEFINITION. L == U{L(ex) : ex EON}. D

Many (but not all) of the results proved in III §2 about the R (ex) just used
that some specific definable subset of R (ex) is in R (ex + 1); these results hold
for the L(ex) as well. We proceed in analogy with III §2.

1.6. LEMMA. For each ex:
(a) L(ex) is transitive.
(b) V~ ~ ex (L(~) c L(ex)).

PROOF. By induction ex, almost verbatim as in III 2.3. We assume the lemma
holds for all f3 < ex, and we attempt to prove it for ex. This is trivial when ex
is 0 or a limit, so assume ex == f3 + 1. Then, L(f3) is transitive and L(ex) ==
~ (L(f3)), so L(f3) c L(ex) c P/(L(f3)) (by 1.3 (b)), which implies both (a) and
(b) for ex. D

If x E L, the least ex for which x E L(ex) must be a successor ordinal by
Definition 1.4 (c).

1.7. DEFINITION. If x E L, p(x), the L-rank of x, is the least f3 such that
xEL(f3 + 1). D

Exactly as in III 2.5, we have the following.

1.8. LEMMA. For any ex,

L(ex) == {x E L: p(x) < ex}. D

As with the R(ex),if x ELand f3 == p(x), then x c L(f3), x ~ L(f3), but
x E L(f3 + 1). Unlike the R(ex), there are often subsets of L(f3) which are in
L but not in L(f3 + 1). The ordinals, however, appear at the same place in
both constructions.

1.9. LEMMA. (a) Vex E ON (ex E L /\ p(ex) == ex).
(b) Vex E ON (L(ex) n ON == ex).

PROOF. (a) is immediate from (b), so we prove (b) by induction on ex. The
induction for ex a limit or 0 is trivial, so we assume ex == f3 + 1 and
L(f3) n ON == f3, and try to conclude L(ex) n ON == ex.

Now, since L(f3) c L(ex) c P/(L(f3)), we have f3 c L(ex) n ON c ex, so
we shall be done if we show that f3 E L(ex). Recall (IV 5.1) that there is a Ao
formula lj>(x) such that

Vx (x is an ordinal ~ 4>(x)).
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Since Ao formulas are absolute for all transitive sets,

f3 = L(f3) n ON = {x E L(f3): 4>L (P)(x)},

so f3E~(L(f3)) = L(a) by Lemma 1.2. D

Another application of Lemma 1.2 is the following.

1.10. LEMMA. L(a) E L(a + 1).

PROOF. L(a) = {x E L(a) : (x = x)L(a)} , which is in ~(L(a)) = L(a + 1) by
Lemma 1.2. D

We may also prove analogues of parts of III 2.8 and III 2.9 asserting that,
for example, if x E L, then Ux E L, but this will follow anyway by absolute
ness of Uonce we know that L is a model for ZF. Going through the proof
of III 2.8 would, however, also give us an estimate on p(Ux) in terms of
p(x); see Exercise 5. Unlike WF, we cannot assert that L contains IR or <C,
or is closed under non-absolute functions such as f?JJ.

We now compare the R(a) and L(a) construction more closely.

1.11. LEMMA. L(a) c R(a) for all a.

PROOF. Transfinite induction on a. D

1.12. LEMMA. Every finite subset of L(a) is in L(a + 1).

PROOF. By Lemma 1.3(c). D

1.13. LEMMA. (a) Vn E w (L(n) = R(n)).
(b) L(w) = R(w).

PROOF. (a) is by induction on n, using Lemma 1.12. (b) follows from (a). D

1.14. LEMMA (Ae). For alia ~ w, IL(a) I = lal·

PROOF. Since ac L(a), lal ~ IL(a)l. We prove lal = IL(a)1 by transfinite
induction on a; assume a;;::: wand Vf3 < a(f3 ;;::: w --+ IL(f3) I = I(31); then
Vf3 < a(IL(f3)1 ~ lal) (since IL(n)1 = IR(n) < w for n < w). If ais a limit,
then L(a) = UP<aL(f3) is a union of lal sets of cardinality ~Ial, so (by AC),
has cardinality ~Ial. If a= f3 + 1, then IL(f3) I = 1f31 = lal, and L(a) =

~ (L(f3)), so IL(a) I = lal by Lemma 1.3(d). D
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One can in fact prove Lemma 1.14 without AC (see Exercise 1). Lemma
1.14 shows that just by cardinality considerations, L(a) =1= R(a) for "most"
a > w, since, for example, if W < a < WI' L(a) is countable but R(a) is
uncountable. In fact, if a > w, then IL(a)1 = IR(a)1 iff a = ::la (Exercise 2).
Furthermore, &'(w) c R(w + 1), and there is no reason to think that every
subset of w is in L at all; if &'(w) ¢ L (which is consistent by VII), then
L(a) =1= R(a) for any a > w. However, it is also consistent that V = L (by
Corollary 3.4), and this implies L(a) = R(a) whenever a = ::la (see Exercise
3).

§2. ZF in L

We work in ZF and prove that all axioms of ZF are true in L.

2.1. THEOREM (ZF). L is a model of ZF.

PROOF. Extensionality holds in L because L is transitive, and Foundation
holds in any class (see IV 2.4 and 2.12).

To verify Comprehension, it is sufficient, by IV 2.5, to verify, for each
formula ljI(x, Z, Vi' , Vn) with all free variables shown, that

Vz, Vi' , Vn E L ( {x E Z: ljIL(X, Z, Vi' ... , Vn )} E L).

Now the definition of L(a + 1) = ~(L(a)) was cooked up to make this
work, but ~(L(a)) involves relativizations to L(a), not to L. To remedy
this, we apply Reflection. Fix z, Vi' ... , vn E L, and fix a so that z, Vi, ... , vn E

L(a). Now let f3 > a be such that ljI is absolute for L(f3), L (by IV 7.5); then

{x E z: ljIL(X, Z, Vi' ... , Vn )} = {x E L(f3): 4>L(fJ)(X, Z, Vi, ... , vn )},

where lj> is x E Z /\ ljI, so this set is in ~(L(f3)) = L(f3 + 1) by IJemma 1.2.
The Axioms of Pairing, Union, Replacement, and Power Set all involve

only the existence of large enough sets, and are easily verified in L. For
example, to verify Replacement, it is sufficient to show (by IV 2.11) that for
each formula lj>(x, y, A, Wi ... , wn ) and each A, Wi' ... , Wn E L, if we assume

Vx E A 3!y EL lj>L(X, y, A, Wi' ... , w n ),

then we can conclude

3YEL({y: 3xEAlj>L(X,y,A,Wl' ... 'Wn )} C Y).

Now assuming (1), let

a = sup {p ( y) + 1: 3x E A lj>L (x, y, A, Wi' ... , Wn) } ;

then taking Y = IoJ (a), which is in L by IJemma 1.10, (2) is satisfied.

(1)

(2)
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Finally, Infinity holds in L because WE L. D

The fact that only the Comprehension Axiom required any work IS

formalized in V Exercise 6.

§3. The Axiom of Constructibility

Observe that in our discussion ofL, we have not proved that L is a proper
sub-class of V. In fact, although the statement V = L seems unlikely, it is
consistent with ZF, as we shall see in this section. In VII we shall show that
V =1= L is also consistent with ZF.

3.1. DEFINITION. The Axiom of Constructibility is the statement V = L;
i.e., \/x :lex (x E L(ex)). D

We shall prove the consistency of ZF + V = L by showing that L, which
we have just seen is a model for ZF, satisfies V = L as well. Now the fact
that V = L holds in L is not quite as trivial as 1 = 1 (or L = L). It is ob
vious that \/x E L :lex (x E L(ex)), but (V = L)L says \/x E L :lex E L ((x E L(ex) )L),
and to prove (V = L)L, we must first verify the absoluteness of the formula
xEL(ex).

The situation for L may be contrasted with that for HOD (see V §2). It
is not provable in ZF that (V = HOD)HOD; the obvious "proof' fails be
cause of the non-absoluteness of HOD.

3.2. LEMMA. The function L(ex) is absolute for transitive models of ZF - P.

PROOF. We saw in V 1.7 that Of was absolute. It then follows easily from the
methods of IV §5 that ~ is absolute. Since L(ex) was defined by transfinite
recursion from ~, it is absolute as well (see IV 5.6). D

3.3. THEOREM (ZF). L is a model of ZF + V = L.

PROOF. For ZF in L, see Theorem 2.1. To show that (V = L)L~ ~e must
show

Fix x E L. Now fix ex such that x E L(ex). ex E L since ON c L, and (x E L(ex))L
by Lemma 3.2. D

3.4. COROLLARY. Con(ZF) --+ Con(ZF + V = L). D
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There is a strong analogy between our consistency proofs of the Axiom
of Constructibility, V == L, and of the Axiom of Foundation, V == WF
(see IV §4), but an important distinction must be drawn. Working in ZF-,
we defined WF, and showed it was a model for ZF- plus Foundation;
this provided a formal proof of

Con(ZF-) --+ Con(ZF- + V == WF).

But we also presented an argument that all mathematics takes place in WF
anyway, so that we might as well add V == WF as an axiom, making our
basic system ZF. However, there is no reason to believe that all mathemat
ical objects, or even all subsets of w, lie in L. Thus, we do not consider
V == L to be a plausible basic axiom to add to ZF, but we merely use it as
a tool to obtain relative consistency results. Its usefulness lies in the observa
tion that any sentence provable from ZF + V == L is consistent with ZF,
and also true in L. If 4> is a sentence of some mathematical complexity, it
is usually easier to prove 4>L by assuming V == L and proving 4>, so that
during the argument we do not have to worry about relativizing everything
to L. We shall carry out this procedure with AC + GCH in §4, and with
o and 0 + in § 5.

We conclude this section with a number of other consequences of the
absoluteness of L(a). These involve minimality properties of the model L.

3.5. THEOREM. If M is any transitive proper class model of ZF - P, then
L == LM

C M.

PROOF. We note first that ON c M. To see this, fix a E ON. Since M ¢ R(a),
there is an x E M with rank(x) ~ a. But the rank function is absolute for
M (IV 5.7), so rank(x) E M, and hence a EM since M is transitive.

Now, by absoluteness of L(a) (and ON),

LM == {x EM: (:la (x E L(a)))M} == U{L(a): a EON} == L,

so L == LM
C M. D

As usual with proper classes, some care must be taken to see that Theorem
3.5 really makes sense. To be more formal, we note that there is a finite
conjunction 4> of axioms of ZF - P so that the notions of ordinal, rank,
and L(a) are absolute for transitive models of 4> (see IV 7.1). Then we may
express Theorem 3.5 by saying that for each class (i.e., predicate) M, the
statement.

M is a transitive proper class /\ 4>M --+ L c M

is provable.
We now look at analogous results for set models.
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3.6. DEFINITION. o(M) == M nON. D

3.7. LEMMA. If M is any transitive set, o(M)EON, and is thefirst ordinal
not in M. D

3.8. THEOREM. There is afinite conjunction t/J of axioms ofZF - P such that

\/M (M transitive 1\ t/JM --+ (L(o(M)) == LMeM)).

PROOF. t/J is a conjunction of the 4> discussed above with enough axioms
to prove that there is no largest ordinal. Now, if M is transitive and t/JM,
then o(M) is a limit ordinal, so L (o(M)) == UaeML(ex). But

LM == {x EM: (:lex (x E L(ex)))M} == UaeML(ex)

by absoluteness of L(ex), so L(o(M)) == L M c M. D

Similar to minimality statements, there is a uniqueness theorem for tran
sitive models of ZF + V == L; such a model is either L if it is a proper class,
or some L(b) if it is a set. As usual, one needs only a finite number of axioms.

3.9. THEOREM There is afinite conjunction X of axioms oj'ZF - P + V == L
such that

(a) IfM is a transitive proper class and :t, then M == L.
(b) \/M (M transitive 1\ XM --+ M == L(o(M))).

PROOF. X is just the t/J of Theorem 3.8, conjuncted with V == L. Thus, if
M is transitive and:t, then (\/x (x E L))M, so M == LM. (a) and (b) now follow
from Theorems 3.5 and 3.8, respectively. D

An example of a transitive set model of ZF - P + V == L is L(K) for any
regular K > W (see Corollary 4.12).

The minimality ofL enables us to establish the consistency of V == HOD.

3.10. THEOREM (ZF). V == L --+ V == HOD.

PROOF. Applying Theorem 3.5 to HOD yields L c HOD, so

V == L --+ V c HOD. D

3.11. COROLLARY.Con(ZF) --+ Con(ZF + V == HOD). D

3.12. COROLLARY (ZF). V == L --+ AC.
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PROOF. This is immediate from Theorem 3.10 plus the fact that AC always
holds in HO D. D

In the next section we give a direct proof of V == L ~ AC which does not
rely on the development of HOD.

§4. AC and GCH in L

We shall work in ZF and show that V == L implies AC and GCH. By
the results of the last section, this will yield that, as a theorem of ZF, ACL

and GCHL hold, so that L is a model of ZFC + GCH.
We consider AC first. Although we have already seen (Corollary 3.12)

that V == L ~ AC, we shall give a much more direct proof here by explicitly
defining well-orders of the L(a). The definition will proceed inductively.
The key idea is that once we have a well-order of L(a), this induces a lexico
graphic order on L(a)<ro, and we can then well-order L(a + 1) == ~(L(a))

by enumerating the countable number of ways subsets of L(a) can be defined
from elements of L(a) <ro. A rigorous presentation of this uses the enumera
tion En (Definition V 1.4) of Df.

4.1. DEFINITION. By recursion on a, define well-orders <Ia == <I (a) of L (a)
as follows. <I == O. If a is a limit,

<I a == {<x, y> E L(a) x L(a): p(x) < p(y) v

(p(x) == p( y) 1\ <x, y> E <I (p (x) + I))}.

Given <la' let <I~ be the induced lexicographic order on L(a)":

s<l~ t~ 3k < n (s rk == t rk 1\ s(k) <I a t(k)).

If X E L(a + 1) == ~(L(a)), let nx be the least n such that

3sEL(a)" 3RE Df(L(a),n + l)(X == {xEL(a): s-<x>ER}).

Let Sx be the <I~x - least S E L(a)"X such that

3R E Df(L(a), nx + 1) (X == {x E L(a): s-<x> E R}),

and let mx be the least m E (J) such that

X == {x E L(a) :sx-<x> E En(m, L(a), nx )}.

For X, YE L(a + 1), define X <Ia+ 1 Yiff
(a) X, YE L(a) 1\ X <Ia Y, or
(b) X E L(a) 1\ Y¢ L(a), or
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(c) X, Y~ L(ex) /\ [(nx < ny) V (nx = ny /\ sx<l:x Sy) V

(nx = ny /\ Sx = Sy /\ mx < my)]. D

Observe that in Definition 4.1, we must check inductively as we go along
that <I a is indeed a well-order of L(ex), since the definition of Sx presupposes
that <I a is a well-order. A very formal presentation would first define <I a + 1

to be 0 if <Ia is not a well-order, and then prove as a lemma that <I a is a
well-order for all ex; so Definition 4.1 is really a definition and a lemma
combined.

4.2. LEMMA. V = L ~ AC.

PROOF. If x E L, then x c L(ex) for some ex, and the well-order <Ia well
orders x. D

We may also use the <Ja to well-order all of L.

4.3. DEFINITION. x <LY iff x, Y,EL and

p(x) < p(y) v (p(x) = p(y) /\ <x, Y> E <I (p(x) + 1)). D

Thus, we order elements of L first by their L-rank; the elements of the
same L-rank ex are ordered by <I a + 1. This is the same procedure used in
the inductive construction of the <la' so the following is obtained.

4.4. LEMMA. <L well-orders L. Each L(ex) is an initial segment of Lunder
< L' and < L restricted to L(ex) is <I a • D

Unlike the analogous well-order obtained for HOD, the well-order of
L is absolute in the following sense.

4.5. LEMMA. (a) 1hefunction <I (ex) is absolutefor transitive models ofZF - P.
(b) IfM is a transitive proper class model for ZF - P, then < L is absolute

forM.
(c) If M is a transitive set model ofZF - P, x, Y E M, and x, Y ELM, then

x < LY iff (x < Ly)M .

PROOF. (a) follows from the absoluteness of functions defined by recursion.
(b) follows from (a), since L c M (by Theorem 3.5). (c) also follows from
(a), since if x, y ELM, then x, y E L(ex) for some ex < o(M) (by Theorem
3.8). D

We cannot actually assert in (c) that <L is absolute forM. For example,
we shall see in VII how to construct a transitive MEL such that M is a model
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for an arbitrary finite fragment of ZF + V =1= L. Then, if x, yare in M "LM,

X and y will be compared by < L but not by ( < Lf. Likewise the predicate
x E L is not absolute, although the function L(a) is. If x E L but (x ~ L)M,
then x E L(a) for some a > o(M).

We turn now to GCH. Assuming V = L, CH will follow from the fact
that every subset of W is constructed at some countable stage, i.e.,
2P(w) c L(w 1 ). Since IL(w1)1 = W 1 (by Lemma 1.14), 2w S W 1. More
generally, the following holds.

4.6. THEOREM. If V = L, then for all infinite ordinals a, &'(L(a)) c L(a+).

PROOF. Let X be a finite conjunction of axioms of ZF + V = L such that

\/M (M transitive 1\ XM --+ M = L(o(M))).

This is possible by Theorem 3.9.
Assume V = L, and fix AE&'(L(a)). Let X= L(a) u {A}. Then IXI = lal

by Lemma 1.14 (1.14 uses AC, but we have just seen that V = L ~ AC).
By a L6wenheim-Skolem argument followed by the Mostowski Collapsing
Theorem there is a transitive M such that IMI = lal, X c M, and XM ~ XV
(we have applied IV 7.10, with Z = V). But XV is true by V = L, so XM

holds, whence M = L(o(M)). Since IMI = lal, 10(M)1 < a+. Thus,

AEL(o(M)) c L(a+). D

4.7. COROLLARY (ZF). V = L --+ AC + GCH.

PROOF. AC is Lemma 4.2. For GCH, Theorem 4.6 yields, for each cardinal
K ~ W, &'(K) c .o/'(L(K)) c L(K+), whence 2K S IL(K+)I = K+ by Lemma
1.14. D

4.8. COROLLARY (ZF). (AC + GCH)L. D

4.9. COROLLARY. Con(ZF) --+ Con(ZFC + GCH). D

Many proofs from V = L, including the proofs of GCH, 0, and °+,

involve an argument which a Platonist would like to describe as taking an
elementary submodel of V -i.e., constructing a set W c V such that all
formulas are absolute for W, V (and then applying the Mostowski Col
lapsing Theorem to obtain a transitive M as in Theorem 4.6). Formally,
however, we must modify these platonistic arguments somewhat to avoid
talking about all formulas simultaneously.

The procedure we followed above was to obtain a Wfor which a certain
finite list of formulas is absolute. A different approach, exemplified by our
proof of 0+ in §5, is to formalize the notion of elementary submodel, using
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the relation W -< N for sets N (see V 1.9), and apply it with N equal to a
suitable L(K) rather than L.

There is also a much more combinatorial approach to L, developed by
[Godel 1940J in an attempt to explain his work to non-logicians. There,
rather than iterating applications of ~, he defines eight very simple func
tions, F b ... ,Fs (for example, Fl(x, y) = {x, y} and F 3 (x, y) = x "y),
and iterates applications of these to construct L. The Lowenheim-Skolem
argument reduces to closing under F 1, ... , F s. This approach has the merit
of removing all vestiges of logic from the treatment of L.

We conclude this section with some results on the existence of set models
of V = L. We saw in· IV 7.11 that in ZFC that one can prove the existence
of countable transitive models for any desired finite fragment of ZFC. This
can now be improved to the following.

4.10. THEOREM (ZF). Let 4> 1, ... , 4>n be any axioms of ZF + V = L; then

3M (1M I= W 1\ M is transitive 1\ /:1 4>'(1 ) .

PROOF. The fact that (*) follows from ZF + V = L is a direct application
of IV 7.11. Thus, working in ZF, we know that (*) holds relativized to L.
Fix MEL satisfying the conditions of (*) in L. We now check, by abso
luteness that M satisfies (*) in V.

(IMI = W)L, so there is an fE L such that (f maps w 1-1 onto M)L. Then
f maps w 1-1 onto M, so 1M I = w. (M is transitive)L implies M is transitive.
Finally, since L is transitive, each (4)r)L is equivalent to 4>r, so M satisfies
(*)inV. D

If enough axioms of ZF + V = L are listed in Theorem 4.10, then M
must be of the form L(b) for some b with w < b < Wl (see Theorem 3.9),
but, as usual with such reflection theorems, we have no simple combina
torial description of what such a b looks like. We now show (Corollary
4.12) that L(K), for regular K > W, satisfies all axioms of ZF + V = L
except possibly the Power Set Axiom.

4.11. LEMMA. If V = L, then L(K) = H(K) whenever K > wand K is regular.

PROOF. L(w) = R(w) = H(w), so assume K > w. If x E L(K), then x E L(ex)
for some ex < K, whence tr cl(x) c L(ex), so Itr cl(x)1 ~ IL(ex) I< K, so
X E H(K). Thus, L(K) c H(K). If L(K) =1= H(K), fix A E H (K) "L(K) with
A n (H(K) "L(K)) = 0 (by Foundation). H(K) is transitive, so

A c H(K) n L(K) = L(K),
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so A c L(a) for some a with w < a < K since IAI < K and K is regular.
But then A E L(a+) c L(K) by Theorem 4.6, which is a contradiction. D

Lemma 4.11 also holds when K is singular (Exercise 4).

4.12. COROLLARY (ZF). If K > wand K is regular, then all axioms of
ZF - P + V == L hold in L(K). If K is weakly inaccessible, then the Power
Set Axiom holds also in L(K).

PROOF. If V == L, then this follows immediately from Lemma 4.11 and the
corresponding facts about the H(K) (see IV 6.5 and 6.6; observe that by
GCH, all weak inaccessibles are strong inaccessibles). In ZF, proceed as
in Theorem 4.10; observe that if K is regular then (K is regular)L and if K
is weakly inaccessible, then (K is weakly inaccessible)L. D

4.13. COROLLARY. Con(ZF) ~ Con(ZFC + GCH + ,3a(a is weakly in
accessible) ).

PROOF. This is an improvement of IV 6.9, and the proof is very similar.
Let Wi(K) abbreviate "K is weakly inaccessible". Let

M == {xEL: VK(Wi(K)L ~xEL(K))}.

In ZF, one cannot decide whether M == L or M == L(K) for the least K
which is weakly inaccessible in L, but in either case M satisfies ZFC +
GCH + ,3a (Wi(a)). D

§5. 0 and 0+ in L

We show here that V == L implies the combinatorial principles 0 and
0+ of II §7. Of course, we need only prove 0 +, since 0 +~ 0 by II 7.14.
The proof of 0 + is a modification of the proof of GCH. If A c W1' we
applied (in Theorem 4.6) a Skolem closure argument to L(W1) U {A} to
show AEL(W2)' Here, we apply a Skolem closure argument to {w1,A} to
show that A gets "captured" on a c.u.b. set of countable ordinals. We phrase
our argument using the ~ defined in V 1.9.

5.1. LEMMA. {p < W1: L(p) ~ L(W1)} is unbounded in w 1.

PROOF. Let H nm : L(w 1)n ~ L(W1) be Skolem functions for L(w1) defined
verbatim as in the proof of V 1.11 (so the B there is L(W1), and <I is any
well-order of L(w1)). Then, L(p) ~ L(w1) whenever L(p) is closed under
all the H nm' But the set of all such p is c.u.b. in W1 (see II 6.13). D
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Observe that by Corollary 4.12, L(p) ~ L(Wl) implies that L(p) is a
model of ZF - P + V == L.

5.2. THEOREM. V == L implies 0 + (and hence also 0).

PROOF. Assume V == L. For a < W l , let q (a) be the least p > a such that
L(p) ~ L(Wl). Let ,vI(1. == &'(a) n L(q(a)). By Lemma 5.1, q(a) < Wb so
'~(1. is countable. We shall show that <,01(1.: a < w l ) is a O+-sequence.

We begin with some remarks on the Lowenheim-Skolem method applied
to L(W2). Use the order < L on L(W2) to define Skolem functions K nm :
L(W2)n ~ L(wz). Thus, Knm(s) == 0 unless m is of the form 2i

. 3i . 54 and
s E En(m, L(W2), n), in which case Knm(s) is the <L-first x E L(W2) such that
s-<x) E En(i, L(W2), n + 1).

Fix an X c L(wz)' and let Y == cl(X), the closure of X under the Knm.
Then Y ~ L(w2 ), so in particular all axioms of ZF - P + V == L hold
relativized to Y. Since one of these axioms is Extensionality, E is extensional
on Y, so the Mostowski collapsing function on Y is an isomorphism.

If ¢(x) is "x is the first uncountable ordinal", then (3x ¢(x) )L(W2) so
(3x ¢(x) )Y. If y E Y satisfies ¢(y)Y, then, since Y ~ L(W2), ¢(y)L(W2), so y == W l ;

thus, W l E Y. Likewise, 0 E Y, W E Y, and Y is closed under the ordinal
successor function S, so W + W c Y. Furthermore, if (E Y and ( < Wl'

then «( is countable)Y, so there is an fEY with (j'llw == ()Y, whence U'IIW ==
()L(W2), so fllW == (. Since W c Y, we have each f(n)E Y, so (c Y. Thus,
either W l c Y or Y n W l E W l .

From now on, assume X is countable. Then Y is countable; so let a ==
Y n W l , the first countable ordinal not in 1: Let G be the Mostowski
isomorphism from Y onto some transitive set M. Since all axioms of
ZF - P + V == L are true in M, M == L(b) for some b. M is countable, so
b < Wl. Since G is an isomorphism on the ordinals and Y n (w l + 1) ==
a U {Wl}, G«() == ( for all ( < a and G(w l ) == a, so a < b < Wl. Since
¢(wl)Y, we have ¢(a)M, so (a is uncountable)M, whereas (a is countable)L(Wd,
so (a is countable)L(Q«(1.)). Thus a < b < q(a) < Wl, since a map from W onto
a gets constructed by stage q(a) but not by stage a. Next, suppose A E Y
and A c Wl. By definition of G (III 5.9), G(A) == {G(x): x E Y 1\ X E A},
so G(A) == {G«(): (E A n a} == Ana. Thus, A n a == G(A) E L(b), so
An a Ed(1..

We now return to showing that <d(1.: a < w l ) is a 0+ -sequence. Fix
A c Wl. Let

c== {a<w l : a==cl(au{A})nw l }.

C is easily seen to be closed in W b and C is unbounded since for any fJ < Wl'

cl(fJ u {A} ) n W l is an ordinal z fJ in C. Now fix a E C; we shall show that
A n a E d (1. and C n a E ,s# (1.. We apply the above discussion with Y ==
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el(ex u {A} ). Since A E Y, we have already shown that A n ex Eda. However,
C ¢ Y, and we cannot show that C n ex E L(~) (see Exercise 11), but we are
only asserting that C n ex E L(q(ex)).

There are two ways one may attempt to define analogues of the Skolem
functions K nm on L(~). Let K~m: L(~)n ~ L(~) be the function induced via
the isomorphism G-namely

Let ell denote closure with respect to the K~m; then since G(A) = A n ex,

C n ex = {fJ < ex: fJ = cl l (fJ U {A n ex }) n ex} .

Define K;m : L(~)n ~ L(~) using En(m, L(~), n) directly. Thus K;m(s) = 0
unless m is of the form 2i

• 3i . 54 and S E En(m, L(~), n), in which case
K;m(s) is the <L-first x E L(l5) such that s-<x) E En(i, L(~), n + 1). Let
elz denote closure with respect to the K; m and let

CZ = {fJ < ex: fJ = clz(fJ u {A n ex} ) n ex }.

L(l5) E L(q(ex)) and L(q(ex)) ~ L(w l) is a transitive model for ZF - P +
V = L, so absoluteness of the various concepts involved implies that
CZEL(q(ex)). We shall thus be done if we can show that the K~m and K?m,
are the same, so that C n ex = Cz. Equivalently, we must show that for

Yl' ... , Yn E Y,

Assume that n = 2i ·3 i ·54 and that S = <Yl, ... ,Yn)EEn(m,L(wz),n),
since the discussion if this does not hold is similar (but easier). Then
S E En(m, Y, n) (since Y~ L(wz)), and Knm(s) is the < L -first x E Y such that
s-<x) E En(i, Y, n + 1). Also, by V 1.13,

<G(y 1), ... , G( Yn) ) E En (m, L (~ ), n),

and K;m(G(Yl), ... , G(Yn)) is the <L-first element G(x)EL(~) such that
s-<x) E En(i, Y, n + 1) (applying V 1.13 to En(i, Y, n + 1)). That this is
the same as G(Knm(s)) follows from the fact that for x, Z E Y, X < L Z iff
G(x) < L G(z), since x < L z iff (x < L Z)L(w 2

) iff (x < L z)Y iff (G(x) < L G(z) )L(b)

iff G(x) < L G(z) ; the first and last "ifr~ used absoluteness, the second "iff'
used Y ~ L(wz), and the third "iff' used IV 7.9. 0

There is also a direct proof of the weaker axiom, 0, in L, which is of
interest because it generalizes to all regular cardinals Z w l, whereas 0 +

need not hold on such cardinals; see Exercises 13-17.
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EXERCISES

(1) Show, without using AC, that IL(ex) I = lexl for all ex z w. Hint. Consider
the proofs of 4.10 and 4.12.

(2) Show, using AC, that for ex > w, IL(ex) I = IR(ex)1 iff ex = :la.

(3) Show that if V = L, then for ex > w, L(ex) = R(ex) iff ex = :la.

(4) Show that if V = L, then L(K) = H(K) for all infinite cardinals K.

(5) Assuming x, y E L, compute explicitly p of Ux, {x}, x x y, x u y,
{x, y}, and <x, y) in terms of p(x) and p(y). Show 7L, <Q E L(w + w).
Assuming IR to be defined by Dedekind cuts (as in I §11), show IRL = IR n L
and p(IRL

) = w~.

(6) For any set A, let L(O, A) ~ {A} u tr cl(A), L(ex + 1, A) = ~ (L(ex, A)),
and L(ex, A) = U~<aL(~, A) when ex is a limit. L(A) = U {L(ex, A): ex EON}.
Show that L(A) is a transitive model for ZF, and that AC holds in L(A)
iff tr cl(A) has a well-ordering in L(A). Furthermore, show that L(A) is
the least transitive proper class model for ZF containing the element A.
Remark. L(&>(w)) need not satisfy AC (see VII Exercise E4).

(7) Assume 3S C Wl (V = L(S)). Show that AC and GCH hold. Hint. For
CH, show that if A E &'(w) , then

3fJ,y < Wl (AEL(fJ,S n y)).

(8) Assume 3S C Wl (V = L(S)). Prove 0 +. Hint. In the notation of the
proof of Theorem 5.2, q(ex) is now the least p > ex such that L(p, S n ex) ~
L(wlS n ex). The Lowenheim-Skolem method is applied in L(W2' S). To
prove tJ < q(ex): Case I. For some (J < Wl' W l = w~(Sn(J"), then the argu
ment in Theorem 5.2 works. Case II. For all ex, W l is inaccessible in L(S n ex);
then L(q(ex), S n ex) contains cardinals of L(S n ex) above ex, whereas
L(tJ, S n ex) does not.

(9) Show that the following are equivalent:
(i) 0 +.

(ii) There is a Kurepa tree T C 2<£0\ such that

Vf E 2£0 1 3g E 2£0 1 (f EL(g) 1\ g is a path through T).
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(iii) There is an wl-tree T c 2 <£01 and an hE 2 wt, such that

Vf E 2£0 1 3g E 2£0 1 (f E L (g, h) 1\ g is a path through T).

Here, L(g, h) means L( {g, h}). Hint. (iii) ~ (i) is like Exercise 8. Now, for
gETn 2

cx
, q(a, g) is the least p > a such that

L(p, {g, hf a, Tn 2<CX}) ~ L(wl , {g, hf a, Tn 2<CX}),

and q(a) == sup {q(a, g): g E Tn 2CX }. The Lowenheim-Skolem method IS

applied in L(W2' h); note that we may assume that TE L(h).

(10) Show that {p: L(p) ~ L(Wl)} is c.u.b. in Wl' Note that this is not quite
proved in Lemma 5.1.

(11) In the proof of 0+ in Theorem 5.2, show that C¢cl(wl u {A}) and
that if a is a limit point of C then C n a ¢ L(b). Hint. If D c Wl is c.u.b.
and DE cl(wl U {A} ), then D n f3 is unbounded in fJ for every fJ E C.

(12) For any set P, show that there is a least transitive proper class model
M for ZF such that P n M EM. This model is called L P

• Show that L P

always satisfies AC. Hint. LP(O) == O. LP(a + 1) == E0 P(LP(a)), where E0 P(A)
is the set of subsets of A first-order definable in the structure (A ; E, P n A)
from a finite number of elements of A. Remark. If P == &>(w), LP == L,
whereas L(P) need not equal L.

(13) Assume V == L and prove 0 directly. Hint. Let <Acx ' Ccx>be the <L-first
pair of subsets of a such that Ccx is c.u.b. in a and ,3¢ E Ccx (A cx n ¢ == A~).

<Acx ' Ccx >== <0, 0> if there is no such pair. Then <A cx : a < Wl >is a 0
sequence.

(14) Assume V == L and prove that O(K, E) holds for all regular K > W

and stationary E C K, where O(K, E) says that there are Acx c a for a E E
such that for all A C K, {a: A n a == A cx } is stationary.

(15) Let K > W be regular and E C K be stationary. 0 + (K, E) says that
there are ,r;/(J. C &>(a) for a E E such that Idcxl s a and for all A C K, there
is a c.u.b. C C K such that Va E E n C(A n a E d cx 1\ C n a E slcx)' Assume
V == L, and let E == {a < K: cf(a) == w}. Show O+(K, E). Remark. O+(K) ~
O+(K,E), whereas O(K,E) ~ O(K), where O+(K) is O+(K,K) and O(K)
is O(K, K).

(16) O*(K, E) is the weakening of O+(K, E) obtaining by removing the con
dition, CnaEdcx ' Show, in ZFC, that O*(K,E)~ O(K, E). Hint. See II
7.14 and II Exercise 53.
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(17) K is ineffable iff K > W, K is regular, and whenever AC( c rx for rx < K,

there is a stationary S c K such that

\lrx, PES (rx < P--+ AC( = Ap n rx).

Show in ZFC, that if K is ineffable, then K is strongly inaccessible, 0 (K),

and -,0* (K). Remark. See [Baumgartner 1973] for more on such cardinals.
If K is measurable, then K is ineffable in V and in L.

(18) Suppose Df* and En* are functions for which V 1.3, V 1.5, and V 1.7
hold. Use these to define ~ and L*. Show L* = L. Hint. Show L c L*
and L* c L.

(19) Show that one can define, in ZF, Df* and En* satisfying V 1.3, V 1.5,
V 1.7 such that 1.3(c) of this chapter,

\IX c A (IXI < W --+ X E ~*(A))

is not provable in ZFC (assuming Con(ZF)). Hint. Define Df*(A, n) =

Uk<C( Df(k, A, n), where rx = W if CON (rZF'), and the least Godel number
of a contradiction if -, CON(rZF'). Remark. Thus, in showing L c L*
in Exercise 18, one must verify that one can develop basic properties of L*
without using 1.3(c).

(20) What is wrong with the following "proof" of 1.3 (c)? Let
X = {oo, ... , an - 1 }. Then, by 1.2,
X = {x E A: 4JA(ao, ... , an - 1 x)} E ~(A), where 4J is
x = ao v ... v x = an - 1.

(21) Consider logic to be formalized within ZF (as in IV §10), and let SM
be the sentence.

3M(M is transi tive /\ M f rZF' ).

Show that one can prove, in ZF + SM, that there is a tJ such that

(L(tJ) f rZF') /\ \1M ((M transitive /\ M f rZF') --+ L(tJ) eM).

Further, show that this L(tJ) is a model for ZFC + V = L + -,SM. Use
this to obtain a proof of

Con(ZF) --+ Con(ZF + -,SM). (*)
Remarks. L(tJ) is called the minimal model. (*) also follows from the Godel
Incompleteness Theorem (I 14.3).

*(22) Second-order logic allows quantification over all subsets of a struc
ture. Define ~2(A) by using second-order definability over A, and define
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L2 using ~2 rather than !!2. Show L2 = HOD. Likewise, define Ln using
n-th order logic, and show Ln = HOD if n z 2.

*(23) Let

!!2-(A) = {X c A: 3REDf(A, l)(X = {xEA: <x)ER})},

so here we do not allow elements of A as parameters. Define L - by replacing
[fi by !!2- in the definition of L. Show L - = L. Hint. By induction on a,
show 3{3 ( <L(~): ~ < a) E L- ({3)).



CHAPTER VII

FORCING

The method of constructibility discussed in VI produced one model
L-and hence established only the consistency of statements true in L,
such as GCH or 0+. Forcing, on the other hand, is a general technique for
producing a wide variety of models satisfying diverse mathematical prop
erties.

§1. General remarks

There are two obstacles to understanding forcing-one mathematical
and the other metamathematical.

The mathematical difficulty is that one must become proficient in handling
partial orders, dense sets, and filters. The reader who is familiar with Martin"s
Axiom (see II §2) has already come a long way towards mastering this
difficulty, although it will now become necessary to consider the relativiza
tion of these concepts to various models of set theory.

The metamathematical difficulty is that to prove the consistency of
ZF + V =1= L (or of any stronger theory, such as ZFC + ---, CH), we cannot,
as we are used to, simply work in ZF or ZFC and define a transitive model
for the desired axioms.

To appreciate the difficulty, suppose we were able to work within ZFC,
define a transitive proper class N, and prove that each axiom of ZF + V =1= L
is true N. Then, by minimality ofL, we would have LeN; but also L =1= N,
since V = L is true in L and false in N. Thus, arguing in ZFC, we could
prove that there is a proper extension of L, so ZFC ~ V =1= L, which is
impossible (assuming Con(ZFC)), since ZFC + V = L is consistent (by
VI 3.4).

The naive way to sidestep this difficulty is simply to produce a transitive
set model N for ZF + V =1= L. The above argument applied to N, using
minimality of L for set models (VI 3.8) yields only L(o(N)) c Nand
L(o(N)) =1= N, but that does not contradict V = L; if XEN, L(o(N)),
then x can still be in L, in which case p (x) > o(N).

184
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Naively still, our general procedure will be as follows. We start with any
countable transitive model M for ZFC. M is called the ground model. We
shall describe a general procedure for finding countable transitive models
N for ZFC such that MeN and o(M) == o(N). An N obtained by our
procedure will be called a generic extension of M. As long as we succeed
in making M =1= N, N will satisfy V =1= L, since, by VI 3.8

L N == L(o(N)) == L(o(M)) == L M eM.

However, we shall in fact be able to make N satisfy -, CH, or CH + 2£0 1 == ws,
or a wide variety of other sta tements by varying certain details in our
construction.

Unfortunately, this naive approach is not quite correct. By results related
to the G6del Incompleteness Theorem, one cannot argue within ZFC
and produce any set models at all for ZFC; see IV §§ 7 and 10, as well as
§9 of this chapter for a further discussion of this point. Fortunately, how
ever, we can produce in ZFC countable transitive models M for any
desired finite list of axioms of ZFC, or even of ZFC + V == L (see IV 7.11
and VI 4.10).

The method of forcing will then be used to show how to produce models
N for any given finite list of axioms of ZFC + V =1= L (or ZFC + -, CH,
etc.); such N will be generic extensions of models M for suitably many
axioms of ZFC.

The formal structure of our proof of

Con(ZFC) --+ Con(ZFC + V =1= L)

will be as follows. Assume we can derive a contradiction from ZFC + V =1= L.
Then there is a finite list of axioms, ¢b ... , ¢n of ZFC + V =1= L such that

¢ 1 ... ¢n ~ tjI 1\ -, tjI

for some (or any) lji. But, by the method of forcing, we shall show that

ZFC ~ 3N (¢1 1\ ... 1\ ¢~),

so

ZFC ~ 3N(tjlN 1\ -,ljiN),

whence ZFC is inconsistent. This method in fact produces a completely
finitistic relative consistency proof, since we define explicitly how to con
struct an inconsistency in ZFC given one in ZFC + V =1= L.

The advantage of this approach is that when studying forcing we may
temporarily forget the metamathematical niceties in the previous paragraph,
and just assume naively that we have a countable transitive M satisfying
all of ZFC (or even ZFC + V == L). We may then concentrate on the
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mathematical problems involved in constructing the generic extension N
of M, satisfying, e.g., ZFC + -, CH. Once the construction is understood,
we may check that the previous paragraph applies to yield a finistic proof of

Con(ZFC) ~ (ZFC + -,CH).

In §9 we shall return to the metamathematics of forcing, and shall discuss
several other approaches for doing the same thing. In the meantime, when
we say "let M be a countable transitive model for ZFC"", the reader may
consider this to be an abbreviation for "let M be a countable transitive
model for enough axioms of ZFC to carry out the argument at hand."~

§2. Generic extensions

Let M be a countable transitive model for ZFC. If <IP, ~) is a partial
order (in the sense of our discussion of MA in II §2) and <IP, ~) E M, then
<IP, ~) will yield a method of obtaining a generic extension, N, of M,
which is also a model of ZFC. By varying <IP, ~), we shall be able to pro
duce a wide variety of relative consistency results.

For technical reasons, it will be convenient to restrict our attention to
partial orders with a largest element. One can do forcing without this re
striction (Exercise Bl), but it is slightly more cumbersome, and it produces
no more consistency results (Exercise B2). Most partial orders occurring
"naturally~', such as in applications of MA in II §2, have a largest element
anyway. To avoid excess verbiage, we define the following.

2.1. DEFINITION. A p.o. is a triple, <IP, ~, ~) such that ~ partially orders
IP and ~ is a largest element of IP (i.e., Vp E IP (p ~ ~)). c.t.m. abbreviates
"countable transitive model.'" D

Following standard abuses of notation, we shall often write IP when we
mean <IP, ~, ~ ). Thus, IP E M means IP E M, ~ E M, and ~ EM (although
~ E M follows from IP E M by transitivity of M). If two p.o."s are under dis
cussion, we may refer to them as, e.g., <IP, ~ p, ~ p) and <<I), ~ (b ~ Q>.
Formally, of course, the set IP does not determine its ordering, ~p; and
<IP, ~ p) may not determine ~ p, since the fact that we do not require ~ p

to be a partial order in the strict sense means that there could be many
largest elements (see II 2.1 and following discussion).

2.2. DEFINITION. Let IP be a p.o. G is IP-generic (i.e., <IP, ~, ~ )-generic) over
M itT G is a filter on IP and for all dense D c IP, D E M ~ G n D =1= O. D

2.3. LEMMA. If M is countable and p E IP, then there is a G which is IP-generic
over M such that pEG.
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PROOF. Exactly like the proof of MA(w) (see II 2.6(c)). Let Dn(n E w)
enumerate all dense subsets of IP which are in M. Inductively choose a
sequence qn (n E w) so that

p == qo :2: q 1 :2: ...

and qn+l EDn· Let G be the filter generated by {qn: nEw}. D

It is important to keep track of what is absolute for M and what is not.
In our intended applications, M will be a c.t.m. for ZFC and <IP, ::;, ~ >
will be in M. It is then easily seen by the methods of IV §3 that notions like
"p.o." or "dense" are absolute for M. However, the enumeration of the Dn

takes place outside of M. By absoluteness,

{DEM: DisdenseinIP} == {D: DisdenseinIP}M,

but this set will not usually be countable in M (countable is not absolute).
2.2 and 2.3 did not require that M is a model for anything. But it will

become important as we go along that M satisfy at least some of ZFC, to
ensure that various dense sets we construct actually lie in M. This occurs,
for example, in the proof of the next lemma, which says that in most cases
G~M.

2.4. LEMMA. If'M is a transitive model of ZF - P, IP E M is a p.o. such that

\tp EIP 3q, r EIP(q ::; P 1\ r ::; p 1\ q .1 r),

and G is IP-generic over M, then G ~ M.

(1)

PROOF. If GEM, then D == IP ........... GEM, since set-theoretic difference is
absolute. Also, D is dense: if pEIP and q, r are as in (1), then q, r cannot both
be in G (since G is a filter); thus, p has an extension in D.

However, G n D == 0, contradicting the definition of generic. D

The proof of Lemma 2.4 only required M to satisfy a very weak fragment
of ZF - P, but there is no reason to try to keep track of precisely which
finite set of axioms of ZFC are required for M at each step.

We remark that if condition (1) fails for IP, then there is a filter G on IP
which intersects all dense subsets ofIP, and ifIP EM, then GEM (see Exer
cise AI). Any application of MA or forcing to such a IP will be trivial. Thus,
almost all partial orders considered in II, VII, or VIII satisfy (1), although
(1) is never needed in the abstract treatment of MA or forcing.

We may now unveil slightly more about generic extensions. Let M be a
c.t.m. for ZFC, with IP a p.o. in M and G IP-generic over M. We shall show
how to construct another c.t.m. for ZFC, called M [G], which will satisfy
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M c M[G], oeM) == o(M[G]), and GEM[G]. M[G] will be the least
extension of M to a c.t.m. for ZFC containing G. The fact that G E M[G]
will imply, by Lemma 2.4, that in most cases M =1= M [G].

The particular axioms of set theory that M [G] satisfies beyond ZFC
will be very sensitive to the combinatorial properties satisfied by IP in M;
most of these properties are not absolute. For example, consider the c.c.c.
(De( II 2.3). If M is a c.t.m. and IP E M, then in V, IP is countable and thus
trivially has the c.c.c. But IP may well fail to have the c.c.c. in M.

Working within M, one may construct the various c.c.c. p.o.'s considered
in II, plus many more which are not c.c.c. (in M). These all can be used for
generic extensions.

We now return to the basic theory, which works equally well with any
p.o. in M. The whole procedure of constructing M [G] may seem rather
complicated at first, but once over this hurdle, the techniques of cooking
up a IP to produce a desired consistency result will be reduced to (sometimes
very difficult) problems in the combinatorics of partial orders.

The first step is to define M [G]. Roughly, this will be the set of all sets
which can be constructed from G by applying set-theoretic processes de
finable in M. Each element of M[G] will have a name in M, which tells
how it has been constructed from G. We use letters r, (J, n to range over
names.

People living within M will be able to comprehend a name, r, for an
object in M [G], but they will not in general be able to decide the object,
rG' that r names, since this will require a knowledge of G.

2.5. DEFINITION. r is a IP-name iff r is a relation and

v<(J, P> E r [(J is alP-name 1\ P EIP]. D

This definition does not mention models or any order on IP. The collection
oflP-names will be a proper class ifIP =1= O.

Definition 2.5 must be understood as a definition by transfinite recursion.
Formally, one defines the characteristic function of the IP-names, H(IP, r),
by

H(IP, r) == 1 iff r is a relation 1\ V<(J, P> E r [H(IP, (J) == 1 1\ P EIP].

H(IP, r) == 0 otherwise.

Then, r is defined to be a IP-name iff H(IP, r) == 1. For a fixed IP, H(IP, r) is
defined from H rtr cl(r) using concepts absolute for transitive models of
ZF - P, so H is absolute for transitive models of ZF - P. (We are using
IV 5.6, where x R y iff x E tr cl(y)). Thus also, the concept "r is alP-name"
is absolute for transitive models of ZF - P. For more practice in such re
cursions, see III, Exercises 13 and 14.
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2.6. DEFINITION. VIP is the class of IP-names. If M is a transitive model of
ZFC and IP EM, M IP = VIP n M. Or, by absoluteness,

MIP = {rEM: (risaIP-name)M}. 0

When forcing over M, use is made only of the IP-names in M IP , which we
may think of as being defined within M.

2.7. DEFINITION. val(r, G) = {val(O", G): :IV E G « 0", V) E r)}. We also write
rG for val(r, G). 0

valer, G) is defined by transfinite recursion on r, as was "r is alP-name".

2.8. DEFINITION. If M is a transitive model of ZFC, IP E M, and G c IP,
then

dom(r) = {O": :IV « 0", V) E r)}, the usual definition of domain (although
r is usually not a function). By absoluteness, the M-people know dom(r),
and they may think of dom(r) as a set of names for objects which may
possibly be in rG'

val(r, G) was defined by transfinite recursion using absolute concepts,
and is thus absolute for transitive models of ZF - P for the same reason
"r is a IP-name" was. Of course, the absoluteness of val(r, G) says nothing
for M unless GEM, which will usually be false. It does yield the following.

2.9. LEMMA. Under the notation of Definition 2.8, if N is a transitive model
of ZFC with MeN and GE N, then M[G] eN.

PROOF. For each r E M IP
, r E Nand G E N, so val(r, G) = (val(r, G))N EN. 0

Thus, once we check that M [G] is indeed a transitive extension of M
containing G and satisfying ZFC, it will be the least such extension.

We pause for some examples in our intended framework where M is a
c.t.m. for ZFC and IP is a p.o. in M. 0 is a IP-name, since it trivially satisfies
Definition 2.5, and 0G = °for any G by Definition 2.7. If V EIP, then
{<0, V) } E M IP

, and

{
{a} if V E G,

val({<O,V)},G)= .° If V ¢ G.

There will always be generic G with V E G (by Lemma 2.3), and, assuming
:lq EIP(q 1- V), there will be generic G with V¢ G. Thus, rG can depend on
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G. However, in some special cases, !G is independent of G. We saw 0G = 0,
and, vale {<O, 1)}, G) = {O} for all generic G since any non-empty filter
contains 1. More generally,

vale {< ai, 1 ): i E I}, G) = {val(ai , G): i E I}.

This observation enables us to see that any element x E M is represented
in a canonical way by a name, called x.

2.10. DEFINITION. If IP is a p.o., define the IP-name x recursively by: x =
{<y, 1p): y EX}. D

Formally, x depends on 1[p as well as x but the p.o. <IP, ~ [P, 1p) will
always be clear from context. Definition 2.10 is another definition by recur
sion and is easily seen to be absolute for transitive models of ZFC, so if x E M,
thenxEM.AsexamplesO.,=O, 1 = {Or = l<0,1)},2 = {<6,1),<i,1)},
etc. We just saw that val(O, G) = °and val(1, G) = 1.

2.11. LEMMA. If M is a transitive model of ZFC, IP is a p.o. in M, and G is
a non-empty filter on IP, then

(a) 'VxEM[XEMP
1\ val(x,G) = x].

(b) M C M[G].

PROOF. For (a), absoluteness of" implies x E M P
• val(x, G) = x is proved by

induction on x, using

val(x, G) = {val(y,G): YEX}.

(b) is immediate from (a). D

We may now see that G E M[G] by cooking up a name that represents
it.

2.12. DEFINITION. IfIP is a p.o., r = {<p,p): PEIP}. D

r of course depends on IP, which will always be clear from context. Un
like names of the form X, the object named by r depends on G. By absolute
ness, r is in M ifIP is.

2.13. LEMMA. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.11, rG = G. Hence,
G E M[G].

PROOF. r G = {(P)G: pEG} = {p: pEG} = G. D

Two more easy facts about M [G] are the following.
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2.14. LEMMA. Under the hypotheses oj' Lemma 2.11, M[G] is transitive.

PROOF. Immediate from Definitions 2.7 and 2.8. D

2.15. LEMMA. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.11,
(a) \lr E M P (rank(rG) s rank(r)).
(b) oeM [G]) == oeM).

PROOF. (a) is by induction on r. For (b), we have M[G] nON c M n ON
by (a) and the fact that rank(r)EM for all rEM. Thus, M[G] nON ==
M n ON since M c M[G]. D

As a further example, of building names, we check that M [G] satisfies
some of the easier axioms of ZFC. Thus, pairing holds because given
(J, r E M P

, we can define a name up((J, r) E M P which always names {(JG' rG}'

2.16. DEFINITION. (a) up((J, r) == {< (J, ~ >, <r, ~ >}.
(b) op ((J, r) == up (up ((J, (J), up ((J, r) ). D

2.17. LEMMA. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.11, if (J,rEMP
, then

(a) up((J, r) E M P and val (up((J, r), G) == {(JG' rG}'
(b) op((J, r)E M P and val(op((J, r), G) == <(JG' rG>' D

2.18. LEMMA. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.11, the Axioms of Exten
sionality, Foundation, Pairing, and Union are true in M [G].

PROOF. Extensionality holds because M [G] is transitive, Foundation is
true relativized to any class, and Pairing is immediate from Lemma 2.17(a).
For Union, it is sufficient to show that if a E M [G], then there is abE M [G]
such that Ua c b (see IV 2.10). Fix r E M P such that a == rG; let n ==

Udom(r); then n E M P
, so b == nGE M [G]. If c is any element of a, C == (JG

for some (J E domer). Since (J c n, C == (JG c nG == b (by applying Defini
tion 2.7 to (J and n). Thus, Ua c b. D

Observe that in proving Lemma 2.18, we did not show that Ua E M[G],
although this will follow once we show that M [G] satisfies the Compre
hension Axiom. For a direct proof, see Exercise A6. Observe also that we
have not yet used the notion of generic in a non-trivial way; our last six
lemmas are true for any G c IP, such that ~ E G. The fact that G intersects
the dense sets of M becomes important in the development of the concept
of forcing in §3, which is then used to show M [G] satisfies ZFC in §4.

We conclude this section with some additional technical facts which will
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be useful later when we wish to show that a generic filter intersects some
sets which are not dense.

2.19. DEFINITION. If E cIP and pEIP, then E is dense below p iff

\lq :::;p3r :::;q(rEE). 0

2.20. LEMMA. Assume that M is a transitive model of ZFC, IP EM, E c IP,
and E E M. Let G be IP-generic over M; then

(a) Either G n E =1= 0, or 3q E G \IrE E(r 1- q).
(b) If pEG and E is dense below p, then G n E =1= 0.

PROOF. For (a), let

D = {p: 3r E E (p :::; r)} u {q: \lr E E (r 1- q)}.

D is dense, since if q EIP, and q ¢ D, then fix r E E with rand q compatible;
if p :::; rand p :::; q, then p is an extension of q in D. Thus, G n D =1= 0, which
implies (a).

For (b), if G n E = 0, then, by (a), fix q E G with \lr E E (r 1- q). Let q' E G
with q' :::; q and q' :::; p, and then, since E is dense below p, let r E E with
r :::; q'; then r :::; q, contradicting r 1- q. 0

§3. Forcing

Let us consider first a specific example. Fix a c.t.m. M for ZFC, and let
IP be the set of finite partial functions from w to 2 ordered by reverse in
clusion (as in II §2, Example 5). ~ p is the empty function. <IP, :::;, ~ ) E M,
since its definition is absolute for transitive models of ZFC (or ZF - P).

If G is a filter on IP, fG = UG is a function with dom(fG) c w. For each
n, we let, as in II §2, Dn = {pEIP: nEdom(p)}; then Dn is dense, and
Dn E M (again by absoluteness of its definition). Thus, if G is IP-generic
over M, G n Dn =1= 0 for all n, so dom(fG) = w.

We now show fGEM[G]. Since GEM[G] and fG = UG, fGEM[G]
will follow immediately from the absoluteness of U for transitive models
of ZF, once we have shown M [G] satisfies ZFC (or enough of ZF - P
to obtain absoluteness of U). However, we may check fG E M [G] directly.
Let

tP = {«<n,m)r,p): pEIP 1\ nEdom(p) 1\ pen) = m}.

Since val(« n, m) r, G) = <n, m) (see Lemma 2.11),

tPG = {<n,m): 3pEG(nEdom(p) 1\ pen) = m)} =fG'

Thus, fG EM [G].
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If G is IP-generic over M, then G rt M by Lemma 2.4. Also, fG ¢ M, for let
E == {p: p ¢ f}~ then E is dense and G n E == 0. If fG E M, then also E E M,
contradicting the definition of generic. Note the similarity of this argument
with the one for -, MA(2W

) (II 2.6).
We now bring in the idea of forcing. In II §2, we had the intuitive idea

that elements p EIP were conditions which say something about G or some
object (such as fG above), which we plan to construct from G. We continue
with this motivation, but now in the context of models, rather than of MA.

People living in M cannot construct a G which isIP-generic over M. They
may believe on faith that there exists a being to whom their universe, M,
is countable. Such a being will have a generic G and an fG == UG. The
people in M do not know what G and fG are but they have names for them,
rand <P. They may also read the preceding few paragraphs and thus figure
out certain properties of G and fG; for example, fG is a function from w to
2. They do not know what fG(O) is, since that depends on the particular G
chosen. But they can see that fG(O) will be ° if {<O, 0) } E G and 1 if
{<O, 1) } E G. More generally, they can construct a forcing language, where
a sentence l/J of the forcing language uses the names in M P to assert some
thing about M [G]; an example of such a l/J is <P(O) == 1. The person in M
may not know whether a given l/J is true in M [G]. The truth or falsity of
l/J in M [G] will in general depend on G. We write p I~ l/J (p forces t/J) to mean
that for all G which are IP-generic over M, if pEG, then l/J is true in M [G] .
For example,

{<O, O)} I~ <P(O) == 6, and {<O, 1) } I~ <P(O) == 1.
Also,

~ 11- <P is a function from winto 2, and ~ 11- ep == Ur;
i.e., these last two sentences are true for all generic G. Now, people living
in M can figure out all the above forcing facts without even seeing a generic
G. This illustrates the following.

Fact 1. It may be decided within M whether or not p II-l/J.

This will be very important not only for proving that M [G] satisfies
ZFC, but for applying forcing later, since the people of M will have to be
able to apply their combinatorial techniques to construct various compli
cated IP for which the desired axioms of set theory (beyond ZFC) are forced
to be true in M [G] .

Fact 1 is at first surprising, since the notion p II-l/J seems to require a
knowledge of all generic G, but a person in M may always decide whether
p II-l/J by going through the kind of analysis we have used in our examples.

It is immediate from the definition of 11- that if G is IP-generic over M
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and p II-l/J for some pEG, then l/J is true in M [G]. As a converse of this
observation, we shall show the following.

Fact 2. If G is IP-generic over M and l/J is true in M [G], then for some
pEG, p II-l/J.

For example, if l/J is cI>(O) = 0 and l/J is true (i.e., fG(O) = 0), then p(O) = 0
for some pEG. If this p E H, where H is another generic filter, then fH(O) = 0
also; i.e., l/J will be true in M[H]. Thus, p II-l/J.

We now leave our specific example and turn to a more rigorous discussion
of forcing with an arbitrary IP. The actual theorem expressing Facts 1 and
2 (Theorem 3.6) will form the backbone of our forcing technique.

3.1. DEFINITION. Let ¢(Xl' ... ,xn) be a formula with all free variables
shown; let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC, IP a p.o. in M, !l' ... , !nE M P

, and PEIP;
then p II-p,M ¢(!l' ... , Tn) iff

VG [(G islP-generic over M 1\ pEG) ~ ¢M[Gl (val(!l' G), ... , val(!n' G))].
D (1)

The subscript IP on II-p,M should really be <IP, S, ~). We shall usually
just write 11- when there is only one partial order and one ground model
M under discussion.

Intuitively, the ¢(! l, ... , Tn) in Definition 3.1 is a sentence of the forcing
language; this idea could be made rigorous by formalizilig logic within set
theory and defining the forcing language to be the first-order language
whose one binary relation symbol is E, and whose constant symbols are
the elements of M P

. Instead, our approach is not actually to define a forcing
language. Formally, 3.1 is a definition schema in the metatheory. For each
formula ¢(x l , ... , X n), with free variables among Xl' ... , Xm we can define
another formula Force<t>(!l' ... , !n,IP, s,~, M, p), which asserts (1), along
with <IP, S, ~) EM, P EIP, and !l' ... '!n E M P

•

As an exercise in understanding Definition 3.1, one may verify the
following.

3.2. LEMMA. In the notation of Definition 3.1,
(a) (p I~ ¢(!l' , Tn) 1\ q S p) ~ q I~ ¢(!l' ... , Tn)·
(b) (pl~¢(!l, ,!n)) 1\ (pl~l/J(!l, ... ,!n)) iff

pl~(¢(!l, ,!n) 1\ l/J(!l, ... '!n)). D

Now, the notion "pl~¢(!l' ... '!n)'" has been defined in V, not M, and
involves a knowledge of all possible generic G. By Fact 1, we should be
able to decide within M whether p I~ ¢(! l' ... , Tn); we translate this rigor-
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ously by defining another relation, p I~* ¢(r I' ... , rn) and showing that for
all ¢,

p I~ ¢ (r I' ... , rn)~ (p I~* ¢ (r I' ... , rn) )M .

Thus, p I~ ¢(r l, ... , rn) will be equivalent to some statement relativized to M.
After this section, we shall rarely refer back to the details of the defini

tion of I~*, although we shall frequently use Facts 1 and 2 (Theorem 3.6)
and their Corollary, 3.7. Thus, the reader who is bored by these details may
simply skip directly to Theorem 3.6. There are as many different (equivalent)
definitions of I~* as there are texts in set theory; see, e.g., Exercises B3 and
B4 for a somewhat slicker approach.

The most difficult part of our definition of I~* will be when ¢(rl , r2) is
r l = r2. As a simple example of what to expect, suppose rl = {<nl,s)}
and r 2 = {< n 2 , s)}, and we are trying to tell a person in M which p force
rl = r2· Ifp 1- s, then p 11- r l = r2' since whenever pEG, s¢ G, so rIG = 0 =
r2G. If p S s, then whenever pE G, rlG = {n IG } and r2G = {n 2G }, so
pl~rl = r2ifTpl~nl = n2.Itisinstructivetocheckthatforanyp,pl~rl =
r2 iff

Vq(q sp I\q ss~ql~nl=n2),

but we mainly wish to emphasize that in the definition of I~*, the question
of whether p I~* r l = r2 must depend on whether q I~* n i = n2 for various
q EIP, n l E dom(rl)' and n2 E dom(r2).

We begin by defining, in V, the notion p I~* ¢(r I' ... , rn); so this definition
does not mention any model. However, in our intended application, we
shall consider only the relativized notion (pl~* ¢(rl' ... ,rn))M, where M is
the ground model.

3.3. DEFINITION. Fix a p.o. IP. The following clauses define the notion
p I~* ¢(r l , ... , rn) where ¢(xI, ... , xn) is a formula with all free variables
shown, p EIP, and r l , ... , r nE VIP.

(a) p I~* r I = r 2 iff
(0:) for all <nl, Sl) E r l ,

{q S p: q S SI ~ 3<n2, S2) E r2 (q S S2 1\ q I~* n i = n2)}

is dense below p, and
(f3) for all <n2,s2) Er2'

{q s p: q S S2 ~ 3<n l ,sl)Er l (q S SI 1\ ql~*nl = n2)}

is dense below p.
(b) p I~* r l E r2 iff

{q: 3<n, s) E r 2 (q S S 1\ q 11-* n = r 1) }

is dense below p.
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(c) p I~* (¢(!l' ... , Tn) 1\ l/f(!l' ... , Tn)) itT

p I~* ¢(!l' ... , Tn) and p I~* l/f(!l' ... , Tn)·

(d) p I~* -'¢(!l' ... , Tn) itT there is no q s p such that q I~* ¢(!l' ... , Tn)·
(e) p I~* :Ix ¢ (x, ! l, ... , ! n) iff

{r: :lO"E vP (rl~* ¢(O"'!l' ... ,!n))}

is dense below p. D

A casual inspection of Definition 3.3 will reveal that the definition is
circular, and must thus be a recursion, but the exact na ture of this recursion
deserves some additional comment. It is intended that clause (a) be applied
first to define the notion p I~* ! 1 = !2. Formally, we are defining a function
F : vP x vP ~ &>(IP), where F(<! l, !2») is intended to be

{p EIP: p I~* !l = !2}.

F is defined by transfinite recursion on the relation R, where

<nl, n2 ) R<!l' !2)

itT n l E dom(!l) and n 2 E dom(!2). R is clearly set-like, and R is well
founded because <nl, n2 ) R<!l' !2) implies rank(n l ) < rank(!l).

Once the notion p I~* ! 1 = ! 2 is defined, clause (b) defines the notion
p I~* !l E!2 explicitly. Now that I~* is defined for atomic formulas, clauses
(c)-(e) define I~* for all formulas by a straightforward induction on length.
Formally, the induction takes place in the meta theory. As with I~, for each
formula ¢(Xl' ... , xn) we are defining a formula

Force:(!l' ... '!n,IP, s,p).

For atomic formulas, the recursion used in defining I~* involves only
absolute concepts and is thus absolute for transitive models of ZF - P.
More precisely, we are using the absoluteness of R (see above), plus the
absoluteness of {<nl , n 2 ): <nl, n 2 ) R<!l' !2)} to conclude the absolute
ness of F (see IV 5.6). However, I~* for arbitrary ¢ is not absolute; the
:10" E vP in clause (e) becomes :10" E M P when relativized to a model M. In
any case, in checking Fact 1, we are only interested in looking at I~*

relativized to M.
As motivation for the specific details of clauses (a)-(e) of the definition

of I~*, we may think of(p I~* ¢)M as an attempt by a person living in M to
decide I~. We shall eventually prove Fact 1, that I~ is definable in M, by
showing that p I~ ¢ itT (p I~* ¢)M. Thus, we use, as the inductive clauses in
the definition of I~*, relations which 11- itself satisfies. We can then try to
prove Fact 1 by induction on ¢.
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To see that 11- indeed satisfies (a)-(e) sometimes requires some argument.
For (c), it is immediate from the definition of I~ that p I~ (4) 1\ t/J) iff p I~ 4>
and pl~t/J (see Lemma 3.2). Regarding (d), assume that -,3q ~ p(q 1~4»;

to show p I~ -, ¢, assume not. Then, there is a generic G with pEG and 4>
true in M. By Fact 2, there is an rEG such that r I~ 4>. Let q E G with q ~ r
and q ~ p; then q I~ 4> (by Lemma 3.2), contradicting -, 3q ~ p (q I~ 4».

Clause (e), relativized to M, says (p I~* 3x 4> (x) )M iff

{r ~ p: 3a E MP (r 11-* 4> (a) )M}

is dense below p. To check this (in one direction) for I~, suppose D =
{r :::; p: 3a E MP (r I~ 4> (a) )} is dense below p. By Fact 1, DE M. Thus, when
ever G is generic over M and pEG, G n D =1= 0, so there is a a E M P and
rEG with r I~ 4>(a); the (4)(aG ) )M[Gl, so (3x 4> (x) )M[Gl. Thus, p I~ 3x 4> (x) .

Of course, the arguments in the preceding two paragraphs are useful
only for motivation, since to verify that I~ satisfies clauses (d) and (e), we
are appealing to Facts 1 and 2, which have not yet been proved. The reader
may find it a useful exercise to complete our (circular) justification of
Definition 3.3.

We now proceed on a somewhat different tack to obtain a rigorous proof
of Facts 1 and 2. As a preliminary lemma, we prove the following.

3.4. LEMMA. For p and 4>(Tl' ... ,Tn) as in Definition 3.3, the following are
equivalent:

(1) pl~*4>(Tl, ... ,Tn).
(2) Vr :::;p(rl~*4>(Tl, ... ,Tn)).
(3) {r: r I~* ¢(Tl' ... , Tn)} is dense below p.

PROOF. Observe first that (2) ---+ (1) and (2) ---+ (3) are trivial. Next, assume
¢(Tl,T2) is either Tl = T2 or TIET2. (1) ---+(2) follows from the fact that if
D is dense below p and r :::; p, then D is dense below r. (3) ---+ (1) follows from
the fact that if {r: D is dense below r} is dense below p, then D is dense below
p. Note that in both cases, we do not refer to the precise details of the defini
tion of p I~* ¢(Tl' T2); rather, we need only that the definition involves
certain sets being dense below p.

Now that the equivalence of (1)-(3) has been checked for atomic 4>, it is
easily checked for all 4> by induction, using clauses (c)-(e) of Definition 3.3.
The only place the inductive hypothesis is used in this argument is in the
step for 1\. 0

We now express the relationship between I~* and truth in M [G]. This
is the key to relating I~* to I~.

3.5. THEOREM. Let 4>(x 1 , ... , xn) be a formula with all free variables shown.
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Let M be a transitive model for ZFC, IP a p.o. in M, and Ll' ... , Ln EM fP
•

Let G be IP-generic over M; then
(1) If pEG and (pl~* </J(Ll' ... , Ln))M, then (</J(val(Ll' G), ... , val(Ln, G)))M[Gl.
(2) If </J(val(Ll' G), ... , val(Ln , G))M[GJ, then 3p E G((p I~* </J(Ll' ... , Ln))M).

PROOF. When </J (Ll' L2) is L1 = L2, the proof proceeds by transfinite induc
tion, using clause (a) of Definition 3.3. The fact that this is indeed an induc
tion on a well-founded relation is seen in precisely the same way that we
justified the definition of I~* for such </J. Since I~* for atomic formulas is
absolute for M, we may drop the relativizations to M.

To check (1), we assume pEG and p I~* Ll = L2. We must show LIG =
L2G. We shall show LIG c L2G using (el) of Definition 3.3(a); the proof of
L2G C LIG using (f3) is the same. Every element of LIG is of the form 1r 1G ,

where (1r1,Sl)ELl for some SlEG. We must show that 1r1GEL2G. Fix
rE G with r ~ p and r ~ Sl. Then r I~* Ll = L2 (by Lemma 3.4), so (by
Lemma 2.20(b)), there is q E G such that q ::; r and such that q ::; Sl implies

3 (1r 2 , S2) E L2 (q ::; S2 1\ q I~* 1r 1 = 1r2)· (*)

But q ::; Sb so fix (1r 2 , S2) as in (*); then S2 E G, so 1r2G E L2G. Also, by (1)
for 1r1 = 1r2' q I~* 1r1 = 1r2 implies 1r 1G = 1r2G , so 1r 1G E L2G·

To check (2), assume L1G = L2G. Let D be the set of all r EIP such that
either r I~* L1 = L2' or

(ci) 3(1rl'Sl)ELl(r::; Sl 1\ \:f(1r2,S2)EL2 \:fqEIP

((q ::; S2 1\ q I~* 1r 1 = 1r2) ---+ q 1- r)),

or
(f3') 3 ( 1r2, S2) EL2(r ::; S2 1\ \:f ( 1r1, S1) ELI \:fq EIP

((q ::; Sl 1\ q I~* 1r 1 = 1r2 ) ---+ q 1- r)).

First note that no rEG can satisfy (ci) or (f3'), for suppose rEG and
( 1r1, S1) ELl as in (el'); then S1E G so 1r 1GEL 1G = L2G' so fix (1r2, S2) E L2
with S2 E G and 1rlG = 1r 2G ; then, by (2) for 1r1 = 1r2' fix qo EG with
qo I~* 1r l = 1r2 ; now fix q EG with q ::; qo and q ::; S2; since q I~* 1r l = 1r2
(see Lemma 3.4), we have q 1- r (by (ci)), qEG, and rEG, a contradiction.
If -,3rEG(rl~* Ll = L2), then D n G = o. Since DEM by absoluteness,
we shall be done if we can check that D is dense. Fix p EIP. Either p I~* L1 = L2
or (el) or (f3) of Definition 3.3 (a) fails. If(el) fails, then, applying the definition
of "dense below p," fix (1r 1 , Sl) ELI and r ~ p such that

\:fq ::; r (q ::; Sl 1\ \:f ( 1r2' S2) E L2 (-,(q I~* 1r1 = 1r2 1\ q ::; S2))). (t)

In particular, r ::; Sl. If (1r2' S2) E L2, q ::; S2' and q I~* 1r1 = 1r2 then q 1- r,
since a common extension q' of q and r would contradict (t). Thus, r ::; p
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and r satisfies (a' ). Likewise, if (f3) fails, there is an r ~ p satisfying (f3').
Now, assume </J(Ll' L2) is Ll E L2' To check (1), assume pEG and

p I~* LIE L2; then

D == {q: 3<n,s) EL2(q ~ S 1\ q I~* n == Ll)}

is dense below p, so fix q E G n D, and fix <n, s) E L2 so that q ~ sand
q I~* n == Ll' Since S E G and <n, s) E L2, nG E L2G by definition of L2G' Since
qEG and q I~* n == '[1' n G == LIG by (1) applied to n == Ll' Thus, LIG EL2G'

To check (2) for LIE L2, assume LIG E L2G' By definition of L2G' there is a
<n, s) E L2 such that S E G and n G == LIG' By (2) for n == Ll' there is an rE G
such that r I~* n == Ll' Let pEG be such that p ~ sand p ~ r. Then
Vq ~ p(q ~ S 1\ q I~* n == Ll), so p I~* Ll E L2 (we have verified a statement
stronger than that required by Definition 3.3(b)).

This concludes the proof of (1) and (2) for atomic </J. We now prove (1)
and (2) simultaneously for all </J by induction on </J; formally, this induction
takes place in the metatheory. There are six parts to this, since the induction
steps must be done for I, 1\, and 3, and (1) and (2) must be checked. Since
I~* is not absolute when </J has quantifiers, it is now important that we
relativize I~* to M.

In the following, we shall, for brevity, drop explicit mention of the
T1, ... , Tn' since they may easily be filled in.

(1) 1 : We assume (1) and (2) for </J, and we conclude (1) for 1 </J. Assume
pEG and (p I~* 1 </J)M; we must show 1 </JM[Gl. But if </JM[Gl, then by (2) for
</J, there is a q E G with (q I~* </J)M. Let rEG with r ~ p and r ~ q; then
(r I~* </J)M, contradicting the definition of p 11-* 1 </J.

(2) 1 : Assume (I </J)M[Gl, and let

D == {p: (p I~* </J)M V (p I~* 1 </J)M } .

D EM and D is dense by the definition of I~* applied within M, so fix
pED n G. If(p I~-* 1 </J)M, we are done. If(p 11-* </J)M, then by (1) for </J, we
have </JM[Gl, a contradiction.

(1) 1\: We assume (1) and (2) for </J and t/J, and we conclude (1) for </J 1\ t/J.
Assume pEG and (p I~* (</J 1\ t/J))M; then (p 11-* </J)M and (p I~* t/J)M, so
¢M[Gl and t/JM[Gl, so (</J 1\ t/J)M[Gl.

(2) 1\: Assume (¢ 1\ t/J )M[Gl. By (2) for ¢ and t/J, there are p, q E G such that
(p I~* </J)M and (q I~* t/J)M. Let rEG be such that r ~ p and r ~ q; then
(r I~* ¢)M and (r I~* t/J)M, so (r I~* </J 1\ t/J)M.

(1) 3: Assume pEG and (p I~* 3X¢(X))M; then

{r: 3a E M P (r I~* </J(a))M}

is dense below p and in M, so fix rEG and a E M P with (r I~* ¢(a) )M. By
(1) for ¢, (</J(aG))M[Gl, so (:lx ¢(x) )M[Gl.
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(2) 3: Assume (3x </J(x) )M[Gl and fix a E M fP with (¢(aG))M[Gl. By (2) for ¢,
fixp E Gsothat(p I~* ¢(a))M; then Vr ~ p ((r I~* </J(a))M),so(p I~* 3x ¢(X))M
(we have verified a statement stronger than that required by Definition
3.3(e)). 0

Finally, we may state and prove Facts 1 and 2 formally.

3.6. THEOREM. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC andIP a p.o. in M; let </J(x 1 , ... , xn )

be a formula with all free variables shown; let Tl' ... , Tn E M fP
•

(1) For all pEIP,

p 1~ ¢ (T1, ... , Tn) ~ (p 11-* ¢ (T1, ... , Tn) )M.

(2) For all G which are IP-generic over M,

¢(T IG' ... , TnG)M[Gl ~ 3p E G (p I~ </J(Tl' ... , Tn)).

PROOF. In (1), the implication from right to left is immediate from Theorem
3.5(1) and the definition of I~. For the implication from left to right, assume
p I~ ¢(Tl' ... , Tn)· To show (p I~* ¢(Tl' , Tn))M, it is sufficient (by Lemma
3.4) to show that D = {r: (r I~* ¢(Tl' , Tn))M is dense below p. If not, let
q ~ p be such that -, 3r ~ q (r E D). Then, by definition of 11-*,

(q I~* -'¢(Tl' ... , Tn) )M,

whence, by (1) from right to left, q I~ -,</J(Tl, ... , Tn). Let G be IP-generic
over M with q E G; then (-, ¢ (val(T1, G), ... , val(Tm G)) )M[Gl, but also pEG,
since p ~ q, so (¢(val(Tl' G), ... , val(Tm G)))M[Gl, a contradiction.

For (2), the implication from left to right follows from (1) and from
Theorem 3.5(2), which asserts the same thing about I~*. The implication
from right to left is immediate from the definition of I~. 0

In practice, Theorem 3.6(1) will be used to show that various sets defined
using I~ actually lie in M. For example for fixed T1, ... , Tn E M fP

{pEIP: pl~¢(Tl' ... ,Tn)}

in in M, since this set is equal to

{p EIP: (p I~* ¢ (T1, ... , Tn) )M },

which lies in M by Comprehension in M. Likewise, e.g., for fixed a,
T2, ... , Tn E M fP

,

{< p, Tl) EIP x dom(a): p I~ ¢(Tl' ... , Tn)} EM.

Theorem 3.6(2) will be important because it relates truth in M [G] to I~.

The following additional facts about I~ will also be useful.
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3.7. COROLLARY. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC, IP a p.o. in M, and
(J, 'T 1, ... , 'Tn E M fP

; then
(a) {p E IP: (p I~ ¢ ('T l' ... , 'Tn)) v (p I~ I ¢ ('T 1, , 'Tn) )} is dense.
(b) pl~I¢('T1, ... ,'Tn)iffI3q ~p(ql~¢('T1, ,'Tn))·
(c) pl~3x¢(X,'T1, ... ,'Tn)iff

{r ~ p: 3(J E M fP (r I~ ¢((J, 'T1' ... , 'Tn))}

is dense below p.
(d) Ij'p 1~3x(XE(J 1\ ¢(X,'T1' ... ,'Tn)), then

3q ~ p 3nE dom((J)(q I~ ¢(n, 'T 1, ... , 'Tn)).

PROOF. (a)-(c) are true of I~* by definition, and thus hold for I~ by Theorem
3.6(1). For (d), fix a generic G with pEG. By definition of I~, there is an
a E (JG such that (¢(a, 'T l' ... , 'Tn) )M[Gl. a == nG for some n E dom((J). By
Theorem 3.6(2), there is an rEG such that r I~ ¢(n, 'T 1, , 'Tn). If q is a com-
mon extension of p and r, then q ~ p and q I~ ¢(n, 'T1' , 'Tn). 0

§4. ZFC in M [GJ

We now apply the results of §3 to show that our generic extension is a
model of ZFC. It will be convenient to verify AC in a form slightly different
from the usual one.

4.1. LEMMA (ZF). AC holds iff

'v'x3aEON 3f(f is a function 1\ dom(f) == a 1\ x c ran(f)). (*)

PROOF. If x, a, and f are as in (*), we may define a well-order of x as follows.
Let g(z) == min(f'-1 {z}) for z E x; then g maps x 1-1 into a. If we let
y R z~ g(y) < g(z), then R well-orders x. 0

4.2. THEOREM. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC, <IP, ~, ~) a p.o. in M, and G
IP-generic over M; then M [G] satisfies ZFC.

PROOF. We have already verified Extensionality, Foundation, Pairing, and
Union (see Lemma 2.18). Let us check Comprehension. To do this we must
see that whenever (J, 'T1' ... , 'Tn E M fP and ¢(x, v, Y1, ... , Yn) is any formula,

Let

p == {<n,p) Edom((J) x IP: pl~(nE(J 1\ ¢(n,(J,'T1, ... ,'Tn))}.
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P E M P by definability of forcing (Theorem 3.6(1)). We now verify that
PG = {aEaG: ¢(a)M[Gl};forbrevity,wesuppressmentionofrl, ... ,rninthe
rest of this argument. First, any element of PG is of the form nG where
<n, p) E P for some pEG. By definition of P, p I~ (n E a 1\ ¢(n)) so, by the
definition of I~, nGEaG and ¢(nG)M[Gl. Thus PG C {aEaG: ¢(a)M[Gl}. To
show equality, assume a E aG and ¢(a)M[Gl. a = nG for sQme n E dom(a).
Then (nG E aG 1\ ¢(nG) )M[Gl. Since any statement true in M [G] is forced
(Theorem 3.6(2)), there is apE G such that p I~ (n E a 1\ ¢(n)); then
<n, p) E P, so nGE PG.

Next, we verify Replacement. For this we must check that for each formu
la ¢(x, v, r, 21' ... , 2 n ) and each aG, rIG' ... , r nG E M[G], if

(Vx E aG:l!y ¢(x, y, aG, rIG' ... , LnG) )M[Gl,

then there is apE M P such that

Vx E aG3y E PG (¢(x, y, aG, rIG' ... , rnG ) )M[Gl.

Again, suppress mention of r 1, ... , r no Let S E M be such that S c M P and

Vn E dom(a) Vp EIP [3,u E M P (p 11- ¢(n,,u)) ~ 3,u E S (p I~ ¢(n,,u))];

S exists because by Theorem 3.6(1), p I~ ¢(n,,u) is defined by a formula
relativized to M, so by reflection in M we may take S = R(a)(M) n M P for
a suitable a (see IV 7.4). Let P = S x {~}; then PG = {,uG: ,u E S}. Fix x E aG'
We show 3y E PG (¢(x, y) )M[Gl. x = nGfor some n E dom(a). By assumption,
(3y¢(nG,y))M[Gl, so for some VE M P, ¢(nG, VG)M[Gl, and by Theorem 3.6(2),
there is apE G such that p I~ ¢(n, v). There is then a ,u E S such that
p I~ ¢(n, j1), so we have ,uG E PG and (¢(nG, ,uG) )M[Gl.

We remark that it looks like we have proved a stronger form of Replace
ment which weakens the 3!y in the hypothesis to :ly. But this "stronger"
axiom is in fact a version of reflection and is derivable in ZF (see III Exercise
15) .

We have now checked all axioms of ZF - P in M [G] except Infinity.
But now Infinity holds also, since w( =(w)G) is in M [G]. Thus, M [G]
satisfies ZF - P.

For the Power Set Axiom, fix aG E M [G]. We shall produce apE M P

such that Vx E M[G] (x c aG~ x E PG)' Let P = S x {~}, where

S = {rEMP: dom(r) c dom(a)} = (&>(dom(a) x IP))M.

Fix any ,u E M P such that ,uG c aG· We show ,uG E PG. Let

r = {< n, p): n E dom(a) 1\ p I~ n E ,u};

then rES so rG E PG' so we shall be done if we can show ,uG = rG' To see
that ,uG erG, note that since ,uG c aG' any element of ,uG is of the form nG
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for some 1r Edom(a); since 1rGE /lG' there is apE G such that p I~ 1r E /l,
whence <1r,''[J) E L, so 1rG E LG' To see that LG C /lG' note that any element of
LG is of the form 1rG where <1r, p) E L for some pEG; then p I~ 1r E /l, so
1[G E /lG'

The key to the proof of the Power Set Axiom in M [G] is that in M there
is a set of names which contains representatives for any possible subset of
(JG, even though the collection of all /l such that /lG C aG(or even /lG = 0)
is usually not contained in a set of M (see Exercise A9).

We now know that ZF holds in M [G]. To check that AC holds in M [G] ,
we shall verify the equivalent of AC presented in Lemma 4.1. Fix x =
aGEM[G]. By ACM

, let dom(a) = {1r y : y < a}, where the function which
takes y to 1ry is in M. Let

L = {op (y, 1ry ): y < a} x {~}

(see Definition 2.16). Then LE M and LG = {<y, 1ryG): y < a}, so LG is a
function with dom(LG) = a and aG C ran(LG)'

Thus, all axioms of ZFC hold in M [G]. 0

Our next task is to show how to design IP to produce M [G] satisfying
desired additional axioms, but we mention now one immediate consequence
of our results so far.

4.3. COROLLARY. Let M be c.t.m. for ZFC, then there is a c.t.m. N ~ M
such that N satisfies ZFC + V =1= L.

PROOF. With the notation of Theorem 4.2, just choose IP such that G ¢ M.
This is true whenever IP satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.4; for example,
let IP be finite partial functions from w to 2. Let N = M [G], then, since
o(N) = oeM) (see Lemma 2.15), LN = LM

C M, so N satisfies V =1= L. 0

As pointed out in §1, Corollary 4.3 yields the following.

4.4. COROLLARY. Con(ZFC) ---+ Con(ZFC + V =/= L). 0

As we now proceed with the development of forcing, we shall often be
discussing the relation p I~ ¢ where ¢ is a statement of some mathematical
complexity. Then, as usual, ¢ will not be explicitly displayed as a formula
in the official language of set theory; rather, we shall express ¢ using stan
dard mathematical notation, which we consider to be an abbreviation for
a formula of set theory. It is then worth noting that we do not have to worry
about the exact way we write the unabbreviated formula, since two formulas
which are equivalent in ZFC are forced by the same conditions. More
precisely, the following holds.
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4.5. LEMMA. (a) Let ¢(xl , , x n ) and t/J(x l , ... , x n ) be formulas, and assume

ZFC ~ \:lXI, , X n (¢(Xl , ... , X n) ---+ t/J(x l , ... , xn));

then for any c.t.m. M for ZFC, p.O. IP E M, p EIP, and T l' ... , Tn E M fP
,

(p I~ ¢(Tl' ... , Tn)) ---+ (p I~ t/J(Tl' ... , Tn))'

(b) If we assume also that

ZFC ~ \:Ix1, ... , X n (¢(X l , ... , X n) +--+ t/J(X l , ... , xn)),

then we may conclude

PROOF. In (a), for any G which is IP-generic over M, M [G] satisfies ZFC, so

¢(Tla' ... , TnG)M[G] ---+ t/J(TlG' ... , TnG)M[G].

(a) thus follows from the definition of I~. (b) follows from (a). D

§5. Forcing with finite partial functions

The most famous relative consistency proof produced by forcing is that
of Con (ZFC + -, CH). The methods of this section allow us to construct
models in which 2w is W2, WS, WWl or anything else not obviously contra
dictory.

Throughout this section, M is a fixed c.t.m. for ZFC. We consider forcing
over M with finite partial functions from one set I into another set J.

5.1. DEFINITION..

Fn(I, J) = {p: Ipl < W 1\ P i~ a function 1\ dom(p) c I 1\ ran(p) c;: J}.

Order Fn(I, J) by: p :::; q +--+ P ::::> q. D

Fn(I, J) is a p.o., with largest element ~ = 0 (the empty function). Since
"finite" is absolute, so is Fn(I, J), so if I, J EM, then Fn(I, J) = Fn(I, J)M E M.
Fn(w,2) was discussed briefly at the beginning of §3, and the elementary
discussion of Fn(I, J) in general is similar.

If G is a filter in Fn(I, J), U G is a function with dom(U G) c I and
ran(U G) c J. If J =/= 0, Di = {p E Fn(I, J): i E dom(p)} is dense for all
i E I; furthermore, by absoluteness, D i E M if I, J EM; thus, if G is generic
over M, G n Di =1= 0 for each i E I, whence dom(U G) = I. Likewise, if I is
infinite, {p E Fn(I, J): j E ran(p)} is dense and in M, so ran(U G) = J. We
have thus proved the following.
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5.2. LEMMA. If I, J E M, I is infinite, J =1= 0, and G is Fn(I, J)-generic over
M, then UG is a function from I onto J. 0

A simple application of this kind of partial order is that the notion of
cardinal need not be absolute for M, M [G]. Thus, let K be an uncountable
cardinal of M; i.e., K E M and (K is an uncountable cardinal)M. Let IP =
Fn(w, K), and let G be IP-generic over M. Then UG E M [G] by absolute
ness of U), and G is a function from w onto K, so in M[G], K is a countable
ordinal. We say that IP collapses K.

With a different I, J, we can use Fn(I, J) to obtain a model in which CH
is false. Again let K be an uncountable cardinal of M, but now let IP =
Fn(K x w, 2), so, if G is IP-generic over M, then UG : K x W ---+ 2. We may
think of G as coding a K-sequence of functions from W into 2; namely, let
j(J.(n) = (U G) (0:, n) for 0: < K, n < w. By absoluteness, the sequence
<j(J.: 0: < K) (i.e., the function which assigns, to each 0:, hJ is in M [G] .
Furthermore, the fa are all distinct; to see this, if 0: =/= {3, let

D(J.{3 = {pEIP: 3nEw«0:,n)Edom(p) 1\ <{3,n) Edom(p) 1\ p(o:,n)

=1= p({3, n)) };

D(J.{3 is dense and in M, so G n D(J.{3 =1= 0, which implies fa =1= f{3. Thus, M[G]
contains a K-sequence of distinct functions from w into 2, so the following
is obtained.

5.3. LEMMA. If KEM and G is Fn(K x w,2)-generic over M, then
(2W Z IKj)M[Gl. D

Taking K = (W2)M, this would seem to imply that 2w Z W2 in M[G], i.e.,
CH fails in M [G]. But, we must first check that K is also (W2 )M[Gl; this is
not immediate since we have just seen, with a slightly different partial
order, that an uncountable cardinal of M could become a countable ordinal
in M[G]. That this does not happen with Fn(K x w,2) involves the fact
that, as we shall show, this partial order has the countable chain condition
(c.c.c.) in M (it trivially has c.c.c. in V, since M is countable, but that is
irrelevant) .

The fact that (Fn(K x w, 2) has c.C.C.)M follows from the following
slightly more general result, relativized to M.

5.4. LEMMA. If I is arbitrary and J is countable, then Fn(I, J) has c.c.c.

PROOF. Let p(J. E Fn(I, J) for 0: < WI and let a(J. = dom(p(J.). By the J-system
lemma (II 1.5), there is an uncountable X C WI such that {a(J.: 0: E X} forms
a L1-system, with some root r. Since J is countable, so is Jr, so there are only
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countably many possibilities for Parr. It follows that there is an uncountable
y c X such that the Par r for lJ. E Yare all the same. But then the Pa for

lJ. E Yare all compatible. Thus, there can never be a family {Pa: lJ. < Wl} of
incompatible conditions. 0

There are many more examples of c.c.c. p.o's (see the discussion of MA
in II §2). The importance of c.c.c. in forcing is the following lemma, which
gives us a way of approximating, within M, any function which appears
in M[G].

5.5. LEMMA. Assume IP E M, (IP is c.C.C.)M, and A, BE M; let G be IP-generic
over M, and let IE M [G], with I: A ~ B. Then there is a map F : A ---+ &>(B)
with FEM, V'aEA(/(a)EF(a)) and V'aEA((IF(a)1 :::; W)M).

PROOF. Fix rE M P with I = rG. Since any statement true in M[G] is forced,
there is apE G such that

P I~ r is a function from A into B.
Formally, we are applying here Theorem 3.6(2) to a formula ¢(x, y, z) which
asserts that x is a function from y in to z; exactly which ¢ we use is irrelevant
by Lemma 4.5.

Define

F(a) = {bEB: 3q sp(qll-r(a) = b)}.

FE M by definability of II- (see Theorem 3.6 and following discussion).
Fix a E A. To see that I(a) E F(a), let b = I(a). Then there is an rEG such

!hat r I~ T(a) == b, and rand P have a common extension, q. Then q I~ rea) =
b,sobEF(a).

To see that (IF(a)1 s W)M, apply AC in M to find a function Q E M such
that Q: F(a) ~ IP and, for bE F(a), Q(b) s P and Q(b) I~ rea) = b. If
b, b' E F(a) and b =1= b', then Q(b) 1. Q(b' ), since they force inconsistent
statements; more precisely, if Q(b) and Q(b' ) were compatible, there would
be a generic R containing both of them, and in M(R), rH : A ~ B, rHea) = b,
and rHea) = b'. Thus, {Q(b): bE F(a)} is an antichain in IP, so, since Q EM
and (IP is c.C.C.)M, (IF(a)1 s W)M. 0

We now discuss the relevance of the c.c.c. to absoluteness of cardinals.

5.6. DEFINITION. IfIP E M, IP preserves cardinals itT whenever G is IP-generic
over M,

V'f3 E oeM) ((f3 is a cardinal)M ~(f3 is a cardinal)M[Gl). D

Note that since W is absolute, preservation of cardinals is only problematic
for f3 > w. Also, if f3 is a cardinal of M [G], it is au tomatically a cardinal
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of M since any function in M from a smaller ordinal onto [3 would be in
M [GJ also. Thus, IP presetves cardinals iff

\/[3 E oeM) [([3 > w /\ ([3 is a cardinal)M) ~ ([3 is a cardinal)MlGlJ.

It is now easily seen from Lemma 5.5 that if (IP is C.C.c. )M, then IP preserves
cardinals (take B = [3 and A an ordinal < [3). In fact, IP preserves cofinalities
as well, which is a slightly stronger assertion.

5.7. DEFINITION. If IP EM, IP preserves cofinalities iff whenever G is IP
generic over JvI and y is a limit ordinal in M,

5.8. LEMMA. If IP preserves cofinalities, then IP preserves cardinals.

PROOF. Assume IP preserves cofinalities. If rx ~ w is a regular cardinal of
M, then cf(rx)MlGl = cf(rx)M = rx, so rx is a regular cardinal of M [GJ. If [3 > w
is a limit cardinal of M, then the regular (in fact successor) cardinals of M
are unbounded in [3 ; since these remain regular in M [GJ, [3 is a limit cardinal
in M [GJ as well. Since every infinite cardinal is either regular or a limit
cardinal (or both), every infinite cardinal of M is a cardinal of M [GJ. 0

There are examples of IP which preserve cardinals without preserving
cofinalities (see [Prikry 1970J), but we shall not discuss them in this book.

The following simplifies what needs to be checked for preservation of
cofinalities.

5.9. LEMMA. Assume IP EM and whenever G is IP-generic over M and K is
a regular uncountable cardinal of M, (K is regular)MlGJ. Then IP preserves
cofinalities.

PROOF. Let y be a limit ordinal in M, and let (K = cf(y))M; then there is an
f EM such that f maps K into y cofinally and f is strictly increasing (apply
ing I 10.31 within M). Since (K is regular)M, (K is regular)MlGl (applying
absoluteness of w if K= w). Since f E M [GJ, (K = cf(y) )MlGl (applying I
10.32 within M [GJ). D

5.10. THEOREM. IfIPEM and (IP has c.C.C.)M, then IP preserves cofinalities
(and hence cardinals).

PROOF. If not, then by Lemma 5.9, there is a K E M with K > W, (K regular)M,
and (K not regular)MlGl. Thus, there is an rx < K and an f E M [G] such that
f maps rx cofinally into K. By Lemma 5.5, let F be in M, with F : rx ~ ,gP(K),
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V~ < a(f(~)EF(~)), and V~ < a(IF(~)1 ~ W)M. Let S = U~<(lF(~). Then,
S E M and S is an unbounded subset of K. Applying in M the fact that the
union of lal countable sets has cardinality lal, (lSi = lal < K)M, contradict
ing that (K is regular)M. D

This completes everything needed to produce a model of --, CH. Let
IP = Fn(w~ x w,2); then IP has c.c.c. in M and thus preserves cardinals,
so w~ = w~[G). It follows by Lemma 5.3 that (2£0 ~ W2)M[G).

The next question is whether 2£0 can be exactly W2. It is easy to see that
if (2£0 ~ W3)M, the same would be true in any cardinal-preserving extension
of M. However, we shall show that if M is a model for GCH, forcing with
Fn(w~ x w,2) makes 2£0 exactly W2 in M[G]. More generally, we shall
use the values of cardinal exponents in M to put an upper bound on cardinal
exponents in M [G] .

We obtain upper bounds by doing the proof of the Power Set Axiom in
M [G] slightly more carefully. For Power Set it was sufficient, given a
a E MfP

, to obtain in M some set S of names which represented all possible
subsets of a. Now, we try to obtain such an S of small cardinality.

5.11. DEFINITION. If a E VfP
, a nice name for a subset of a is T E VfP of the

form U { {n} x An: n E dom (a) }, where each An is an antichain in IP. D

As usual, we plan to use this notion within M, but the property of being
a nice name is absolute.

5.12. LEMMA. IfIP E M and a, IlE M fP
, then there is a nice name T E M fP for a

subset of a such that

~ II-(Il c a ~ Il = r).

PROOF. For each n E dom(a), let An C IP be such that:
(1) VpEAn(pll-nEIl),
(2) An is an antichain in IP, and
(3) An is maximal with respect to (1) and (2).

We may assume <An: n E dom(a» EM by definability of II- and Zorn'ls
Lemma applied within M. Let

r = U{{n} x An: nEdom(a)}.

To show that ~ II-(Il C a ~ Il = T), we show that whenever G is IP-generic
over M, IlG C aG ~ IlG = rG· Assume IlG c aG·

To show IlG erG, fix a E IlG. Since IlG c aG' a = nGfor some n E dom(a).
If An n G =/= 0, fix p E An n G; then <n, p> E T and pEG, so a = nG E TG.

However, if An n G = 0, let q E G be such that Vp E A (p .1 q) (see Lemma
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2.20(a)). Let q' E G be such that q' I~ nEil, and let r be a common extension
of q and q'; then An U {r} satisfies (1) and (2) above, contradicting maximality
of An.

To show !G C IlG' fix a E !G; then a == nG' where <n, p> E! for some
pEG. By definition of !, p I~ nEil, so a == nGE IlG. 0

If ! is a nice name for a subset of (J, it need not in general be true that
!G C (JG' but that is irrelevant. The important fact is that every subset of (J

does get represented by a nice name.

5.13. LEMMA. Assume that IP EM and that in M, IP is c.c.c., IIPI == K ~ w, A
is an infinite cardinal, and fJ == KA (i.e., the preceding holds relativized to M).
Let G be IP-generic over M. Then in M [G], 2A ~ fJ.

PROOF In M, every antichain in IP is countable, so there are at most K W

such antichains. Since dom(l) == {~: ~ < A} has cardinality A., there are at
most (KW)A == K

A == fJ nice names for subsets of i. Let !~(a < fJ) enumerate, in
M, all nice names for subsets of i.

In M [G], there is a function f with domain fJ such that f (a) == vale!~, G)
for each a < fJ; namely, f == nG , where n == {< op(&, !~), ~ >: a < fJ}. But by
Lemma 5.12, 9(A)M[Gl C ran(f), so (2 A ~ e)M[Gl. 0

This may be applied to show that it is consistent that 2W can be almost
anything.

5.14. LEMMA. Let K be an if1:finite cardinal of M such that(KW == K)M, and let
IP == Fn(K x w, 2). Let G be IP-generic over M. Then (2W == K)M[Gl.

PROOF. Applying Lemma 5.13 with A == W yields 2W
~ K in M. But by

Lemma 5.3, 2W
~ K in M; K is still a cardinal in M [G] since IP has c.c.c.

inM. D

In particular, if M satisfies GCH, then in M, K
W == K whenever cf(K) > W

(see I 10.42). It follows that it is consistent for the continuum to be anything
not cofinal with W (by Konig's Lemma (I 10.41), cf(2W

) > w). E.g., we may
prove the following.

5.15. COROLLARY. Con(ZFC) implies
(a) Con(ZFC + 2w == W2),
(b) Con(ZFC + 2W == ww.), etc.

PROOF. The fact that our method of generic extensions yields relative con
sistency proofs was discussed in § 1. We may start with M satisfying
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ZFC + GCH since in ZFC we can prove the existence of a c.t.m. for any
finite number of axioms of ZFC + V = L (see VI 4.10), and V = L implies
GCH.

Thus, to obtain (b), start with M satisfying GCH and apply Lemma 5.14
with (K = Ww l)M. Then in M [ G], 2w = K. Since IP preserves cardinals K =

WWl in M[G]. D

The continuum can also be weakly inaccessible.

5.16. COROLLARY. The following four theories are equiconsistent; i.e.,

where

TI is ZFC + GCH + 3K (K is strongly inaccessible).

T2 is ZFC + 3K (K is weakly inaccessible).

T3 is ZFC + 2w is weakly inaccessible.

T4 is ZFC + 3K < 2W (K is weakly inaccessible).

PROOF. Both Con(T3 ) and Con(T4 ) obviously imply Con(T2 ). To see that
Con(T2 ) ~ Con(TI ), observe that as a theorem of ZFC, if K is weakly
inaccessible, then K is weakly inaccessible in L and hence (by GCH in L),
strongly inaccessible in L. Thus, within T2 we can prove that L is an inner
model for TI .

To prove that Con(TI ) implies Con(T3 ) and Con(T4 ), let M be a c.t.m.
for TI • IfIP is c.c.c. in M and K is weakly inaccessible in M, then, by preserva
tion of cofinalities, K will be both regular and a limit cardinal in M [G], and
hence K will remain weakly inaccessible in M [G]. Thus, if A > K and (A is
a cardinal)M, then forcing with IP = Fn(,1 x w,2) makes M [G] a model
for T4 . If K is strongly inaccessible in M, then (KW = K)M, so forcing with
IP = Fn(K x w,2) makes (1 W = K)M[G), whence M [G] satisfies T3 .

Formally, to see that the previous paragraph yields a finitistic relative
consistency proof of Con(TI ) ~ Con(T3 ) (or of Con(TI ) ~ Con(T4 )), we
apply the discussion in § 1 with TI as the basic theory instead of ZFC. Thus,
within TI , we may prove the existence of a c. t.m., M, for any desired finite
list of axioms of TI (see IV 7.11), and then, by forcing, produce a c.t.m.
M [G] for any finite list of axioms of T3 . D

By the Godel Incompleteness Theorem, we cannot expect to produce
relative consistency proofs of the form Con(ZFC) ~ Con(TI ); see IV § 10.

It is also possible to calculate powers of uncountable cardinals in ex-
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tensions by Fn(K x w, 2); see Exercise G 1. A special case of this, when
K = 1, yields a quotable relative consistency result.

5.17. COROLLARY. Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + GCH +V =1= L).

PROOF. Start with M satisfying GCH. Let IP = Fn(w, 2). As pointed out in
the proof of Corollary 4.3, M [G] satisfies V =1= L. If A is an infinite cardinal
of M, let () = (A +)M = (W)')M. By Lemma 5.13, (2). ~ ())MlGl. Thus,
't/A 2:: w (2). ~ ,1+ )MlGl so GCH holds in M [G]. 0

Finally, we remark that extensions by Fn(I, 2) cannot be used to get a
model of MA + -, CH (Exercise G7); this will require a much more com
plicated p.o. (see VIII §6).

§6. Forcing with partial functions of larger cardinality

The p.o.'s considered here enable us to violate GCH at larger cardinals
without violating CH. Again M is always a fixed c.t.m. for ZFC.

6.1. DEFINITION. For any infinite cardinal A,

Fn(I, J, A) = {p: Ipl < A 1\ P is a function 1\ dom(p) c I 1\ ran(p) C J}.

Order Fn(I, J, A) by: p ~ q~ q c p. 0

Thus, Fn(I, J) = Fn(I, J, w). As with A = w, Fn(I, J, A) is a p.o. with
largest element ~ = O.

When A > w, Fn(I, J, A) is not absolute for M. In forcing, we always use
Fn(I, J, A)M where (A is a cardinal)M. Interesting results are only obtained
when also (A is regular)M, but this restriction does not appear in the ele
mentary discussion.

Analogously to Lemma 5.2 we have the following.

6.2. LEMMA. If I, J, AE M, (A is a cardinal )M, J =1= 0 (III 2:: A)M, and G is
Fn(I, J, A)M-generic over M, then UG is a function from I onto J. 0

Continuing to replace w by A in the discussion of §5, we see that when
I = K X Aand J = 2, we may think of UG as coding a K-sequence of dis
tinct functions from A into 2, so, analogously to Lemma 5.3, we have the
following.

6.3. LEMMA. If (A is a cardinal)M; KEM, and G is Fn(K x A,2,A)M-generic
over M, then (21).1 2:: IKI )MlGl. 0
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As in §5, the difficult part of the discussion involves checking that car
dinals are preserved. Some new ideas will be needed here, since if A > W,

then Fn(I, J, A) has the c.c.c. only in trivial cases (namely III < w or IJI ~ 1).
Our argument will split into two parts. First, we modify the c.c.c. argu

ment to check that cardinals > A are preserved. Next, we introduce a new
idea to check that cardinals ~A in M remain cardinals in M [G]; this fact
was trivial when A was w. For our arguments to work, we shall eventually
need that A is regular and 2< A = A in M.

As in §5, we shall verify preservation of cardinals by verifying preserva
tion of cofinalities. In analogy with 5.6-5.9,

6.4. DEFINITION. Assume that IP E M and fJ is an infinite cardinal of M.
(1) IP preserves cardinals ~ fJ (or ~ fJ) iff whenever G is IP-generic over M,

f3 E oeM), and f3 ~ fJ (resp., f3 ~ fJ),

(f3 is a cardinal)M~ (f3 is a cardinal)M[Gl.

(2) IP preserves cofinalities ~ fJ (or ~ fJ) iff whenever G is IP-generic over
M, y is a limit ordinal in M, and cf(y)M ~ fJ (resp., cf(y)M ~ fJ), then

cf(y)M = cf(y)M[Gl. D

6.5. LEMMA. Under the assumptions of Definition 6.4, if IP preserves co
finalities ~ fJ, then IP preserves cardinals ~ fJ. If IP preserves cofinalities ~ fJ
and (fJ is regular)M, then IP preserves cardinals ~fJ. D

6.6. LEMMA. Under the assumptions of Definition 6.4, assume also that when
ever K is a regular cardinal of M, K ~ fJ, and G is IP-generic over M, then
(K is regular)M[Gl. Then IP preserves cofinalities ~fJ. Likewise with ~fJ

replacing ~ fJ. 0

If, in the definition of C.C.C., we weaken "countable" to "< fJ", then we
preserve cofinalities ~ fJ.

6.7. DEFINITION. IP has the fJ-chain condition (fJ-c.c.) iff every antichain in
IP has cardinality < fJ. D

Thus, the c.c.c. is the Wt-C.C. Exactly as in 5.5 and 5.10, we have the
following.

6.8. LEMMA. Assume IP E M, A, BE M, and, in M, fJ is a cardinal and IP is
fJ-c.c. Let G be IP-generic over M, and let f E M [GJ, with f : A ~ B. Then
there is a map F:A ~9(B) with FEM, V'aEA(j'(a)EF(a)), and
V'aEA(IF(a)1 < O)M. D
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6.9. LEMMA. Assume IP EM, e is a cardinal of M, and (IP has the e-c.c.)M.
Then IP preserves cofinalities ~ e. Hence, if also (e is regular)M, IP preserves
cardinals ~ e. 0

We remark on which chain conditions will occur in practice. Let c.c.(IP)
be the least e such that IP has the e-c.c. By a theorem of Tarski (see Exercise
F4), c.c.(IP) is finite or regular; it follows that the assumption (e is regular)M
may be dropped in Lemma 6.9. Also c.c.(IP) cannot be w (Exercise F1). If
c.c.(IP) < w, then IP is uninteresting for forcing (Exercise F2); but if 0 < n < W

then there is a IP with c.c.(IP) = n-namely, Fn(1, n - 1). If e is weakly
inaccessible, then there is an important example of a IP with c.c.(IP) = e
namely, the Levy order (see §8).

Finally, assume 0 = A+. Fn(l, A) is a trivial example of a IP with c.c.(IP) =
e. More important, if IP = Fn(I, 2, A), then under GCH, c.c.(IP) = A+ if
III ~ A; without GCH, c.c.(IP) = (2 <A) +. We leave the fact that c.c.(IP) ~ (2 <A)+
as an exercise (F5), but we prove that c.c.(IP) ~ (2 <A)+ since that is important
for preservation of cardinals.

6.10. LEMMA. Fn(I,J,A) has the (IJI<A)+-c.c.

PROOF. Let 0 = (IJI<A)+, and suppose that {Pc: ~ < e} formed an anti
chain. First, assume Ais regular. Then (IJI <A)<A =-IJI <\ so Va < e(la<AI < e),
so by the J-system lemma (see II 1.6) there is an X c ewith IXI = esuch
that {dom(p~): ~ E X} forms a J-system with some root r. Since there are
less than e possibilities for p~ rr, we have a contradiction as in the proof
for A = W (see Lemma 5.4).

If A is singular, then since e is regular and > A, we could find a regular
AI <A such that y= {~: Ip~1 < X} has cardinality e. Then {p~: ~EY}

contradicts the (I J 1< },/) +-c.C. which we have just proved for regular AI. 0

6.11. COROLLARY. Assume I,JEM, and, in M, A is regular, IJI ~ 2<\ and
e== (2 < A) +. Then Fn(I, J, A)M preserves cqfinalities and cardinals ~ e.

PROOF. Applying Lemma 6.10 within M, Fn(I, J, A)M has the e-c.c. in M,
since (IJI<A == 2<A)M. Now apply Lemma 6.9. 0

By a completely different argument, we shall now show that if A is regular
in M, then (Fn(I, K, A))M preserves cofinalities and cardinals ~A. Under
GCH, 2 <;, = A, so using Corollary 6.11, all cofinalities and cardinals will
be preserved. However, if in M there are cardinals K with A+ ~ K ~ 2 <A,
then except in trivial cases such K will have cardinality A, and hence cease
to be cardinals, in M [G] (see Exercise G3).
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6.12. DEFINITION. A p.o. IP is A-closed iff whenever y < A and {P~: ~ < y}
is a decreasing sequence of elements of IP (i.e., ~ < 11 ~ P~ ~ p,,), then

3q EIP 'v'~ < y(q ~ P~). 0

6.13. LEMMA. If A is regular, then Fn(I, J, A) is A-closed.

PROOF. The q of Definition 6.12 is just U {P~: ~ < y}. Iql < A since each
Ip~1 < A and A is regular. 0

If A is singular, Fn(A, 2, A) is not A-closed. Also, if (A is singular)M,
Fn(A, 2, A)M collapses A (Exercise G5).

If A is regular, then the fact that Fn(I, J, A) is A-closed will be used to show
that cardinals ~Aare preserved.

The following result should be compared with Lemma 6.8. Lemma 6.8
used a chain condition to approximate, in M, functions from A to B in
M [G]. Theorem 6.14 shows that functions from A to B are in fact in M if
A is small enough.

6.14. THEOREM. Assume IP E M, A, BE M, and, in M, A is a cardinal, IP is
A-closed, and IAI < A. Let G be IP-generic over M and let f E M [G] with
f : A ~ B. Then f E M.

PROOF. Observe first that it is sufficient to prove this with A an ordinal,
A == rx < A. For, then, to prove the general result, we let j E M be a 1-1
map from a == IAIM < A, onto A, and apply the special case withfo) : rx ~ B
to show that f 0), and hence f, is in M.

Now, let K == ClB)M == IXB n M, and fEIXB n M[G]. We wish to show
f E K. If not, fix r E M fP with f == r G, and then fix pEG such that

p I~ (r is a function from a into B 1\ r ¢ K). (*)

We now forget about f and G and derive a contradiction directly from (*).
Within M: use transfinite recursion plus AC to choose sequences

{p,,: 11 ~ rx} from IP and {z,,: 11 < rx} from B so that
(1) Po == p,
(2) P" ~ P~ for all ~ ~ 11, and
(3) P,,+ 1 I~ rei}) == 2".

For the successor steps in this recursion, we are given P", and we find P,,+ 1

and z" as follows: P" ~ p, so

p"l~ r is a function from ainto B,
so (since a consequence ofa forced statement is forced-see Lemma 4.5(a)),

p"l~ 3x E B(r(i}) == x).
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Thus, by Corollary 3.7(d), there is a z" E B and a P,,+ 1 ~ P" such that
P,,+ 1 I~ !(ry) == z". At the limit steps, P", for 1J a limit, may be chosen to satisfy
(2) by the definition of A-closed.

Still in M, let g == <z,,: 1J < (J,); i.e., g is the function with domain (J, such
that g(1J) == z" for each 1J. Then g E K.

Let H be IP-generic over M, with p(X E H, and hence each P" E H. Then
!H(ry) == z" for each ry < (J" so !H == g E K. But Po == p I~! ¢ K, so !H ¢ K,
a contradiction. D

6.15. COROLLARY. Assume IP E M, (A is a cardinal )M, and (IP is A-closed)M;
then IP preserves cofinalities ~A, and hence cardinals ~A.

PROOF. If not, then, by Lemma 6.6, there is a K ~ Asuch that (K is regular)M
but (K is singular)MlGl. Thus, there is an (J, < K and an f E M[G] which maps
11 cofinally into K. By Theorem 6.14, f E M, contradicting (K is regular)M. D

6.16. THEOREM. Let A, I, J E M, and assume that in M, A is regular, 2 <A == A,
and IJI ~ A; then Fn(I, J, A)M preserves cofinalities (and hence cardinals).

PROOF. By regularity of A, Fn(I, J, A)M is A-closed in M, and hence preserves
cofinalities ~A (see 6.13-6.15). By 2<A == A, Fn(I, J, A)M has the ,1+ -c.c. in
M and hence preserves cofinalities ~(A+ )M (see 6.8-6.11). D

In particular, we may now force with orders of the form Fn(K x A, 2, A)M
to violate GCH as badly as we wish at A. We may use nice names, as in §5,
to obtain a precise computation of 2A in M [G]. Generalizing Corollary 5.15,
we have the following.

6.17. THEOREM. In M, assume that A < K, A is regular, 2 < A == A, and KA == K.
Let IP == Fn(K x ,1,2, A)M. Then IP preserves cardinals and if G is IP-generic
over M, then (2 A == K)MlGl.

PROOF. We just proved preservation of cardinals, and (2). ~ K)MlGl is easy
(see Lemma 6.3). We must show (2 A ~ K)MlGl.

In M, IP has cardinality K < A == K, and IP has the ,1+ -C.C., so there are at
most KA == K antichains in IP. Hence, there are at most KA == K nice names
for subsets of A. Let <!(X: 11 < K) enumerate these, and let

n == {< op(a, !(X)' ~ ): (J, < K}.

Then, as in the proof of Lemma 5.13, in M [G], nG is a function, dom(nG) ==
K, and g>(A) c ran(nG), so 2). ~ K. D
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One can generalize Theorem 6.17 to compute the powers of all cardinals
in M [G] (not only A) in terms of cardinal arithmetic in M, but it is probably
better always to refer back to the method of Theorem 6.17 instead of trying
to memorize the most general result.

We may use the method of Theorem 6.17 to violate GCH as desired at
any regular cardinal, or even at any finite number of regular cardinals.
As examples, we prove the following.

6.18. THEOREM. If ZFC is consistent, so are:
(a) ZFC + CH + 2£01 = W2 + 2£0 2 = WWS.

(b) ZFC + CH + 2£0 1 = Ws + 2£0 2 = W7.

(c) ZFC + 2£0 = W3 + 2£01 = W4 + 2£02 = W6.

PROOF. In all cases, start with M satisfying ZFC + GCH.
For (a) Let IP = (Fn(wws x W2, 2, W2) )M. By Theorem 6.17, IP preserves

cardinals and if G is IP-generic over M, (2£0 2 = wws)M[Gl. The fact that
2£01 = W2 holds in M [G] follows from the fact that (£0 1 )2)M = (£0 1)2)M[Gl by
Theorem 6.14. Thus, if FE M and (F maps W2 onto (Wd 2)M, then (F maps
W2 onto (Wd2)M[Gl. Likewise, (2£0 = WI)M[Gl.

For (b) we force twice. Let IP = (Fn(w7 x W2, 2, W2) )M, let G be IP
generic over M, and let N = M[G]; then as in (a),

(2£0 = WI /\ 2£0 1 = W2 /\ 2£0 2 = W7)N.

Furthermore, (K W1 = K)N whenever (K ~ W2 /\ K is regular)N, since this is
true in M by (GCH)M, and (wt}K)M = (WdK)N. We now apply our results on
forcing with N as the ground model instead of M. Let

By (2 <£01 = WI )N, <Q preserves cardinals. Let H be <Q-generic over N.
(CH)N[Hl is proved as in (a). (2£0 2 ~ W 7 )N[Hl follows from (2£0 2 ~ W 7 )N. To
see that in fact (2£0 2 = W 7 )N[Hl, use the method of Theorem 6.17; namely, in
N, <Q has the W2-C.C. and I<QI = W~l = WS, so there are only ((wS)W 1 )W2 = W7

nice names for subsets of W2. To see that (2£0 1 = WS)N[Hl, apply Theorem
6.17 directly, plus the fact that (W~l = WS)N.

For (c), force three times, and construct MeN leN 2 c N 3. N I satis
fies 2£0 = WI /\ 2£0 1 = W2 /\ 2£0 2 = W 6 , N 2 satisfies 2£0 = WI /\ 2£0 1 = W4 /\ 2£02 =
W 6 , and N 3 satisfies (c). D

In proving (b) and (c), it is very important that we proceed backwards,
dealing with the largest cardinal first. For example, if we tried to prove (b)
by letting IP = (Fn(ws x wI,2,WI))M and N = M[G], where G is IP
generic over M, then N would satisfy 2£0 1 = Ws. Thus, (2<£02 =1= W2)~' so if
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we set <Q = (Fn(w7. x wz, 2, wz) )N, <Q would not preserve cardinals. In
fact, if H is <Q-generic over N, then (WS)N would have cardinality Wz in
N[H] (see Exercise G3), and N[H] would satisfy 2<0 1 = Wz.

We may easily generalize Theorem 6.18 to deal with the powers of any
finite number of regular cardinals (see Exercise G6). The following two
questions now suggest themselves.

Question J. How free are we to monkey with the powers of regular car
dinals?

The answer, due to Easton, is: as free as we wish, subject, of course, to
monotonicity (A < A' ~ 2). ~ 2).') and Konig's Lemma (cf(2).) > 2; see I
10.41). We discuss this further in VIII §4. We merely remark here that some
new idea is needed. Say, e.g., we start with M satisfying GCH and we want
M [G] to satisfy \In E W (2w

" = W n + 3)' The method of proof of Theorem 6.18
indicates that we should iterate forcing W times, starting with the largest
W m which is clearly nonsense. Even if we could tum this around, one cannot
naively repeat the forcing process W times and expect to produce a model
of ZFC (see Exercise B6).

Question 2. What about singular cardinals?

If A is singular in M, p.o.'s of the form Fn(I, K, A)M will always collapse
A (Exercise G5), so questions about powers of singular cardinals are not
settled by the methods of this section. In fact, there are restrictions beyond
monotonicity and Konig's Lemma on the powers of singular cardinals; see
the end of VIII §4 for more details.

§7. Embeddings, isomorphisms, and Boolean-valued models

As before, M is always a fixed c.t.m. for ZFC.
Suppose IP and <Q are p.o.'s in M, i E M, and i : IP ~ <Q embeds IP as a

sub-order of <Q. We shall show how, under suitable restrictions on i, we
may use i to embed the whole IP forcing apparatus into the <Q forcing
apparatus. This one idea has many diverse and seemingly unrelated ap
plications. For one, the special case where IP = <Q is the key idea behind
constructing models of ZF + lAC (see Exercises E1-5). For another, if
IP =/= <Q but i is an isomorphism, we may show that isomorphic p.o.'s lead
to identical generic extensions (provided that the isomorphism is in M). A
third application, when IP c <Q and i is inclusion, is that we may regard
larger p.o.'s as yielding larger generic extensions; this will be of vital im
portance for iterated forcing in VIII. Finally, we shall use these ideas to
relate forcing to Boolean-valued models.
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For Boolean-valued models, we consider the special case where <Q =

{b E PA: b > O}, where (PA is a complete Boolean algebra)M. For this dis
cussion we shall assume that the reader is familiar with the relationship
between p.o. 's and Boolean algebras discussed in II §3. However, the reader
who is not interested in Boolean-valued models may simply skip all refer
ences to Boolean algebras in this section without loss of continuity.

We begin by examining the third application above. Suppose that IP is a
sub-order of <Q; i.e., IP c <Q and ~ p = ~ 0 nIP x IP, then <Q "should"
yield a bigger extension than does IP; if H is <Q-generic over M, then H nIP
"should" be IP-generic over M, with M [H n IPJ c M [HJ . However, this is
false without some further restrictions on IP and <Q.

To appreciate one necessary restriction, suppose that PI' P2 EIP and that
PI and P2 are incompatible inIP but are compatible in <Q; say q E <Q, q ~ PI'
and q ~ P2' If H is <Q-generic and q E H, then PI' P2 E H, so H nIP is not
even a filter in IP. We must thus require that if PI and P2 are incompatible
in IP, then they are incompatible in <Q also.

To obtain a second restriction, fix q E <Q, and let D = {p EIP: p.1 q}. If
H is <Q-generic over M and q E H, then H n D = 0, so if we wish H nIP to
be IP-generic, we had better require that D not be dense in IP. Thus, there
must be apE IP such that

\lp' EIP (p' ~ P ~ p' and q are compatible in <Q).

If these two restrictions hold, we shall say that IP is completely contained
in <Q, or IP c c <Q. These restrictions are sufficient, as we shall see in Theorem
7.5. We now present the formal development in the somewhat more general
framework of an embedding from one p.o. into another.

7.1. DEFINITION. Let (IP, ~p, ~p> and (<Q, ~o, ~o> bep.o.'s and i : IP ~ <Q.
i is a complete embedding iff

(1) \IP, p' E IP (p' ~ P ~ i(p') ~ i(p) ).
(2) \lPI, P2 E IP (PI .1 P2 +-+ i(PI) .1 i(P2))'
(3) Vq E <Q 3p EIP \lp' EIP (p' ~ P~ (i(p' ) and q are compatible in <Q)).

In (3), we call p a reduction of q to IP. 0

In Definition 7.1, we very quickly dropped the subscripts for ~p and ~ 0,

since it is clear from context which order is being referenced. Likewise,
there should, formally, be subscripts on the .i. Observe in (3) that the re
duction, P, of q to IP is not unique; if PI ~ P, then PI is another such re
duction.

7.2. DEFINITION. (IP, ~p, ~p> cc(<Q, ~o, ~o>, or IP cc<Q, iff ~p =
~ 0 nIP x IP and the inclusion (identity) map from IP to <Q is a complete

embedding. 0
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If i is an inclusion, as in Definition 7.2, then (1) of Definition 7.1 holds
trivially and (2) and (3) of 7.1 are precisely the two restrictions we discussed
before stating 7.1. In the more general framework of Definition 7.1, the
reader might have expected us to state (1) as

\lp, p' E IP (p' ~ p +-+ i(p') ~ i(p)),

and to add to (1) the requirements that i be 1-1 and that i(~ p) = ~ Q. It is
true that in many (but not all) cases of in terest, all these additional things
hold (see Exercise C2), but the general theory is just as easy to carry out
under Definition 7.1 as it stands, and, as we shall see later, this generality
is needed in the theory of Boolean-valued models (see also Exercise C9).

We remark that in Definition 7.1 (2), the implication from right to left
follows from (1), but the implication from left to right says something new.

As a trivial example of Definition 7.1, if all elements ofIP are compatible,
and i(p) = ~ Q for all p E IP, then i is a complete embedding. More useful
examples are given by the following.

7.3. LEMMA. (a) !f i is an isomorphism from IP onto (Q, then i is a complete
embedding.

(b) If I c I', then Fn(I, J, K) CC Fn(I', J, K).

PROOF. For (b), clauses (1) and (2) of Definition 7.1 are clear. For (3), if
q E Fn(I', J, K), then qr I is a reduction of q to Fn(I, J, K). D

It should not be presumed that all "naturally occurring" inclusions are
complete inclusions. For example, Fn(K, 2) C Fn(K, 2, Wt), but this inclu
sion is not complete if K 2 w; clauses (1) and (2) of Definition 7.1 hold, but
no q E Fn(K, 2, Wt) with infinite domain has a reduction to Fn(K, 2). Fur
thermore, relativizing to a c.t.m. M, Fn(K, 2, Wt)M cannot be thought of as
corresponding to a larger extension than Fn(K, 2), since Fn(K, 2) adds new
subsets of w, whereas Fn(K, 2, Wt)M does not.

We now proceed to show that if IP Cc (Q, then (Q does yield a bigger ex
tension than does IP. As usual, we would expect to relativize all relevant
order-theoretic notions to M, but the definitions of "complete embedding"
and" cc" are easily seen to be absolute for M, so we do not have to relativize
these notions.

As a preliminary, we prove the following.

7.4. LEMMA. Suppose IP E M and G c IP; then G is IP-generic over M iff
(1) \lp, qE G :3rEIP(r ~ p 1\ r ~ q),
(2) \lPEG\lqEIP(q 2p~qEG),and

(3) \lD c IP ((D EM 1\ D dense inIP) ~ G n D =1= 0).
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PROOF. The only difference between (1)-(3) and the definition of generic
is that we required G to be a filter, which meant that (1) was strengthened
to require r to be in G (see II Definition 2.4). Thus, to prove Lemma 7.4, we
assume G satisfies (1)-(3), fix p, q E G, and show that :3r E G (r ~ p /\ r ~ q).
Let

D = {r EIP: r 1- p v r 1- q v (r ~ p /\ r ~ q)}.

D is dense and in M, so by (3) fix rEG n D. Since, by (1), elements of G are
pairwise compatible, r ~ p /\ r ~ q. D

7.5. THEOREM. Suppose i, IP. and <Q are in M, i : IP ~ <Q, and i is a complete
embedding. Let H be <Q-generic over M. Then i-I (H) is IP-generic over M
and M[i- 1 (H)] c M[H].

PROOF. We check first that i-1(H) is generic. Clauses (1) and (2) of Lemma
7.4 are easily verified using clauses (2) and (1), respectively, of Definition 7.1.
For (3), fix DE M with D dense in IP. If i-1(H) n D = 0, then H n t D = 0,
so there is a qEH such that \lq I EtD(q'1-q) (see Lemma 2.20(a)), so
\lp' E D (i(p/) 1- q). If p is a reduction ofq to IP, then for all p' ~ p, I (i(p/) 1- q),
so p' ¢ D, which is impossible if D is dense.

Since iEM c M[H] and HEM[H], we have i- 1(H)EM[H], whence
M[i- 1(H)] c M[H] by minimality of M[i-1(H)] (see Lemma 2.9). D

Also, if we are given aGe IP which is IP-generic over M, then we can
always find a <Q-generic H such that G = i-1(H). Furthermore, there is a
p.o. IR E M [G] such that M [H] = M [G] [K] for some K which is IR
generic over M [G] (see Exercises D3-D6). The relationship between com
plete embeddings and iterated forcing extensions will be taken up again
in VIII.

If i : IP ~ <Q is in fact an isomorphism then we may apply Theorem 7.5
both to i and its inverse to show that p.o.'s isomorphic by an isomorphism
in M yield the same extensions.

7.6. COROLLARY. In Theorem 7.5, suppose also that i is an isomorphism. Let
G c IP. Then G is IP-generic over M iff tG is <Q-generic over M, and in that
case, M[G] = M[tG]. D

Thus, for example, if K 2 wand K E M, then Fn(K,2) and Fn(K x w,2)
yield the same extensions, since (IKI = IK x wi )M, so that the two p.o.'s are
isomorphic in M. We used Fn(K x w, 2), which made it simpler to describe
the K-sequence of elements of <02 added, but Fn(K,2) is quicker to write
down and is the order usually referred to in the literature. If (K 2 W1)M,

then Fn(K, 2) and Fn(w, 2) are still isomorphic in V, but not in M, and they
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need not yield the same extensions, since CH may be true in one extension
but false in another.

The orders Fn(w, 2), Fn(w, 3) and Fn(w, w) are not isomorphic in M or
in V, but they do yield the same extensions. This can be proved (Exercise
C3) using the concept of dense embedding, which we take up next.

7.7. DEFINITION. Let IP, and <Q, be p.o.'s and i : IP ~ <Q. i is a dense em
bedding iff

(1) \/p, p' E IP (p' ~ p ~ i(p') ~ i(p)).
(2) \/PI, pz EIP (PI .1 pz ~ i(PI) .1 i(pz)).
(3) tIP is dense in <Q. 0

7.8. LEMMA. Every dense embedding is a complete embedding.

PROOF. If q E <Q, any p E IP with i(p) ~ q is a reduction of q to IP. 0

An important special case is the following.

7.9. COROLLARY. If IP is a sub-order of <Q and IP is dense in <Q, then the
identity on IP is a dense embedding into <Q. 0

If i : IP ~ <Q is a dense embedding, then IP and <Q yield the same generic
extensions, as we show now after a preliminary lemma.

7.10. LEMMA. SupposeIP E M, G I and Gz areIP-genericover M, and G I c Gz.
Then GI = Gz.

PROOF. Suppose p E Gz but p ¢ GI . Since GI n {p} = 0, there is a q E GI ,

with q .1 p (applying Lemma 2.20(a) to G I and {p}), which is impossible
since Gz is a filter. 0

7.11. THEOREM. Suppose i, IP, and <Q are in M, i : IP ~ <Q, and i is a dense
embedding. If G c IP, let l(G) = {q E <Q: ~p E G (i(p) ~ q)}.

(a) If He <Q is <Q-generic over M, then i-I(H) is IP-generic over M and
H = 1(i - I (H) ) .

(b) If G c IP is IP-generic over M, then l(G) is <Q-generic over M and
G = i-I (1(G) ).

(c) In (a) or (b), if G = i- I (H) (or, equivalently, if H = l(G)), then
M[G] = M[H].

PROOF. We first verify genericity of i-I(H) in (a) and l(G) in (b). Since every
dense embedding is a complete embedding genericity of i-I (H) in (a)
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follows from Theorem 7.5. In (b), i(G) is easily seen to be a filter in <Q. To
see that it is generic, let D E M be dense in <Q. Let

D* = {pEIP: 3qED(i(p) ~ q)}.

If D* n G =!= 0, then D n i(G) =!= 0, and D* n G =!= 0 will follow if we can
show that D* is dense in IP. To see this fix p EIP; now let qED be such that
q ~ i(p), and let p' EIP be such that i(p') ~ q; then i(p') ~ i(p), so i(p') and
i(p) are compatible, and hence p' and p are compatible. Let p" EIP be such
that p" ~ p and p" ~ p'; then p" E D* (since i(p") ~ qED), and p" ~ p.

To see that G = i- 1 (i(G)) in (b), we have just seen that i(G) is <Q-generic
over M, and hence that i- 1 (i(G)) is IP-generic over M. Since G c i- 1 (i(G))
is immediate from the definitions, equality follows by Lemma 7.10. Likewise
in (a), i(i- 1 (H)) c H follows directly from the definitions, so equality holds
by Lemma 7.10.

Finally, for (c), we have seen (Theorem 7.5) that M[G] c M[H]. The
same proof now shows that M [H] c M [G]; namely HEM [G] and
M c M[G], so M[H] c M[G] by minimality of M[H] (Lemma 2.9). D

We may also use our i : IP ~ <Q to associate to every IP-name, a <Q-name
for the same object.

7.12. DEFINITION. If i : IP ~ <Q, define, by recursion on r E VIP,

i* (r) = {< i* ((J), i(p)>: <(J, p>E r }. D

It is easily seen that i* (r) E V a and that the definition of i* is absolute for
M, so that, if IP, <Q and i are in M, then i* : M IP ~ MO.

7.13. LEMMA. Suppose i, IP, and <Q are in M, i: IP ~ <Q, and i is a complete
embedding, then:

(a) If His <Q-generic over M, then val(r, i- 1 (H)) = val(i*(r),H)for each
rEM IP

•

(b) If ¢(x 1 , ••• , x n ) is a formula which is absolute for transitive models of
ZFC, then

P I~IP ¢(r1' ... , rn) iff i(p) 11-0 ¢(i*(r1), ... , i*(rn )).

(c) If i is a dense embedding and ¢(x 1, ... , x n ) is any formula, then

PROOF. (a) is a straightforward induction on r, and does not actually re
quire that H be generic or that i be complete.

To prove the implication from left to right in (b) and (c), suppose
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p I~p ¢(rl' ... ,rn)· Fix H c <Q with i(p)EH and H <Q-generic over M, then
pEi-1(H), so by definition of I~p,

~(l( .-l(H)) l( .-1(H)))M[i- 1
(H)]If' va r 1, 1 , ••• , va rn' 1 •

Since val (ri' i-1(H)) = val(i*(rJ,H), and M[i-1(H)] c M[H], we have

¢(val(i*(rl), H), ... , val(i*(rn ), H))M[Hl

(applying absoluteness in (b) and M[i-1(H)] = M[H] in (c)). Thus, by
definition of I~(},

i(p) I~ () ¢ (i* (r 1 ), ... , i* (rn) ).

To prove (b) and (c) from right to left, assume I (p I~p ¢(r l' ... , r n));

then there is a p' ::; p such that p' I~p I ¢ (r1, ... ,rn ), whence, as we have
just seen, i(p') I~(} I ¢(i*(r1), ... , i*(rn )). Since i(p') ::; i(p),

I (i (p) I~ () ¢ (i* (r 1), ... , i* (rn) )). D

We turn now to Boolean-valued models. Our discussion parallels the
treatment in II §3 relating MA to Boolean algebras.

If ~ is a Boolean algebra, we shall, as in II §3, abuse notation somewhat
and apply our forcing terminology to P4 when we really mean P4 '" {@}.
Thus, M~ is really M P where IP = !?4 '" {@}, and p I~ ¢ has been defined
only when p =/= @. However, it is consistent with our terminology to take
@I~ ¢ to be always true (vacuously), since no filter contains @.

Now recall that by II 3.3, for every p.o. IP there is a dense embedding i,
ofIP into some complete Boolean algebra, !?4. !?4 is called the completion of
IP and is unique up to isomorphism (see II Exercise 18). i is not in general
1-1 (see II §3 and Exercises C8 and D3 of this chapter). Applying II 3.3
relativized to M, together with Theorem 7.11, we see that any generic ex
tension of M can be obtained by forcing over M with a !?4 E M such that
(24 is a complete Boolean algebra)M. This fact suggests an alternate approach
to the exposition of forcing. One may go through the abstract development
in §§2-4 only for the very special case of forcing with complete Boolean
algebras of M; in this special case, many of the basic definitions are simpler,
and it is easier to grasp intuitively what is going on. Then, when, as in §§5-6,
we wish to apply a specific p.o. IP, which is probably not a Boolean algebra,
we simply force not with IP, but with the (!4 E M such that (!?4 is the comple
tion of IP)M.

We did not take this approach in this book because we did not wish to
make familiarity with Boolean algebras a prerequisite for understanding
forcing. Also, the general theory of forcing can easily be adapted to produce
generic extensions of models of ZF - P (Exercise BI0) or even weaker
theories. This has applications in model theory and recursion theory (see
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[Keisler 1973J and [Sacks 1971J). Since constructing the completion re
quires the Power Set Axiom, one cannot, when forcing over these models,
reduce the general theory to forcing with complete Boolean algebras of M.

We now outline more specifically what simplifications take place when
forcing with complete Boolean algebras of M.

7.14. DEFINITION. If !?4 E M, (!?4 is a complete Boolean algebra)M, and
T1, ... , Tn E M, then

[¢(Tl' ... , Tn)] = V {pE!?4: p 1~¢(Tl' ... , Tn)}'

[¢(Tl' ... , Tn)] is called the truth value of ¢(Tl' ... , Tn)' 0

Of course, "complete" is not absolute, and PA may well fail to be complete
in V; in fact, every countable complete Boolean algebra is finite (Exercise
F6). Nevertheless, the definition of [¢] makes sense by the definability of
I~; {p E !?4: p I~ ¢} is in M, so its supremum exists.

Intuitively, we may think of the people living in M as defining a Boolean
valued model of set theory, where the truth values, [¢] (or [¢(Tl' ... , Tn)])
may be ~ (true) or may be @(false), but may also have some value in f!J

intermediate between @and ~. If ¢ is true in all !?4-generic extensions, then
~ I~ ¢, so [¢] = ~, and if ¢ is false in all !?4-generic extensions, then only
@I~ ¢, so [¢] = @, but if ¢ is true in some extensions and false in others,
then @< [¢] < ~. By definability of I~, the M-people are able to define
the Boolean truth value of ¢ without ever being able to construct a real
(2-valued) generic filter.

(a) of the next lemma says that [¢] is the largest condition which forces 1.

7.15. LEMMA. Under the assumptions of Definition 7.14,
(a) V'p E!?4 (p I~ ¢(Tl' ... , Tn) +--+ P ~ [¢(Tl' ... , Tn)])'
(b) [¢(Tl' ... , Tn) 1\ t/J(Tl' ... , Tn)] = [¢(T 1 , ... , Tn)] 1\ [t/J(Tl' ... , Tn)]'
(C) [1¢(Tl' ... , Tn)] = [¢(Tl' ... , Tn)]'·
(d) [3X¢(X,Tl' ... ,Tn )] = V {[¢(O",Tl' ... ,Tn )]: O"EMg.J}.

PROOF. In all cases, we drop explicit mention of Tl' ... , Tn'
For (a), p I~¢ implies p ~ [¢] by the definition of [¢]. Now, assume

p ~ [¢]. Either p I~ ¢ or there is a (non-@) q ~ p such that q I~ I ¢. But
for such a q, V'r(rl~¢~ql\r=@), so ql\[¢]=@, contradicting
@<q~p~[¢].

(b)-(d) are easy exercises using (a) and basic properties of I~. We do (b)
as an example. [¢] I~ ¢ by (a), and [1] 1\ [t/J] ~ [1], so

[¢] 1\ [t/J] I~¢·
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Likewise, [¢] 1\ [ljJ] l~ljJ, so [¢] 1\ [ljJllll-¢ 1\ ljJ, whence

[¢] 1\ [ljJ] :::; [¢ 1\ ljJ].

Also, [¢ 1\ ljJ] I~ ¢ 1\ ljJ, and ZFC r ¢ 1\ ljJ ~ ¢, so [¢ 1\ ljJ] II-¢ (by
Lemma 4.5). Thus, [¢ 1\ ljJ] :::; [¢]. Likewise, [¢ 1\ ljJ] :::; [ljJ], so

[¢ 1\ ljJ] :::; [¢] 1\ [ljJ]. D

Lemma 715 (b)-(d) say that in computing Boolean truth values, the logical
operations are mirrored by the corresponding Boolean operations. By
Lemma 7.15 (a), 11- can be defined in terms of [ ... ].

Lemma 7.15 suggests a substantial simplification in the treatment of
I~* in §3. Given a complete Boolean algebra, f!4, we consider I~* to be an
auxiliary notion, introduced by the definition:

p I~* ¢(rl' ... , rn) +-+ P :::; [¢(rl' ... , r n)]*·

Thus, [ ... ]* is considered to be the basic notion, and its definition is similar
to that of I~* in Definition 3.3-but much simpler. In the induction steps
for 1\, I, and :3, we use the clauses of Lemma 7.15(b)-(d) as definitions;
thus, [I¢]* is defined to be ([¢]*)'. The two inductive clauses for atomic
formulas are also simplified (see Exercise D7). In all cases in the definition
of [ ... ]*, logical operations are reflected by Boolean operations in a
natural way, and we avoid the use of auxiliary concepts such as "dense
below". As with I~*, we may think of the definition of [ ... ]* as taking
place within V, but we relativize it to M when discussing generic extensions,
using a :!4 E M such that (:?J is a complete Boolean algebra)M.

Boolean-valued models also simplify the treatment of nice names (Defi
nition 5.11). It is convenient here to allow @ as a second co-ordinate in
names; i.e., re-define r E Vg.} +-+ r c Vg.} x :?J (not Vg.} x (:?J " {@}), as we
would have if we are forcing with :?J " {@} ). It is easily seen that this entails
no essential change in the development of §§ 2-4, and it is more natural to
treat all elements of :?J equally. Now, if

r = U{{n} x An: nEdom(a)}

is a nice name for a subset of a, let bn = V An (so bn = @ if An = 0), and let
i = { <n, bn >: n E dom(r)}. Then i is a function from dom(a) into :?J. Call
such a i a very nice name. It is easily seen that [r = i] = ~, so that corre
sponding to Lemma 5.12, every subset of a in M [G] is represented by a
very nice name. Beside eliminating the somewhat ad hoc introduction of
antichains, the use of such names makes it intuitively clearer what the
elements of M [G] "are". For example, a very nice name for a subset of 6J
is a function from {fz: nEw} into (lA, which we may indentify with a func
tion f: W ~ ~. We may think of f as a characteristic function of a Boolean
valued subset of w.
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Another simplification occurs in the notion of complete embedding
(Definition 7.1). Instead of another seemingly ad hoc definition, this notion,
when restricted to complete Boolean algebras reduces to the natural notion
of complete injective homomorphism (Exercise C7).

Thus, we see that restricting our p.o.'s to be complete Boolean algebras
of M makes the abstract theory somewhat simpler and more natural,
although this approach then requires us to go through the additional step
of embedding arbitrary p.o.'s into complete Boolean algebras.

For more on Boolean-valued models, see §9.

§8. Further results

In this section we collect some technical results which did not seem to fit
in earlier, together with three more examples of forcing. As always, M is a
fixed c.t.m. for ZFC.

8.1. LEMMA. Suppose that in M: A is an antichain in IP and, for each q E A,
(Jq is a IP-name. Then there is a n E M fP such that q I~ n = (Jq for each q E A.

PROOF. In M, let

n = UqEA {(r, r): (r ~ q) 1\ (r I~r E (Jq) 1\ (rEdom((Jq))}.

Fix qEA and fix a generic G with qE G. We show nG = val((Jq, G).
Any element of nG is of the form rG where (r, r) E n for some rEG. Then

for some q' E A, r ~ q' and r I~ r E (Jq" But A is an antichain and q E G, so
q' = q. Thus, r I~ r E (Jq, so rG E val((Jq, G).

Any element of val ((Jq' G) is of the form rG for some r E dom ((Jq). Fix pEG
with p I~ r E (Jq, and let rEG be a common extension of p and q. Then
(r,r)En,sorGEnG· 0

As motivation for the next result, observe that in proving that M [G]
satisfies ZFC, every time that we verified an exis ten tial statement we pro
duced a name which witnessed the existence independently of G. For
example, to verify the Pairing Axiom, it would have been sufficient to show
that for each (J, r E M fP

, ~ I~ 3x ((J EX 1\ rEX); equivalently for every generic
G there is a n such that (JG E nG 1\ rG EnG' But in fact, we found a n, namely
up((J, r), which was independent of G (see Definition 2.16), such that
~ I~ ((J E n 1\ r En). The fact that this can be done is part of a more general
fact, known as the maximal principle.

8.2. THEOREM. IfIPEM, r1, ... ,rnEMfP
, and pl~3x¢(X,r1, ... ,rn), then

there is a n E M fP such that p I~ ¢(n, r1' ... , rn)'
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PROOF. We suppress throughout mention of Tl' ... , Tn- Using Zorn's Lemma
in M, let A E M be such that

(1) A is an antichain in IP.
(2) 'v'qEA(q ~ p 1\ 3aEMP (q II-¢(a))).
(3) A is a maximal with respect to (1) and (2) .

By AC in M, pick aq E MP for q E A so that q II- ¢(aq ), and by Lemma 8.1,
let n EM P be such that q II- n = aq for each q EA. So, for q EA,

q II- (¢(aq ) 1\ n = aq ),

so q II- ¢(n).
We now show that p II- ¢(n). If not, let r ~ p be such that r II- -,¢(n).

Since p II- 3x ¢(x), {q: 3aE MP (q II- ¢(a))} is dense below p (see Corollary
3.7), so fix qo ~r with 3aEMP (qoll-¢(a)). For each qEA, we have
q II- ¢(n) and qo 11- -, ¢(n), so q 1. qo· Thus, A u {qo} satisfies (1) and (2)
above, contradicting maximality of A. 0

Theorem 8.2 is best appreciated in the framework of Boolean-valued
models (see §7). By Lemma 7.15,

[3x¢(x)] = V{[¢(a)]: aEMP
},

but Theorem 8.2 says that we can in fact find a a E M P such that [¢(a)]
is the maximum possible value, [3x ¢(x)].

We now turn to some more applications of forcing.
Many of the combinatorial principles known to be true in L can also

be proved consistent by forcing. The easiest of these is 0 (see II 7.1). This
argument uses countable partial functions, but has a different flavor from
the methods of §6.

8.3. THEOREM. Let IP = Fn(wI' 2, WI )M. If G is IP-generic over M, then
2P(w) n M = 2P(w) n M [G], w~ = WI M[G], and 0 holds in M [G].

PROOF. The first two statements are immediate from IP being wI-closed in
M (see 6.14 and 6.15). The argument for 0 will be more transparent if we
use a different p.o. isomorhic to IP in M. Let I = {< a, ~>: ~ < a < wr},
and let <Q = Fn(I, 2, W I )M. Since III = WI in M, IP and <Q are isomorphic
in M, so (by Corollary 7.6) it is sufficient to check that whenever G is <Q
generic over M, 0 holds in M [G] .

If A is any function from I into 2, we let Aa: a ~ 2 be defined by Aa(~) =
A(a, ~) (for a < wr). If G is <Q-generic over M, then UG is a function from
I into 2. We shall prove (0 )MlGl by showing that in M [G] , <(U G)a: a < wr>
is a O-sequence if we identify sets with their characteristic functions.
Equivalently, we shall show that if BE M [G] and B: wr ~ 2, then
{a: Bra = (U G)a} is stationary in M [G]. Assume that this is false. Then
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there is a name r E M Q (for B), a name a E M Q (for a c.u.b.), and apE G
such that

P I~ [(r C WI) 1\ (a C WI) 1\ (a is c.u.b.) 1\ 'Vex Ea(rr ex =1= (Ur)a)], (*)

where r == {< q, q>: q E <Q} is the <Q-name for the <Q-generic filter (see
Definition 2.12). We now forget about G and B, and derive a contradiction
directly from (*).

The following paragraph takes place in M. For any q E <Q, let supt(q)
be the least 13 < WI such that dom(q) c {< ex, ~ >: ~ < ex < f3}. Now, define
inductively Pn (n E w) along with f3n' bm and bn so that

(1) Po == p.
(2) f3n == supt(Pn)·
(3) bn > f3n.
(4) Pn+ 1 ~ Pn-
(5) Pn+ll~~nEa.
(6) supt(Pn+l) > bn.

(7) bn: f3n ~ 2 and Pn + 1 I~ (r r/In == bn)·
Let us check that this induction can be accomplished. Given Pm f3n is defined.
Since Pn ~ P, Pn II- (a is c.u.b.), so Pn 11- 3x E WI (x > /In 1\ X E a). Thus,
applying Corollary 3.7(d), there is a q ~ Pn and a bnE WI such that
q II- (In > /In 1\ I nE a), so bn > f3n and q I~ ~n E a. Let r be any extension
of q with supt(r) > bn" Finally, to handle (7), let F == (Pn)2. Then rl~rr f3nEF,
since an wI-closed p.o. adds no new functions from f3n into 2 (see Theorem
6.14). Thus, there is a bnE F and a Pn+l ~ r such that Pn+ll~ rr /In == hn
(see Corollary 3.7 (d)).

Still within M, we have 130 < bo < 131 < b1 < .... Let

y == suP{f3n: nEw} == sup{bn: nEW}.

Let Pro == Un Pn; then supt(pro) == y. For each n < W, Pro ~ Pn+ 1 so
Pro I~ (r r /In == hn). Thus, the bn for nEW agree on their common domains,
bro == Un bn is a function from y to 2, and Pro II- (r ry == hro ). Now there are
no pairs <y, ~> E dom(pro), so we may extend Pro to an s such that s(y,~) ==

bro(~) for each ~ < y. Then s I~ [(Ur)y == bro ], so s II- err y == (Urh]. But
also, s I~ (y E a) since s I~ (a is closed) and s I~ (InE a) for each n. Thus,

s I~ [3ex E a (r rex == (Ur)a)],

which, since s ~ P, is a contradiction. D

Since 0 ~ CH, CH holds in M[G] regardless of whether it holds in
M; what happens is that if CH fails in M, the cardinal (2ro

)(M) gets collapsed
in M[G].

We cannot use the method of Theorem 8.3 to prove the consistency of
0+, since 0+ may fail in M[G] (see VIII Exercises J5-J7). If M is chosen
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carefully, 0+ will hold in M[G]. For example, if M satisfied V == L, then
M[G] would satisfy 3X C WI (V == L(X)), which implies 0+ (see VI
Exercise 8). Of course, M also satisfies 0 +, so this forcing argument
establishes nothing new. One can, in the spirit of Theorem 8.3, prove the
consistency of 0+ by forcing, but the partial order is more complicated
(see Exercises H 18-H20).

Theorem 8.3 does tell us something that L did not; namely, that 0 does
not imply 2eol == W2. To see this, start with M satisfying CH + 2eol > W2;

there is such an M by Theorem 6.18. Then IP will not collapse cardinals,
so M[G] will satisfy 0 + 2eol > W2. Likewise, by Exercise H20, 0+ does
not imply 2eol == W2.

Since 0 implies that there is an wI-Suslin tree, there is one in the M[G]
of Theorem 8.3. Historically, Jech first showed that one can add a Suslin
tree in a generic extension, and with the advent of 0, his argument was
easily modified to yield Theorem 8.3. His original argument is still of some
interest, since it can be generalized to add a K-Suslin tree for any regular
K of M (see Exercises H 11-H 14), even though the existence of such a tree
does not follow from the analogue of 0 on K.

It is also easy to destroy a Suslin tree; in fact if we stand the tree upside
down it will destroy itself.

8.4. THEOREM. Let K > W be a regular cardinal of M and T a K-Suslin tree
of M. Then there is a p.o. IP EM, such that (IP has K-C.C.)M, IP preserves co
finalities, and, whenever G is IP-generic over M,

(1) T is not a K-Suslin tree in M [G], and
(2) If r1 < K and BE M, then aB n M[G] == aB n M.

PROOF. We begin by imitating the proof that MA(WI) implies that there
are no w I-Suslin trees (see II 5.14). Within M, let T ' be a well-pruned K

sub-tree of T (see II 5.11). Let <I be the tree order on T', and let IP be T'
with the reverse order; p < p q itT q <I p; then IP is a p.o., with ~ p the least
element of the tree T'. Since T' is well-pruned, Da == {p: ht(p, T' ) > r1} is
dense in IP for each r1 < K. If G is a filter in IP, then G is a chain in T' . If
G is IP-generic over M, then G n Da =1= °for all r1 < K, so G contains elements
of T' of arbitrarily large height below K. Thus, T' is not even Aronszajn
in M[G].

Since T' is a K-Suslin tree in M, (IP has the K-C.C.)M, so IP preserves co
finalities "?K (see Lemma 6.9). We shall thus be done if we can check (2),
since (2) implies thatIP preserves cofinalities ~K (as in the proof of Corollary
6.15 from Theorem 6.14).

To prove (2), suppose f: r1 ~ B, r1 < K, BE M, and f EM [G]. Say f == LG.

For each ~ < r1, there is a P~ E G such that P~ I~ L(~) == (f(~))". Furthermore,
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the sequence <p~: ~ < ex> may be chosen in M[GJ by using AC in M[GJ
and the fact that

{<p, ~,y>: p EIP 1\ Y E B 1\ ~ Eex 1\ p I~r(~) = y}

is in M and hence in M [GJ. Now G is a chain, {p~: ~ < ex} c G, and K is
regular in M [GJ, so there is a q E G above all the p~ in T'; i.e., V~ < ex (q ~ Pl:).

'" ~

Then q I~ r(~) = (f(~)rfor each ~ < ex, so

f= {<~,Y>Eex x B: ql~r(~) =Y}EM. 0

We see in Theorem 8.4 our first application in forcing of a p.o. which did
not arise from partial functions (although other such p.o. 's have already
been used when applying MA in II). Theorem 8.4 also illustrates that 8.4(2)
can hold for IP without IP being K-closed in M. A well-pruned K-Suslin tree
can never be K-closed, since if it were, one could inductively pick a path
through it. For any IP. the conclusion 8.4(2) is equivalent to IP having the
property of being K-Baire in M (see Exercise B4). It is possible to show direct
ly that a K-Suslin tree is K-Baire (Exercise H 16), without mentioning forcing,
but the proof given of Theorem 8.4(2) is somewhat easier.

The ease with which Theorem 8.4 was proved should not mislead one
to thinking that it is easy to prove the consistency of SH, since for this
one needs to iterate forcing a transfinite number of times to destroy all the
wl-Suslin trees in M. We shall do such an iteration in VIII to prove the
consistency of MA + ---, CH, and hence of SH.

Since Theorem 8.4 says that one may destroy an wl-Suslin tree without
enlarging w2, it might be expected that SH + CH is consistent. It is, but the
iterated forcing argument (due to Jensen; see [Devlin-Johnsbraten 1974J)
is more difficult than the ones considered in this book.

When K > WI, it becomes more difficult to destroy all K-Suslin trees, and
there are still a number of open questions regarding the consistency of the
K-Suslin Hypothesis. Most notably, it is unknown whether GCH + w2-SH
is consistent; it "should" be in view of Theorem 8.4, but [Gregory 1976J
shows that GCH + W2-SH implies that W2 is Mahlo in L. For more on the
K-SH, see II §5.

To introduce our next example of forcing, we ask: what is wr[G]? wtt[G]

must be regular in M, and we shall see that by suitably defining IP, we can
arrange for wr[G] to be any regular cardinal of M except w. We first remark
that we have already taken care of successor cardinals.

8.5. LEMMA. Suppose that in M, A is an if1:finite cardinal and K = A+. Let
IP = Fn(w, A). Let G be IP-generic over M. Then w~[G] = K.

PROOF. If ex < K, then in M there is a map from A onto cx. Since UG maps
w onto A, (ex is countable)M[G]. Thus, wtt[G] ~ K. However, (IIPI = A)M, so
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(IP has the K-C.C.)M, so IP preserves cardinals Z K. Thus, K remains a cardinal
in M[GJ, so wtt[G] == K. D

If K is weakly inaccessible in M, we force with finite functions in a slightly
different way, collapsing every ordinal below K, but preserving K. We wish
to add, for every r1. < K, a map h.: w ~ r1.. For notational convenience, we
code <fIX: r1. < K) as on function with domain K x w.

8.6. DEFINITION. For any K, the Levy collapsing order for K, LV(K), is

{p: Ipi < w 1\ p is a function 1\ dom(p) C K X W 1\

1\ 'V<r1.,n)Edom(p)(p(r1.,n)Er1.)}.

LV(K) is ordered by reverse inclusion; p ~ q iff q c p. D

We shall show now that if K is a regular uncountable cardinal of M, then
forcing with LV(K) makes K == wtt[G]. This is usually only of interest when
K is weakly inaccessible in M, since successor cardinals were handled by
the easier argument of Lemma 8.5.

8.7. LEMMA. If K is regular and uncountable, then LV(K) has the K-C.C.

PROOF. Fix PJl E LV(K) for J.1 < K. By the J-system lemma (II 1.6), there is
a set B C K such that IBI == K, and {dom(pJl): J.1 E B} forms a J-system with
some root r. Since K is regular and there are less than K possibilities for the
pJlf r, there is a e c B with lei == K and the pJlf r for J.1 E e all the same;
then the PJl for J.1 E e are pairwise compatible. In particular, the PJl for J.1 < K

could not have been pairwise incompatible. D

8.8. THEOREM. Suppose that in M, K is regular and uncountable. Let G be
LV(K)-generic over M. Then K == wtt[G].

PROOF. Applying Lemma 8.7 in M, (Lv(K) has the K-C.C.)M, so K remains a
cardinal in M [G] . However, if 0 < r1. < K, then standard density arguments
show that

is a function from w onto r1., so r1. is countable in M [G]. D

[Solovay 1970J uses the Levy collapsing order to get a model of ZF in
which all subsets of JR are Lebesgue measurable. More precisely, he starts
with K strongly inaccessible in M. In M [GJ it is true that if X c IR and
X E HOD (&J(w)) (defined in V Exercise 9), then X is Lebesgue measurable.
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Of course, M [G] satisfies AC and thus has a non-measurable set, but the
inner model HOD (.9 (co) ) (defined within M [G]) satisfies ZF + "all sets of
reals are Lebesgue measurable." It is unknown whether one can prove from
Con(ZFC) alone the consistency of ZF + "all sets of reals are Lebesgue
measurable."1

The Levy partial order is also relevant to Kurepa's Hypothesis, KH (see
II 5.15).

8.9. COROLLARY. Suppose that in M, K is strongly inaccessible. Let G be
LV(K)-generic over M. Then (KH)M[GJ.

PROOF. In M, let T be the complete binary tree of height K. Since cardinals
?:K do not get collapsed, and since in M T has ?:K+ paths, (T is an co1

Kurepa tree)M[Gl. D

However, one does not need inaccessibles to get models of KH. To prove
Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + KH), one can either use the fact that KH follows
from 0+ and thus holds in L (see II 7.11 and VI 5.2), or one can use a dif
ferent forcing argument which does not require inaccessibles (see Exercise
H19).

Ironically, a minor variant of LV(K) can be used to construct a model
of I KH. Again, K is strongly inaccessible in M, but we force with countable
(in M) partial functions to add, for r1 < K, a map from cor onto r1. The
argument in Theorem 8.8 is easily modified to show that cor == cor[Gl and
K == co~[Gl. However, to prove (I KH)M[Gl, we need the technique of iterated
forcing, so we defer the further discussion of this order until VIII §3.

Unlike KH, I KH needs an inaccessible, since I KH implies that CO2

is inaccessible in L (Exercise B9).

§9. Appendix: Other approaches and historical remarks

There are several different ways of presenting forcing. They all yield
precisely the same consistency proofs, but they differ in their metamathe
matical conception. We survey here the various approaches.

Approach 1: via countable transitive models. This is usually the approach
favored by non-logicians, since we handle models and their extensions in
a rather straightforward mathematical way. An analogy is often drawn
between generic extensions and field extensions in algebra, where one also
uses names (polynomials) for objects in the extension field. One can always
skim over, or ignore, the rather tedious details in §§3 and 4 of showing that
the procedure really works. One can likewise ignore the logical unpleas-

l(Added in prooE) One cannot, by a recent result of Shelah.
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antries associated with the fact that in ZFC we cannot actually produce a
c.t.m. for ZFC. These unpleasantries may be handled in one of the following
three ways.

(la) The approach in this book. We show that, given any finite list,
cP1' ... , cPm of axioms of, say, ZFC + ---, CH, we can prove in ZFC that there
is a c.t.m. for cP l' ... , cPn. The procedure involves finding (in the metatheory)
another finite list t/J 1, ... , t/Jm of axioms of ZFC, and proving in ZFC that
given a c.t.m. M for t/J1' ... , t/Jm' there is a generic extension, M[G], satis
fying cP1' ... , cPn· The inelegant part of this argument is that the procedure
for finding t/J1' ... , t/Jm' although straightforward, completely effective, and
finitistically valid, is also very tedious. We must list in t/J l' , t/Jm not only
the axioms of ZFC "obviously" used in checking that cP1' ,cPn hold in
M[G] (e.g., if cP1 is the Power Set Axiom, then cP1 should be listed among
t/J l' ... , t/Jm), but also all the axioms needed to verify that various concepts
are absolute for M ("finite", "p.o.", etc.), as well as the axioms needed to
show that certain mathematical results, such as the J-system lemma, hold
in M. Of course, for the relative consistency proof,

Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + ---,CH),

it is not necessary to display explicitly t/J 1, ... , t/Jm; it is sufficient to convince
the reader that t/J1' ... , t/Jm may be found.

(1 b) This is a way of avoiding dealing with an unspecified list, t/J1' ... , t/Jm.
Let ff be the language with basic non-logical symbols E and c, where c is
a constant symbol. Let T be the theory in ff consisting of ZFC (written
using just E), plus the sentence "c is countable and transitive," plus the sen
tence cPc for each axiom cP of ZFC. T may be seen (finitistically) to be a con
servative extension of ZFC, since, by the Reflection Theorem (IV 7.11) any
finite sub-theory of T may be interpreted within ZFC. Thus, Con(ZFC) ~
Con(T). Within T, one can produce an extension c[G] and prove cPc[G] for
each axiom cP of ZFC + ---, CH. Thus,

Con(T) ~ Con(ZFC + ---,CH).

(lc) One can formalize logic within ZFC and then write a predicate,
M F rZFC', in the free variable M (see IV § 10). It is then a formal theorem
of ZFC that

VM (M is a c.t.m. for rZFC' ~ 3N :::) M (N is a c.t.m. for rZFC + ---, CH')).

The mathematics of the proof of this theorem is precisely the material in
§§2-5, although the logical interpretation is different. This approach does not
yield a finitistic proof of Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + ---, CH), since in ZFC
one cannot prove that

3M (M is a c.t.m. for rZFC'),
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but it should convince the confirmed Platonist that Con(ZFC + -, CH) is
"true", since the existence of such an M is "true" (see IV §7).

Approach 2: via syntactical models, or forcing over V. Here one never
discusses set models at all.

(2a) In §3, we defined an auxiliary notion, 11-*. The definition of I~* did
not refer to models, although our intent was to relativize it to M to prove
that (p I~ cP) ~ (p 11-* cP)M. After §3, we essentially forgot about I~*, although
we frequently used the result that p I~ cP was equivalent to some (it did
not matter which) formula relativized to M. However, in the syntactical
model approach, we forget about I~, do 11-* in V, and never relativize it
to anything. One must check that all the facts that we developed about
I~ may in fact be proved in V about I~*; see Exercises B12-B15. Eventually
one checks that ~ I~* ¢ whenever cP is an axiom for ZFC, and that, with
the right IP, ~ Ir-* -, CH. It is also necessary to verify the following.

Using Lemma 9.1, if we succeed in finding a contradiction in ZFC + -,CH,
say

cP l' ... , cPn ~ ljJ 1\ -, ljJ ,

where cP1' ... , cPn are axioms of ZFC + -,CH, then in ZFC we could prove
~ I~* ljJ 1\ -, ljJ, which is easily seen to contradict the definition of I~*·

Thus, we have defined a procedure for finding a contradiction in ZFC,
given one in ZFC + -,CH, so Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + -,CH). This ap
proach is unpalatable to some, since a model in the traditional sense for
ZFC + -,CH is never constructed. We may think of this approach as
putting ourselves (in V) in the place of the M-people of the c.t.m. approach;
so we are making up names for, and talking about, objects in some generic
extension of V which does not exist at all (to us).

(2b) The Boolean-valued model approach (over V) is the special case of
(2a) in which we consider only p.o.'s which are complete Boolean algebras.
As in §7, this special case will produce all the independence proofs that can
be done using arbitrary p.o.'s. This special case has, perhaps, a clearer in
tuitive motivation, since we may think that we really are creating a model,
V~, for ZFC + -, CH, except that the model is· in many-valued logic, with
truth values lying in some complete Boolean algebra. Lemma 9.1 becomes
now the following lemma, which asserts that Boolean valued logic, like
2-valued logic, is valid for classical proof theory.

9.2. LEMMA. If cP1' ... , cPn ~ ljJ, then [cP1]* 1\ ... 1\ [cPn]* ~ [ljJ]*. D
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Intuitively, we may think of Y as a sub-class of y&b, although formally
we are defining an embedding, ", from Y into y&b. For a detailed develop
ment of this approach, see [Rosser 1969J or [Bell 1977J.

(2c) Two-valued class models. This is just a curiosity, but in (2b) if G is
any ultrafilter on 8l, we may form a two-valued relational system, y&bjG as
follows: y&bjG has y&b as its base class, but interprets E as (2-valued) binary
relation E, and interprets = as another binary relation == (instead of as real
equality, as is more common in model theory). We define r E (J iff
[r E (J]* E G and r == (J iff [r = (J]* E G. We then show, by induction on ¢
(in the metatheory), that

The induction is straightforward except in the step for 3, where essential
use is made of the maximal principle (see Theorem 8.2). Thus, with a suitable
~, V&bjG will be a 2-valued model for ZFC + ---,CH.

V&b jG is almost never well founded, and thus cannot be identified with a
transitive model for set theory. See Exercise B18 for more details.

We now briefly survey the history of forcing. Forcing was invented by
Cohen, who used it to establish the consistency of ZFC + ---, CH, ZF +
I AC, and ZFC + GCH + Y =1= L. Cohen conceived of forcing via the
syntactical model approach (2a), but developed the presentations (la) and
(Ie) in his published works (see [Cohen 1963, 1964, 1966J), so as to deal
with real models. The modification (lb) is due to Shoenfield.

Cohen's original treatment made forcing seem very much related to the
constructible hierarchy. His M was always a model for Y = L, so M = L(y),
where y = oeM), and his M[GJ was defined as L(y, G) (as in VI Exercise 6);
this is in fact an equivalent definition in this case (see Exercise BID). He
also did not have the idea of working with an abstract p.o., but thought of
his conditions as associated with sets of statements in a formal language.
Scott and Solovay developed the approach (2b), using an arbitrary com
plete Boolean algebra, and they realized that the L(rx) construction really
had nothing to do with forcing, but that it was the R(rx) construction that
was relevant; in fact, y&b may be thought of as constructed by iterating the
~-valued power set operation (see Exercise BI7). They also saw that one
could embed any p.o. densely into a complete Boolean algebra, so that the
Boolean algebra approach is completely general.

Modern expositions of forcing owe much to Shoenfield, who realized
that one could do the Scott-Solovay construction directly from a p.o.,
without embedding it first into a Boolean algebra. He also invented our
definition of I~. Previously, there was only I~*· Expositions defined 11-*,
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and proved the basic fact that

¢M[Gl ~:lp E G ((p I~* ¢)M)

(our 3.5). Once this is done, it follows easily that

(p I~* ¢)M~ 'tgeneric G (p E G ~ ¢M[Gl),

but there is really no need to introduce the notion of I~, since we may always
refer to I~*. The advantage of introducing I~ first by the definition

p I~ ¢ ~ 't generic G (p E G ~ ¢M[Gl),

as we have done (following [Shoenfield 1971 a1), is that the reader may gain
some insight into what is going on before plunging into the details of I~*.

In the literature, the notations 11-* and [¢]* are not used. Thus, p I~¢

may mean, in our notation, p 11- ¢, p I~* ¢, or (p 11-* ¢)M, depending on
context. Once the basics are understood, this ambiguity never causes con
fusion.

Actually, our forcing, I~, was what was once called "weak forcing".
Cohen defined strong forcing, II-s, as the basic concept. Unlike I~, I~s did
not respect logical equivalence; for example, p I~s -, -, ¢ did not imply
p 1~ ¢. Weak forcing was defined in terms of II-s by: p I~ ¢ itT p I~s-, -, ¢.
I~s may now seem like a historical anachronism, but it is still relevant to
intuitionistic logic, where -, -, ¢ is not equivalent to ¢.

There are two important precursors to the modern theory of forcing:
one in recursion theory and one in model theory.

In recursion theory, many classical results may be viewed, in hindsight,
as forcing arguments. Consider, for example, the Kleene- Post theorem
that there are incomparable Turing degrees. Let IP = Fn(2 x w,2), let G
be IP-generic over M, and think of G as coding fa, j'1 E 2w

, where hen) =

UG(i,n). Then, fa and f1 are recursively incomparable (see Exercise G8).
Furthermore, to conclude recursively incomparability of fa and f1' it is not
necessary that G be generic over all of M; it is sufficient that G intersect
only a few of the arithmetically defined dense sets of M; so few that in fact
G, and hence also fa and f1' may be taken to be recursive in (Y. This forcing
argument for producing incomparable degrees below 0' is in fact precisely
the original Kleene-Post argument, with a slight change in notation. See
[Sacks 1971J for some deeper applications of forcing to recursion theory
and a comparison of these methods with earlier (pre-forcing) techniques.

In model theory, it was well-known that models with truth values taken
in an arbitrary Boolean algebra (instead of {O, ~}) were correct for classical
logic (in the sense of Lemma 9.2 above). Indeed, one proof of the G6del
Completeness Theorem, due to [Rasiowa-Sikorski 1963J, involved first
constructing a Boolean valued model for a theory, and then applying the
Rasiowa-Sikorski Theorem (Exercise D2) to get a suitably "generic"
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homomorphism into {@, ~} which produced a 2-valued model. This approach
also yields a completeness theorem for logic with infinite formulas of
countable length. However, using Boolean valued models, the analogous
completeness theorem for uncountable languages was known to fail. For
example, if ¢ is the infinite distributive law,

(¢ is a sentence of length 2w
, in proposition letters Pni ), then ¢ is valid, but

is not derivable using the ordinary infinitary proof rules, since ¢ has truth
value @ in a suitable Boolean interpretation -namely, in the regular open
algebra of 2W (which is the completion of Fn(w, 2); see Exercise G9), assign
Pni truth value {.rE 2w

: f(n) = i}. In modern times, ¢ fails to be valid in the
extension v~ because in the disjunction V!E'u2, f ranges only over functions
in V. For more on Boolean valued methods in infinitary logic, see [Karp
1964J.

Ironically, Cohen was not at first aware of these precursors to his work,
and the relationships discussed above only became clear as the theory of
forcing was developed further.

EXERCISES

In the following, unless we state otherwise: M represents a c.t.m. for
ZFC and IP is a p.o.; furthermore, if IP EM, then G is a filter which is IP
generic over M.

A. Warming-up exercises

(A 1) p E IP is called an atom iff

-,3q,rEIP(q ~p 1\ r ~p 1\ ql-r).

IP is non-atomic iff IP has no a toms. Show that if IP E M and p is an atom of
IP, then there is a filter GEM such that pEG and G intersects all dense
subsets of IP. Remark. This is a converse to Lemma 2.4.

(A2) Assume that IP E M and IP infinite. Show that there is an H c IP such
that M [HJ is not a model of ZF - P. Hint. Fix f E M such that f maps
(J) x (J) 1-1 into IP. Choose H so that f - 1 (H) is a well-order of w in type
>o(M).

(A3) In Exercise A2, assume also that IP is non-atomic. Show that H may
be chosen to be a filter.
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(A4) Suppose thatIP EM andIP is non-atomic. Show that {G: G isIP-generic
over M} has cardinality 2eo

•

(AS) If a, TE M fJ
\ show that aG U TG = (a U T)G' Remark. This does not

require G to be generic.

(A6) If TE M IP, let

n = {(p,p): 3(a,q) ET3r(p, r) Ea /\ p ~ r /\ p ~ q}.

Show that nG = U(TG). Remark. This requires G to be a filter, but G nee(j
not be generic.

(A7) If T, a E MP and dom(T), dom(a) c {n: nEw}, let

n = {(n, p): 3q, r (p ~ q /\ P ~ r /\ (n, q) E T /\ (n, r) E a) }.

Show that nG = TG naG' R'lmark. This requires G to be a filter, but G need
not be generic.

(A8) Suppose TEMP and dom(T) c {n: nEw}. Let

a = {( n, p): 'v'q EIP ( ( n, q) E T~ P 1- q) }.

Show that aG = W"TG' Hint.

{r: 3p ~ r(n,p) Ea v (n,p) ET)}

is dense. Remark. To show 'v'TE M P ((w "TG)E M[G]) requires forcing.

(A9) Assume that IP E M, p EIP, and 3q EIP (p 1- q). Show that

{T E M P
: p I~ T = 6}

is a proper class in M. Remark. Thus, if pEG, {T E M P: TG = O} is not a
subset of any set of M.

(A10) Assume IP E M and that IP is separative (see II Exercise 15). Show that

pl~{({(O,q)},r)}= i,
iff p ~ rand p 1- q.

(A 11) Assume IP E M and p 1- q for some p, q EIP. Show that

{TEMP: ~ I~ T = i}

is a proper class of M. Hint. Consider, for any a E M P,

{( {( a, p ) }, q) , (6, ~ ) }.
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(A 12) Assume IP E M and G is a filter in IP. Show that the following are
equivalent.

(a) G n D =/= 0, whenever D E M and D is dense in IP.
(b) G n A =/= 0, whenever A E M and A is a maximal antichain in IP.
(c) GnE=/=O, whenever EEM and \:IpEIP3qEE(p and q are com

patible).
Furthermore, show that in the definition of filter, we may weaken the
requirement

(1) \:Ip,qEG3rEG(r ~p /\ r ~ q)to
(r) \:Ip, q E G 3r E IP (r ~ p /\ r ~ q).

Thus, this Exercise provides 3· 2 == 6 equivalent definitions of "generic".

B. Miscellaneous results

(B1) Show that if we redefine x by

x == {(y,p): y E x /\ p EIP},

then we may drop the assumption that IP has a largest element for all the
results in this chapter. Remark. The usefulness of ~ IP will be more apparent
in VIII.

(B2) Suppose (IP, ~) is a partial order in M which mayor may not have
a largest element. In M, fix ~ ¢ IP, and define the p.o. (<Q, ~, ~) by: <Q ==
IP u {~}, where IP retains the same order and \:Ip EIP (p < ~). Show that if
G c IP, G is IP-generic over M iff G u {~} is <Q-generic over M, and M [G]
(defined as a IP-extension) is the same as M [G u {~} ] (defined as a <Q
extension) .

(B3) Define I~' by the following clauses:
(a) p I~' r 1 == r 2 iff

\:In E dom (r 1) u dom (r 2) \:Iq ~ p ((q I~' n E r 1) +--+ (q I~' n E r 2) ) .

(b)-(e) As in the definition of I~* (3.3). Show that this definition makes
sense. Remark and hint. Clauses (a) and (b) define I~' for both kinds of
atomic formulas by a simultaneous recursion. Say, in (a),

Then (n, r 2) is "bigger" than (r 1, r 2). However, clause (b) now reduces
the forcing of n E r2 to the forcing of n == n' for n' E dom(r2)' and

max(rank(n), rank(n')) < max(rank(rl)' rank(r2)).
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(B4) Prove Enunciations 3.4-3.6 using I~I instead of 11-*.

(B5) Assume f : A ~ M and f E M [G]. Show that there is aBE M such
that f : A ~ B. Hint. Let

B == {b: :3 p EIP (p I~ bE ran ('r) )} ,

where f == LG·

(B6) Assume IP E M and (1 is a cardinal of M. Show that the following are
equivalent.

(1) Whenever BE M, rJ.B n M == rJ.B n M [G].
(2) rJ.MnM==rJ.MnM[G].
(3) In M: The intersection of (1 dense open subsets of IP is dense.

See the proof of II 3.3 for the topology on IP. Remark. A p.o. satisfying (3)
is called (1+ -dense or (1+ -Baire. K-Baire means that the intersection of less
than K dense open sets is dense.

(B7) Show that if IP is A-closed and A is singular then IP is A+ -closed.

(B8) Let IP EM be non-atomic (see Exercise AI). Let

M == M o C M l c··· c M n c··· (nEW).

such that M n+ l == Mn[GnJ for some Gn which is IP-generic over Mn- Show
that Un M n cannot satisfy the Power Set Axiom. Furthermore, show that
the Gn may be chosen so that there is no c.t.m. N for ZFC with <Gn : nEw)EN
and o(N) == oeM). Hint. {n: pE Gn } can code oeM).

(B9) Show that ---, KH implies that W2 is inaccessible in L. Hint. Suppose
W2 is (A + )L, where A is a cardinal of L. Let X c W l be such that w~(X) == W l
and w~(X) == W2. 0+, and hence KH, hold in L(X) (see VI Exercise 8), and
a Kurepa tree of L(X) remains such in V.

(BID) Suppose M satisfies V == L, so M == L(y), where y == oeM). Show that
M [G] == L(y, G) in the sense of VI Exercise 6.

(B11) Verify that one may do forcing over a c.t.m. M for ZF* - P to produce
M[G] satisfying ZF* - P. Show that ACM ~ ACM[G] and that M[G] will
satisfy the Power Set Axiom if M does. Remark. See III Exercise 19 for zF*.
AR* is needed in M to prove AR (and AR*) in M [G] .

(B12) Express Exercises A9-A11 as exercises about 11-* in V (without any
mention of models), and work them using the definition of I~*. For example,
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the conclusion of Exercise A9 says that

{rEVP
: pl~* r = 6}

is a proper class.

(BI3) Let IP be a p.o. Show that for any x, y,

x = y ~ ~ I~* x= y,
x =1= y ~ ~ I~* I (x = y)

X E Y ~ ~ 11-* x E y,

Xfy ~ ~ I~* '(XEY)·

Remark. This exercise does not mention models.
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(BI4) Show that all the relative consistency results of this chapter can be
done in the syntactical model approach ((2a) of §9). As a start, one must
show, without reference to models, that ~ 11-* ¢ for each axiom ¢ of ZFC.
Interpret Exercise B6 as a characterization of K-Baire in V.

(B15) Do Exercise B14 using reflection. Thus, if I (~ I~* ¢), for ¢ an axiom
of ZFC, there would be c.t.m.'s, M, for arbitrary finite fragments of ZFC,
such that I (~ I~* ¢)M, and hence I (~ I~ ¢).

(B16) Let ~ be a complete Boolean algebra. A f!4-valued structure for the
language of set theory is a triple <M, f =, fE)' where f =, Ie : M x M ~ f!4
and the axioms of predicate calculus with equality are valid; for example,
we require

['v'X,y,Z((X = y /\ Y EZ) ~ XEZ)] =~,

where we evaluate [¢] by setting [XEY] =fE(X,y), [x = y] =f=(x,y),
and interpreting the logical connectives by their corresponding Boolean
operations. Show that if ~ ¢, then [¢] = ~ in any such structure.

(BI7) Verify that one can construct VaB by iterating the Boolean power set
operation. Thus, for each a, define f!4-valued structures, <RaB(a) , f =(a), fE(a)
(see Exercise BI6). RaB(a + 1) is RaB(a) plus the set of extensional functions,
h, from RaB(a) into f!4; where extensional means

'v'X, yE RaB(a) (([x = y] /\ heY)) :::;; hex)).

Let WF~ = UaEON R£f8(a). There is a Boolean isomorphism, I, between V£f8
(in the sense of approach (2b) of §9) and WF£f8; thus, I: V~ x WFaB ~ f!4,
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([(JET]* 1\ I((J,x) 1\ I(T,y)) ~ [XEY],

V{I((J, X): X EWF3lJ
} = ~,etc.

(B18) In Approach(2c)of§9, show that V3lJ/G is well founded iffG is countably
complete. Furthermore, if PA is non-atomic, G cannot be countably complete
unless IPAI is at least as large as the first 2-valued measurable cardinal.

C. Complete embedding and complete Boolean algebras

(C1) Show that a composition of complete embeddings is complete. That
is, if i : IP ~ <Q and j : <Q~ IR are complete, so is j 0 i : IP ~ IR.
(C2) Show that ifIP and <Q are separative (see II Exercise 15), and i : IP ~ <Q
is a complete embedding, then i is 1-1, i(~p) = ~Q' and for all p,p'EIP,
p ~ p' iff i(p) ~ i(p/).

(C3) Let i : IP ~ <Q. Show that if i is a complete embedding, then

IP is non-atomic ~ <Q is non-atomic,

and if i is a dense embedding, then

IP is non-atomic +--+ <Q is non-atomic.

(C4) Let IP be a countable non-atomic p.o. Show that there is a dense em
bedding from {pEFn(w,w): dom(p)Ew} into IP. Hint. IfIP = Fn(w,w),
inclusion works. In general, map {p: dom(p) = I} onto an infinite antichain
in IP, now handle {p: dom(p) = 2}, etc. Remark. Hence, IP, Fn(w, 2),
Fn(w, w), and Fn(w x w, 18) all yield the same generic extentions.

(C5) If IP is the non-@ elements of a Boolean algebra :]J, show that IP is
non-atomic by the definition in Exercise A1 iff f!J is non-atomic in the usual
sense for Boolean algebras:

'Vb > @:lc (@ < c < b).

(C6) Let ,91 and PA be non-atomic countable Boolean algebras. Show that
d and PA are isomorphic. Remark. Via Stone spaces, this implies that all
compact O-dimensional second-countable Hausdorff spaces with no isolated
points are homomorphic to the Cantor set.

(C7) If d and PA are Boolean algebras, a homomorphism i: ,-vi ~:J8 is
complete iff whenever Sed and VS exists, then V(t'S) exists in f!J and
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V(t'S) = i(VS). Show that i:s1 ~ PA is a complete embedding (in the
sense of Definition 7.1) iff i is a complete injective homomorphism. Further
more, show that in this case, if, for bE:14, h(b) = f\ {a E d: i(a) ~ b}, then
h(b) is the largest reduction of b to d. h(b) is called the ,sI-hull of b.

(C8) Let i : IP ~ <Q be a complete embedding, d = the completion of IP,
and 14 = the completion of <Q. Show how i defines a complete embedding, j,
from ~v1 into ~. If i is a dense embedding, show that j is an isomorphism.

(C9) Let IP be the p.o. used in proving the < c additivity of Lebesgue mea
sure from MA (see II 2.21), and let i : IP ~ PA be the completion ofIP. Show
that there are p, q EIP such that p t q, q t p, and i(p) = i(q).

(C10) Let PA be a complete Boolean algebra. Show that PA is m1-Baire (see
Exercise B6) iff f!J is (m, (0) distributive, i.e., for each K, the equation

holds.

(CIl) Show that ---, SH is equivalent to the existence of a non-atomic, c.c.c.,
complete Boolean algebra, f!J, which is (m, (0) distributive. Such a f!J is
called a Suslin algebra.

D. Relations of C to forcing

(01) Let:!4 be a complete Boolean algebra of M and F c PA. Show that F
is ~-generic over Miff F is an ultrafilter and the associated homomorphism
h of f!J into the 2-element algebra preserves all sups in M -i.e., for all
S EM with S c ~, h(V S) = V {h(b): bE S}.

(02) ([Rasiowa-Sikorsky 1963J). Let PA be any Boolean algebra, and, for
n E (J), Sn c !!A such that the supremum of Sn exists and VSn = bn- Show
that there is a homomorphism h of f!J into the 2-element algebra preserving
each VSn (i.e., h(bn) = V{h(b): bE Sn}). Remark. By Exercise 01, this
Rasiowa-Sikorski theorem is the generic filter existence theorem for
Boolean-valued models.

(03) Assume that i, IP, and <Q are in M, and i : IP ~ <Q is a complete em
bedding. For any G c IP, define

<QjG = {q E <Q: \lp E G (q is compatible with i(p))}.

Show that p is a reduction of q to IP iff p I~ qE <J)Jr.
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(D4) Suppose that in M, i : IP ~ <Q is a complete embedding. Let G be
IP-generic over M, and let K be <Q/ G generic over M [G]. Show that K is
<Q-generic over M and that M [K] ° = M [G] [K] O/G. Here M [K] ° =
{TK :TEMO}, while M[G] [K]o/G = {T: TEM[G]o/G}; this notation is
needed since K is a filter in two different p.o.'s. Hint. If D is dense in <Q, then
D n <Q/G is dense in <Q/G. To see this, fix qo E <Q/G and fix Po E G with
Po I~ 40 E <Q/r. Show that the following is dense below Po:

{p EIP: 3q E <Q (q ~ q0 1\ qED 1\ P I~ qE <Q Ir) }.

(05) Suppose that in M, i : IP ~ <Q is a complete embedding. Let H be
<Q-generic over M and let G = i- 1 (H). Show that H c <Q/G, H is <Q/G
generic over M[G], and M[H]o = M[G] [H]o/G. Hint If D c <Q/G, D is
dense, and DEM[G], let D = TG and let POI~(T is dense in <Q/r); then

{q: 3p3q1[(pl~41 ET) 1\ q ~ i(p) 1\ q ~ q1]}

is dense below i(po). Remark. Exercises D4 and D5 show that a one-step
extension by <Q is equivalent to extending via IP and then IPIG.

(06) Assume that in M, i : d ~ PA is a complete Boolean embedding of
complete Boolean algebras. Let G be d-generic over M, and, in M[G], let

f= {bEPA: 3aEG(bl- i(a))}.

Show that f is an ideal in PA, the quotient algebra PA / f is complete in M [G],
and J = {b: (h(b))' E G}, where h is as in Exercise C7. Furthermore, if
:!JIG is as in Exercise D3, and i(b) = [b].P" then i: PAIG ~ PAIJ, is a dense
embedding, so that PAl J is the completion of PA / G in M [G] .

(D7) If PA is a complete Boolean algebra of M, show that
(a) [T1 = T2] = (\{[1rETl]+--+[nET2]: 1rEdom(T1)udom(T2)}' and
(b) [T1 E T2] = V{[n = T1] 1\ b: (n, b>E T2},

where, for a, bE PA, (a +--+ b) = (a' v b) 1\ (b l va).
Remark. In the spirit of B3, (a) and (b) can be taken as clauses in an inductive
definition of [ ... ]*.

(08) In M, let i : IP ~ PA be the completion of IP. Show that i(p) = i(q)
iff for all G which are IP-generic over M, pEG +--+ q E G.

E. Automorphisms and AC

(El) If IP (i.e., (IP, ~, ~ » is a p.o., an automorphism of IP is a 1-1 i from IP
onto IP which preserves ~ and satisfies i (~) = ~; thus also i* (x) = x for
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each x. IP is called almost homogeneous iff for all p, q E IP, there is an auto
morphism i of IP such that i(p) and q are compatible. Suppose that IP E M
and IP is almost homogeneous in M. Show that if p I~ ¢(xI, , xn), then
~ I~ ¢(XI' ... , Xn); thus, either ~ I~ ¢(XI' ... , xn) or ~ I~ -'¢(XI' , xn)·

(E2) Show that any Fn(I, J, K) is almost homogeneous.

(E3) (A. Miller). In M, let I and J be uncountable, IP = Fn(I, 2), and <Q =
Fn(J, 2). Let ¢(x) be a formula. Show that

~ I~p (¢(a)L(@>(W») iff ~ I~Q (¢(a)L(@>(W»).

Hint. If(III = IJI)M apply Lemma 7.13. More generally, say (III ~ IJI)M and
let H be Fn(I, J, WI )M-generic over M; then (III = IJI )MlHl. If G is IP-generic
over M[H], then G is IP-generic over M and &J(w) n M [H] [G] =
2J>(w) n M[G]. Thus, applying El,

~ I~P,M (¢(a)L(@>(W») iff ~ I~P,MlHl (¢(a)L(@>(W»).

Likewise with (I).

(E4) Show Con(ZF) ~ Con(ZF + -,AC). In fact, show the consistency of
-,AC with V = L(2J>(w)) = HOD(&J(w)). Hint. (A. Miller). Let (III ~ WI)M,
Let G be Fn(I, 2)-generic over M, and let N = L(&J(W))MlGl. If AC holds in
N, let (K = 1&J(w)I)N, then ~ I~((K = 1&J(w)I)L(9(w»). Now, taking J such that
(IJI > K)M will contradict E3.

(E5) Show the consistency of ZFC + GCH with V =/= ODe Hint. Use
Fn(I, 2), and apply El.

F. Chain conditions

(F1) Let c.c. (IP) be the least f) such that IP has the f)-c.c. Show that c.c. (IP) =/= w.
Hint. Consider a maximal incompatible family of atoms.

(F2) If IP E M and c.c.(IP) < w, show that every G which is IP-generic over
M is in M. Do likewise when (c.c.(IP) = K /\ IP is K-closed)M.

(F3) IfIP EM, show that c.c.(IP) < w iff (c.c.(IP) < W)M. Hint. ResolveIP into
atoms in M.

*(F4) (Tarski) Show that if c.c.(IP) 2 w then c.c.(IP) is regular.
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(F5) Show that if III ~ A and III ~ 2, then Fn(I, 1, A) has an antichain of
size 2<A. Remark. This is easier when A is a successor cardinal.

(F6) Show that every countable complete Boolean algebra is finite. Hint.
See Exercise F 1.

G. Fn(I, J, A)

(G1) Let K, A, () be infinite cardinals of M, and let IP == Fn(K x W, 2). Show
that

(G2) Suppose I E M is infinite, and let 2 ~ ri ~ fJ ~ w. Show that Fn(I, ri)
and Fn(I, fJ) yield the same generic extensions. Hint. Let I == K X w, and
apply Exercise C4 co-ordinatewise.

(G3) Assume A is regular, and let IP(l) == {p E Fn(A, 1, A): dom(p) E A}.
Show that IP(l) is densely included in Fn(A, 1, A). Furthermore, show that
if 2 ~ III ~ 2<A, then IP(2<A) densely embeds into Fn(A, 1, A). Remark.
Applying this within M show that Fn(A, 2, A) adds a function from A onto
2 <A, since Fn(A, 2 <A, A) obviously does.

(G4) Let (IP == Fn(I, 2, Wl))M, where (III ~ Wl)M. Show that M[G] satisfies
CH, regardless of whether M does.

(G5) Suppose, in M, () == cf(A) < A. Show that Fn(A, 2, A) adds a map from
() onto A+. Hint. Say A == (woJM. Let fen) be the wn-th element of
{ri: UG(ri) == 1}. Let g(n) be the f3 < Wn such that f (n) is of the form
W n . b + f3. Then 9 maps W onto A. Now show that UG codes every function

in M from W into A.

(G6) Suppose M satisfies GCH. Let K I < ... < Kn be regular cardinals of
M, and let Al ~ ... ~ An be cardinals of M such that (cf(Ai) > Ki)M. Force
n times to construct a c.t.m. N ::> M with the same cardinals such that for
each i, (2"1 == Ai)N.

(G7) Suppose M satisfies CH and IP == Fn(I, 2), where (III ~ W2)M. Show
that MA fails in M[G]. Hint. Show that if fEWw n M[G], there is a
gEWW n M such that {n: g(n) ~f(n)} is infinite. Now apply II Exercise 8.

(G8) IfIP == Fn(K x w, 2), and fa(n) == UG(ri, n), show that the h for ri < K
are recursively incomparable.
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(G9) Show that the completion of the p.o. Fn(I, 2) is isomorphic to the
regular open algebra of the space 21 (where 2 = {O, I} has the discrete
topology and 21 has the product topology).

H. Specific forcing constructions

(H1) Assume in M that K > W, K is regular, and IP has the K-C.C. In M [G] ,
let C C K and C c.u.b. Show that there is a C1

E M such that C1
c C and

C1 is c.u.b. in K. Hint. In M [G], let f: K ~ K be such that

Vrx < K (rx < f (rx) E C),

and apply Lemma 6.8.

(H2) Suppose that in M: K > W, K is regular, S c K is stationary and IP is
either K-C.C. or K-closed. Show that S remains stationary in M [G].
(H3) A cardinal K is called weakly Mahlo iff K is regular and {rx < K: rx is
regular} is stationary in K. Show that if K is weakly Mahlo, then

{rx < K: rx is weakly inaccessible}

is stationary in K.

(H4) Assume in M that K > wand IP is either K-closed or has the A-c.c. for
some A < K. Show that if K is weakly Mahlo in M, then K is weakly Mahlo
in M [G]. Do the same for weakly hyper-Mahlo, where K is weakly hyper
Mahlo iff K is regular and

{a < K: rx is weakly Mahlo}

is stationary in K.

(H5) Show that 5.16 remains true if "inaccessible" is everywhere replaced
by HMahlo". Do likewise for Hhyper-Mahlo". See II Exercises 48 and 50
for the definitions of strongly Mahlo and strongly hyper-Mahlo. Further
more, show that it is relatively consistent to have a Mahlo or hyper-Mahlo
K such that 2K > K+ and GCH holds below K.

(H6) Assume that in M, d, rc c &>(w) and for all y E rc and all finite Fed
Iy '" UFI = w. Show that there is alP E M such that (IP is c.C.C.)M and when
ever G is IP-generic over M, M [G] contains a dew such that

VXE,ci(ldnxl<w) and VYE~(ldnyl=w).

Hint. See II 2.15.
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(H7) Let <X, <) be a total order in M. Show that there is a IP E M such
that (IP has the c.C.C.)M and whenever G is IP-generic over M, there are
ax c W (x E X) such that x < y ~ ax c* ay- Hint. See II Exercise 22.

(H8) Assume (IP is c.c.c. 1\ IIPI S Wl)M and 0 holds in M. Show that 0
holds in M[G]. Hint. Use 0 in M to "capture" all nice names for subsets
of Wl.

(H9) Assume (IP is c.C.C.)M and 0 holds in M [G]. Show that 0 holds in
M. Hint. It is sufficient to verify 0- in M; see II 7.13, 7.14.

(HI0) Suppose that in M, IP has Wl as a precaliber (see II Exercise 26).
Show that if T is an wl-Suslin tree in M, then T remains a Suslin tree in
M [G]. Do likewise ifIP is wl-closed in M.

(Hll) Let K > W be regular. Let IP be the Jech p.o. for adding a K-Suslin
tree. Elements of IP are either the empty tree, ~, or subtrees, P, of 2 <K such
that ht(p) == rx + 1 for some limit rx < K,

VSEp(dom(s) < rx~(S-<O)Ep 1\ s-<I)Ep)),

V~ S rx (ILev~(p)1 < K), and Vs E p :3t E P(dom(t) == rx 1\ set).

p S q iff q == {s E p: domes) < ht(q)}; i.e., q is obtained by sawing off p
parallel to the ground. Show that IP is wl-closed and not w2-closed. Hint.
If Po > Pl > ... , Un Pn is a tree of some limit height, y, but since cf(y) == w,
it is easy to extend Un Pn to a tree of height y + 1 in IP. However, U~<Wl P~

could be an Wl -Aronszajn tree.

(HI2) Show that ifIP is as in Exercise Hll and rx < K, D(J. == {pEIP: ht(p) > rx}
is dense in IP. Remark. This is where it is important that conditions have
successor height. Hint. To see that D(J. =1= 0, let

P == {s E 2 < (J. + l: I{~: s(~) == I} I < w}.

(HI3) Show that the IP of Exercise Hll is K-Baire (see Exercise B6), even
though it is not K-closed if K > Wl. Hint. Suppose A < K and D~(~ < A)
are dense and open. Find a decreasing sequence, p~(~ S A), with p~ED~

for each ~ < A (so then PA En~ <A D~). ht(p~) will be rx~ + 1. For limit y,
rx y == sup{rx~: ~ < y}. To ensure U~<yP~ can be extended when cf(y) > w,
choose, along with each p~, an f(x, ~) E Lev (J.<:(p~) for each s E P~ such that
s c f (s,~) and ~ < 1] ~ f (s, ~) c f(s, 1]). Remark. For K > Wb this argu
ment is due to Prikry and Silver.

(HI4) Let K > W be a regular cardinal of M, and let ~ be defined within
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M as in Exercise HIt. Show that in M [G], UG is a K-Suslin tree, and that
IP preserves cofinalities if 2 < K =: K in M. Hint. If

p 11- ('! is a maximal an tichain in r),

find Po =: P > Pl > P2 > ... such that

VnVsEPn((Pn+l I~SE'!) V (Pn+1 I~s¢'!)).

Let q =: UnPn (note q¢IP), and let A =: {SEq: 3n(Pn II-sE'!)}. Make sure
that the Pn are defined so that A is a maximal antichain in q. Now, extend
q to a if such that ql I~ '! =: A. This is like the proof of 0 ---+ I SH (see
II 7.8).

(HIS) Show that Fn(w 1 , 2w
, w 1 ) and the Jech p.o. for adding an w1-Suslin

tree have isomorphic completions. Hint.

{p E Fn(w l , 2w
, w 1 ): dom(p) is a successor ordinal}

can be densely embedded in both of them.

(H 16) Let T be a K-Suslin tree; concepts like "dense" refer to the reverse
order, <, on T, as in Theorem 8.4. Show that if X c T, then there is an
lI. < K such that for all pELevcx(T), either X is dense below P or empty
below P (i.e. ,3q < P(q E X)). Use this to show that T is K-Baire.

(HI7) Suppose that in M,IP is C.C.C. and Tis a K-Suslin tree for some K > W1'

Show that T remains Suslin in M [G]. Hint. In M, if X c T and lX/ =: K,

then X contains an uncountable chain and an uncountable antichain.

(HI8) Jensen's 0+ order is the setIP of pairs <p, g), where P is a condition
in the Jech p.o. (Hll, with K =: W1), g c 2W1

, Igi ~ w, and

(ff (ht(p) - 1)) E P

for each fE g .. <p, g) ~ <pl,g/) iff P ~ pI and gl c g. Assuming CH,
show that IP is w1-closed and W2-C.C.

(HI9) Let IP be the 0+ -order in M (see HI8), and assume CH in M. In
M[G], let T=: U{p: 3g«p, g) E G)}, and show that Tis a Kurepa tree.

(H20) Let IP be the 0+ -order in M and assume CH in M. Show that 0+
holds in M [G]. Hint. See VI Exercise 9. In M [G], fix h E 2W1 such that
TEL(h) and &>(w)EL(h); then show, in M[G], that

(a) VfE 2W1 n M 3g E 2W1 (fE L(g, h) 1\ g is a path through T), and
(b) VfE2W1 3gE2W1 n M(fEL(g,h)).

For (b), observe that G n L(g, h) E L(g, h).
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(H21) In M, let J8 be the measure algebra of 21 ; that is, 2 == {O, 1} is given
a measure by defining {O} and {1} to have measure !. 21 has the product
measure, and 88 is the algebra of measurable sets modulo measure 0 sets.
Show that 88 has the c.c.c. in M, and, if G is J9-generic over M, then 2W ~ III
in M[GJ. Hint. G defines a function f: I ~ 2. If I == K X w, and fa(n) ==

f ((x, n), then the fa are distinct.

(H22) In Exercise H21, assume also that in M, III == K and KW == K. Show
that 2W == K in M [GJ. Remark. In M, ~ is isomorphic to the Baire sets
in 21 modulo measure 0 sets, whereas the completion ofFn(I, 2) is the regular
open algebra of 21, which is the same (for 21 ) as the Baire sets modulo first
category. For more on the analogy between measure and category in generic
extensions, see [Kunen 1900J.

(H23) In Exercise H21 (or with :?4 any measure algebra in M), let
fE WW n M [GJ. Show that there is agE W

W n M such that Vn (f(n) ~ g(n)).
Show that this fails in extension by Fn(I, 2). Remark. Thus, in contrast with
Exercise H22, not all properties of these extensions are the same. Hint. If
~ I~ r : OJ ~ OJ, and c> 0, let g(n) be an m such that jl([r(iz) ~ m]) ~ 1 
c/2n

• For Fn(I, 2), consider instead Fn(w, w).

(H24) (Prikry). In M, assume that K is 2-valued measurable and that IP
is c.c.c. Show that 3j" S(K,fu 1 ,j") holds in M[GJ (see II Exercise 60). Hint.
If S(K, 2, f) holds in M, define

§== {XE&>(K) n M[GJ: 3YE c1(X c Y)}.

Remark. IfIP is a measure algebra then K is real ..valued measurable in M [GJ;
see [Solovay 1971J.

*(H25) (Jensen). In M, let T c W1 be stationary, and let IP be the set of
all peT such that p is closed in W1 and countable. p ~ q iff q c p and
q == p n (max(q) + 1). Show that IP is w1-Baire and that in M[GJ, T con
tains a c.u.b. Remark. Thus, S == W1 "Tis not stationary in M [GJ, although
it may be stationary in M; compare this with H2.



CHAPTER VIII

ITERATED FORCING

Throughout this chapter, M is a fixed c.t.m. for ZFC, although we shall
apply the results of VII using not only M, but also various extensions of
M, as the ground model.

The idea behind iterated forcing is to repeat the generic extension process
a times, for some ordinal rx, to obtain a chain of models,

M = M o C M 1 c··· c M~ c··· C MIX'

where M~+ 1 = M~ [G~J, with G~ IP~-generic over M~ for some p.o. IP ~ E M~.

M(J. will be the model constructed from M by adjoining the sequence
<G~: ~ < a). The discussion of iterated forcing breaks into two parts: two
stage iteration and limit iteration.

Two stage iteration (i.e., rx = 2) at first sight seems trivial. M 1 = M0 [Go J
is another c.t.m. for ZFC, and one can simply apply the forcing process
to any p.o. IP1E M 1 to obtain M 2 = M 1[G1J. In fact, we have already
done precisely this in obtaining models violating GCH at various cardinals
(see VII 6.18).

Once two stage iteration is understood, it is clear, by induction, how to
do n stage iteration for any nEW. Presumably, in transfinite iterations, the
two stage process will get us from M ~ to M ~ + 1; i.e., we obtain M ~ + 1 by
forcing over M~.

Limit iteration, on the other hand, seems to present a problem. Once
we have M n for n < w, what is M ro ? We cannot just set M ro = Un M m

since this will usually not contain {Gn: nEw}, and it is easy to find examples
where there is no c.t.m. N at all with <Gn : nEw)EN and o(N) = oeM)
(see VII Exercise B8). Intuitively, we might avoid this pathology by choosing
the whole sequence <Gn : nEw) generically, but what does that actually
mean?

To solve these problems, we go back to two stage iteration and make it
harder. We shall show how to do a two stage iteration in one step. Thus,
we shall find a p.o. <Q1 E M such that M 2 , which was M[GoJ [G1J, is also
M [H1J for an H 1 which is <Q1-generic over M. Furthermore, we shall have
IP0 c c <Q1 (see VII Definition 7.2). Likewise, an n stage iteration will corre-
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spond to a chain,

Iterated forcing [Ch. VIII, § 1

IPo = <Qo C c <Q1 C c ... C c <Qn

in M, and M n will be M[Hn ] for some H n which is <Qn-generic over M.
In general, an ~-stage iteration will correspond to building, in M, a

chain of p.o.'s,

IPo = <Qo C c <Q1 C c ... C c <Q~ C c ... C c <Qa·

Thus, in this approach, we do not begin by constructing a chain of models.
Rather, our efforts are concentrated on constructing the <Q~ in M. Once
we are done, we may define M~ = M[Hex n <Q~], and obtain a chain of
models after all, but this is of secondary importance.

In our building the chain of p.o.'s, there is still a problem of what to do
at limits. The question, "what is M ro?" now becomes, "what is <Qro?" This
is indeed a problem in some iterated forcing constructions, but not in all.
For example, in proving Con(MA + -, CH), the most obvious answer,
<Qro = Un <Qn works. Thus, most of this chapter will be taken up with what
to do at the successor stages, and this easily reduces to two-stage iterations,
or how to define <Q1' givenIPoEM andIP 1EM1 = M[Go].

A special case of this, when IP1 is in fact in M, is much simpler than the
general case and has many applications (although it will not suffice to
handle Con(MA + -,CH)). If IP1 EM, then we may simply take <Q1 =

IPo X IP1, as we shall see in §1. In §§2-4, we shall apply this special case to
prove further results about the Cohen extensions (Fn(K, 2)), prove
Con(-,KH), and violate GCH at infinitely many regular cardinals.

In §5 we shall describe the general theory, when IP 1 need not be in M.
In §6 we shall apply this to show Con(MA + -,CH).

§1. Products

1.1. DEFINITION. If <IPo, ::::;0' ~o) and <IP1, ::::;1' ~ 1) are p.o.'s, then the
product p.o.,

<IPo, ::::;0' ~o) x <IP1, ::::; 1, ~ 1) = <IPo X IP1, ::::;, ~)

is defined by

( Po, P1) ::::; <q0, q1) iff Po::::; q0 1\ P1 ::::; q1,

and ~ = <~ 0' ~ 1). Furthermore, define io : IPo ~ IPo x IP l' i1 : IP1~ IPo X

IP1 by io(Po) = (Po, ~1)' and i1(P1) = <~o, P1)· 0

When discussing IP0 and IP 1, we shall usually drop the subscripts on their
respective ~'s and ::::;'s.
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It is here that it becomes really useful that our p.o.'s have a largest ele
ment. That restriction could have been avoided in VII by a minor modifi
cation in the definition of x (see VII Exercise B1). The restriction can still
be avoided here, but with more work, since we need 10 and 1 1 to define
io and i 1 •

1.2. LE&MA. If io, i1 are as in Definition 1.1, then io and i1 are complete em
beddings.

PROOF. Clauses (1) and (2) of VII Definition 7.1 are immediate. To verify
clause (3) for io, observe that if (Po, PI ) EIPo x IP l' then Po is a reduction
of (Po, PI) tolPo· 0

1.3. LEMMA. Suppose that IPO,IP 1 EM and G is IPo x IP 1-generic over M.
Then i0 1 (G) is IPo-generic over M, i11 (G) is IP 1-generic over M, and G =
io1 (G) xiiI (G) .

PROOF. Genericity ofi0 1 (G) and i11 (G) follows from the completeness of
io and i1 (see VII 7.5). If (Po, PI) E G, then (Po, 1) E G and (1, PI) E G, so
( Po, PI) E io1 (G) xiiI (G) . If ( Po, PI) E i0 1 (G) xiiI (G) , then ( Po, 1)
and (1, Pl) are both in G, and thus have a common extension, (qo, ql) E G;
then (qO,ql) ~ (PO,Pl), so (PO,Pl)EG. 0

Thus, all IP0 x IP1-generic filters are of the form Go x G 1 , where Go and
G1 are generic over M. Not every such product is generic, however. For
example, in IP x IP, a product of the form G x G is usually not generic
(see Exercise J1). Genericity of Go x G 1 requires that G1 be generic over
M [Go], as we shall see in the following theorem which relates IP0 x IP 1

forcing with a two stage iterated forcing.

1.4. THEOREM. SupposelPoEM,1P 1 EM, Go cIPo, and G 1 c!Pl; then the
following are equivalent:

(1) Go x G 1 is IPo x IP 1-generic over M.
(2) Go isIPo-generic over M and G 1 isIP 1-generic over M[Go].
(3) G1 is IP I-generic over M and Go is IPo-generic over M [G 1 ].

Furthermore, if (1)-(3) hold, then M[Go x G1 ] = M[Go] [G 1 ] =
M[G 1 ] [Go]·

PROOF. We show (1) +-+ (2). The proof of (1) +-+ (3) is the same.
To show (1) ~ (2), assume (1). By Lemma 1.3, Go = ioI(GO x G 1 ) is

IPo-generic over M. To show G1 isIP 1-generic over M[Go], fix DEM[Go]
such that D is dense in IP 1. Now fix L E MIPo such that D = LGo' and fix
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Po E Go such that

Let

Iterated forcing

Po I~ (! is dense in !PI).

[Ch. VIII, § 1

(a)

DI = {< q0' q1 ): (q 0 S PO) 1\ (q 0 I~ q1 E T)} C IP0 x IP1 .

We first show that DI is dense below <Po, ~ ). Fix <ro, r1 ) S <Po, ~).
ro s Po, so

ro I~ 3x EIP 1 (x E T 1\ X s i\),

so there is a ql E IP 1 and a qo s ro, such that

(b)

qo I~(ql E! 1\ ql S'l);

thus, <qo, ql) s <ro, rl) and <qo, ql) E DI

•

Now, since <Po, ~) E Go X G1 , there is some <qo, ql) E(Go x G1 ) n DI

•

Then qo I~ tIl E!, so ql E !Go = D; and ql E G1 , so G1 n D =1= 0.
To show (2) ---+ (1), assume (2). Go x G1 is easily seen to be a filter. To

show that it is generic, fix D c IP0 x IP 1 such that D is dense and in M. Let

D* = {PI: 3Po EGo«PO,Pl)ED)} cIP1 ;

then D* EM [GoJ, and

D* n G1 =1= °---+ D n (Go x G1 ) =1= 0,

so we shall be done if we can check that D* is dense in IP 1. Fix r1 E IP1. Then

Do = {Po: 3Pl S rl «PO,Pl) ED)}

is dense in IPo and Do E M, so fix Po E Do n Go, and then fix PI S r1 with
<Po, PI ) ED. Then, PI is an extension of rl in D*.

Finally, M[Go x G1 J = M[GoJ [G 1 J follows by minimality of the
various generic extensions. Thus, M c M [GoJ [G 1 J and

Go x G1 EM[GoJ [G 1 J,

so M[Go x G1 J c M[GoJ [G 1 J. Conversely, M c M[Go x G1J and
GoEM[Go x G1J, so M[Go] c M[Go x G1 J; but also G1 EM[Go x G1 J,
so M[GoJ [G 1J c M[Go x G1 ]. 0

A careful examination of the preceding argument will reveal several
abuses of notation. The I~ in (a) should really be I~po. Also, it must be de
determined from context which model is being considered to be the ground
model; for example, in (a), we are forcing over M, not M[G 1 J, whereas if
we had been discussing the extension of M [G1] to M [G1] [Go], then
Po I~¢ would refer to forcing over M[G 1 J. Furthermore, the s in (b)
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really refers to the object ::::; 1 E M, and should have been written (::::; 1 r.
This concludes the theory of products. In §§2-4, we give some applica

tions. Unlike in the general theory of iterations (see §5), in applications of
products we do not usually start with IP° and IP 1 and form IP° x IP 1.

Rather, we start with one IP, given ab initio by some explicit definition
(such as IP = Fn(I, 2) in §2), and we prove further results about the usual
IP extension M [G] by factoring IP into a product IP° x IP1 in varous ways.

The reader may now, if desired, skip directly to §5 without loss of con
tinuity.

§2. More on the Cohen model

By the Cohen model, we mean generic extensions using p.o.'s of the form
Fn(I, 2), as in Cohen's original proof of consistency of ---, CH. In this section
we deduce some additional properties of such extensions.

Fn(I,2) can be viewed as a product in many ways; namely, for each
10 c I, Fn(I,2) is isomorphic to Fn(Io, 2) x Fn(I "10 ,2). Using this
isomorphism, we may translate all of the basic results of §1 into statements
about Fn(I, 2). The following theorem translates as much of §1 as we shall
need.

2.1. THEOREM. Suppose I = 1o U 11,10 n 11 = 0, and 10 ,11 EM. Let G be
Fn(I,2)-generic over M. Let Go = G n Fn(Io, 2) and G1 = G n Fn(I 1 , 2).
Then Go is Fn(Io,2)-generic over M, G1 is Fn(I 1 ,2)-generic over M[Go],
and M[G] = M[Go] [G 1 ].

PROOF. Define

j: Fn(Io,2) x Fn(I 1,2) -+ Fn(I, 2)

by: j(po, Pl) = Po U Pl. It is easily seen that j is an isomorphism. Thus,
H =j-l(G) is Fn(Io,2) x Fn(I 1 ,2)-generic over M and M[G] = M[H]
(see VII 7.6). By Lemma 1.3, H = Ho x H 1, where Ho = io1 (H) and H 1 =
i l 1 (H). By Theorem 1.4, Ho is Fn(Io,2)-generic over M, H 1 is Fn(I 1 ,2)
generic over M[Ho], and M[G] = M[H] = M[Ho] [H 1 ]. But

H o = {po EFn(Io,2): <Po,~)EH} = {po EFn(Io,2): PoUOEG} = Go,

and, likewise, H 1 = G1 . D

Theorem 2.1 is useful because any small set in M[G] is in M[Go] for a
small 1o. More precisely, the following holds.
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2.2. LEMMA. Suppose /, S E M. Let G be Fn(/,2)-generic over M, and let
XeS with X E M[GJ. Then X E M[G n Fn(/o, 2)J for some /0 c / such
that /oEM and (1/01 ~ ISDM.

PROOF. Assume S is infinite, since lSi < W would imply that X E M. Let
X = LG' where L is a nice name for a subset of S(see VII 5.11); then

L = UseS ({s} X As),

where As is an antichain in Fn(/, 2). Let

/0 = U{dom(p): 3sES(pEAs )},

and let Go = G n Fn(/o, 2). By the c.c.c. (in M), each IAal ~ W, so 1/01 ~ lSi
in M.

Since each As c Fn(/o, 2), L is an Fn(/o, 2)-name, and

LG = {SES: 3pEGo(pEAs)} = LGoEM[Go]. 0

It follows that every subset of W in M [G] is in an extension of M by a
p.o. isomorphic to Fn(w, 2) in M. Since extensions by Fn(w, 2) preserve
CH, it is possible to use Lemma 2.2 to show that certain consequences of
CH hold also in extensions by arbitrary Fn(/, 2). For example, we show
now that if M satisfies CH, then there is a maximal almost disjoint family
(see II 1.1) of subsets of W of size WI' a fact which contradicts MA ifCH fails
(see II 2.16). For an easier way of seeing that MA fails in these extensions,
see VII Exercise G7.

2.3. THEOREM. Suppose that / EM and CH is true in M. Let G be Fn(/, 2)
generic over M. Then in M[GJ there is a m.a.d.f. of size WI.

PROOF. Within M, we shall define an m.a.dJ. d of size WI such that for
all / EM, d remains maximal in M [G] whenever G is Fn (/, 2)-generic over
M. By Lemma 2.2, it is sufficient to verify maximality of d in extensions
via /0 which are countable in M, since any Xc W in M[G] is in
M[G n Fn(/o, 2)] for some such /0. When /0 is finite, M[Go] = M, and
when (1/01 = W)M, Fn(/o, 2) is isomorphic to Fn(w, 2) in M. Since p.o.'s
which are isomorphic in M lead to the same extensions (see VII 7.6), it is
sufficient to define d such that whenever G is Fn(w,2)-generic over M,
no infinite subset of w in M [G] is a.d. from all elements in d.

From now on, all forcing terminology refers to the p.o. Fn (w, 2). Within
M, do the following: By CH, let <p~, L~) for w ~ ~ < WI enumerate all
pairs <P,L) such that pEFn(w,2) and L is a nice name for a subset of ro.
By recursion, pick infinite A~ c w as follows. Let An, for n < w, be any
disjoint infinite sets. If w ~ ~ < WI' and we have A" for 11 < ~, choose A~
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so that
(1) 'tY/ < ~(IA" n A~I < w), and
(2) If

then

'tn E w'tq :::; p~ 3r :::; q 3 m 2. n (m E A~ /\ r I~ m E t~).

To see that A~ may be so chosen, assume (*) holds, since if (*) fails then only
(1) need be considered, and we simply apply the fact that there is no m.a.dJ.
of size W (II 1.2). Let Bi (i E w) enumerate {A,,: Y/ < ~} and let (nb qi>
(iEW) enumerate W x {q: q :::; p~}. By (*), for each i

qi I~ (It~ "-(130 U ... u Bdl = w),

so we may choose an ri :::; qi and an mi 2. ni such that mi ¢ Bo u ... U Bi
and ril~miEt~. Let A~ = {mi: iEw}.

Now, let d = {A~: ~ < wr}. Let G be Fn(w,2)-generic over M. If d
failed to be maximal in M [GJ, there would be a (p~, t~ >such that p~ E G,
p~I~lt~1 = W, and p~I~'tXEd(lt~nXI< w). Thus, (*) holds at~, but
also p~ I~ It~ n A~I < w, so there is a q :::; p and an nEW such that
q I~ (t~ n A~ c il), contradicting that

3r:::;q3m~n(mEA~/\rll-mEt~). D

Some consequences of MA do hold in the Cohen extension. For example,
every maximal independent family must have size 2W

•

2.4. DEFINITION. If d c &>(w), d is an independent family (iJ.) iff whenever
m, nEW and aI, ... , am, b1 , ••• , bn are distinct members of d,

la1 n ... n am n (w "- b1 ) n ... n (w "- bn ) I= w.

d is a maximal independent family (m.iJ.) iff d is an iJ. and is maximal with
respect to that property. D

As with almost disjoint sets, there is always an iJ. of size 2W (see Exercise
A6), and hence an m.iJ. of size 2w

. Thus, there remains only the question
of whether every m.iJ. must have size 2w

• By an easy diagonal argument
(Exercise A15), every m.iJ. has size 2.Wl' so we are led to consider models
of -, CH. As we have just seen with m.a.dJ.'s, it is consistent with -, CH
that there is an m.iJ. of size WI' but the argument involves an iterated forcing
extension (Exercise A13). As we shall show next (Theorem 2.6), in the
Cohen extension every m.iJ. must have size 2w

•

It also follows from MA that every m.iJ. has size 2w
; this is an easy
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exercise (A15) applying MA to the p.o. Fn(w, 2), and is exactly analogous
to the proof of Lemma 2.5. In general, the Cohen extension satisfies those
consequences of MA which may be proved using just p.o.'s of the form
Fn(I, 2). To obtain a model of MA + -, CH (see §6), we must iterate forcing
with all possible c.c.c. p.o.'s.

2.5. LEMMA. Assume that d c &>(w), S# E M, IE M, and I is infinite; let G
be Fn(I, 2)-generic over M; then .rtI is not an m.iJ. in M [G].

PROOF. We first show that it is sufficient to consider the case when I = w.
For, in general, fix 10 c I with (1101 = W)M. Then M[G n Fn(Io,2)] c M[G],
and M[G n Fn(Io, 2)] = M[H] for some H which is Fn(w,2)-generic
over M.

When I = w, UG : w ~ 2 is the characteristic function of a set C c w,
where C = {nEw: UG(n) = I}. We shall show that for every infinite
B c w, if BE M, then B n C and B " C are both infinite. It will then follow
that if d E M and d is an iJ., then d u {C} is an iJ. also, so that d will
not be an m.iJ. in M [G] .

To see that B n C is infinite, observe that for each mEW,

{p: 3n > m (p(n) = 1 1\ nEB)}

is dense and in M. Likewise, to show that B " C is infinite, use

{p: 3n > m(p(n) = 0 1\ nEB)}. D

2.6. THEOREM. Suppose that in M, K is an infinite cardinal and KCJJ = K. Let
G be Fn(K,2)-generic over M. Then in M [GJ, 2CJJ = K and every m.i.( has
cardinality K.

PROOF. It is immediate from VII 5.14 that 2CJJ = K in M [G] (since Fn(K, 2)
and Fn(K x w,2) are isomorphic in M). Suppose that d EM [G] is an iJ.
of size A < K; we shall show that d is not maximal.

In M[G], let d = {A~: ~ < A}, and let

X = {<~, n>: n E A~} c A x w.

By Lemma 2.2, there is an 10 c K, such that 10 E M, (1101 ~ A)M, and
XEM[Go], where Go = GnFn(Io,2). Let I 1 =K"Io and G1 =
G n Fn(I 1 , 2). By Theorem 2.1, M[G] = M[Go] [G 1 ], and G1 is Fn(I 1 , 2)
generic over M[Go]. Since II is infinite and dEM[Go], Lemma 2.5
applied to M [Go] and II implies that d is not maximal in M [Go] [G 1 ]. D
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§3. The independence of Kurepa's Hypothesis

We have seen that Con(ZFC) implies Con(ZFC + KH), since KH is
true in L (see VI 5.2 and II 7.11). Also, KH may be made true in a generic
extension of any c.t.m. M (see VII Exercise H19). We have also seen that
KH is true in a Levy extension of M (see VII 8.9), but that requires a strongly
inaccessible cardinal in M.

We shall now give a proof, due to Silver, that if M contains a strongly
inaccessible cardinal, then -, KH is true in some generic extension of M.
Here, the inaccessible is necessary, since -, KH implies that W2 is inaccessible
in L (see VII Exercise B8), so that we shall have

Con(ZFC + -, KH) +-+ Con(ZFC + 3K (K is strongly inaccessible)).

Silver's p.o. is exactly like the Levy p.o., except that we use countable
rather than finite partial functions. We first present the elementary facts
about such extensions; this is almost verbatim like the treatment of LV(K)
in VII §8.

3.1 . DEFINITION.

Lv' (K) == {p: Ipl S W /\ P is a function /\ dom(p) c

K x Wt /\ 'v' (a,~) E dom(p) (p(a, ~) E a)}.

Lv' (K) is ordered by reverse inclusion. D

3.2. LEMMA. Lv'(K) is wt-closed. If K is strongly inaccessible, then Lv'(K)
has the K-C.C.

PROOF. K-C.C. is proved by a L1-system argument, exactly as for LV(K) (see
VII 8.7). 0

3.3. LEMMA. Suppose that K is strongly inaccessible in M and G is Lv'(K)
generic over M. Then w~[Gl == w~ and wf[Gl == K.

PROOF. wt-closed (in M) p.o.'s preserve Wt (see VII 6.15) and K-C.C. p.o.'s
preserve cardinals 2K (see VII 6.9), so Wt and K are cardinals of M[G].
However, as in VII 8.8, the map (UG)a (defined by (UG)a (~) == U G(a,~))

is a map from wr onto a whenever 0 < a < K. D

Now, suppose T is an wt-tree of M. T may well be a Kurepa tree in M,
but in M, it has at most (20)1)M paths, and (20)1)M < K == wf[Gl. The following
lemma, which is the crux of Silver's proof, shows that T obtains no new
paths in M[G]. Hence, T will not be a Kurepa tree in M[G].
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3.4. LEMMA. Suppose that in M, T is an wI-tree and IP is an wI-closed p.o.
Let G be IP-generic over M, and suppose that in M [GJ, C is a path through T.
Then CE M.

PROOF. Assume not. We shall derive a contradiction. Let ~ = f!JJ(T)M =

f!JJ(T) n M; then C ¢~. Fix t such that C = tG' and fix pEG such that

p I~ [(t is a path through T) 1\ t ¢~]. (1)

From now on, we shall work completely within M and derive a contradic
tion directly from (1).

For a < WI and q EIP, we use the notation q II t~ to abbreviate the state
ment

3b E Lev~(T) (q I~ bEt).

The symbol II is read "decides". Recall that a path contains precisely one
element from every level of T. We are thinking (informally) of t~ as being
the element on the path named by t on levela. Since t~ may depend on the
generic filter, q mayor may not decide t~. On the one hand,

p I~ 3x (x E (Lev~(T)r 1\ x E t),

{q ~ p: q II t~} is dense below p (2)

(see VII 3.7(d)). On the other hand,

q ~ p ~ 3a -, (q II t~). (3)

To prove (3), assume \:Ill.. (q II t~). Fix b~ E Lev~(T) such that q I~ (b~ E t), and
let B = {b~: a < WI}. Then q I~t = 13, so q l/-tE~, which is impossible
since p I~ t ¢ ~.

Furthermore,
[ (q ~ p) 1\ (q II r p) 1\ (a < P)] ~ (q II r~) . (4)

To prove (4), let bE Levp(T) with q II-(b E t). Since q I~(t is a path),
q I~ (a E t), where a is the element below b at levela.

By (3) and (4), if q ~ p, then {a: q II t~} is a proper initial segment of
WI. Let

<5 (q) = {a: q II t ~} = min {a: -, (q II t ~) } .

If a ~ b(q), then -, (q II t~), which should imply that more than one possi
bility for t~ is consistent with q. More formally,

(q ~ p 1\ a ~ <5(q)) ~ 3qo, qI ~ q 3ao, a l E Lev~(T)

[ (q°I~ Qo E t) 1\ (q I I~ alEt) 1\ ao =/= a I J. (5)
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To prove (5), we first apply (2) and fix a qo ~ q and an ao E Lev~(T), such
that qo I~(ao E r). Since "I (q II r~), "I (q I~ QoE r), so fix r ~ q with r I~ ao¢ r.
Applying (2) again, fix ql ~ rand a l E Lev~(T), such that ql I~ (a l E r).
Since ql I~ (ao ¢ r), ao =1= al·

We now apply (5) W times to get a tree (of height w) of extensions p.
Thus, define Ps and as for s E 2 <co, together with an for nEW so that

(a) ao < a I < a 2 < ....
(b) an 2 max {c5(Ps): domes) = n}.
(c) p,) = P (where <>= 0, the empty sequence).
(d) as-(O) =1= as-(l)' and, for i = 0,1, Ps-(i) ~ Ps' as-(i) E Lev~n(T), and

Ps-(i) I~ (as-(i) E r).
Let y = sup {an: n < w}. We show now that ILevy(T)1 ~ 2co, a contra

diction. If f E co2, we have

P 2 P(f(O» 2 P(f(O),f(I» 2 ....

IP is wt-closed, so fix q.r "so that \:In(q.r ~ Pfr n), and then fix rf ~ qf and
bf E Levy(T) so that rf I~ (bf E r). Since also \:In (rf I~ affn E r), \:In (affn < bf).
Iff =1= g, then 3n (affn =1= agfn ), so bf =1= bg. Thus, the bf for f E 2CO are distinct,
contradicting ILevy(T)1 ~ w. D

If in Lemma 3.4, M [G] contains a map from w~ onto (2C01 )M, then T
cannot be a Kurepa tree in M [G] . However, this does not imply that "I KH
holds in M[G], since a Kurepa tree T in M[G] need not be in M. The
reason that KH holds in an extension by Lv' (K) is that we can view the ex
tension as an iteration,

M e M[Go] e M[Go] [G I ] = M[G],

where TE M [Go], Go is a "small" piece of G, and GI collapses the 2C01 of
M [Go]. We may then apply Lemma 3.4 to M [Go] to show that T is not
Kurepa in M[G]. The details of the argument now resemble 2.1 and 2.2.

3.5. THEOREM. In M, let K be strongly inaccessible and let IP = LV/(K). Let
G be IP-generic over M. Then "I KH holds in M [GJ.

PROOF. In M[G]: let T be an wI-tree. We show that T has ~WI paths.
T is isomorphic to a tree of the form <WI' W >(so W is some tree ordering
of the countable ordinals). Since isomorphic trees have the same number
of paths, we may assume that T = <WI' W>.

Now, We (wr x w~), so W= (JG for some nice name (J for a subset
of(w~ x w~r.

In M:
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where each As is an antichain in IP. Since IP has the K-C.C., each IAsl < K.

Since K is regular, fix a cardinal () < K, such that () 2 WI' and

VSEW I x WI VpEAs(dom(p) c () x WI).

Let

IPo = {pEIP: dom(p) c () x Wt},

and

IP I = {pEIP: dom(p) c (K "-()) x WI};

then, as in Theorem 2.1, IP0 x IP1 is isomorphic to IP.
Let Go = G n IPo and Gl = G n IP I . As in Theorem 2.1, M [G] =

M[Go] [G l ], Go isIPo-generic over M, and Gl isIPl-generic over M[Go].
As in Lemma 2.2, TEM[Go].

IP I is countably closed in M. Furthermore, if (Pn: nEw)EM[Go] is a
sequence of elements of IP l , then (Pn: nEw) EM since IPo is countably
closed in M. It follows that IP 1 remains countably closed in M [Go]. Thus,
applying Lemma 3.4 to M[Go] and IP l , every path through T in
M[Go] [Gl ] = M[G] is already in M[Go]. Thus, if we let A = (20)1)M[Gol,
we have that

(I {C: C is a path through T} I ~ A)M[Gl.

Since w~[Gl = K, we shall be done if we show that A < K.

Every subset of WI in M[Go] is LGo for some nice name L for a subset of
WI. In M, IIPol ~ ()O> = ()l so IPo has at most 2(h = ()2 antichains, so there
are at most ()i 1 = ()3 such nice names. Thus, A ~ ()3; but K is strongly in
accessible in M, so ()3 < K. 0

§4. Easton forcing

In this section, we show how to modify the powers of infinitely many
regular cardinals at once. We first review the situation for 2 cardinals (see
VII 6.18) in terms of our results on products. In our discussion here, we
shall replace the orders of the form Fn(K x A, 2, A) used in VII §6 by the
isomorphic Fn(K, 2, A), which are simpler to write down and yield the same
extensions (see VII 7.6 and discussion following).

Say M satisfies GCH, and we wish to find an extension satisfying 20>1 =

W4 /\ 20>2 = Ws. In the spirit of VII, we may let IP2 = (Fn(ws, 2, W2) )M, and
let G2 be IP2-generic over M; then M[G 2 ] satisfies 20> = WI /\ 20>1 =
W2 /\ 20>2 = Ws. We now letIPl = (Fn(w4,2,w l ))M[G2l, and let Gl beIPl
generic over M[G l ]; then M[G 2] [G l ] satisfies 20>1 = W4 /\ 20>2 = Ws.
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Now IPl is also (Fn(w4,2,wl ))M, since M and M[G 2 ] have the same
objects of size w. Thus,IP l EM, G = Gl X G2 isIP l x IP2-generic over M,
and M[G 2 ] [G l ] = M[G] (by Theorem 1.4). We may thus think of our
iterated extension as a one-step extension. It is also true (by Theorem 1.4
again)thatM[G] = M[G l ] [G2 ] and G2 isIP2-genericoverM[G l ]. How
ever, IP2 is not (Fn(ws, 2, W 2 ))M[Gtl, since M[G l ] has new partial functions
of size Wl. In fact, forcing over M [G l ] with Fn(ws, 2, W 2 )M[Gtl collapses
W3 and (J)4 (see VII Exercise G3), whereas forcing over M [G l ] with IP2

preserves cardinals, since M[G l ] [G2 ] = M[G 2 ] [G l ], and we have seen
that M, M[G 2 ], and M[G 2 ] [G l ] all have the same cardinals. Thus, al
though forcing with a product can be considered to be an iteration in either
order, in the case of IP1 x IP2 it is more "natural" to view the iteration as
first adding Ws generic subsets of W2 in the "usual" way to get M [G2 ] ,

and then forcing over M [G 2 ] to add W 4 generic subsets of Wl in the "usual"
way.

Now, suppose we want a model of 'In E W (2Wn = W n +3). It may not be
clear how to accomplish this by an infinite chain of extensions of M, but
if we try to generalize our product construction, the most obvious thing
works. Let IPn = (Fn(wn + 3, 2, Wn) )M, and let IP be the infinite cartesian
product, (TInew IPn)M. We shall see that if G is IP-generic over M, then M [GJ
satisfies VnEw(2Wn = W n +3). We may think, informally, ofIP as producing
an iterated forcing extension adding W n + 3 generic subsets of Wn, taking the
largest n first (whatever that means).

We shall now proceed with our formal development of Easton forcing,
which will show that cardinal exponentiation on the regular cardinals can
be anything not "obviously false".

4.1. DEFINITION. (1) An index function is a function E, such that dom(E) is
a set of regular cardinals.

(2) An Easton index function is an index function E, such that
(a) For all KE dom(E), E(K) is a cardinal and cf(E(K)) > K, and
(b) VK, K' E dom(E) (K < K' ~ E(K) S E(K' )).

(3) If E is an index function, IP(E) is the set of functions p, such that
(a) dom(p) = dom(E).
(b) VK E dom(p) (p(K) E Fn(E(K), 2, K)).
(c) For every regular A(not necessarily in dom(E)),

I{KEAndom(E): p(K) =1= O}I < A.

IP(E) is ordered co-ordinatewise:

p s p' +--+ \fK E dom(E) (p' (K) C p(K)).

The ~ of IP(E) is of the element such that for each K E dom(E), ~ (K) = 0
(i.e., ~ (K) is the ~ of Fn(E(K), 2, K)). 0
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'VK E dom(E) (2" = E(K))

We shall show, intuitively, that it is consistent for the powers of regular
cardinals to be given by any Easton index function-that is, anything at
all subject to the restrictions in (a) and (b) of (2), which embody the facts
that cf(2") > K (Konig's Lemma, I 10.41), and K < K' ~ 2" ~ 2'" (since
&>(K) C &>(K')). Formally, we shall show that if E is any index function in
M, and M satisfies GCH, then (IP(E))M preserves cardinals. Furthermore,
if E is an Easton index function in M, then (IP(E))M makes

true in M [G].
If clause (c) were missing from the definition of IP(E), then IP(E) would

be precisely
Il {Fn(E(K), 2, K): K E dom(E)},

ordered co-ordinatewise. Since dom(E) contains only cardinals, clause (c)
only says something new when A is weakly inaccessible, in which case it
requires p(K) to be the condition ~ (= 0) for all but <A cardinals K below A.

Actually, our arguments never deal with IP(E) as an infinite product.
Rather, as in §§2, 3, what is important is that IP(E) may be viewed as a
product of two factors in many ways.

4.2. DEFINITION. If E is an index function, then Et = E, {K: K > A} and
E;: = E, {K: K ~ A}. D

4.3. LEMMA. If E is an index function and A is any cardinal, then IP(E) is
isomorphic toIP(E~t) x IP(Ei). D

A number of our arguments will use the fact that for any A, we may use
the results of §1 to view the extension by IP(E) as an iterated extension
first by IP(Et) and then by IP(E;:). There are two special cases worth noting:
one when dom(E) n A+ = 0 and the other when dom(E) C A+. Although
these special cases do not require the theory of products, they will be cov
ered by the general argument and need not be considered separately. For
example, if dom(E) n A+ =-= 0, then E = Et, so IP(E) = IP(Et), while E;: =

0, whence IP(E;:) = {O}, the I-element order; thus, IP(E) is trivially iso
morphic to IP(E;:) x IP(E:).

The importance of having clause (c) in the definition of IP(E) is that it
enables us to show that IP(E;:) has the A+ -c.c.

4.4. LEMMA. If E is an index function, dom(E) C A+, 2<). = A, and A is
regular, then IP(E) has the A+ -c.c.

PROOF. For pEIP(E), let

d(p) = U{ {K} x dom(p(K)): KEdom(E)}.
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By clause (c) of 4.1(3), Id(p)1 < ,1. Suppose PIXEIP(E) for a < A+. Since
2<;' = A, the L1-system lemma (II 1.6) says that there is an X C A+ such that
IXI = A+ and the d(PIX) for a E Xform a L1-system witp some root r. Since
Irl < A, 21rl :::; A, so there is aYe X such that IYI = A+, and

Va, f3 E Y V<K, i) Er (PIX(K) (i) = pp(K) (i));
then the PIX for a E Yare all compatible. D

In Lemma 4.4, if dom(E) c A, we cannot conclude, even under GCH,
that IP(E) has the A-C.C. For A inaccessible, this is true iff A is also Mahlo
(Exercise J4) .

4.5. LEMMA. If E is an index function and dom(E) n A+ = 0, then IP(E) is
A+ -closed. D

4.6. LEMMA. Suppose that in M, E is an index function, IP = IP(E), and GCH
holds; then IP preserves cofinalities (and hence cardinals).

PROOF. If not, then there is a G which is IP-generic over M and a () > OJ

which is regular in M and singular in M [G]. Let A = cf(())MlGl < (). A is
regular in M [G] and hence in M.

In M, let IPo = IP(E;:) and IP l = IP(Et). Let io: IPo ~IPo x IPl and
i l : IPl ~ IPo X IPl be the usual embeddings (see 1.1), and letj : IPo x IP l ~
IP be an isomorphism.

Let Go = iOl(j-l(G)) and Gl = i1l (j-l(G)). j-l(G) is IPo x IPl
generic over M and M[G] = M[j -leG)] (see VII 7.6), so Gl isIPl-generic
over M, Go isIPo-generic over M[G l ], and M[G] = M[Gl ] [Go] (apply
ing 1.3 and 1.4 to j -leG)).

In M[G] = M[G l ] [Go], let f be a cofinal map from A into (). Since
(1Pl is ,1+ -closed)M, (2<;' = A)MlGd, so by Lemma 4.4 applied within M [Gl ],
(IPo has the ,1+ -c.c. )MlGd. Thus, there is an F E M [GlJ such that F: A~ &>(()) ,
Va < A(f(a)EF(a)), and Va < A(IF(a)1 :::; A)MlGtl (see VII 6.8). But since
(1Pl is A+-closed)M, FE M and Va < A(IF(a)1 :::; A)M.

But now in M, UIX<;' F(a) has cardinality :::;,1 and is cofinal in (), contra
dicting that () is regular in M. D

4.7. THEOREM. Suppose that in M, E is an Easton index function, IP = IP(E),
and GCH holds; then IP preserves cofinalities (and hence cardinals) and, if G
is IP-generic over M, then in M [G] :

VKEdom(E)(2 K = E(K)).

M ore generally, in M [G], if () is any infinite cardinal, let

E'(()) = max(()+, SUp{E(K): KE dom(E) 1\ K :::; ()}),
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and let E*(O) = E'(O) if cf(E'(O)) > 0, and E*(O) = (E'(O))+ otherwise; then
2() = E* (0).

PROOF. Preservation of cofinalities was given in Lemma 4.6, and this im
plies that the definitions of E' and E* are absolute for M, M[G].

By our assumptions on E (see Definition 4.1 (2)), E*(K) = E(K) for
K E dom(E). Now fix any infinite cardinal 0 of M. We shall show 2() = E*(O)
holds in M[G].

To show 2() ~ E* (0), it will be sufficient, by Konig's Lemma, to show that
2" ~ E(K) for KEdom(E). To see that 2" ~ E(K) holds in M[G], we ob
serve that the factor Fn(E(K), 2, K)M in IP forces an E(K)-sequence of distinct
subsets of K to be added. More formally, in M let f be any 1-1 map from
E(K) x K into E(K). In M[G], let, for a < E(K).

ACt = {~< K: 3pEG(p(K)(f(a,~)) = I)};

then <ACt: a < E(K) E M[G], and a =1= [3 ~ ACt =1= Ap.

To see that 2() :::; E* (0) in M [G], let A = cf(O)M = cf(O)M[Gl and proceed
as in the proof of Lemma 4.6. Within M, IP is isomorphic to IPo x IP 1 ,

where IPo = IP(E):) and IP 1 = IP(Et); also, IPo has the A+-c.c. and IP1 is
A+-closed. Furthermore, M[G] = M[G 1 ] [Go]~ where G1 is IPI-generic
over M and Go isIPo-generic over M[G 1].

We consider first the special case when A = O. Within M, IIPol :::; E*(A),
since for each K :::; A in dom(Ei),

IFn(E(K), 2, K)I :::; IFn(E*(A), 2, K)I :::; E*(AY\

whence IIPol :::; (E*(A)Ay-; but E*(A)A = E*(A) since cf(E*(A)) > Aand GCH
holds. Since (IP I is A+-closed)M, it is still true in M [G I] that E* (A)A = E* (A),
IP0 has the A+-c.c.~ and lIP0 I :::; E* (A). So, in M [G I], there are at most
(E*(A)A)A = E*(A) nice IPo-names for subsets of i. Thus, 2A :::; E*(l) in
M[G 1 ] [Go].

We now know that in M [G], 2() = E* (0) in the special case when 0 is
regular.

To handle the general case, we first check that E* (O)A = E* (0) in M [G] .
If fE M[G] n A(E*(O)), then, since (lPo has the A+_C.C.)M[Gtl, there is an
F such that

and

F E A x A(E* (0)) n M [GI ] , (1)

Va < A3[3 < A(f(a) = F(a, [3)) (2)

(see VII 6.8). Sincc-{IP1 is A+-closed)M, any F satisfying (1) is in fact in M,
so by GCH in M, there are only E* (0) such F. For each such F, the set of
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fEM[GJ satisfying (2) has size AA = E*(A) ~ E*(e) in M[GJ as we have
just seen (since A is regular in M [GJ). Thus, (IAE* (e) I ~ E* (e) )MlGl.

Now, argue complet~lywithin M [GJ, and assume A < e, so eis singular.
Let B be the set of bounded subsets of e. We know that for regular b < e,
1,0/'(b) I = E* (b) ~ E* (e), and the regular cardinals are cofinal in e, so
IBI ~ E*(e). But we can map AB onto £?p(e) by sending g to U{g(a): a < A},
so 2() ~ E*(e)A = E*(e). D

4.8. COROLLARY. Con(ZFC) implies Con (ZFC + Vn E W (2Wn = W n + 3) +
VK 2 ww(2K = K+)). D

By Theorem 4.7, if A¢dom(E), then 2Ais as small as possible in M[GJ, so
if we want cardinal exponentiation to "jump" at A, we must put A in dom(E).
For particular regular A, this is no problem but suppose we want to prove
the consistency of

VK (K regular ~ 2K = K + + + ) .

Then the "obvious" IP is a proper class of M. Although forcing with proper
classes does not in general create models of ZFC, it does in the case of the
Easton extension. For more details, see [Easton 1970J or Exercises GI-G5.

If A is singular in M, then A cannot be in dom(E) , and there are reasons
in principle why it is difficult to make exponentiation jump at A. Forgetting
about models, let A be singular and let f(A) = sup( {2 K

: K < A}). One of
the following two cases must hold.
Case I: cf(j'(A)) 1- cf(A). Then :lKo < K VK(Ko ~ K < A -+ 2K = 2KO

), so in
fact cf(f(A)) > A. In this case it is easily seen (Exercise HI) that 2A= f(A).

Case II: cf(f(A)) = cf(A). Then 2A2 (f(A))+.

By Theorem 4.7, 2A= (f(A))+ in any Easton extension ofa model of GCH.
Furthermore, by results of Jensen, it is impossible to prove the consistency
of 2A > (f (A)) + by forcing. More precisely, consider the assertions

VA (A singular A cf(f (A)) = cf(A) ~ 2A= (f (A)) +), (*)

and

VX c ON(IXI ~ W t ~ :lYe ON(X e Y A IXI = IYI A YEL)). (CL)

It is easily seen (Exercise H2) that (CL) ~ (*). (CL) is not a theorem of ZFC,
but by Jensen's Covering Lemma, ---, (CL) implies a statement known as
"0* exists" (see [Drake 1974J, [Shoenfield 1971bJ, or [Silver 1973J), which
in turn implies that all uncountable cardinals are inaccessible (and also
Mahlo and weakly compact) in L. Furthermore, "0* exists" is false (and
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hence (CL) and (*) are true) in every forcing extension of a model of V = L.
0* had been introduced by Silver and Solovay, who showed that "0*

exists" follows from the existence of a measurable (or even Ramsey) cardinal.
It is immediate from the definition of 0* that ---, (CL) is in fact equivalent
to "0* exists".

By results of Prikry and Silver, ---, (*) can be made true in a generic ex
tension of a model with a supercompact cardinal, and Magidor [1900]
showed that if M has slightly more than a huge cardinal, then one can even
get

Vn < w(2Wn = w n + 1 ) A 2ww = W w +2

holding in some generic extension of M. "Supercompact" and "huge" are
both large cardinal properties (much bigger than measurable), with huge
much bigger than supercompact in the sense that if K is huge then

{A < K: (A is supercompact)R(K)}

is stationary in K. The existence of such cardinals is not known to be in
consistent. For more details, see [Solovay-Reinhardt-Kanamori 1978J.

At singular cardinals of cofinality > W, some forms of (*) are provable in
ZFC. For example, Silver has shown that if w < cf(A) < A and

VK < A(2K = K+),

then 2). = A+. For more details, see [Galvin-Hajnal 1975] or Exercises
H3-H6.

§5. General iterated forcing

We now consider the situation where IP is a p.o. in M, G is IP-generic
over M, and <Q is a p.o. in M [G]. We wish to find a p.o. IR E M such that
a generic extension of M by IR is the same as a generic extension of M [G]
by<Q.If<QEM,thenwemaytakelR =IP x <Q,butif<Q¢M,thenIP x <Q¢M.
To handle the general situation of <Q E M [G], we shall build IR in M out
ofIP and a IP-name in M for <Q.

We may simplify the construction of IR somewhat by observing that we
need not consider all possible IP-names. First, we may assume that <Q =
<a, ~ 0, 0) (i.e., <Q is a partial order of some ordinal a, with largest element
0), since in any case <Q is isomorphic in M [G] to such a p.o., and isomorphic
p.o.'s yield identical generic extensions. Next, suppose ~° = !G. Let ¢(x)
abbreviate the statement,

x partially orders awith largest element O.
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It need not be true that ~ II- ¢(r), but

~ II- 3x (¢(x) A (¢(r) ~ x = r)),

so by the maximal principle (VII 8.2), there is a name a, such that

~ II- ¢(a) A (¢(r) ~ a = r);

then ~ II- ¢(a) and, since ¢(rG) is true in M [G], aG = rG = sQ.
Actually, the fact that the domain of S Q is an ordinal does not lead to

any simplification, but the fact that we may restrict ourselves to names
which are forced by ~ p to be a p.o., with a specified name for the largest
element, does. We thus take only these latter restrictions as part of the
official definition.

5.1. DEFINITION. If IP is a p.o. in M, a IP-name for a p.o. is a triple of IP
names, <n, n', nil> E M, such that nil E dom(n) and

~ pII-p [(n" E n) A (n' is a partial order of n with largest element n")].

We often write n for <n, n', nil >, s1t for n', and ~1t or ~ for n". 0

5.2. DEFINITION. If IP is a p.o. in M and n (i.e., <n, s1t' ~ 1t » is alP-name
for a p.o., then IP * n is the p.o. whose base set is

{<p,r>: pEIP A rEdom(n) A pll-rEn}.

In IP * n, we define < p, r> S <q, a> iff

p SfPq A pll-r s1t a ,

and we set ~fP*1t = <~fP' ~1t>' Define i: IP ~ IP* n by i(p) = <p, ~1t>' D

It is easily checked that IP * n is a p.o. as claimed.
The product construction in §1 may be considered a special case of IP * n.

Thus, if <Q is a p.o. in M and n = <0, then IP * n is isomorphic to IP x <Q.
As another example, suppose IP preserves cardinals, G is IP-generic over

M, and <Q = (Fn(K, 2, Wl))M[Gl. Although we may represent <Q by a partial
order of some ordinal, it is more natural to let n = S x {~p}, where S is
defined in M by

S = {r: (~ll-fPrEFn(K,2'Wl))A dom(r) c dom((K x 2r)};

then ~ 1t is the name O. In this case, there will be names r =1= 0 in S = dom (n)
such that p II- r = 0 for some p, in which case <p, r> S <p, ~1t > S <p, r>
even though <p, r> =1= <p, ~ 1t >. This is no problem, since we have not re
quired our p.o.'s to be partial orders in the strict sense (p S p' S P need
not imply p = p'; see II 2.1). Although all p.o.'s occurring "naturally" in
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proofs from MA and in ordinary forcing constructions (as in VII) are p.o.'s
in the strict sense, this need not be the case for "naturally" occurring p.o.'s
in iterated forcing arguments.

5.3. LEMMA. In the notation of Definition 5.2:
(a) Vp,p/EIP(p sp/~<p,~) s<p',~»).

(b) i(~ p) = ~ p* 1t.

(c) V(p, r), (p', r/ ) E IP * n(p 1- p' ~ (p, r) 1- (p', r/ »).
(d) V(p, r) E IP * n Vp' E IP(p 1- p' ~ (p, r) 1- (p', ~»).
(e) Vp, p' E IP(p 1- p' ~ i(p) 1- i(p')).
(f) i: IP ~ IP * n is a complete embedding.

PROOF. (a)-(c) are immediate from the definitions, and (d) from left to right
is a special case of (c). For (d) from right to left, if p" is a common extension
of p and p', then <p", r) is a common extension of (p, r) and (p', ~ ). (e) is
the special case of (d) when r = ~, and (f) follows from (a), (e), and (d);
(d) implies that p is a reduction of <p, r) to IP. D

As in the case of products, the main result on IP*n is that extending M
by IP * n is equivalent to extending by IP and then by n (actually, by the
p.o. named by n). Unlike the case for products, there is no symmetry be
tween IP and n. Thus, IP x <Q and <Q x IP are isomorphic, but n * IP is not
defined, and it is meaningless to attempt to extend by n first.

5.4. DEFINITION. In the notation of Definition 5.2, if G is IP-generic over
M and H enG, then

G*H = {(p,r)EIP*n: pEG /\ rGEH}. D

5.5. THEOREM. Assume that IP is a p.o. in M and n is a IP-name for a p.o.
Let K be IP * n-generic over M. Let G = i- 1 (K), and let

H = {rG: rEdom(n) /\ 3q«q,r)EK)}.

Then G is IP-generic over M, H is nG-generic over M[G], K = G * H, and
M[K] = M[G] [H].

PROOF. Genericity of G follows from the completeness of i.
To prove genericity of H, we first check that H is a filter. Assume rG E H

and rG S (1G' where (1G E nG and (1 E dom(n); we show (1G E H. Fix q with
<q, r) E K, and fix pEG such that p II- r s (1. Let <r, p) E K be such that
<r, p) s <p, ~) and (r, p) s (q, r); then r II- p s rand r II- r s (1 (since
r s p), so r II- p s (1. Thus, (r, p) s <r, (1), so (r, (1) E K, so (1G E H. We
omit the easy proof that any two elements of H have a common extension
in H.
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To prove that H meets all the dense sets of M [G], we mimic the proof
of (1) ---+ (2) in Theorem 1.4. Fix DE M [G] such that D is dense in 'ltG. Now
fix £5 EM P such that D = £5 Gand fix pEG such that

p II-p (£5 is dense in n).

Now let

D' = {<q,r>EIP*n: qll-rE£5}.

It is easily seen that D' is dense below <p, ~ >, so fix <q, r> E K n D'. Then
rGEH nD.

If <p, r> EK, then pEG and rG E H by the definitions of G and H, so
<p, r> E G * H; thus KeG * H. If <p, r> E G * H, then pEG, rG E H, and
<p, r> EIP * n. Thus, <p, ~ >EK, and <q, r> E K for some q. Let <r, a> be a
common extension of <p, ~ > and <q, r> in K; then r ~ p and r II- a ~ r,
so <r, a > ~ <p, r >, so <p, r> EK. Thus G * H c K.

Now, G,HEM[K], so M[G] [H] c M[.((]. Also, K = G*HEM[G] [H],
so M[K] c M[G] [H]. D

The converse to Theorem 5.5 says that given a IP-generic G and a 'ltG
generic H, G * H is IP * n-generic. Since we do not plan to use it, we leave it
as Exercise J15. In the case of products, the converse was proved in Theorem
1.4, but in fact was never used in the applications in §§2-4.

When we prove the consistency of MA + ---, CH, it will be important to
know that iterating c.c.c. p.o.'s results in a c.c.c. p.o. First, we prove lemma

5.6. LEMMA. Assume that in M, K is regular, IP is K-C.C., a is a IP-name, and

~ II-(a c KAlal < K).

Then for some fJ < K, ~ II- (a c (3).

PROOF. In M, let

E = {ex < K; jp EIP (p 11- (ci = sup(a)))},

and, for ex E E, pick Pa EIP such that Pa II- (& = sup(a)). Still in M, {Pa: ex E E}
is an antichain in IP, so by K-C.C., lEI < K. Fix fJ < K such that E c fJ.

Whenever G is IP-generic over M, K remains regular in M [G] by K-C.C.

(see VII 6.9), and laG\ < K in M [G]; so if ex = sup(aG), then ex < K. Since
jp E G (p II- &= su"p(a)), ex EE, so a c B.

Thus, ~ II- a c fJ· D

5.7. LEMMA. Assume that IP is a p.o. in M, 'It is a IP-name for a p.o., K is a
regular cardinal of M, (IP is K-C.C. )M, and ~ II- n is K-C.C. Then (IP * n is K-C.C. )M.
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PROOF. "If not, let {< p~, r~): ~ < K} be an antichain in IP * n in M. Let
a = {<~,p~): ~ < K}; then aEMP, and ~ H-a C K.

Let G be IP-generic over M, then aG = {~ < K: p~ E G}. We claim that
in M [G], the (r~)G for ~ E a Gare pairwise incompatible in nG' To see this,
suppose ~ =1= 11, p~ E G, P" E G, and (r~)G' (r,,)G had a common extension in
nG ; then there would be a q E G and apE dom(n) with q II- P ~1t r~ and
q II- P ~1t r". Since G is a filter, we may assume q ~ p~ and q ~ p". But
then <q, p) would be a common extension of <P~, r~) and <P", r,,) in IP*n.

Since ~ II-Cn is K-C.C.), (laGI < K)MlGl whenever G is IP-generic over M,
so ~ II-Ial < K. By Lemma 5.6, fix f3 < K so that ~ II- a C (3. But Pp II- /3 E a,
a contradiction. D

For a converse to Lemma 5.7, see Exercise C2.
As a special case of 5.7, suppose <Q E M and n = <0. Then Lemma 5.7

says that if IP is c.c.c. in M and ~ 11- <Q is C.C.c., then IP x <Q is c.c.c. in M.
Lemma 5.7 does not say that the product of C.c.c. p.o.'s is c.c.c., since <Q
could be c.c.c. in M but fail to be C.c.c. in some IP-generic extension of M.
c.c.c. is not absolute. See Exercise C4 for more on this.

We now turn to consider a-stage iterated forcing for a any ordinal. For
a = 1, we have ordinary forcing, and for a = 2 we have iterations of the
form IP * n just discussed. For a = 3, we start with an arbitrary p.o. IP 1 EM
and aIPl-name nl for a p.o., and let IP2 = IP l * nl. Now let n2 be aIP2-name
for a p.o. and let IP3 = IP2 * n2; then every element of IP3 is of the form
«PO,Pl),P2), where PoEIP l , pol~(PlEnl)' and <po,Pl)I~P2En2.
One may likewise repeat this procedure n times for any nEW to form an
n-stage iteration IPn for any nEW. There is really nothing new here, but
we shall, in our official definition (5.8) make a few trivial changes in the
interest of notational simplicity. We shall consider elements of IPn to be
n-tuples <Po, Pl' ... , Pn-l ) rather than the typographically more cumber
some <<... <Po, Pl ), P2) ... Pn- 2) Pn- 1). So elements ofIPnare sequences
of length n; i.e., functions with domain n. IPo was not defined above, but in
conformity with our notation, we should take IPo = {O}, the one element
order (since 0 is the empty sequence); thus, a O-stage extension of M is M
itself. The sequence of p.o.'s, IPO,IP l , ... ,IPm has the property that if p =

<Po, Pl, ... , Pn-l) EIPn , then each p r i = <Po, ... , Pi-l) is in IPi (for i < n),
and p rill-Pi Pi E r:i' where ni is a IPcname. In particular, no is a IPo-name,
which must be a <Q for some <Q EM; thus IP1 is not actually arbitrary as we
originally had, but IP 1 is arbitrary up to isomorphism, since <Q is arbitrary.

We must now decide what to do at limits. Suppose we have IPn for nEW
constructed as above and we wish to define IPw' One possibility (the full
limit) is to take all sequences p = <Pn: nEw) such that each p r n EIPn.
Another possibility (finite support iteration) is to require in addition that
Pi = ~ for all but finitely many i Ew; this is the iteration relevant to proving
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MA + I CH consistent. If y is an uncountable limit, a third possibility
in defining IPy is to take all sequences <P~: ~ < y) of countable support.
We may handle all such iterations simultaneously by demanding that at
limit stages, the supports lie in some ideal (see II Definition 6.2).

5.8. DEFINITION. In M, suppose a is any ordinal .f c £?P(a), of is an ideal
on a + 1, and of contains all finite subsets of a. An a-stage iterated forcing
construction with supports in of is an object in M of the form,

« <IP~, :::;P,=, ~P,=): ~ :::; a), «n~, :::;1['=' ~1[,=): ~ < a»),

which satisfies the following conditions: Each <IP~, :::;P.:' ~ Pl;) is a p.o. Ele
ments of IP~ are all sequences of length ~. If p EIP" and ~ < 11, then p r ~ EIP~.

Each <n~, :::;1[,=' ~1[,=) is a IP~-name for a p.o. If <PIl : J1 < ~) EIP~, then each
PIlEdom(n ll )· ~P,= is the sequence (P Il : J1 < ~) such that each PIl = ~1[~'

Define supt(PIl : J1 < ~») = {J1 <~: PIl =1= ~1[~}' We demand further that
the construction satisfy:

(1) Basis. IPo = {O}.
(2) Successors. If p = (P Il : J1:::; ~), then PEIP~+l iff pr ~EIP~, p~Edom(n~),

and p r ~ I~P '= (p ~ E n~). If also p' = (p~: J1 :::; ~), then p :::; p' iff p r ~ :::; p' r ~

and p r ~ I~ (p ~ :::; p~).
(3) Limits. If 11 is a limit ordinal and p = <P11: J1 < 11), then p EIP" iff

V~ < 11 (p r ~ E IP~) 1\ supt(p) E of.

If p, p' EIP", then p :::; p' iff V~ < 11 (p r ~ :::; p' r ~). 0

As usual, we shall often suppress the subscripts on the various ~ 's, I~'s,

and :::;'s, and refer toIP~ and n~ rather than <IP~, :::;P,=, ~ P,=) and <n~, :::;1['=' ~ 1['=)'

5.9. DEFINITION. In Definition 5.8, we say the iteration is of finite support
iff § = {X c a: IXI < w}, and of countable support iff .f = {X c a:
(IXI :::; w) }M. Iteration with full limits means § = (£?P(a) )M. 0

Of course, if a < w, then these three notions are the same. We have said
in Definition 5.8 that § is an ideal on a + 1 for the technical reason that
Y'(a) is not really a (proper) ideal on a.

Since § is an ideal and contains finite sets, p EIP~ ~ supt(p) E § for all ~,

even though this was part of the official definition only when ~ was a limit.
Definition 5.8 should be viewed as a prescription for building an iterated

forcing construction. In applications we use some bookkeeping device to
ensure that the n~ run through names for all p.o.'s of a specified type (e.g.,
all c.c.c. p.o.'s in the MA construction). Given a recipe for choosing the n~,

Definition 5.8 tells us how to inductively build the IP~. Observe that Clause
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(2) makes IP~ + 1 isomorphic to IP~ * n~, while Clause (3) uses § to handle
the limits.

Generalizing the i: IP ~ IP * n from two-stage iterations, we have the
following.

5.10. DEFINITION. In the notation of Definition 5.8, if ~ S 1] S a, define
i~" : IP~ ~ IP" so that i~,,(p) is the p' EIP", such that p' r ~ = p and P'(Il) = ~1t~

for ~ S Il < 1]. D

Of course, it must be checked that p' as defined really is in IP", but this is
easily done by induction on 1].

The following easy lemma summarizes the abstract order-theoretic
properties of our iterated forcing constructions.

5.11. LEMMA. In the notation of Definitions 5.8 and 5.10, assume that
~ S 1] S , S a.

(a) i~~ = i,,~ 0 i~".

(b) i~,,(~ p~) = ~ Pt1.

(c) Vp,p'EIP,,(p sp/~pr~ sp'r~)·

(d) Vp, p' E IP~ (p S p' ~ i~,,(p) S i~,,(p')).

(e) Vp, p' E IP" (p r ~ 1.. p' r ~ ~ P 1.. p').
(f) Vp, p' E IP" [supt(p) n supt(p') c ~ ~ (p r~ 1.. p' r ~ ~ P 1.. p') J.
(g) Vp, p' E IP~ (p 1.. p' ~ i~,,(p) 1.. i~,,(p')).

(h) i~" is a complete embedding.

PROOF. (a) and (b) are immediate from the definitions. (c) and (d) may be
proved by induction on 1]. For (e), if p" were a common extension of p and
p', then by (c), p" r ~ would be a common extension of p r ~ and p' r ~.

Half of (f) is contained in (e). For the other half, assume

supt(p) n supt(p') c ~,

and assume p r ~ and p' r ~ are compatible; let p" E IP~ be a common exten
sion. Define p* = <P;: Il < 1] >so that p* r~ = p" r ~; and, for ~ s Il < Y/,
P; is PIl if Il E supt(p), P~ if Il E supt(p'), and ~ if Il ¢ supt(p) U supt(p'). Now
prove, by induction on y, for ~ s y s 1], that

(p* ryE IPy) 1\ (p* ry s pry) 1\ (p* ry s p' ry).

Setting y = 1], we have that p and p' are compatible.
(g) is a special case of (f), and (h) follows from (d), (g), and (f). (f) is used

to show that, given p EIP", p r ~ is a reduction of p to IP~. D

(f) of Lemma 5.11 also allows us to use a L1-system argument on the sup-
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ports to show that the c.c.c. is preserved in finite support iteration. This will
be of vital importance in the MA construction in §6.

5.12. LEMMA. Assume that in M: K is regular >W,

«IP~: ~ ~ a>,<n~: ~ < a»
is an a-stage finite support iterated forcing construction and for each ~ < a,

~ lr-pc!:(n~isK-c.c.).

Then for each ~, IP~ is K-C.C. in M.

PROOF. By induction on ~. For successor steps, this is just Lemma 5.7,
since IP~+ 1 is isomorphic to IP~ * n~. Now, assume ~ is a limit, and suppose
that for ( < ~,IP, has the K-C.C. in M, but that in M, {pP: f3 < K} is an anti
chain in IP~. By passing to a sub-collection of size K, we may assume that
{supt(pP): f3 < K} forms a J-system with some root r. Fix ( < ~ with r c (;

then by Lemma 5.11(f), {ppr(: f3 < K} would be an antichain inIP,. D

As a converse to Lemma 5.12, if for n < w, ~ I~(nn is not c.c.c.), then not
only does IPw fail to be C.C.C., but in fact it collapses wr (see Exercise E1).
This indicates that if one wishes to do cardinal-preserving iterations with
non-c.C.c. p.o.'s, something other than finite supports is required. In some
cases, countable supports works (see §7). It might be thought that for
countable supports, Lemma 5.12 still holds if we take K = W2 and assume
CH in M, in analogy with the W2-C.C. of Fn(I, 2, Wi)' However, although
one may apply the J-system lemma precisely as in 5.12, the proof breaks
down when the root is cofinal in ~, and in fact there is a counter-example
with ~ = w (see Exercises E5 and E6).

Since i~" is a complete embedding ofIP~ as a sub-order ofIP", it would be
possible to identify <IP~: ~ ~ a> with an ascending chain under C e • We
do not choose to make such an identification here, as it is just as easy to
work with the i~". However, we do need a lemma saying that extending by
IP~ gives us an ascending chain of models, formed by iterating extensions
by the n~.

5.13. LEMMA. Assume that in M,

is an a-stage iterated forcing construction. Let G be IP~-generic over M. For
each ~ ~ a, let G~ = i~ 1(G). Then G~ is P~-generic over M and

~ ~ 11 ~ M[G~] C M[G,,].
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Let <Q~ = val(1C~, G~), and let

H~ = {val(p,G~): pEdom(1C~) A:lp ((p-<p»)EG~+1)}'

then each H~EM[G~+1] and H~ is <Q~-generic over M[G~].

PROOF. G~ is generic because i~1X is a complete embedding. Since G~ =

iZ,/(G,,), M[G~] c M[G,,] (see VII 7.5). Genericity of H~ follows from
Theorem 5.5 and the isomorphism between IP~ * 1C~ and IP~ + 1. 0

It is also true that each M[G~] = M[<H Il : J1 < ~)]; see Exercise JI0.
If we think of the IP~ as an ascending chain, then for finite support itera

tion, limit IP" are just the union of the preceding IP~; in our notation IP" =

U~<" i~"IP~. It is not true, even in very simple cases, that

M[G,,] = U~<"M[G~],

but "small" sets in M [G,,] do appear in some earlier stage. More precisely,
the following holds.

5.14. LEMMA. Assume that in M, a is a limit ordinal,

<<IP~: ~ ~ a), <1C~: ~ < a»

is an a-stage iterated forcing construction with supports in §, and each ele
ment of § is bounded in a. Suppose G is IPIX-generic over M, S E M, XeS,
XEM[G],and(ISI < cf(a))M£Gl. Then for some 1] < a,XEM[i;1(G)].

PROOF. Let a be a IPIX-name such that X = aG. Then for s E S, SEX iff
:lp E G(p I~poc sEa). By our assumption on §, IPIX = U~<IX i~~~ and G =

U~<IX i~IXG~, where G~ = i~ 1G.
In M [G], for each SEX, fix ~s < a such that :lp E G~ (i~IX(P) I~poc sEa).

Let 1] = sup{~s: SEX}. Since IXI ~ lSI < cf(a) in M[G], t1 < a.
Now, X = {s E S: :lp E G" (i"lX(p) I~poc sEa). Since I~poc is defined in M,

XEM[G,,]. 0

We conclude this section with some further remarks, none of which are
needed for the MA proof in §6.

The simplest examples of iterated forcing occur when each 1C~ is of the
form <Q~ for some p.o. <Q~ E M (there should really be a subscript on the ",
since it depends on the ~ of IP~). Although such examples are more easily
handled by the theory of products, it is amusing to see how the product
construction of §§ 2-4 fit in to the framework discussed here. Thus, the Cohen
p.o., Fn(a,2), is isomorphic to iterating the 3-element order, Fn(I,2), a
times with finite supports (i.e., each <Q~ = Fn(l, 2)). For the usual Levy
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collapse, Lv(a) (see VII 8.6), take <Q~ = Fn(w, ~), the usual collapsing order
for ~, and again use finite supports. For the Levy collapse with countable
conditions (see Definition 3.1), take <Q~ = Fn(wl'~' Wl)M, and use countable
supports.

For Easton forcing (see §4), let E be an index function, with dom(E) =
{K~: ~ < a} in increasing enumeration. Then IP (E) is isomorphic to the
iteration IPa obtained by taking (in M) <Q~ = Fn(E(K~), 2, K~), and iterating
with the ideal

J = {X c a: V'A(A regular ---+ IA n {K~: ~ E X} I < A)}.

Observe that n~ = <Q~ is the name for the Fn(E(K~),2, K~) of M. So-called
reverse or backwards Easton forcing is obtained by instead taking n~ to be
a name for the Fn(E(~), 2, K~) of the extension by IP~; the term forwards
Easton forcing denotes the extension IP(E) of §4 (although perhaps the
terminology should be reversed). Reverse Easton forcing is slightly harder
to handle, since it really does require the material in this section, and it will
often collapse cardinals even when M satisfies GCH. Its importance is
that it was used by Silver to obtain consistency results on violations of
GCH at weakly compact and larger cardinals. Such results are known not
to be obtainable via forwards Easton forcing; see Exercises 11-19.

We now discuss some ways in which finite support iterations are "canoni
cal", whereas countable support and more complicated iterations fail to be.
These remarks will not aid the reader in understanding finite support
iterations, but may serve to prevent errors when dealing with other itera
tions.

First, there are many names for the same p.o. If nand n are both IP
namesforp.o.'s,wetake~ I~n = n'tomeanthat~ 1~(~1[ = ~1[' 1\ s1[ = s1[')
also. If~ I~ n = n', then IP * nand IP * n' need not be isomorphic (see Exercise
Kl), although they have isomorphic completions-i.e., they may both be
densely embedded into the same complete Boolean algebra. In fact, if we
write IP ~ <Q to mean that IP and <Q have isomorphic completions, then
~ I~ n ~ n' implies that IP * n ~ IP * n' in M. The same result holds for in
finite iterations as well, provided the iteration is with finite supports (see
Exercise K8). One can find nn (n E w) such that each nn is forced by ~ to equal
Fn(w,2), but the countable support iteration of the nn is not ~ to the
countable support iteration of w copies of (Fn(w, 2)r (see Exercise K3).

Finite support iteration is also canonical when we pass to completions.
Thus let PJ~ be the completion of IP~. With finite supports, PJ", for limit 11,
is the completion of U~<" PJ~ (see Exercise K2). With countable supports,
PJw is not definable at all from the chain <PJn : n < w); i.e., the definition of
f!Jw really does depend on the way the IPn were constructed (see Exercise K3).

The iterated forcing discussed in this section is not the most general
kind possible. Indeed, any sequence <IP~: ~ S a) in M, together with com-
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plete embeddings i~,,: IP~ ---+ IP" which commute (i~, == i", 0 i~,,) may be
thought of as an iterated forcing construction, and if G is IPa-generic over
M, then <M [i~ 1 (G)]: ~ ~ (1.> forms an ascending chain of generic exten
sions of M. In this generality nothing interesting can be proved about the
iteration beyond what is obvious from the properties of complete embed
dings. However, there are important specific examples of such iterations
which do not fall into our framework here; the best-known such example
is iterated random real forcing (Exercise K6). If the sequence has the property
that for each limit 11, U~<" i~JP~ is dense in IP", then one can identify the
iteration as a finite support iteration in our sense, with appropriately
defined n~ (see Exercise K5).

§6. The consistency of MA + -, Cll

Suppose that K is a regular cardinal of M and we wish to construct a
generic extension of M satisfying MA and 2W == K. Naively, we iterate forc
ing K times, forming a chain

M == M o C M 1 c··· C M~ c··· C M K •

Given M~, we choose a c.c.c. p.o. <Q~EM~, and M~+l will be M~[G~],

where G~ is <Q~-generic over M~. If A < K, we verify MA(A) in M K as follows:
Assume that in M K' <Q is a c.c.c. p.o., I<QI ~ A, and ~ is a family of ~A dense
sets in <Q. Since ~ and <Q are objects of size < K, they will be in M" for some
11 < K. We arrange our construction so that <Q == <Q~ for some ~ Z 11. Since
~ E M" c M~, G~ will be a filter in <Q intersecting all the dense sets in ~.

In the rigorous treatment, we replace the naive approach with the results
of §5, so instead of building a chain of models, we are building a chain,
<IP~: ~ ~ K> of p.o.'s in M. We replace the <Q~ by a IP-name, n~, for a p.o.
The basic lemmas on such iterations have already been proved in §5, so
it remains only to show how, by the right bookkeeping devise, the n~ can
be made to range over names for all relevant c.c.c. p.o.'s. Of course, all c.c.c.
p.o.'s form a proper class, so we first prove a preliminary lemma stating
that only a set of p.o.'s need be considered.

6.1. DEFINITION. pord(A, W) abbreviates the statement that W is a c.c.c.
partial order of the set A, with largest element o. D

6.2. LEMMA. For any infinite cardinal A, the following are equivalent:
(1) MA(A).
(2) Whenever pord(A, W) and ~ is a family of ~A dense sets in <A, W>

(i.e., each D E ~ is a subset of A and is dense in the order W), there is a filter
in <A, W> intersecting each D E ~.
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PROOF. (1) ~ (2) is obvious, so we assume (2) and try to prove MA(A).
We already know that MA(A) is equivalent to MA(A) restricted to partial
orders of size ~A (see II 3.1), so fix a C.C.c. partial order <(I), s) with
I<QI ~ A, and a family fJ) of ~A dense sets in <Q. We shall be done if we find
a filter G c <Q intersecing each D E fJ).

Now we did not require in II that partial orders had largest elements
and I<QI could be < A. To remedy both these problems let S be a set of size
Adisjoint from <Q, and extend the order ~ on <Q to <Q u S by putting p < s
for all p E <Q and s E S, and s ~ t for all s, t E S. So any element of S is a
largest element of <Q u S, and the D E fJ) are still dense in <Q u S. If ~ is any
element of S, then <<Q u S, ~, ~) is isomorphic to a p.o. of the form
<A, W, 0>, so (2) applies to give us a filter G c <Q u S intersecting each
D E~. Then G n <Q is a filter in <Q intersecting each DE fJ). D

We now wish to show that if K is a cardinal of M, then there is a c.c.c.
extension of M satisfying 2W == K and MA. Since MA implies 2W is regular
(see II 2.19), we must require K to be regular in M. Since MA implies
VA < 2w (2;' == 2W

) (see II 2.18), we shall also need 2<K == K in M. And, of
course, K cannot be w.

6.3. THEOREM. Assume that in M, K ~ Wt, K is regular and 2<K == K. Then
there is alP E M such that (IP is c.C.C.)M and whenever G is IP-generic over M,
M [G] satisfies MA and 2W == K.

PROOF. To start with, fix a function, f, in M from K onto K x K such that

V~, Y/, Y < K (I (~) == <Y/, Y>~ Y/ ~ ~).

(For example let g map K onto K x K x K; if g(~) == <Y/, y, £5), let I(~) be
<Y/, y> if Y/ ~ ~ and <0, 0> if Y/ > ~.) 1 will be used for bookkeeping, as we
shall explain later.

We now construct, in M, a finite support iteration of the form

<<<IP~, ~p~, ~p~): ~ ~ K), <<i~, O'~, 6): ~ < K»).

We are following the notation of Definition 5.8 in exhibiting the p.o.'s,
together with their orders and ~ 's in gory detail. In the case of the IP~, we
shall now, as usual, write ~ for ~p~, ~ for ~p~, and IP~ for <IP~, ~, ~).

However, the n~ of Definition 5.8 will always be a IP~-name for a p.o. whose
domain is an ordinal, A~, with largest element 0, so the name for the order is
important; we use O'~ rather than ~1t~'

We shall ensure that in our construction, for each ~ < K,

(1) ~ I~p~ pord(i~, O'~), and
(2) A~ < K.

By (1), IP~, for each ~ ~ K, will be c.c.c. in M (see Lemma 5.12). By (2), an
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easy induction on ~ shows that in M, IIP~I < K for ~ < K and ~KI ~ K;
this will be important for computing the number of nice IP~-names; it is in
such computations that 2 < K= K is used.

As one such computation, observe that in M there are at most (Kwyu = K
nice IPK-names for subsets of OJ, so whenever G is IPK-generic over M, 2W

~ K

holdsanM[G].
For another such computation, observe that for each ~ < K and A < K,

there are in M at most (KW)A = K nice IP~-names for subsets of (A x Ar.
Using this fact, we now describe how to choose the (J~ and A~.

Given each IP~, pick, in M, an enumeration, «A~,(J~>: y < K>, of all
pairs <A, (J) such that A < K, A is a cardinal, and (J is a nice IP~-name for a
subset of (A x Ar. We would like, at stage ~, to consider all the (J~, but of
course we can only use one at a time, so we put them off until later, which
means that at stage ~, we shall use a (J~ for some 11 ~ ~. It is here that we use
our function f to do the bookkeeping and make sure that each name gets
considered eventually.

Let f(~) = <11, y>. Since 11 ~ ~, the IPPl-name, (J~ has been defined. Let
(J be the IP~-name, iPl~*(~)' and let A = A~. We set A~ = A. We are tempted
to set (J ~ = (J, but (J may not be a name for a c.c.c. p.o. Instead, let (J~ be a
IP~-name such that

~ I~p~ (pord(i, (J~) /\ [pord(i, (J) ~ (J~ = (J]). (*)

To see that there is such a (J~, note that it is theorem of ZFC that
3Wpord(A, W) (e.g., take W = A x A), so

~ I~ 3 W(pord(i, W) /\ [pord(i, (J) ~ W = (J]).

Thus, (J~ exists by the maximal principle (VII 8.2).
This specifies the construction. Now, set IP = IPKand let G be IP-generic

over M. We shall check that for each cardinal A < K of M, MA(A) holds
in M[G]. This will imply 2w 2 Kin M[G]. Since we have already seen that
2w ~ K, we shall have 2w = K and MA in M [G].

In M[G], assume that A < K, A is a cardinaL We A X A, pord(A, W)
holds, and ~ is a family of ~A dense sets in <A, W>. We shall find a filter
in <A, W> intersecting each dense set in ~.

For ~ ~ K, let G~ = iZK

1 (G). We first note that there is some 11 < K such
that Wand ~ are in M[G Pl ]. For W, this is immediate from Lemma 5.14.
For~, let ~ = {DJL: J1 < A}, and apply 5.14 to {<J1,V>EA x A: vEDJL}.

Now, fix 11 < K such that q}~ WE M[G
P1
]. Then, fix y < K so that W=

val((J~, GPl ). Finally, fix ~ 2 11 so that f(~) = <11~ y>. Let (J = iPl~*((J~). Then
also W = val((J, G~) (see VII 7.13).

Next, note that pord(A, W) holds in M[G~] as well as in M[G]. Indeed,
most of pord is absolute for all transitive models of ZFC. "c.c.c." is not in
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general absolute; however, if W failed to be c.c.c. in M[G~], there would,
in M[G~], be an uncountable antichain in the order ~ and this antichain
would remain uncountable in M [G] since cardinals are preserved in these
extensions.

By (*) above,

~ I~ [pord(i, 0") ~ 0" ~ = 0"],

so W = val(O"~, G~); hence M[G~+l] contains a filter H~ which is <A, W)
generic over M [G~] (see Lemma 5.13). Since !0 EM [G,,] c M [G~], H~

intersects all the dense sets in !0. D
As a minor technical point, the reader may wonder how we justify "pick

ing" the enumeration

<<A~, O"~ >: y < K>,
since AC in M does not imply that we have a definable way of assigning,
to each set of size K, a well-ordering in type K. To answer this objection,
fix in M, at the outset, a well-ordering, <J , of the set R(K+); then, given
IP~, let

<<A~, O"~ >: y < K>
be the <I-first such enumeration in type K. Likewise, 0"~ is chosen to be the
<I-first IP-name satisfying (*). It is easily checked by induction that the
whole construction stays within R(K+)M.

6.4. COROLLARY. Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + MA + 2w = WS3).

PROOF: Start with M satisfying GCH. D

6.5. COROLLARY. Con(ZFC + :) a weakly inaccessible cardinal) implies
Con(ZFC + MA + 2w is weakly inaccessible).

PROOF. Start with K strongly inaccessible in M (see VII 5.16). D

§7. Countable support iterations

Iterated forcing arguments using other than finite supports occur fre
quently in the literature, although no one "quotable" axiom, like MA,
stands out, and the various arguments take on a more ad hoc character.
As a sample of what happens, we consider countable supports.

Since countable support extensions will be c.c.c. only in trivial cases, we
must look for some other properties if we wish cardinals to be preserved.
The easiest (but not the only) way of doing this is to force with p.o.'s which
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have the wz-c.c. and are wI-closed. We now look at whether these properties
are preserved in iterations.

First, consider the property of being wI-closed. This property can fail
to be preserved in countable support iterations (see Exercise E2), but it
is preserved if the names for the p.o.'s satisfy an additional condition.

7.1. DEFINITION. If n is a IP-name for a p.o., n is full for ~ w-sequences iff
whenever pEIP, PnEdom(n)(nEw), and

for each n, then there is a 0" E dom(n) such that p I~ 0" E nand p I~ (0" :::; Pn)
for each n. D

It is easily seen that if IP is W I-closed and n is full for ~ w-sequences,
then ~ I~p (n is WI-closed). It is also easily seen (Exercise E3) that any
finite iteration by WI-closed p.o.'s results in an WI-closed p.o. However, for
infinite iterations this can fail (Exercise E2) unless the names used have the
stronger property of being full for ~ w-sequences.

7.2. LEMMA. In M, let

<<IP~: ~ :::; 0:), <n~: ~ < 0:) )

be a countable support iterated forcing construction (see §5), and suppose
that for each ~, the IP~-name n~ is full for ~ w-sequences. Then IPa is 0)1
closed in M.

PROOF. In M, let pnEIPa(n < w) with pn+l :::; pn for each n. We shall find a
pro with pro :::; pn for each n. Say pn = <P:: J1 < 0:); pro will be <P~: J1 < 0:).
We shall define the P~ by recursion on J1, and check inductively that for
each ~ :::; 0:,

pro, ~ = <p~: J1 < ~) EIP ~ and \:In E W (pro, ~ :::; pn, ~). (*)

We shall also have that

supt(pro) C Un supt(pn);

thus, if ~ is a limit and we have (*) for all1J < ~, then (*) easily follows for ~.

Now, assume that ~ < 0: and we have defined pro, ~ so that (*) holds.
We show how to define P~ (and hence pro, (~ + 1)). For each n, we have
pn + 1 , (~ + 1) :::; pn, (~ + 1), so by the definition of :::; on IP~ + 1, we have

pn+l, ~ I~(p~ E n~ !\ p~+1 :::; p~),
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so, by (*) for ~,
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pW, ~ 1~(p~En~ /\ p~+l ~ p~).

Since n~ is full for ~ w-sequences, we may choose P~ so that

pW, ~ 1~(p~En~) and pW, ~ I~(p~ ~ p~)

for each n. This choice makes (*) hold at ~ + 1. In addition, if ~ ¢ Un supt(pn),
so that each P~ = ~, then set P~ = ~ also, so that ~ t/: supt(pW). 0

Observe that for alP-name n, being full for ~ w-sequences is a property
of the name n, not of the p.o. named. If ~ I~p (n is wI-closed), there is a
canonical procedure for producing alP-name n such that ~ I~ (n = n) and
n is full for ~ w-sequences (see Exercise Dl and D2).

It might now be tempting to start with GCH in M, and perform a countable
support iteration with wI-closed W2-C.C. p.o.'s, using names which are full
for w-sequences, thereby obtaining a model of CH + 2W1 > W2 + MAl,
where MAl asserts that whenever IP is an wI-closed W2-C.C. p.o. and ~

is a family of < 2W1 dense sets in IP, there is a filter in IP intersecting all the
dense sets in ~. The details would be very much like those for the MA
proof in §6. Unfortunately, however, it is not true that the w2-c.c. is pre
served under such iterations (Exercise E6). In fact, although MAl follows
easily from -, CH or 2W1 = W 2 (Exercise J2), it is unknown whether
CH + 2W

1 > W 2 + MAl is consistent. I Certain weakened versions of MA I'
obtained by putting additional restrictions on IP, have been shown con
sistent by Baumgartner, Laver, and Shelah. In the absence of any definitive
word on the consistency of the "right" axiom MAl, we content ourselves
here with showing how to prove the consistency of one of the consequences
of MA I' Other arguments of this type are given in the Exercises. All these
arguments involve checking that the w2-c.c. is preserved when iterating
with the specific p. o. 's needed.

Assume CH and 2W1 > W2' and consider the possible cardinalities of a
maximal almost disjoint family (m.a.dJ.) of subsets of WI (see II 1.1). If
A ~ w, then any partition of WI into A uncountable pieces is a m.a.dJ. of
size A, and there is (by CH) a m.a.dJ. of size 2W1 (see II 1.3). There is no
m.a.dJ. of size w I (see II 1.2), so it remains to discuss m.a.dJ. 's of size A
where WI < A < 2W1

•

The consistency with CH + 2W1 > W2 of the existence of a m.a.dJ. of
size W2 is easily established by modifying the proof (in Theorem 2.3) of the
consistency with -, CH of a m.a.dJ. of WI subsets of W (see Exercise A8).
Likewise, CH + MAl implies that there is no m.a.dJ. of subsets of WI of
size A if Wl < A < 2W1 ; this is done by an obvious modification of the anal-

l(Added in proof.) It is not, by a recent result of Stanley and Shelah.
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ogous proof from MA (see 112.16). Although we cannot settle the consistency
of CH + MAt + 2(01 > Wz, we shall show, by iterating the almost disjoint
sets partial order, that CH + 2W1 > Wz is consistent with the non-existence
of a m.a.dJ. of size strictly between Wt and 2W1

•

In analogy with II 2.7, we make the following definition.

7.3. DEFINITION. Let d C &'(Wt). The almost disjoint sets p.o. <Qd is

{<s,F): s C Wt !\ lsi < Wt !\ Fed !\ IFI < Wt},

where <1, F' > ~ <s, F> iff

s C s' !\ F c F' !\ tlx E F (x n s' c s).

~ = <0,0). 0

7.4. LEMMA. In <Qd, <st,F t ) and <sz,Fz>are compatible iff
tlxEFt(xnsz CS t )!\ tlxEFz(xns t C sz),

in which case <St u sz,F t u Fz ) is a common extension. 0

7.5. LEMMA. <Qd is wt-closed and, under CH, is wz-c.c. 0

7.6. LEMMA. In M, assume that d C &'(Wt), <Q = <Qd, and

tlF C d(IFI < Wt ~ IW t "UF\ = Wt)·

Let G be <Q-generic over M and let

d = U{s: 3F (<s, F) E G) } .

Then in M[G], Idl = Wt and tlxEd(ld n xl < Wt).

PROOF. Since <Q is wt-closed in M, wr = wr rG ). (*) is used to show that for
each b < wr,

{<s, F): sup(s) > b}

is dense, so that d is unbounded in wr. 0

In particular, (*) will hold if in M, d is an almost disjoint family of size
~W t, so such an d will fail to be a m.a.dJ. in M [G] . It thus looks hopeful
that we can iterate forcing by p.o.'s like <Qd to produce a model with no
small m.a.dJ.'s. Since countable support iteration is sensitive to the particu
lar names used for p.o.'s, we specify that next.

7.7. DEFINITION. Assume that IP EM, (IP is wt-closed)M, and

~ I~p (r C &'(w t )).
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The standard IP-name for <Qr is <1r, S1t' ~ rr >, where

1r == {<op(S, a), ~p>: s C WI !\ lsi < WI !\ ~ I~(a C L !\ lal < WI)

!\ a is a nice IP-name for a subset of L } .

~rr == op(O, 0). 0

Here, op is the invariant name for the ordered pair (see VII 2.16). We
did not specify :Srr since its exact nature as a name is unimportant; :Srr can
be any IP-name which is forced by ~ p to be the correct (as in Definition 7.3)
partial order on <Qr.

7.8. LEMMA. In M, let IP, T, and 1r be as in Definition 7.7. Let G be IP-generic
over M, and let ,W == LG. Then in M [GJ, 1rG == <Qd.

PROOF. Clearly 1rG C <Qd. Let <s, F> E <I). Since IP is wI-closed in M, s EM.

Let a be such that F == aG • It may not be the case that ~ I~(a C L !\ lal < WI),
but by the maximal principle there is a a' such that

~ I~ [ [ (a C T !\ 1a1< WI) ~ a' == a] !\ [I (a C T !\ Ia1< WI) ~ a' == OJ J'
and then there is a nice IP-name a" for a subset of L such that ~ I~ a' == a/l.

Then <s\' F> == val (op(.~, a"), G) and <opes, a"), ~ >E 1r. Thus, <Qd C 1rG. 0

7.9. LEMMA. In M, let IP, T, and 1r be as in Definition 7.7. Then 1r is full for
~w-sequences.

PROOF. If for each n,

p 11- <sn + I' an + I > S <Sn' an>,

then Sn C Sn+ I for each n. Let s == Un Sn' and let a be a nice IP-name such
that ~ I~ a == Un an (more formally, ~ I~ a == Up, where

p == {<an' ~>: nEw}).

Then p II <J, a> S <'~n' a> for each n. 0

It might have seemed more natural, in the definition of 1r, to use arbitrary
nice IP-names for countable subsets of WI' instead of just names of the form
I Indeed, Lemmas 7.8 and 7.9 would go through with this alternate defini
tion, and we would not need to require IP to be W I-closed in M. The restric
tion to names of the form J is useful, however, in verifying that the wz-c.c.
is preserved in transfinite iterations. It is true that the wz-c.c. would also
be preserved if the alternate definition were used; but to show this, one
first must prove that the standard iteration is densely embedded in the
alternate iteration (Exercise D5).
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7.10. LEMMA. In M, assume CH, and let

< <IP~: ~ so:), <n~: ~ < 0:) )

be a countable support iterated forcing construction. For each ~, let T~ be a
IP~-name such that ~ I~ T~ C &P(w l ), and assume that n~ is the standard IP~

name for <Qt~. Then IPa has the wz-c.c.

PROOF. In M, suppose pY EIPa for y < Wz. By CH, the J-system lemma
implies that there is an X c Wz with IXI = Wz such that {supt(pY): yEX}
forms a J-system with some root r. Let pY = <P~: ~ < 0:), and let P~ =

op(sb O"~). By CH, there is aYe X with IYI = W z such that for all ~ E r,
the s~ for y E Yare all the same; say s~ = s~ for ~ E rand y E 1: But then the
pY for y E Yare pairwise compatible; to see this, observe that if y, t5 E l:
then pY, pb have as a common extension <p~: ~ < 0:), where p~ is

(a) P~ if ~ ¢ s~pt(pb),

(b) p~ if ~ ¢ supt(pY), and
(c) op(s~, O"~) if ~ E r,

where O"~ satisfies ~ I~O"~ = O"~ U O"~. 0

It is now straightforward to obtain our result on m.a.dJ.'s. We state
explicitly what we are proving consistent.

7.11. DEFINITION. PI is the statement that wheneverd c 9(wl ),ld l < 2W
\

and

then

7.12. LEMMA. PI implies that if d is a m.a.dJ. and Idl Z WI' then I<-~I =
2W

!. 0

7.13. THEOREM. In M, assume CH, and assume that K > WI' K is regular,
and 2 <K = K: then there is a IP E M such that IP is wI-closed and wz-c.c. in
M, and whenever G is IP-generic over M, 2W1 = K and PI hold in M[G].

PROOF. As in the MA construction of §6, build in M an iterated forcing
construction

«IP( ~ < K),<n~: ~ ~ K»,
but now use countable supports. Given IP~, list all names for relevant sub
sets of &P(w l ): for example, let <0";: y < K) enumerate all IP~-names 0"
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such that for some A < K, (J is a nice name for a subset of (A x Wll", and
let r~ be such that

~ I~ r~ = {x C WI: 3/1 < K(x = {v: </1, v) E (J~)}.

Let f: K ~ K X K be a bookkeeping function as in §6. If f(e) = <11, y),
let r~ = i,,~*(r~) and let n~ be the standard IP~-name for <Qt~. By Lemma 7.10,
IP = IPK has the W2-C.C. in M.

As in the MA proof, IP preserves cardinals, and 20>1 SKin M [G]. Fur
thermore, in M[G] the statement of PI holds for all d C &>(Wl) with
Idl < K: since this implies 20>1 2 K, we have 20>1 = K and Pl. 0

A strengthening of PI, known as SL I (Solovay's Lemma), says that if we
also have ~ C &>(Wl), with I~I < 20>1 and

VYE~VF C d(IFI < WI ~ Iy "UFI = WI),

thenthereisad C wlsuchthatVxEd(ldnxl < wl)andVYE~(ldnyl =
WI). The analogue, SLo, on w, holds under MA (see II 2.15). One may verify
directly that the M[G] of Theorem 7.13 in fact satisfies SLI . We do not
bother to do this, however, since by a result of van Douwen PI +-+ SLI
under CH (see Exercise A2).

EXERCISES

A. Almost disjoint families, etc.

SLo(Solovay's Lemma) is the statement that whenever d, ~ C &>(0) with
Idl, I~I < 20 and

VYE~VF C d(IFI < 0 ~ Iy "UFI = 0),

then

3d C 0 (Vx E d (Id n xl < 0) 1\ Vy E~ (Id n yl = 0)).

Po is the special case of SLo when ~ = {O}. Then MA ~ SLo> (see II 2.15),
and P0>1 is consistent with CH 1\ 20>1 > W2 (see Theorem 7.13).

(A1) Show that if 0 is regular and 20 = 0+, then SLo holds.

(A2) (van Douwen) Show that if 2 <0 = 0 and 0 is regular, then SLo +-+ Po.
Hint. LetS = {s C 0: lsi < O}.IfaEd,leta' = {SES: sna =1= O}.IfcE~

let c' = {s E S: s n c = O}. If Cl < 0, let e~ = {s E S: s n Cl =1= O}. Apply Po
on S to the a', c', and e~, to get a d' c S with Id/l = 0, and let d = Ud'.
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OFo (dominating functions) is the statement that whenever ff c °e with
Iffl < 20

, there is agE °e such that

VfE ff (I {ex < e: g(ex) :::;f(ex)} I< e).

(A3) Show that if e is regular, then Po ~ OFo. Hint. Apply Po on e x e.
s:1 contains sets like {<ex, f3): f3 :::; f(ex)} and ex x O. Observe that elements
of ff may be assumed to be increasing.

(A4) Show that OFCJ) 1\ -, PCJ) is' consistent. Hint. Let M satisfy CH 1\ 2W1 =

W3' Iterate c.c.c. forcing with finite supports W2 times. At each stage, add
a function from w to w which almost dominates all functions in the previous
model (using the p.o. of II Exercise 8). This produces a model of OFCJ) 1\ 2W =

W2 1\ 2W1 = w 3 . But Pw ~ SLw ~ VK < 2w (2" = 2W
); see II 2.18.

(A5) Generalize Exercise A4 to larger cardinals. Thus, assume that in M,
e is regular and 2<0 = e. Find a e-closed, e+ -C.c. extension of M in which
OFol\-IPo holds. Hint. First make 20 =0+ and 2(0+)=0+++. Then
iterate with < esupports.

If d c &>(e), s:1 is an independent family (iJ.) iff whenever m, nEW and
aI' ... , am, bI' ... , bn are distinct members of ,<:I,

la l n ... n am n(e "-b l ) n ... n(O "'--bn)1 = O.

,91 is a m.iJ. iff d is an iJ. and is maximal with respect to that property.

(A6) (Hausdorff) Show that there is an iJ. of size 20
• Remark. Unlike the

corresponding statement for almost disjoint families, no assumption on
cardinal arithmetic is needed (see Exercise B4). Hint. Let

I = {<s,d): sc 0 1\ lsi < W 1\ ,<:I c &>(s)}.

For X c e, let XI == {<s, sI/) E I: X n S E ,w}. Then {XI: X E.~(O)} is an
independent family on I. Remark. For 0 == W or 2w

, this result is due to
Fichtenholtz and Kantorovicz.

(A7) (R. Price) Assume Po, 2<0 == e, and e is regular. Show that every m.iJ.
has size 20

• Hint. This is like Exercise A2. Now, for a E ,<:I, let

al = {s E S: s n a = O}.

Pick sp Edl (f3 < e) so that the sp are disjoint. Let d = U {sp + I: f3 < O}.
Then ,r;# u {d} is an i.(

(A8) In M, assume e is regular, 2<0 == 0, 20 = 0+ < K, and KO == K. Let
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M [G] be an extension via Fn (K, 2, 8). Show that in M [G], 2(J == K, every
m.iJ. has size K, but there is a m.a.dJ. of size 8+ (so that P(J fails). Hint.
See Theorems 2.3 and 2.6.

Let Jli be an ultrafilter on w. ,91 c Olt generates Olt iff Olt is the unique
ultrafilter extending ,rd. The character of Olt, X(Olt), is

min( { I,rdl: d c Ulf 1\ ,-rd generates Olt} ).

(A9) Show that if OIl is non-principal, then WI :::; x(Olt) :::; 2w
. Assuming Pw'

show that X(Olt) == 2w
• Hint. If d c Olt, apply Pw to {w "a: aEd}.

(AlO) Show that it is consistent with 2W > WI that there is a non-principal
41 with xCJlI) == WI' Hint. Let M satisfy 2W > W l' Iterate c.c.c. forcing with
fini te supports WI times to form M iJ (ex :::; WI)' Olt iJ will be an ultrafilter on
2P(w) in M:J.' and ex < f3 ~ Jli iJ C Olt p. M iJ + 1 is obtained by adjoining to MiJ
an a:J. c W with

'v'x E J71:J. (laiJ "xl < w).

JIf:J.+ 1 E M iJ+ 1 is any extension of J71:J. u {aiJ}' OltW1 E M W1 is generated by
{a:J.: ex < WI}'

(All) (Pospisil) Show that there is a Olt with X(Olt) == 2w
• Hint (Hajnal

Juhasz). Let ,rd be an iJ. of size 2w
• Let J7l be such that d c Olt but

'v',}4 c ,rd (IJlI ~ W ~ (n~) ¢ J71).

*(A12) Assume that in M, I is infinite and __rd == {a i : i E I} is an iJ. Show
that in a c.c.c. extension, one can adjoin a dew s~ch that d u {d} is an
iJ., but ,vi u {x, d} is not an iJ. whenever x E 2P(w) n M "d. Hint. In M,
let ,~ be the regular open algebra of 2/, and let hi E!J be the basic clopen
set, {fE 2/: f(i) == I}. Still in M, let h : &(w) ~ :J4 be an algebra homo
morphism with h(aJ == hi' Adjoin d to be almost disjoint from every set in
the kernel of h.

(A 13) Show that it is consistent with 2W > WI that there is a m.iJ. of size
WI' Hint. This is like Exercise All, but now, along with the MiJ one builds
an iJ. of size WI' M:J.+1 is obtained from MiJ by applying Exercise A12.

(A14) Show that in M there is a m.a.dJ. d c &(w), such that whenever
N is a model of ZFC with MeN and &(w) n M =1= &(w) n N, d is not
maximal in N. Remark. Hence, some care must be taken in choosing the
s1 in Theorem 2.3. Hint. Obtain ,-rd by extending a perfect set of a.d. elements
of &>(w).
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(AI5) Let d c &>(w) be a m.iJ. Show that Idl ~ W1 and that MA implies
Idl = 2w

•

B. Applications of the Erdos-Rado Theorem

(Bl) [1]2 = {s c I: lsi = 2}. Suppose III ~ (2")+ and f : [1]2 ~ K. Show
that there is an H c I such that IHI ~ K+ and f is constant on [HJ2.
Hint. Suppose there is no such H. By closing under K-ary functions, find
a J c I such that IJI ~ 2" and

VXcJViEI"'--J[IXI ~K~3jEJ"'--XVXEX[f({x,j})=f({x,i})]].

(*)

Fix i E I "'-- J. For r1 < 'K, let KiJ. = {x E J: f ({x, i} ) = r1}. Let MiJ. be any
subset of KiJ. such thatfhas the constant value r1 on [MiJ.] 2 and MiJ. is maximal
with respect to that property. Let X = UiJ. MiJ.' and apply (*) to obtain
j E J "'-- X. If f ({i, j }) = r1, then MiJ. U {j} contradicts maximality of MiJ..
Remark. H is called homogeneous for f This result is a special case of the
Erdos-Rado Theorem. For more on such partition theorems, see [Erdos
Hajnal-Mate-Rado 1900] or [Kunen 1977]. The proof here is due to
Simpson.

(B2) (Sierpinski) Show that in Exercise Bl, if III is only 2" then there is
an f: [1]2 ~ 2 with no homogenous set of size K+. Hint. Let I = "2, let
W well-order I, and let < be the lexicographic order on I. Define f ({i, j } ) =

1 iff Wand < agree on {i, j } .

(B3) Show that in Exercise 1, if III is only 2", then there is an f : [1]2 ~ K

with no homogeneous set of size 3. Hint. Let I = "2. Let f ({i, j } ) be the
least r1 such that i(r1) =1= j(r1).

(B4) (Baumgartner) Show that the existence of a family of 2W1 almost dis
joint subsets of W 1 cannot be proved in ZFC. Remark. Under CH there
must be such a family (see II 1.3). Hint. Let M satisfy GCH and let IP be
c.c.c. in M. If p forces that r : W3 ~ &>(W1) enumerates an almost disjoint
family,'define in M an f : [W3]2 ~ W1such that p forces r(i) n r(j) cf( {i,j})
whenever {i,j} E [W3]2 (see Lemma 5.6). Applying Exercise Bl with K = W1
yields a contradiction.

(B5) Show that the existence of a family of 2W1 almost disjoint subsets of
WI can neither be proved nor refuted in ZFC + 2W = 2W1 = 2W2 = W3'
Hint. For one half of this, see Exercise B4. For the other half, let M satisfy
CH plus 2W1 = 2W2 = W3' and force with Fn(w3' 2).
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(B6) Show that ifIP and <Q are c.c.c. then IP x <Q is (2W
) + -c.c. Likewise, show

the product of two c.c.c. topological spaces has the (2W )+ -c.C. Hint. If
1 c IP x <Q is an antichain, define f : [1J2 ~ 2 so that f( {< p, q), <p', q') }) =
o iff p .1 p'. Remark. Can one replace (2W

) + by 2W ? See Exercises Cl, C6,
and C8.

(B7) Let IPa (ex < K) be p.o.'s. The countable support product, <Q, is the set
of q E naIPa such that {ex: q(ex) =1= ~} is countable. If each IPa has c.c.c.,
show that <Q has the (2 W

) +-c.C. Hint. First apply the L1-system lemma, and
then the Erdos-Rado Theorem. Remark. If <IPn: n :::; w) is a countable
support iterated forcing construction (see §5) and each IPn is C.C.C., there is
no bound on the chain condition on IPw (see Exercises E5, E6).

C. Chain conditions in products

(el) Show that the following are equivalent:
(a) There are c.c.c. IP, <Q such that IP x <Q is not K-C.C.

(b) There are c.c.c. topological spaces X, Ysuch that X x Yis not K-C.C.

(c) There are c.c.c. compact Hausdorff spaces X, Y such that X x Y is
not K-C.C.

Hint. See II §3. Remark. So MA + ,CH implies that a product of two
c.c.c. p.o.'s is c.c.c. (see II 2.24).

(C2) Let IP, <Q be c.c.c. p.o.'s. Show that IP x <Q is c.c.c. iff ~ p I~ <Q is c.c.c.
Hint. One direction is Lemma 5.7. For the other, if p forces that r : WI ~ <Q
enumerates an antichain, let p~ :::; p be such that p~ 11- r(~) = q~. Then
{< p~, q~ >: ~ < WI} is an antichain in IP x <Q. Remark. Formally, the state
ment of this exercise should be relativized to M. However, it makes sense
in V, by replacing I~ with I~*; see the discussion in VII §9 of Approach 2a.

(C3) Generalize Exercise C2 to show that in Lemma 5.7, ~ I~(n is K-C.C.)
iff IP*n is K-C.C.

(C4) Obtain two different proofs that ,SH implies that there are c.c.c.
IP, <Q with IP x <Q not c.c.c. Hint 1. Let IP = <Q come from inverting an
wl-Suslin tree T(see VII 8.4). Then ~ I~(f is not Suslin), so ~ I~IP is not
c.c.c.), so apply Exercise C2.
Hint 2. Apply Exercise Cl and II 4.3.

(C5) Let C c [/J2 (see Exercise Bl). C is called a graph on 1 (elements of
1 are the "points": {i, j } E C "means" that there is a "line" connecting i to j ) .
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{s c I: [SJ2 c C 1\ lsi < w}.

IP(C) is ordered by reverse inclusion. Show that IP(C, I) x IP( [1]2 "C, I)
is not III-c.c. Hint. The <{i}, {i} >form an antichain.

(C6) (Fleissner) Let K be an infinite cardinal of M, and let G be Fn(K, 2)
generic over M. Show that in M [G], there are c.c.c. IP, <Q with IP x <Q not
K-C.C. Hint. Instead, let G be Fn([K]2,2)-generic over M, and let C ==
{{i, j}: UG( {i, j}) == O}. Suppose that p forc~s that r : WI ~ IP(C) enu
merates an antichain. Let p~ S p, with p~ I~ r(~) == s~. Assume (extending
p~ if necessary), that dom(p~) == [t~J2, with s~ c t~. Now, apply the J-system
lemma to the t~. Remark. This result was inspired by Exercise C7.

(C7) (Roitman) Let G be Fn(w,2)-generic over M. Show that in M [G]
there are c.c.c. IP, <Q with IP x <Q not c.c.c. Hint. In M, fix f~ : ~ ~ w with h
1-1. In M[G], define Cc[WI ]2 so that if 1J<~, then {1J,~}EC iff
(U G) (h(1J)) == 1. Remark. This result was inspired by Exercise C8. It shows
that MA is false in M [G] unless CH holds in M.

*(C8) (Laver) Show that CH implies that there are c.c.c. IP, <Q with IP x <Q
not C.C.c. Hint. [Galvin 1900] Find aCe [WI]2 such that IP(C) and
IP( [WI J2 " C) are both C.c.c.

(C9) Show that there are c.c.c. p.o.'s <Qm (m E w) such that for each nEW,
Ilm<n <Qm has c.c.c., but Ilm<w <Qm is not 2w-c.c. Remark. Ilm<w <Qm is
(2W )+ -c.c. by Exercise B7. Also, the finite support product (which corre
sponds to the Tychonov product in topology) is C.c.c. by a J-system argu
ment: see II 1.9. Hint. Each <Qm is Fn(l, 2).

(CtO) Assume M satisfies CH, and let K be an infinite cardinal of M. Let
G be Fn(K, 2, w1)-generic over M. Show that in M [G] there are wI-closed
p.o.'s, <Qm (m < w) such that Ilm<n <Qm has the W2-C.C. for each n < W but
11m < w <Qm is not K-C.C. Hint. Instead, let G be Fn ( [ KJ 2, W, WI )-generic. Let
Cn == { {i, j }: UG( {i, j } ) =1= n}. Let <Qn == {s c K: [sJ2 C Cn 1\ lsi S W} .
Now argue as in Exercise C6.

D. Full names

(D 1) Let <n, S 1t' ~ 1t >be a IP-name for a p.o. n is called full iff n == dom (n) x
{~p} and whenever pEIP, rEMP, and pl~(rEn), there is a aEdom(n)
such that p I~ (~ == a). Show that if <n, S 1t' ~ 1t >is any IP-name for a p.o.,
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there is a full IP-name <n', ~1t' ~ 1t) such that ~ j~ (n = n'). Hint. dom(rr')
is a suitably large subset of {r E M(P: ~ I~ (r E n) }. ~ 1t and ~ 1t are unchanged
and have nothing to do with this exercise: the same works for any IP-name
n such that ~ I~ (n =1= 0). Remark. Iterating forcing with full names simpli
fies certain constructions. For example, IP*n is, as a set, IP x dom(n) if n
is full.

(02) Let <n, ~ 1t' ~ 1t) be a IP-name for a p.o. Show that if n is full and
~ I~(n is wl-closed), then n is full for ~ w-sequences (Definition 7.1).

*(03) (Laver, Miller) Let

< <IP~: ~ ~ ct), <n~: ~ < ct) )

be a countable support iteration, and suppose that for each ~, ~ I~ (n~ is
c.c.c.), and n~ is a full name. Show that IPa does not collapse Wl. Hint. As
sume this holds for all f3 < ct. If sect, and p, p' EIPa' then p' ~ s P means
that p' ~ p and for all J.1 E S, p~ = PIl. By induction on lsi, show that for all
finite s, if p I~ r E WI' then there is a f3 < Wl , and a p' ~s P such that p' I~ r E f3.
If

and Un Sn = Un supt(Pn), then there is a Pro such that "In (Pro ~ Pn). Remark.
By Exercise E4, the assumption that the n~ are full cannot be dropped.

(04) In Exercise 03, suppose that in M, ct is strongly inaccessible and each
1r¢ is a full IP¢ name for Fn (w, 2). Let G be IPex-generic over M. Show that in
M[G], W2 = ct = 2ro. Hint. Each n~ "adds" an f~ : W ~ 2, so 2ro Z ct. Let
f(~, n) = f~(n). Fix 1] < ct. If ~ < 1], then there is a J1 < Wl such that

"In E W (f~(n) = f(1] + J1 + n, 0))

(since the nJl are full, so there is apE dom(nJl) such that ~ forces p(O) to be
f~(n)); thus, sending ~ into the least such J.1 defined a 1-1 map from 1] into Wl.

(05) In Lemma 7.10, show that the same extension would be obtained if
full names are used.

E. Some pathologies

In this group,

< <IP¢: ~ ~w),<1r( ~<w»

denotes an iterated forcing construction in M.
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(E1) Assume that IPw is defined by finite supports and for each n < w,
~ I~Pn (1rn is not c.c.c.). Show that IPw collapses WI. Hint. Let

~ I~ (O"n is a maximal antichain in 1rnand !n maps O"n onto WI).

If G is IPw-generic over M, let Gn and Hn be as in Lemma 5.13. In M[G],
let Hn n val(O"n' Gn) = {qn}, and fen) = (val(!n' Gn))(qn). Then f maps W

onto wf.

(E2) Find an example where IPw is determined by countable supports, and
for each n, ~ I~ (1rn is wI-closed), but IPw collapses WI. Hint. 1rnwill be forced
by ~ to be dense in Fn(w l , w, WI), and

dom(1rn) c {s: sEFn(wI,w,WI) 1\ dom(s)Ewl}.

Think of 1rn as adding fn : WI ~ w. If 0 < domes) = }' + k, with}' a limit
ordinal, then s will be in val(1rn+ l , Gn+ l ) iff In(}' + w) = k: but O(=~) is
always in val(1rn+ l , Gn+ l ). Then the iteration is essentially finite support,
so Exercise E1 applies. Remark. By Lemma 7.2, this cannot happen if full
names are used.

(E3) If for each n, ~ 1~(1rn is wI-closed), then each IPn is wI-closed.

(E4) Let IPw be defined by countable supports, and let each 1rnbe (Fn(w, 2) f.
Show that IPw collapses WI. Remark. By Exercise D3, this cannot happen if
full names are used. Hint. IPwis isomorphic (in M) to (Fn(w, 2) )w. Think of
IPw as adding I : W x W ~ 2. Any element of (w2)M can be coded by (or, is
recursive in) f

(E5) Let K be any cardinal of M. Find an example where IPw is defined using
countable supports, and for each n < w, IPn has the c.c.c. but IPw does not
have the K-C.C. Hint. See Exercise C9. 1ro is a name for Fn(K, 2), and 1rn+ I
is a name for Fn(l, 2). Remark. Unlike the pathologies in Exercises E2 and
E4, this one will not go away if full names are used.

(E6) Assume CH in M. Modify E5 to make each IPn wI-closed and w 2-c.c.
Hint. See Exercise C10.

F. Kurepa trees

(F1) Assume e< K, eis regular, and K is strongly inaccessible. Let LV(K, e)
be the p.o. which adds a map from eonto each ordinal less than K using
partial functi ons of size < e. Thus, Lv (K, WI) is Lv' (K) (Definition 3.1).
Show that LV(K, e) is e-closed and K-C.C.
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(F2) Assume that in M, () =1= wand () is not strongly inaccessible. Let G
be LV(K, ())M-generic over M. Show that in M[G], -,() - KH (i.e., there
are no ()-Kurepa trees).

(F3) Assume that in M, K1 < K2 < K3 < ..., where K1 = Wt and Kn is
strongly inaccessible for n > 1: let IP = On LV(Kn+ 1, K n ). Let G be IP-generic
over M. Show that in M[G], K n = Wn' -'Wt-KH, but wn-KH for n > 1.
Hint. The complete binary Kn-tree of M is a Kurepa tree in M[G].

(F4) In Exercise F3, define IP instead by iterating W times with countable
supports. Now, nn is a name for the LV(Kn+ 1, K n ) in the lPn-extension. Let
G be IP-generic over M. Show that in M[G], K n = W n and -,wn-KH for
nz1.

(F5) Show the consistency of GCH plus

"In 2 1 (wn-KH ~ n is even),

assuming the consistency of infinitely many inaccessible cardinals. Hint. It
is easy to add Kurepa trees to a model (VII Exercise H19). Remark. The
inaccessibles are necessary (VII Exercise B9).

(F6) Show that it is consistent with CH 1\ 2W = W3 that there is an Wt
Kurepa tree with exactly W2 paths.

G. Proper class forcing

A class of M is an element of fJfi(M) (VI Definition 1.1). If IP and ~ are
classes of M, a filter G is generic iff G n D =1= 0 whenever D is dense and is
a class of M. M lP and M [G] are defined verbatim as in VII 2.6 and 2.8: so
every IP-name of M is still an element of M.

(G1) Verify that the results of VII §§2, 3 still hold for proper class forcing.

(G2) Show that M[G] may fail to satisfy ZF. Hint. Try Fn(w,o(M)).

(G3) Let E be a class of M such that (E is an index functionyY in the sense
of Definition 4.1. Modify 4.1 (3) (a) so that IP(E) is a class of M (if P EIP(E),
then p EM and dom(p) c dom(E): p(K) is assigned the value 0 if K¢ dom(p)).
Let G be IP-generic over M. Show that M [G] satisfies ZFC. Hint. This
involves identifying IP(E) with IP(Et) x IP(Ei) for various A.

(G4) Show the consist~ncy ofVK(K regular ~ 2" = K+++).
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(G5) Use forcing to prove

Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC + GCH).

Hint. Recall that forcing with Fn(w1' 2, w 1) makes CH true (VII Exercise
G4).

H. Exponentiation of singular cardinals

Let A be singular. f(A), (CL), and (*) are defined after Corollary 4.8.

(H 1) Show that either cf(f (A)) == cf(A) , or cf(f (A)) > A. If cf(f (A)) > A,
show that 2A == f (A).

(H2) Show that (CL) ~ (*).

For the rest of this section, we assume throughout that A == WWI and
"IK < A(2" == K+), and we derive the result, due to Silver, that 2A == A+.

The proof here is due to Baumgartner, Jensen, and Prikry. See [Galvin
Hajnal 1975J for more on this. Exercise H3 is a generalization of II 1.3,
and Exercises H4 and H5 are from [Erdos-Hajnal-Milner 1968J.

An eventually different (e.d.) family is an ff C AWl such that

"If, g E ff (f =1= g ~ I{cc f(rt) == g(rt)} I :::; w).

(H3) Show that there is an e.d. ff such that Iffl == 2). and

"IfEff "Irt < W1(f(rt) < Wcx + 1).

Hint. If X c A, define fx(rt) == X n WaE&>(W cx ).

(H4) Show that if ff is e.d. and

"If E ff [ {rt: f (rt) < wa} is stationary],

then Iffl :::; A. Hint. Use the pressing-down lemma.

(H5) Show that if ff is e.d. and g : W1 ~ WWI is such that "Irt (g(rt) < Wcx + 1),
and

"If E ff [ {rt: f (rt) < g(rt)} is stationary],

then Iffl :::; A.

(H6) Show that 2). == A+. Hint. Partially order the .~ of Exercise H3 by
setting

f < g iff {rt: g(rt) ~ f (rt) } is non-stationary,
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and let <I be any total order of §" extending <. By Exercise H5, every
element of <~ has :::;A predecessors under <I.

I. Weakly compact cardinals

The exercises in this section (except for 18) assume fa f! iliarity with the
characterization that K is weakly compact (w.c.) iff K is strongly inaccessible
and nf indescribable: see [Barwise 1975J or [Drake 1974J. Thus, if K

is W.C., A c R(K), ¢ is a ni sentence, and

<R(K), E, A) F¢,

then there is an inaccessible A < K such that

<R(A), E, A n R(A) F¢.

(11) Show that if K is W.C., then (K is w.c. )L. Hint. If 1 is nf, then there is a
n f t/J such that

t/J uses its unbounded universal quantifiers to quantify over codes for the
L(a) for K < a < K+. Remark. Hence, Con (ZFC + 3K (K w.c.)) implies
Con(ZFC + GCH + 3K(K w.c.)). This may also be proved by forcing
(Exercise 13).

(12) In M, let K be w.c. and E an index function with K¢ dom(E) and, for
all aEKndom(E), a is a successor cardinal and IE(a)1 < K. Let G be
IP(E)-generic over M. Show that K remains w.c. in M [GJ . Remark. This may
fail if K E dom(E): see Exercise IS. Hint. Assume dom(E) c K. Let 1 be n~.

If ~ I~P(E) (R(K) ~ ¢), then by nf indescribability in M, there is an in
accessible A < K such that ~ I~P(EIA) (R(A) ~ 1). Since A¢ dom(E), this
implies ~ I~P(E) (R(A) 1= 1)·

(13) ShowCon(ZFC + 3K(Kw.c.))impliesCon(ZFC + GCH + 3K(KW.C.))
by using forcing. Hint. Combine Exercises 12 and G5.

(14) In M, let K be w.c. and IIPI < K. Let G be IP-generic over M. Show that
K is w.c. in M [GJ. Remark. Thus, GCH may fail in various ways below K.

(IS) Let K be W.C., X C K, and assume that Va < K (X n a E L). Show that
X E L. Hint. This is like Exercise 11. Remark. Hence, if V == L in the ground
model, forcing with Fn(l, 2, K) destroys weak compactness, although it
preserves Mahloness (VII Exercise H4). Thus, to show the consistency of
3K (K w.c. /\ 2K > K+), a new idea is needed (see Exercise 110).
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(16) In M, assume K is regular, K > W, and IP is K-closed. Let ¢ be 11~,

and A C K. Let G be IP-generic over M. Show that

«K, <,A)I=¢)M iff «K, <,A)I=¢)MlGl.

Hint. For the hard direction, say t/J is first-order and

~ I~(r C K A <k, <,A,r)Ft/J).

In M, inductively find p~ EIP, Y~ < K, and t~ C Y~ such that

~ < 11 --+ (p" ~ p~ A Y~ < Y" A t~ = t" n Y~)

and

p~ I~ (r n y~ = i~ A <y~, <, Any~, i~) -< <K, <, A, r) ).

Let T = U~ t~. Then in M,

<K, <, A, T) I~ t/J.

Remark 1. When K = W, this is still true by the Kleene analysis of 11 ~

properties, and in fact, by the Shoenfield Absoluteness Theorem (see [Barwise
1975]), even holds when ¢ is ni.
Remark 2. When K is strongly inaccessible in M, we may replace <K, < )
by <R(K),E).
Remark 3. As a special case of this exercise, if T is a K-Suslin tree in M,
T remains Suslin in M [G] .

(17) Use Exercise 16 to show, using standard Easton forcing, the consistency
of a weakly compact K such that 2). > A+ for all regular A < K. Hint. Exercise
16 removes the requirement in Exercise 12 that elements of K n dome£) are
successor cardinals

(18) In M, let E be an index function, with dom(E) = {A~: ~ < et} in in
creasing enumeration. The reverse Easton extension is obtained by letting
n~ be a full IP~-name for the Fn(E(A~),2, A~) of the IP~-extension: the ideal
of supports is, as with standard Easton forcing

{X c et: \Ie (e regular --+ Ie n {A~: ~ E X} I< e)}.

Give an example where M satisfies GCH but IPa collapses W2. Show that
if each A~ is strongly inaccessible in M and IE(A~) I < A~+ 1, then IPa pre
serves cardinals.

(19) (Silver) In Exercise 18, assume that in M, K is W.C., dom(E) is the set of
strong inaccessibles ~K, and each E(A) = A. Let G be IPre-generic over M.
Show that K remains w.c. in M [G] . Hint. Let r). be the name for the generic
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function from A ---+ 2. Suppose ¢ is n~ and

. ~ 1~«R(K),Er,,) ~4»:

then there is an inaccessible A < K such that
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~ I~ «R(A), E, r;.) ~ 4».
But in reverse Easton forcing, there is a p such that p I~ r" rA = r;., so

p I~ «R(A), E, r" n R(A) ~ 4».

(110) (Silver) Show

Con(ZFC + 3K(Kisw.c.))---+Con(ZFC + 3K(Kisw.c. /\ 2" > K+)). (*)

Hint. Modify Exercise 19 by setting E(A) = A for A < K, but E(K) = K++.
Exercise 19 still applies, since any subset of K in M [G] lies in an extension
of the form of Exercise 19. Remark. Silver also established (*) with "super
compact" replacing "w.c."; see [Menas 1973]. However, ZFC plus the
existence of a measurable cardinal K with 2" > K+ is consistency-wise
stronger than ZFC plus the existence of two (or many) 'measurable cardinals
[Kunen 1971].

J. Miscellaneous results

(J1) Suppose IP EM and IP is non-atomic, and let G c IP. Show that G x G
is not IP x IP-generic over M.

(J2) Show that MAl (see the discussion after Lemma 7.2) follows from
-, CH v 2(01 = W2. Hint. Under -, CH, every relevant IP has an atom.

(J3) Let

<<IP~: ~ ~ Ct), <n~: ~ < Ct) )

be a finite support iterated forcing construction in M, and let G be IPa

generic over M. Assume that Ct 2:: wand for each ~, 1 Ir- (n~ is non-atomic).
Show that M[G] contains an H which is Fn(w, 2)-generic over M. Hint. If
the nn are full names, let Tn' (In Edom(nn) with

1 I~ (Tn E nn /\ (In E nn /\ Tn ..L (In),

and let p E H iff for all n E dom(p), ~-< TnG ) E Gn+1.

(J4) Let A be strongly inaccessible, and let E be an index function (Defini
tion 4.1) such that dom(E) is an unbounded subset of Aand each E(K) =1= o.
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Show that IP(E) has the A-C.C. iff A is Mahlo. Hint. If A is Mahlo and for
~ < A, a~ C A and la~ n 81 < 8 for all regular 8 ~ A, then for some X c 2,
IXI = A and {a~: ~ E X} forms a J-system. To show this, let f (~) =
sup(~ n a~), and apply the pressing-down lemma on {~ < A: ~ is regular}.

(J5) Show the consistency with GCH of 0/\ 1 0+. Hint. Use Fn(w2' 2,w l ).

For 0, see VII 8.3. For 1 0+ (and in fact 10*), observe that adding a
generic map from W l into 2 destroys a 0*-sequence.

(J6) Assume that IP is countably closed in M, and that M [G] contains a
subset of W l which is not in M. Show that no sequence <sla: ti. < Wl >E M
is a O*-sequence in M[G]. Use this to show that ,KH /\ 0 /\ 10*
holds in the model constructed in §3. Hint (for the first part). This is like 3.4.

(J7) Consider the question, "Does 0+ hold in the extension of M by
Fn(w l , 2, W l )M?" Show that the answer is "yes" for some and "no" for other
models of ZFC + GCH.

(J8) LetIP~(~ ~ W l ) be p.o.'s such that ~ < 11 ~IP~ ccIP", and assume that
IP~ is c.c.c. for ~ < Wl. Assume also that for each limit 11 ~ W l U~<"IP~ is
dense in IP". Show that IPWt is c.c.c.

(J9) Show that Exercise J8 can fail if we assume only that U~ < Wt IP~ is
dense in IPWt •

(J10) In Lemma 5.13, show that for each ~,

i.e., M[G~] is the least c.t.m. N such that M c Nand <H
tl

: J.l < ~> E N.

(J11) [McAloon 1971] Show that ZFC + GCH + V = 00 + V =1= L is
consistent. Hint. In M, assume V = L, and fix K with K = WK. For some
ECK, M[G] will be M[<fa: ti.EE)], where fa: (Va+l~2 will be
Fn(W a +l' 2, W a +1 )-generic over M. E will not be in M, but E will be ordinal
definable in M [G], since in M [G] ,

Furthermore, arrange E so that <fa: ti. E E) is coded by E: for example,
say OEE, and makefo(J.l) = 1 iff(J.l + l)EE for all J.l < Wl. M[G] can be
viewed as a K-stage iteration, but the p.o. can easily be defined (as it was
by McAloon) without reference to iterated forcing.
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(JI2) (McAloon) Show that V == OD is consistent with -,CH (or with
MA + -,CH, etc.).

(113) Assuming the consistency of the existence of an inaccessible, show
that it is consistent that there is a strongly inaccessible K and an a c OJ
such that a E OD but (a ¢ OD)R(K).

(JI4) Show that it is consistent with ZFC + GCH that (-,CH)HOO and
(V =/= OD)HOO. Hint. See VII Exercise E5.

(J15) Assume that IP E M, n is a IP-name for a p.o., G is IP-generic over M,
and H is nG-generic over M [GJ. Show that G * H is IP * n-generic over M.
Remark. This is a converse to Theorem 5.5.

K. Boolean-valued models

By ,~(IP) we denote the completion of the p.o. IP. IP '"'"' <Q means that
~(IP) and Jd(<Q) are isomorphic.

(Kl) Suppose nand n' areIP-names for p.o.'s, and ~ I~(n '"'"' n' ). Show that
in M, IP * n '"'"' IP * n' . But give an example to show that even if~ Ir- (n == n' ),
it need not be true that IP * n is isomorphic to IP * n'.

(K2) Suppose that in M,

< <IP~: ~ ::; a), <n~: ~ < a»

is a finite support iterated forcing construction. Show that in M, the i~"

induce complete embeddings,j~l1 : ,~(IP~) ~ ~(IP,,). If 1] is a limit, show that
d4(IP,,) is the completion of U~<"j~,,~(IP~).

(K3) In M, let
< <IP~: ~ ::; w), <n~: ~ < w»

be a countable support iterated forcing construction, where each nn is
(Fn(OJ, 2))". LetIP'~ be constructed by letting n~ be a full ~-name for Fn(w, 2).
Show that in M, IPro f IP~. Hint. See Exercises D3, E4. Remark. But by
Exercise Kl, each IPn '"'"' IP'n' and it is easily seen that if in : 3l(IPn) ~ ,qg~)

are the "natural" isomorphisms, then the diagrams

,!4(IPn)~ ,2B(lPm)

11•. r-
Jd(IP~) ~ ~(IP;")
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commute. Thus, ~(IP(0) is not determined from the chain, <~(IPn): nEw).
However, if full names are used, this pathology disappears (Exercise K4).

(K4) In M, let

< <IP~: ~ ~ ex), <n~: ~ < ex) )

be an iterated forcing construction with supports in some ideal 5. Let
~~ = ~(IP~) and let j~" be as in Exercise K2. Assume that each n~ is a full
IP~-name for a p.o. Show that at a limit y, ~y is determined from the chain
<~~: ~ < y) as follows. If ~ ~ 11 and b E ~", let

h,,~(b) = A{aE~~: b ~j~,,(a)}.

Then ~y is the completion of the p.o. whose elements are sequences,
<b~: ~ < y)suchthat~ < 11 ---+b~ = h,,~(b,,),{~: b~+1 +j~,~+1(b~)}E5,and

b" = A~ <" j~,,(b~) for limit 11.

(K5) In M, let < <Q~: ~ ~ ex) be a sequence of p.o.'s, and suppose complete
embeddings, j~" : <Q~ ---+ <Q11 are given which commute (~ < 11 < , ---+ i~, =

i", 0 i~,,). Assume that for limit 11, U~<" i~"IP~ is dense in <Q". Show that there
is an ex-stage finite support iterated forcing construction,

< <IP~: ~ ~ ex), <n~: ~ < ex»

such that each IP~ '"'"' <Q~. Hint. See VII Exercises D3-D5.

(K6) In M, let ~~ be the measure algebra of 2~ (see VII Exercises H21-H23),
and letj~" : ~~ ---+ ~" be induced by projection of 2" onto 2~. Show that there
is no iterated forcing construction (with any supports), such that ~~ '"'"' IP~
for all ~ ~ w. Remark. i.e., this iteration is not obtainable by the method
of §5.

(K7) Verify the following treatment of 2-stage iterations in Boolean-valued
models. If in M, PA is acornplete Boolean algebra (c. B.a.) , [n is a cBa] = ~~,

and n is full, then d4 * n may be defined as the cBa where elements are those
of dom(n). 0"1 v 0"2 is the 0" E dom(n) such that [0" = 0"1 V 0"2] = ~. A com
plete embedding i: 1) ---+ PA * n is defined by letting i(b) be the 0" E domen)
such that

([0" = ~] = b) /\ ([0" = @] = b').

If .91 is another cBa of M and PA Cc .91, define d/~ to be the ~-name n
fordIt, where t is the ~-valued ideal defined by

[£lEt] = (A{bE~: a ~ b})'.
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(See also VII, Exercises D3-D5: our notation is slightly different here).
Given PA and .91, .91 is isomorphic in M to 91 * (.91 j 91). Given 91 and n, ~~
forces that n is isomorphic to (PA * n)j!J.

(K8) State and prove a rigorous version of the following: if <IP~: ~ ~ et)
and <IP:;: ~ :::; et) are iterated forcing constructions using the same ideal
of supports, ~ I~ (n~ "-' 1i~) for each ~, and either the supports are finite or
all the names n~, 1i~ are full, then IPC( "-' IP~. Observe that the statement
~ I~ (n~ "-' 1(;) does not really make sense. Exercise K3 is a counter example
to this exercise if the names are not full and the supports are countable.
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Axiom of Extensionality, 10
Axiom of Foundation, 100

consistency of, 125
independence of, 148

Axiom of Infinity, 19
independence of, 124

Axiom of Pairing, 12
Axiom of Power Set, 29

independence of, 133
Axiom of Replacement, 12

independence of, 147
Axiom of Union, 12
Baire property, 240,243
Boolean-valued models, 223, 234, 301-303
Bounded quantifier, 118
c.c.c., see countable chain condition
Cardinal, 28

limit, 30
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successor, 30
Cardinality, 27
C.c., see chain conditions
cr., see cofinality
CH, see Continuum Hypothesis
Chain, 53,68
Chain conditions, 212, 213, 245, see also

countable chain condition
in iterations, 275, 291
in products, 291-292

Class, 23
Closed, 77

A-closed, 214
Cofinality, 32
Collapsing (of cardinals), 205
Compatible, 53, 69
Complete

embeddings, 218
ideals and filters, 77

Completeness Theorem (G6del's), 9
Completion, 63-64
Condition, 52
Consistent, 6
Constructible sets, 165
Continuum Hypothesis, 32

Generalized, 32
consistency of, 175, 296

independence of, 209
Countable, 28
Countable chain conditions, 50, 53, see also

chain conditions
and iterated forcing, 271,275
in products, 51,61,66

Covering Lemma (Jensen's), 267
c.u.b., Cub, 77
~, 165
Definable, 153
Definitions, extensions by, 22,37
Delta-system, 49
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Dense, 53
dense below, 192
dense embedding, 221
K-dense, 240

Df, 153
Diagonal intersection, 80, 91
Diamond, 80, 92

in generic extensions, 227, 248, 300
in L, 178,181- 182

Diamond plus, 83
in generic extensions, 249, 300
in L, 178, 180-182

Distributive law, 243
Dominating functions, 288
Dual (filter or ideal), 76
Easton forcing, 262, 295

reverse, 277, 298
En, 155
Erdos- Rado Theorem, 290
Exponentiation

cardinal, 31
ordinal, 26

Extension, 52
Extensional, 105
Filter, 53, 76
Finite, 28
Finite axiomatizability, 35, 46, 138
Finitist, 7
Fn, 204,211
Forcing, 192

language of, 194
Formal theory, 7
Formalist, 7
Formula, 3
Fraenkel- Mostowski models, 149
Gaps, Hausdorff theorem on, 89

GCH, see Continuum Hypothesis, General-
ized

Generic, 186
Height, 68
Hereditary set, 9
Hereditarily countable, 131
Hereditarily finite, 131
ht, see height
Ideal, 76
Inaccessible cardinal, 34

consistency results, 210
independence results, 133, 177

Incompatible, 53
Incompleteness Theorem (Godel's)

First, 38
Second, 41

Inconsistent, 6

m-inconsistent, 150
Indecomposable ordinal, 43
Independent families, 257

maximaL 257
sizes of, 258, 287 290

sizes of, 288
Index function, 263
Induction

ordinary, 19
transfinite, 25, 102

Ineffable cardinaL 182
Infinite, 28
Interpretation, relative, 8
Isomorphism, 14
Iterated forcing construction, 273
KH, see Kurepa's Hypothesis
Konig's Lemma, 34, 45, 69
Kurepa family, 75
Kurepa tree, see tree, Kurepa
Kurepa's Hypothesis, 74

in Levy model, 232, 294- 295
independence of, 259-262

L, L, see constructible sets
Lev, level, 68
Levy order, 231, 259
Limit ordinaL 18
Logically equivalent, 5
Logically valid, 5
Lowenheim -Skolem Theorem, 31, 135, 156
L-rank, 167
MA, see Martin's Axiom

m.a.d.f, see almost disjoint families, maximal

Mahlo cardinal, 92, 247
Martin's Axiom, 52, 54

consistency of, 279
Maximal principle, 226
Measure algebra, forcing with, 250
Metatheory, 7
MinimaL 98
Minimal modeL 182
ModeL 112

w-model, 145
Mostowski collapse, 105 106
Multiplication

cardinaL 28
ordinaL 20

Name, 188
nice, 208
for a p.o., 269
full, 292
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Natural number, 18
Non-atomic, 237
Normal Form Theorem (Cantor's), 43
OD, see ordinal definable sets
op, 191
Ordering

strict, 14
totaL 14
well-, 14

OrdinaL 16
Addition, 20
Limit, 18
Multiplication, 20
Successor, 18

Ordinal definable sets, 157,300-301
P, 286 289
Partial order, 52

separative, 88
Path, 74
Peano Postulates, 19
Platonist, 6
p.o., 186
Precaliber, 89
pred, 103
Preservation

of cardinals, 206, 212
of cofinalities, 207, 212

Pressing-Down Lemma, 80
Product order, 252
Quasi-disjoint, 49
R, 95, see also well-founded sets
Rado- Milner Paradox, 45
Rank, 95, 104
Rasiowa-Sikorsky Theorem, 243
Recursion

Ordinary, 27
Transfinite, 25, 103

Reduction, 218
Reflection Theorem, 136 137
Regular, 33
Relativization, 112, 141

of defined notions, 114- 116, 142
Root, 49
Russell Paradox, 10
S, see successor function
Saturated ideals, 93

consistency of, 250
Schr6der- Bernstein Theorem, 27,43
Scope, 4
Sentence, 4
Separable, 50, 86
Separative, 88

Set-like, 102
SH, see Suslin's Hypothesis
Singular cardinal's problem, 296-297
Skolem

function, 139
Paradox, 141

Solovay's Lemma, 287
Stationary sets, 78

in generic extensions, 247, 250
Subformula, 4
Successor

function, 18
ordinal, 18

Support, 273
supt, 273
Suslin

algebra, 243
Hypothesis, 66
line, 66
tree, see tree, Suslin

Transitive, 16
closure, 99

tr cl, see transitive closure
Tree, 68

Aronszajn, 69
special, 91

complete (binary or I-ary), 68
ever-branching, 81
Kurepa, 74, see also Kurepa's Hypothesis
product, 90
sub-, 68
Suslin, 69, 229, see also Suslin Hypothesis

Jech order for, 248-249
well-pruned, 71

Truth value, 224
Type, 18
Ulam matrix, 79
Ultrafilters, 289
Uncountable, 28
Universal closure, 5
up, 191
val, 189
Variable, 3

bound, 4
free, 4

Weakly compact cardinal, 92, 297
Well-founded

relations, 98, 102
sets, 95

WF, see well-founded sets
Zermelo set theory, 147
ZF, ZF -, ZF - P, etc., VI

Zorn's Lemma, 44
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